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ForeWord

The Asia Foundation is pleased to publish this report, Understanding Violence against 
Women and Children in Timor-Leste: Findings from the Nabilan Baseline Study. This research 
contributes ground-breaking knowledge on violence against women in Timor-Leste, and 
directly addresses the gap in reliable, representative quantitative data on women’s experiences 
and men’s perpetration of violence. 

The significant work that national civil society organizations, key government stakeholders, 
academics, international non-governmental organizations and United Nations agencies have 
conducted in Timor-Leste illustrates that women in this country routinely suffer multiple 
dimensions of violence. 

The Nabilan Health and Life Experiences Baseline Study adds new insights into this issue and 
into the immense implications of violence on women’s health and wellbeing, as well as that 
of their children, their families and their communities. This research also reveals, for the first 
time, information on men’s use of violence against women – information which is crucial for 
programs working with men and boys to prevent violence. In addition, through an analysis 
of statistically significant risk and protective factors for violence against women, the Study 
provides tangible and evidence-based recommendations for the approaches that will be most 
effective in preventing violence against women in Timor-Leste. One such risk factor that must 
urgently be addressed, for example, is child abuse – the rates of which, as this research shows, 
are extremely high. 

While the rates of violence in this study are considerably higher than the 2009−2010 
Demographic Health Survey, this should not be interpreted as indicative of a major rise in the 
rates for Timor-Leste, rather that the rates are actually higher than previous estimates. The 
Study findings unequivocally illustrate that violence against women is a critical development 
issue for Timor-Leste. Without breaking the cycle of violence, which includes the normalization 
of physical, sexual and intellectual abuse of women, Timor-Leste will not be able to advance 
as a modern, liberal, thriving democracy with a healthy population. Through its struggles 
for independence and journey to nationhood, Timor-Leste has shown itself to be a nation of 
great resolve and strategic thinking. This matter of violence against women and children must 
be seen in the same light, and it will have far reaching implications not just for women and 
children, but for the nation as a whole, both domestically and internationally.
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This study augments a growing body of the Foundation’s other existing research in the field 
of security and justice, including our Law & Justice surveys more broadly, as well as on 
perceptions on policing specifically. The Foundation has a long-standing practice of using 
research to ground the organization’s own programming and has actively supported evidence-
based policy-making and programming by other organizations and institutions. In line with 
this approach, we are already using the findings from the Nabilan Study to inform our own 
approaches toward reducing the prevalence of violence against women and to guide the work 
of our local partners. The utility of the Nabilan Study findings, however, go far beyond the 
Foundation’s work: this research has the potential to contribute greatly to the work of policy 
makers and service providers, in both non-government and government bodies. It is my sincere 
hope that the Government of Timor-Leste, civil society actors, and international agencies will 
find these findings useful in their own planning and programming toward eliminating violence 
against women and children in Timor-Leste.  

 

Susan Marx
Country Representative

The Asia Foundation, Timor-Leste
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ABBreViATionS
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GLoSSArY oF non-enGLiSh 
And TeChniCAL TermS

Aldeia

   
AUDIT

    
    

Barlake or hafolin

    
    
    
    
    
   

Binary variable

    
   
Centre for Epidemiologic 
Studies Depression Scale 

(CES-D Scale)

Cluster

    
    
    

Confidence Interval (CI)

    
    
    
    

Continuous variable

Hamlet or sub-village; the smallest administrative unit in 
Timor-Leste.

Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test, A series of questions 
included in the men’s questionnaire to measure current alcohol 
abuse.

A marriage custom that relates to an agreement of exchange 
between the bride-groom and the bride’s family in order 
to allow the marriage to occur. This usually involves an 
exchange between the households of animals, gold, money, 
and symbolic items. The exchange of items will usually occur 
over an extended period, often coinciding with family births 
and deaths.

A variable that only take two values, for example male/female, 
or yes/no. This usually takes the form of 1 or 0, meaning that 
the variable is present or not present.

A self-reporting scale used to measure symptoms of depression, 
which asks respondents about their mood in the week prior 
to the interview.

A cluster is, in this case of multi-stage sampling used in this 
study, a group of a relatively similar number of households in a 
geographical area. In most cases this is based on pre-determined 
groupings called enumeration areas that are used for censuses.

Because the strength of association between factors is only an 
estimate, the confidence interval is the range of values within 
which statisticians are 95 percent confident that the actual 
strength of association will lie. This range is usually specified 
with an upper (upper CI) and lower (lower CI) value.

A variable that has an infinite number of possible values, that 
is, any value is possible for the variable. This is the opposite of 
a discrete variable, which can only take on a certain number 
of values.
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Enumeration Area (EA)

    
    
    
   

Gender Equitable Men 
(GEM) Scale

    
   

Intimate partner

    
    
    
    
   

Multi-variate logistic 
regression

N

    
Nabilan

    
   

Odds ratio

    
    
    
    
    
   

P-value

    
   

Enumeration areas are geographically defined clusters used 
for the national census, which are designed to have 75-125 
households per cluster. These are used as the clusters for the 
Study due to the consistent average size, which is used in the 
probability proportional to size (PPS) sampling strategy.

A standardized attitude scale used to measure respondents’ 
attitudes toward sexual and reproductive health, violence, 
sexual relations, domestic work, and beliefs around what it 
means to ‘be a man’.

The definition of intimate partner varies between settings 
and includes both formal partnerships, such as marriage, 
and informal partnerships, such as dating relationships and 
unmarried sexual relationships. In this report, intimate partner 
refers to a marriage or dating partnership, whether the couple 
were living together (cohabiting) or not.

A statistical technique to calculate the strength of association 
(odds ratio) of selected factors.

Refers to the number in the group being examined, the 
denominator.

The name of The Asia Foundation’s program to end violence 
against women and children in Timor-Leste, funded by the 
Australian Government. Nabilan means ‘shine’ in Tetun.

In this report, an odds ratio describes the strength of association 
of the selected factors to the outcomes of intimate partner 
violence and non-partner rape. It can be directly interpreted 
as how many times more likely someone is to experience or 
perpetrate violence if they have this factor, compared with 
someone without this factor. Some odds ratios were adjusted 
(adjusted odds ratio or AOR) for other variables such as age.

An indicator of the likelihood that the odds ratio could have 
occurred by chance. A low p-value (<0.05) is usually considered 
statistically significant and means the factor is important.
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Primary sampling units 
(PSUs)

   
Probability proportional 

to size (PPS)

    
Self-administered

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
   

Stata 14IC

   
Stratum

    
    
    
   

Suku

    
Xefe aldeia

 Xefe familia

Xefe suku

Sampling units are the clusters for a population-based sample 
design. In this Study the PSUs were the municipalities, while 
the secondary sampling units were the EAs.

A quantitative sampling technique which takes varying sample 
sizes into account. This helps to avoid underrepresenting one 
subgroup in a study and yields more accurate results.

Most questions in the questionnaires were administered by 
the interviewer asking the respondent the questions directly, 
reading out possible response options, and recording the 
answers using the tablet computers. However certain questions 
regarding very sensitive information were self-administered, 
meaning that the interviewer gave the tablet computer to the 
respondent and they completed these questions themselves. 
These included questions on childhood sexual abuse and men’s 
involvement in criminal and anti-social behavior.

This is the statistical analysis software that was used to analyse 
the data collected from the Study.

Stratum refers to the sub-populations in a sample. In statistical 
surveys, when sub-populations within an overall population 
vary, it is useful to sample each sub-population (stratum) 
separately. In this Study, the two stratum are the program and 
non-program municipalities.

A village, which consists of a number of aldeia or sub-villages; 
the second administrative level in Timor-Leste.

Elected head of the aldeia (sub-village).

The head of the household or family.

Elected head of the suku (village).



 ChapteR 1: 
inTrodUCTion
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BACkGroUnd
Violence against women, in its many manifestations, and across all settings, is a violation of 
human rights and fundamental freedoms. Violence against women impacts women across 
the world, regardless of age, class, race, and ethnicity. According to recent global estimates, 
30 percent of women aged 15 years or older have experienced physical and/or sexual intimate 
partner violence during their lifetimes (Devries et al. 2013). It is the leading global cause of 
homicide death in women (Stockl et al. 2013) and has many other major health consequences 
(WHO 2014a). The economic and social costs associated with violence against women are 
significant, and global evidence shows that violence consistently undermines development 
efforts at various levels, driving the depreciation of physical, human, and social capital (Garcia-
Moreno et al. 2005).

Violence against women stems from gender inequality and discrimination. It is a manifestation 
of historically unequal power relations between men and women, which have led to domination 
over and discrimination against women by men, and to the prevention of the full advancement 
of women. It is also used to maintain women’s subordinate position compared with men 
(UNGA 1993).

As violence against women becomes increasingly recognized as both a public health problem 
and a human rights violation, countries throughout the world are taking action through 
political and social reforms. The recently adopted Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
include a specific target on the elimination of all forms of violence against women and girls. 
In addition, in 2011 the Statistical Commission of the United Nations adopted a core set of 
statistical indicators on violence against women (UNDESA 2014). These indicators can only 
be measured using data collected through surveys. United Nations (UN) Member States will 
be asked to report on these indicators in the near future.

In Timor-Leste, current research points towards widespread experiences of violence against 
women across the country. Women are subjected to many forms of physical, psychological, 
sexual, and economic violence, cutting across all divisions of income, culture, and class. While 
the literature indicates that domestic violence is the most common form of violence against 
women, Timorese women also endure non-partner rape and sexual assault, sexual harassment, 
and trafficking. 

However, to date there has been no dedicated research at a national level to ascertain the 
prevalence of violence against women, the health consequences of violence, or the factors 
that increase or decrease the risk of violence. Quality data on the prevalence, patterns, and 
consequences of different forms of violence against women at national and subnational levels 
serves as an important tool in guiding evidence-based preventative programing and policy-
making. 
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The NabilaN 
ProGrAm 
And STUdY
In response to the evidence gap, and in order to inform programing, The Asia Foundation (the 
Foundation) undertook The Nabilan Health and Life Experiences Baseline Study in Timor-Leste 
(the Study) from July to September 2015. The purpose of the Study was to generate rigorous, 
reliable data from women and men in Timor-Leste on the prevalence and perpetration of 
different forms of violence against women. The findings of the Study form the baseline data 
for the Foundation’s Nabilan Program, and will further inform programing and advocacy on 
responses to and prevention of violence against women and children in Timor-Leste. 

The Nabilan Program is an innovative eight-year initiative targeting violence against women in 
Timor-Leste. The Program, which has been generously funded by the Australian Government, 
operates through three core pillars: prevention, services and support, and access to justice, with 
a research, monitoring and evaluation component running across all of the pillars. The overall 
goal of the Program is to reduce the proportion of women who experience violence, and to 
meet better the needs of women and children affected by violence. Building on global best 
practice, the Nabilan Program works with local government and non-government partners to 
help them develop the skills needed to end effectively violence against women and children 
in Timor-Leste, and to build ownership of this important work.

oBjeCTiVeS 
oF The STUdY
In order to implement a holistic approach to prevent and respond to violence against women, 
it is necessary to understand women’s experiences of violence, as well as men’s perpetration and 
experiences of violence. For this reason, the Nabilan Study adopted an innovative approach, 
combining specific methodologies on prevalence and perpetration to conduct joint research 
with both women and men. The study adapted the World Health Organization’s (WHO) 
Multi-country Study on Women’s Health and Domestic Violence against Women (WHO 
MCS) to conduct a women’s prevalence survey, and used the United Nations’ (UN) Multi-
country Study on Men and Violence (UN MCS) as the basis for a men’s perpetration survey. 
These international best-practice methodologies were used because of the high level of data 
reliability they produce, the ability to make cross-country comparisons, and their internationally 
recognized ethical and safety standards.

Two structured household questionnaires were administered to two sample groups – women 
aged 15 to 49 years, and men aged 18 to 49 years – with unique but complementary objectives. 

Women’s survey objectives

•	 Estimate	the	prevalence	and	frequency	of	different	forms	of	violence	experienced	by	women:	
physical, sexual, emotional, and economic violence against women by male intimate 
partners, as well as sexual violence by non-partners;
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•	 Determine	the	association	of	intimate	partner	violence	with	a	range	of	health	and	other	
outcomes;

•	 Identify	the	risk	and	protective	factors	that	may	be	associated	with	either	respectively	
increasing or reducing women’s risk of experiencing intimate partner violence; and 

•	 Document	the	strategies	and	services	that	women	use	to	cope	with	intimate	partner	and	
non-partner violence.

Men’s survey objectives

•	 Better	understand	the	prevalence	and	frequency	of	men’s	use	of	different	forms	of	violence	
against women: physical, emotional, and economic intimate partner violence and, 
specifically, intimate partner and non-partner rape;

•	 Assess	men’s	own	experiences	of	violence,	as	well	as	their	perpetration	of	violence	against	
other men; and

•	 Identify	the	factors	associated	with	men’s	perpetration	of	different	forms	of	violence	against	
women.

keY TerminoLoGY 
And deFiniTionS 
USed in The STUdY
Box 1.1 presents the key terminology used in this Study. The definitions of different types of 
violence are presented in Box 1.2 as a breakdown of the specific acts which constitute each 
type of violence against women.

Box 1.1: key terminology used in the Nabilan health and Life experiences Study

Ever-partnered women
The definition of ‘ever-partnered women’ is central to the Study because it defines the 
population that could potentially be at risk of intimate partner violence and hence, becomes 
the denominator for intimate partner violence prevalence figures. For the purposes of this 
Study, a broad definition of partnership was used, as any woman who had ever been in a 
relationship with a male intimate partner, whether or not they had been married, could 
have been exposed to the risk of violence. Women were considered to be ‘ever-partnered’ if 
they reported having ever been married to a man, having ever lived with a man, or having 
ever been in a dating relationship with a man, even if they were no longer together with this 
man at the time of the Study. In general, the definition of ‘ever-partnered women’ includes 
women who were, or had ever been, married or in a common-law relationship. It also covers 
dating relationships. 
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Prevalence
The prevalence of violence against women refers to the proportion of ‘at risk’ 
women in a population who have experienced violence. For some kinds of 
violence, such as sexual violence, all women may be considered ‘at risk’. For 
others, such as intimate partner violence, only women who have or have had an 
intimate partner could be considered at risk. 

Lifetime
The prevalence rate shows us the proportion of women in the current 
population who have ever experienced one or more acts of violence at any 
time in their lives (and thus, by definition, they include women who are also 
measured in 12 month prevalence). This prevalence rate does not tell us how 
long the violence lasted, or how frequently it occurred; it just tells us if violence 
ever happened, even if it was only once.

Previous 12 months (prior to interview)/Current
The 12 month prevalence rate shows the proportion of women who experienced 
one or more acts of violence in the 12 months prior to the interview and thus, 
close to the time of measurement. It includes violence that had just started, as 
well as violence that may have started prior to the 12 month period. It could 
have stopped within the previous 12 months or still be continuing at the time 
of measurement, as long as it took place within the 12 months. As with lifetime 
prevalence, it does not tell us how long the violence lasted or how frequently 
it occurred. This prevalence rate is also labelled as ‘current prevalence’ in the 
charts and tables in this report.

Intimate partner violence
This is behavior within an intimate relationship that causes physical, sexual, 
or psychological harm, including acts of physical aggression, sexual coercion, 
psychological abuse, and controlling behaviors, including financial control.  
The definition covers violence by both current and former spouses and partners. 
This Study measured physical, sexual, emotional, and economic intimate 
partner violence. Prevalence and perpetration rates for intimate partner violence 
are calculated among the sample population of ever-partnered women or men.

Physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence
While the Study measured physical, sexual, emotional, and economic violence, 
the data presented on the consequences and the risk and protective factors 
focuses on women’s experiences of physical and/or sexual intimate partner 
violence, which refers to women who have experienced at least one act of 
physical or sexual violence (or both) by a male intimate partner. 
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Non-partner sexual violence
A key objective of the Study was to gather information on the prevalence of 
women’s experiences of sexual violence by a man who was not their intimate 
partner and of men’s perpetration of sexual violence against both women and 
men who were not their intimate partner. For the purposes of this Study, 
sexual violence included acts of non-partner rape and gang rape. Women were 
also asked about the identity of the perpetrator, where known. Prevalence 
and perpetration rates for non-partner rape are calculated among the sample 
population for all women and men.

Child sexual abuse
The Study explored the extent to which respondents had been sexually abused 
before the age of 18. As early sexual abuse is a highly sensitive issue that is 
particularly difficult to explore in survey situations, two methods were used to 
enhance disclosure of different forms of abuse. First, respondents were asked 
questions on unwanted sexual contact and forced sex before age 18 as part of 
the childhood trauma scale. Second, respondents completed a self-administered 
question on unwanted sexual contact or forced sex before age 18. The results 
of these two approaches are discussed below. Respondents were also asked 
how old they were at the time of their first sexual experience, and whether it 
had been something they wanted to happen, something they had not wanted 
but that happened anyway (coerced), or something that they had been forced 
into. Other forms of childhood abuse are defined in Box 4. Prevalence rates for 
childhood abuse are calculated among the sample population for all women 
and men.

hoW VioLenCe WAS 
meASUred in The STUdY
The Study primarily focused on violence by an intimate partner because this has been shown 
to be the most globally pervasive form of violence against women. Included in this were acts of 
physical, sexual, emotional, and economic violence by or against a current or former intimate 
partner, whether married or not. In addition, the Study also examined controlling behaviors, 
including acts to constrain a woman’s mobility or her access to friends and relatives, and extreme 
jealousy. The Study also looked at sexual violence against women and men by perpetrators 
other than intimate partners. The acts used to define each type of violence measured are 
summarized in Box 1.2. 
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Box 1.2: operational definitions of violence against women used in the
         Nabilan health and Life experiences Study

Women’s Survey Men’s Survey

Intimate partner violence
The list below refers to either acts that a woman had had done to her by a male intimate 
partner (husband/boyfriend), or that a man had perpetrated against a female intimate partner 
(wife/girlfriend).

Physical partner violence

You were ever:
a) Slapped or had something thrown at 

you that could hurt you
b) Pushed or shoved, or had your hair 

pulled
c) Hit with his fist or something else that 

could hurt you
d) Kicked, dragged or beaten up
e) Choked or burnt on purpose
f) Threatened with or actually had a gun, 

knife or other weapon used against you

You have ever:
a) Slapped a partner or thrown something 

at her that could hurt her
b) Pushed or shoved a partner
c) Hit a partner with your fist or with 

something else that could hurt her
d) Kicked, dragged, beaten, choked or 

burned a partner
e) Threatened to use or actually used a 

gun, knife or other weapon against a 
partner

Sexual partner violence

You ever:
a) Were forced to have sexual intercourse 

when you did not want to; for example, 
you were threatened or held down 
(raped)

b) Had sexual intercourse when you did 
not want to because you were afraid of 
what your husband/partner might do if 
you refused (coerced)

c) Were forced to do anything else sexual 
that you did not want or that you found 
degrading or humiliating

You have ever:
a) Forced a partner to have sexual 

intercourse when she did not want to 
(raped)

b) Had sexual intercourse with a partner 
when she did not want to but believed 
she should agree because she was your 
wife/partner

c) Forced a partner to watch pornography 
when she did not want to

d) Forced a partner to do something else 
sexual when she did not want to

Emotional partner violence

You ever:
a) Were insulted or made to feel bad about 

yourself
b) Were belittled or humiliated in front of 

other people
c) Had things done to scare or intimidate you 

on purpose; for example, by the way he 
looked at you or by yelling and smashing 
things

d) Were verbally threatened by your intimate 
partner that he would hurt you or someone 
you cared about

You have ever:
a) Insulted a partner or deliberately made her 

feel bad about herself
b) Belittled or humiliated a partner in front 

of other people
c) Done things to scare or intimidate a 

partner on purpose; for example, by the 
way you looked at her or by yelling and 
smashing things

d) Threatened to hurt a partner
e) Hurt people your partner cared about as 

a way of hurting her, or damaged things 
of importance to her
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Economic partner violence or financial control

You ever:
a) Were prohibited from getting a job, 

going to work, trading, earning money 
or participating in income-generation 
projects

b) Had your earnings taken from you 
against your will

c) Had your intimate partner refuse to give 
you money you needed for household 
expenses even when he had money 
for other things, such as alcohol and 
cigarettes

You have ever:
a) Prohibited a partner from getting a 

job, going to work, trading or earning 
money

b) Taken a partner’s earnings against her 
will

c) Thrown a partner out of the house
d) Kept money from your earnings for 

alcohol, tobacco or other things for 
yourself when you knew your partner 
was finding it hard to afford household 
expenses

Women’s Survey Men’s Survey

Non-partner sexual violence
The list below refers to either acts that a woman had had done to her by a male non-partner 
(man who was not her husband/boyfriend), or that a man had perpetrated against a non-
partner woman, girl, man or boy. 

Non-partner rape

You were ever:
a) Forced to have sex with someone other 

than a husband/partner when you did 
not want to; for example, by threatening 
you, holding you down, or putting you 
in a situation where you could not say 
no

b) Forced to have sex with someone other 
than a husband/partner when you were 
too drunk or drugged to refuse

You have ever:
a) Forced a woman who was not your wife/

girlfriend at the time to have sex with 
you

b) Had sex with a woman or girl who was 
not your wife/girlfriend at the time 
when she was too drunk or drugged to 
say whether she wanted to or not

c) Done anything sexual with a man or 
boy when he did not consent or was 
forced

d) Done anything sexual with a man or 
boy when you put your penis in his 
mouth or anus when he did not consent 
or was forced 

You were ever:
e)  Forced or persuaded to have sex or do 

something sexual with a man when you 
did not want to

Non-partner gang rape

You were ever:
a) Forced to have sex against your will 

with more than one man at the same 
time

You and other men have ever:
a) Had sex with a woman or girl at the 

same time when she did not consent to 
sex or you forced her

b) Had sex with a woman or girl at the 
same time when she was too drunk or 
drugged to stop you

c) Had sex with a man or boy when he did 
not want to
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Childhood abuse
The list below refers to acts that both women and men had done to them before age 18.

Childhood physical abuse1

Before you reached 18 you:
a) Were beaten at home with a belt or stick or whip or something else which was hard
b) Were beaten so hard at home that it left a mark or bruise

Childhood sexual abuse

Before you reached 18:
a) Someone touched your buttocks or genitals or you were made to touch them when 

you did not want to
b) You had sex with someone because you were threatened or frightened or forced
c) You were touched sexually, or made to do something sexual that you did not want 

to (self-administered question)

Childhood emotional abuse or neglect

Before you reached 18:
a) You spent time away from home when no adults knew where you were
b) You were told you were lazy or stupid or weak by someone in your family
c) You were insulted or humiliated by someone in your family in front of other people
d) One or both of your parents were too drunk or drugged to take care of you

Hardship

Before you were 18 you did not have enough food to eat

A range of behavior-specific questions relating to each type of violence were asked. For each act 
of physical, sexual, emotional, or economic violence that the respondent said had ever happened 
to her or had been perpetrated by her intimate partner, the respondent was asked whether 
this had ever happened, happened in the past 12 months, and with what frequency. For the 
analysis of women’s experiences of physical intimate partner violence, the questions on physical 
violence were divided into those related to ‘moderate’ violence and those considered ‘severe’ 
violence. The distinction between moderate and severe violence is based on the likelihood of 
physical injury, with acts of ‘severe’ violence more likely to result in physical injuries including, 
but not limited to, cuts, bruises, internal injuries, broken bones, and fractures (see Box 1.3). 

1 These were the specific questions asked in the survey with regards to physical child abuse. However, we recognize that 
physical child abuse includes more than just beating; for example, kicking, pushing, strangulation, burning, and other 
acts that also cause harm.
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deVeLoPmenT, Gender ineQUALiTY, 
And VioLenCe AGAinST Women 
in PoST-ConFLiCT Timor-LeSTe

Post-conflict development in Timor-Leste 
The Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste is Asia’s youngest nation, having become fully 
independent in May 2002 after a tumultuous period of colonial rule, annexation and 
occupation, and UN administration. With a population close to 1.2 million, Timor-Leste is 
home to numerous cultural groups, the majority of which are patriarchal. Catholicism is the 
dominant religion in Timor-Leste, with more than 90 percent of the population identifying as 
Catholic. Protestants, Muslims, and Buddhists are also present in Timor-Leste (UNFPA 2005). 
Linguistically, there are approximately 25 indigenous languages spoken around the country. 
The two national languages are Tetun and Portuguese; however, Bahasa Indonesian is the 
second most commonly spoken language (after Tetun) resulting from the years of Indonesian 
occupation and, along with English, Bahasa is considered a working language (UNFPA 2005).

Timor-Leste was under Portuguese rule for 400 years. Almost immediately following the 
departure of the Portuguese in 1975, Indonesian troops invaded, establishing control over the 
country for the next 24 years. After the 1998 downfall of President Suharto, the following 
Indonesian president, B. J. Habibie, offered Timor-Leste the opportunity for independence 
through a referendum. The Timorese voted overwhelmingly for independence (78 percent). The 

Box 1.3: Severity scale used for level of physical intimate partner   
           violence  as experienced by women in the Study

‘Moderate’ violence: respondent answers “yes” to one or more of the  
following questions regarding her intimate partner (and does not    
answer “yes” to questions c] to e] below):

 a) (Has he) slapped you or thrown something at you that could hurt you?

 b) (Has he) pushed or shoved you?

‘Severe’ violence: respondent answers “yes” to one or more of the following 
questions regarding her intimate partner:

 c) (Has he) hit you with his fist or with something else that could hurt you?

 d) (Has he) kicked, dragged or beaten you up?

 e) (Has he) choked or burnt you on purpose?

 f) (Has he) threatened to use or actually used a gun, knife or other weapon  
    against you?
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announcement of the results sparked further violence and unrest across the country. Militia 
groups allied with Indonesian state security forces destroyed almost 75 percent of Timor-Leste’s 
infrastructure, and approximately three-quarters of the population were forced to flee to the 
mountains or to refugee camps in Indonesian West Timor or to Australia (Hynes et al. 2004; 
CEPAD 2015). In the transitional period between Indonesia’s exit in 1999 and independence 
in 2002, peace-keeping, reconstruction, and the establishment of a national government was 
overseen by the UN Transitional Administration in East Timor (UNTAET) (Groves et al. 
2009).

The post-independence period in Timor-Leste has not been an easy pathway to development 
and stability. In April 2006, major internal conflict erupted, involving members of the Defence 
Force of Timor-Leste who took up arms−based on perceptions of discrimination−against 
members of the force from the west of the country, and members of the police. This conflict 
lasted almost two years and resulted in the displacement of 100,000 people. By 2008 there was 
mass rural-to-urban migration to Dili, with a lack of welfare services, housing, or employment 
opportunities to support this movement (Van der Auweraert 2012).

In the aftermath of the 2006 crisis, Timor-Leste has been relatively stable. Timor-Leste has 
embarked on intensive social, political, and economic development, striving to rebuild itself 
after years of colonization, occupation, and UN administration. Since independence, life 
expectancy has increased, child mortality has been reduced, school enrolment and literacy 
rates have improved, and vaccination rates for common childhood illnesses have increased 
(UNFPA 2005; UNDP 2014).

Politically, Timor-Leste successfully held peaceful elections in 2012 under the auspices of the 
country’s two national electoral bodies. Importantly, one-third of the new National Parliament 
comprises women parliamentarians, owing to quotas introduced by the UN administration, 
remarkably one of the highest in the East Asia-Pacific region (UNDP 2014).

Despite these advances, Timor-Leste is a fragile democracy and remains one of the poorest and 
most oil-dependent countries in the world. In spite of rapid economic growth in recent years, 
poverty and unemployment are significant issues for a large section of Timorese society, with 
almost half of the population living below the national poverty line (UNDP 2014). With almost 
three-quarters of people in Timor-Leste residing in rural areas, around half of the population 
works in the agricultural sector. However, the agricultural economy is characterized by low 
productivity and seasonal volatility, with agriculture accounting for only one-fifth of the 
country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (World Bank 2013; UNDP 2014). Timor-Leste’s 
non-oil economy remains largely underdeveloped and, as the second most oil-dependent 
country in the world, finite oil resources pose a significant challenge for the country’s future 
development and economic growth (World Bank 2013).

Unemployment is a gendered issue, with less than one-quarter of women engaged in the labour 
force compared with over half of men (UNDP 2014). In general, men also have greater access 
to paid work, and four-fifths of working women do not receive an income. This is because 
the vast majority of women engaged in agricultural work are unpaid workers, most likely 
working with other family members at the peak of the agricultural season (NSD 2010). This 
is consistent with many households, where subsistence agriculture dominates livelihoods, and 
so the notion of unpaid work for women extends beyond the domestic duties of housework 
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and child rearing (The Asia Foundation 2015a). This has important consequences for women’s 
independence and financial autonomy, particularly in the context of deciding whether or not 
to leave abusive relationships.2 

Earlier studies by the Foundation (2012; 2015a) have shown that for women in Timor-Leste 
who are experiencing violence within the home, economic pressures and feeling financially 
dependent weaken their relative ‘bargaining’ powers against abusive partners, and their capacity 
to overcome social stigmas associated with ‘breaking up’ the household. Women’s experiences 
of violence are, therefore, located within complex social, economic, and political structures at 
community and societal levels, reflecting patterns of family and village life in a predominantly 
rural, agricultural society (The Asia Foundation 2015a). 

While overall Timor-Leste has made significant strides in improving adult literacy rates (UNDP 
2014), gaps remain in women’s and men’s access to education. In distinguishing between urban 
and rural literacy rates, the gap for men is smaller than for women, suggesting that men in 
rural areas have better access to learning (NSD 2010). This is further reflected in the average 
years of school received, with boys gaining at least one and a half more years of schooling than 
girls (UNDP 2014).3  Subsequently, men are likely to be more educated than women across 
all levels of education (primary, secondary, and tertiary) and, therefore, have a greater capacity 
for obtaining skilled employment and higher wages (NSD 2010).

Fertility rates in Timor-Leste are some of the highest for the region, paired with alarmingly high 
infant and under-five child mortality rates (UNDP 2014).4 The country is further characterized 
by a young population, with 45 percent of the population under the age of 15 (NSD 2010). 
Infant mortality and child malnourishment in Timor-Leste are critical, with more than half 
of children under five experiencing moderate or severe growth stunting from malnourishment 
(UNDP 2014). At least one-third of child mortality is linked to the poor nutrition status of 
either the child or the mother (UNICEF 2014). Furthermore, on average, women and girls are 
more likely to be malnourished than men and boys, which suggests a significant gender bias 
in access to and utilisation of food within households (The Asia Foundation 2015a). 

Gender equality in Timor-Leste remains a pervasive challenge, with Timorese society 
characterized by rigid gender roles and unequal power relations between women and men. 
Timor-Leste is a deeply patriarchal society with such attitudes stemming from traditional 
indigenous beliefs and by the ongoing legacy of Portuguese colonial rule and Indonesian 
occupation (Alves et al. 2009). The Catholic Church has also played a significant role in shaping 
sociocultural norms and contributing to conservative attitudes about sexuality and reproductive 
health, including the use of contraceptive methods, and HIV protection and treatment (Alves 
et al. 2009). Gender roles are based on stereotyped constructions of masculinity and femininity, 
and determine the position of women and men in both private and public life. The patriarchal 
structure of society situates men as head of the household—the xefe familia—and, therefore, 
the main source of power and decision-making within the home. While men are expected to 
be strong and wise, and are entitled to access rights, education, and employment, women are 
expected to be good, responsible wives and mothers who take care of child-rearing and household 

2 The consequence of this unequal access to employment is evident in the average per capita Gross National Income (GNI), 
which is more than double for men in Timor-Leste (UNDP 2014). According to the UNDP Human Development 
Report, the GNI per capita for women is USD 5,634 and for men is USD 13,582 (UNDP 2014).

3 The mean for girls schooling is 3.6 years, compared with 5.3 years for boys (UNDP 2014).

4 The fertility rate for Timor-Leste is 5.9, while the infant mortality rate is 48 per 1,000 live births (UNDP 2014).
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chores within the domestic sphere. Women are subordinated as secondary family members and, 
by extension, as ‘second class citizens’ in the wider community (The Asia Foundation 2012; 
2015a). Women’s economic aspirations, educational opportunities, and potential for political 
engagement are effectively undermined by a lack of power in both private and public life. 

Gender inequality is further perpetuated at the relationship level by certain marital practices, 
such as barlake or hafolin, and polygamy. Barlake or hafolin refers to an agreement or exchange 
between the bridegroom and the bride’s family in order to allow the marriage to occur (The Asia 
Foundation 2015a). Barlake often involves the exchange of goods, such as animals or money 
between the families, a transaction that essentially causes women to be viewed as ‘property’ 
or the possession of her new husband (Khan and Hyati 2012). It has also been noted to have 
the potential to create pressures on a marriage; for example, where a husband believes his 
family has already greatly contributed to his wife’s family in spite of further requests (Khan 
and Hyati 2012).

Polygamy is also practiced in Timor-Leste. While not common, when a man takes multiple 
wives, previous wives are usually abandoned or subjugated, and are further stigmatized and 
isolated by the community (Alves et al. 2009). The practices of barlake or hafolin and of 
polygamy are perceived to reinforce constructions of masculinity based on male dominance 
over and ownership of women (Khan and Hyati 2012). The relationship between these practices 
and women’s experiences of intimate partner violence were explored further by the Study, and 
the results of those questions are discussed in Chapter 12.

Violence against women 
and everyday violence in Timor-Leste
The prolonged history of conflict for the male-dominated society of Timor-Leste has resulted in 
the normalization of violence in daily life, particularly in the form of violence against women. 
As detailed in Chega!, the report of the Commission for Reception, Truth, and Reconciliation 
in East Timor (CAVR), during the period of Indonesian occupation, violence and systematic 
human rights abuses were experienced by Timorese women, men, boys and girls across the 
country (CAVR 2013). Women suffered beatings, rape, sexual harassment, sexual slavery, and 
forced or coerced prostitution. Women who were believed to be linked with Fretilin/Falintil (the 
Resistance) were at particular risk of state-sanctioned sexual violence (CAVR 2013; UNFPA 
2005). Throughout the occupation, women were also active in the resistance movement, 
challenging traditional gender roles as fighters, spies, and messengers (UNFPA 2005).

In Timor-Leste today, violence continues to plague the country’s peace: internal conflict threatens 
security in Timor-Leste, particularly in urban areas. Outbreaks of collective violence and the 
rise of gangs and martial arts groups among young men in urban centers pose considerable 
challenges to localized peace (Muggah et al. 2010). The rise of such groups also demonstrates 
the deeply felt impact of poverty, unemployment, alcohol and drug abuse, and decades of 
conflict on young men and ex-combatants. In addition, as a result of ongoing exposure to 
violence and human rights abuses, there is a tolerance for certain levels of physical violence 
in local communities (Brooks et al. 2011). These spikes of urban violence have contributed to 
what Muggah et al. have labelled the “progressive militarization” of Timorese society (2010, 
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10), as people perceive a need to be constantly prepared for defensive action. Importantly, 
these ongoing tensions are the product of a long history of unrest and turmoil, and reflect the 
country’s struggle against multiple external forces and internal conflict (Muggah et al. 2010).

Timor-Leste’s recent turbulent history has led to a normalization of violence in daily life, 
whereby violence is considered an accepted or justifiable form of conflict resolution. It is a 
perception extended to the use of violence against women. Domestic violence and sexual assault 
are not considered crimes by most communities, but rather a reality of everyday life (Khan 
and Hyati 2012; The Asia Foundation 2015a). Domestic violence is considered an acceptable 
form of discipline for husbands to use against their wives, particularly if he believes that she 
has not adequately fulfilled her duties as a housewife or mother. This is reflected in the Tetun 
phrase, bikan ho kanuru baku malu, “a plate and a spoon will hit each other”, which captures 
the apparent ‘normality’ and ‘domesticity’ of intimate partner violence in Timor-Leste (Khan 
and Hyati 2012).

Domestic violence is, moreover, perceived as a private issue and before the advent of the Law 
against Domestic Violence (LADV) in 2010, cases of domestic violence were commonly either 
unreported, or addressed via traditional justice means within the family and community 
(Alves et al. 2009; JSMP 2013). Reporting cases to the police was further impeded by the 
belief that domestic violence was normal or not a serious offence (Khan and Hyati 2012). 
However, the impact and effectiveness of legal reforms for reducing women’s experiences and 
men’s perpetration of violence against women are uncertain, and are discussed further below 
and in the following chapters of this report.

Existing research on violence 
against women in Timor-Leste
The following overview of research is not intended to be an exhaustive list of studies, but rather 
gives an insight into the existing body of knowledge on violence against women in Timor-
Leste to contextualize the Nabilan Study. There is limited existing empirical data on women’s 
experiences and men’s perpetration of violence against women in Timor-Leste. The Timor-Leste 
Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) 2009−2010 (NSD 2010) and subsequent secondary 
analysis by Taft and Watson (2013), provide the most recent national data on violence against 
women prior to The Asia Foundation’s Nabilan Study. However, the DHS has some limitations 
for establishing reliable prevalence data, including methodological limitations that may impact 
on women’s willingness to report violence. Analysis of the DHS in other countries has shown 
that prevalence rates from the DHS are consistently lower than those from dedicated surveys 
on violence against women owing to methodological differences (Ellsberg 2001).

According to the findings of the 2009−2010 DHS, 38 percent of women aged 15 to 49 years 
said they had experienced physical violence since age 15, with 29 percent saying they had 
experienced violence in the 12 months prior to the DHS survey. Among women who had been 
married, 33 percent had experienced physical violence, while over 44 percent had experienced 
‘combined forms of violence’.5 Domestic violence was found to be the most common form of 

5 ‘Combined violence’ was used by the DHS to refer to situations where women experienced physical, sexual, and/or 
economic forms of violence from a partner/husband or someone else (NSD, 2010).
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violence experienced by women in Timor-Leste (NSD 2010; Taft and Watson 2013). Current 
husbands and partners made up 74 percent of identified perpetrators, and women had also 
experienced violence from former husbands and partners, mothers and fathers, and siblings (Taft 
and Watson 2013). Urban women were more likely to have experienced physical violence since 
the age of 15 than were rural women (49 percent compared with 35 percent). In terms of sexual 
violence, 3 percent of women said they had experienced sexual violence in their lifetimes, and 
16 percent of those women first experienced sexual violence between 15 and 19 years of age.

The findings of the DHS are supported by the results of some smaller-scale studies. In October 
2002 to February 2003, the International Rescue Committee (IRC) East Timor, along with the 
Reproductive Health Response in Conflict (RHRC) Consortium and the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC), conducted some of the first prevalence study on violence 
against women in Timor-Leste. This research looked in particular at measuring prevalence 
rates of violence before, during, and after the 1999 crisis, as well as community attitudes and 
health factors (Joshi and Haertsch 2003; Hynes et al. 2004). The study found that, in 2002, 
51 percent of women who were married or living with a man said they had felt unsafe in their 
relationship in the past 12 months, while 21 percent said they had experienced physical violence. 
More than half of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statement ‘a man has 
good reason to hit his wife if she disobeys him’. Women had also experienced a range of violent 
behaviors between 1975 and 1999 from perpetrators, including the Indonesian military and 
the Timorese militia. While this study had a small sample of 317 respondents, the survey was 
conducted during the period between the occupation and the 2006 crisis, and represents an 
important initial step in research on violence against women in the post-conflict setting of 
Timor-Leste (Joshi and Haertsch 2003; Hynes et al. 2004).

The Chega! report documented women’s experiences of sexual violence between 1974 to 1999 
and found that rape, sexual slavery and other forms of sexual violence were used as tools to 
humiliate and dehumanise the East Timorese people and to break the spirit of the independence 
movement. Out of a sample size of 1,718 women in randomly-selected households, the report 
recorded 853 cases of women who had experienced sexual violence, primarily rape, along with 
evidence of sexual violence from an additional 200 interviews. The Commission estimated, 
however, that the actual number of Timorese women who experienced sexual violence from 
members of the Indonesian security forces was likely to be in the thousands (CAVR 2013).   

In another study, national organization Asia Pacific Support Collective Timor-Leste (APSCTL) 
also found that domestic violence was a ‘normal’ occurrence in the lives of many Timorese 
women (Alves et al. 2009). However, this was from a very small sample of 108 male and female 
respondents in Covalima and Bobonaro. Importantly, the APSCTL study identified men’s 
power over women as a primary driver of sexual violence against women in the study sites, and 
that contributing factors varied with the types of violence and contextual circumstances, such 
as education levels, community attitudes, and economic dependence of women on husbands, 
partners, or other male family members (Alves et al. 2009).

Other surveys have been conducted with local police units, hospitals and non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) have provided additional insight into the scale and nature of violence 
against women in Timor-Leste. For example, the Vulnerable Persons Unit (VPU) within the 
National Police Force of Timor-Leste (PNTL) has been collecting data on violence against 
women since 2000, and police data indicates that incidence of domestic violence related crimes 
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is considerably higher than other crimes (The Asia Foundation 2013; 2015a). The Foundation’s 
Law and Justice Survey in 2004, 2008 and 2013 and surveys of community-police perceptions 
in 2008, 2013 and 2015 have also highlighted concerns over domestic violence against women 
in Timor-Leste. In the community-police perceptions survey, across the three years in which 
the survey was implemented, police officers surveyed consistently said they believed domestic 
violence was the biggest security threat in their area. In all three years, it was a much higher 
proportion than for any other crime, but the proportion of police believing that domestic 
violence was the most serious security problem facing their locality reduced from 50 percent 
of surveyed police in 2013 to 34 percent in 2015 (The Asia Foundation 2015b). Furthermore, 
based on data collected by national support service NGOs, such as Forum Komunikasi Untuk 
Perempuan Timor Lorosa’e (FOKUPERS), Psychosocial Recovery and Development in East 
Timor (PRADET), and the Judicial System Monitoring Program (JSMP), from 2004 to 2015 
there have been consistently high and increasing rates of recorded domestic violence incidents 
(see JSMP reports 2004−2015, and PRADET statistics available on its website).

While these studies provide some insight into the state of violence against women in Timor-
Leste, there are several identifiable gaps in the existing body of knowledge, which the Nabilan 
Study aims to address. Moreover, many of the studies discussed above rely on data gathered 
from small sample sizes, anecdotal evidence, and, in the case of data from PNTL and the 
courts, unreliable reporting mechanisms and inconsistent record keeping.

Legal reform and other 
efforts to address violence 
against women in Timor-Leste
Recently, there have been increasing efforts to address and, ultimately, to prevent violence 
against women in Timor-Leste. In the aftermath of the occupation, women activists rallied 
the national and international communities for acknowledgement of the abuses and violations 
they had endured throughout the Indonesian occupation (UNFPA 2005). Upon independence, 
an emerging women’s movement successfully pushed to enshrine women’s equality in the 
constitution and to establish a national ministry for the promotion of women’s equality: the 
Office of the Secretary of State for the Promotion of Equality (SEPI, now the State Secretariat 
for the Support and Socio-Economic Promotion of Women [SEM]). The head of SEM reports 
to the Council of Ministers, and so has some influence over high-level decision-making 
processes. The Timor-Leste government has since committed to addressing violence against 
women and promoting initiatives for prevention and the provision of services (Government 
of Timor-Leste 2014).

The passage of Timor-Leste’s Penal Code in April 2009 was the first substantive step towards 
legal reform on violence against women, which made sexual assault, mistreatment of a spouse 
and mistreatment of a minor public crimes (Government of Timor-Leste 2009). The passage of 
the LADV in July 2010 was another milestone for women’s rights in Timor-Leste. The LADV 
was developed over eight years, from the release of the first policy paper in 2002 to its final 
approval by the National Parliament in 2010. This process was marked by strong collaboration 
between civil society, some government reformers and international donors, which prioritized 
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supporting national initiatives for the law (JSMP 2013; Hall 2009; Yang 2015). See Annex 
C Table 1.1 for an overview of other legal mechanisms relevant to violence against women in 
Timor-Leste.

The LADV defines domestic violence as:

[A]ny act or a result of an act or acts committed in a family context, with or without 
cohabitation, by a family member against any other family member, where there exists 
influence, notably physical or economic, of one over another in the family relationship, 
which results in or may result in harm or physical, sexual or psychological suffering, 
economic violence, including threats such as acts of intimidation, insults, bodily 
assault, coercion, harassment, or deprivation of liberty (Article 2(1), Government of 
Timor-Leste, 2010).

Under the LADV, acts which fall under this provision are made ‘public crimes’, meaning that 
the person who has experienced violence does not have to bring personally the claim for a crime 
to be investigated (JSMP 2013). While the establishment of these clear legal provisions was 
an important step for changing attitudes and behaviors surrounding violence against women, 
the law specifically refers only to domestic violence or violence between family members,6 
and does not include any provisions for sexual assault or other forms of sexual harassment 
outside family relationships (The Asia Foundation 2015a). Importantly though, it does include 
economic violence and causing psychological harm within the definition of domestic violence.

A number of important doctrinal changes were brought about under this new legislation. These 
include defining specific criminal acts as public crimes of domestic violence with attendant 
procedural and reporting obligations, and clarifying the rights of survivors of violence to 
access various support mechanisms including legal representation, counselling, maintenance, 
women’s shelters, and medical and psychological assistance (JSMP 2013).

A report by JSMP in Timor-Leste has found that since the passage of the LADV, there has 
been a dramatic increase in the number of domestic violence cases being brought before 
courts (JSMP 2013). JSMP monitored 352 domestic violence cases in the three years after 
the legislation of the LADV, a vast increase from the six cases monitored in 2010. By 2013, 
domestic violence cases represented 35 percent of cases monitored by JSMP across the four 
municipality courts (Dili, Suai, Baucau, and Oecusse).7 The overwhelming majority of these 
cases (94 percent) involved male perpetrators. Prior to July 2010, only a very small number 
of cases involving violence against women and children reached the trial stage. For example, 
between January and August 2003, 104 out of 148 domestic violence cases reported to the 
police in Dili municipality were withdrawn by the complainants with the permission of the 
public prosecutor. JSMP (2004) also found that prosecutors were actively referring cases back 
to the family or community for informal resolution.

6 ‘Family’ is defined by the LADV as spouses and former spouses, de facto partners and former de facto partners, relatives 
of spouses or de facto spouses who are part of the same household economy, and any other person who is part of the 
same context or who carries out an activity in the household continuously and with a subordinated status (Article 3, 
Government of Timor-Leste 2015).

7 Timor-Leste has four municipality courts and a Court of Appeal.
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Under the LADV, PNTL is now legally obliged to investigate a complaint, whether from the 
person who has experienced violence, another person, or by their own direct observation, and 
the officer must immediately prepare a report on the case for the public prosecutor. However, 
in practice, many cases of domestic violence are still referred back to the family or community 
for mediation, or traditional justice (JSMP 2013).

While under the UNTAET mandate, the VPU was created as a part of PNTL. It is considered 
one of the major successes of the UN administration, and has the main responsibility of 
responding to and investigating violence against women. The VPU handles cases of sexual 
assault, domestic violence, child abuse, and missing persons. Since its inception, it has generally 
coordinated well with community service organizations (The Asia Foundation 2015b). A number 
of challenges remain, however, including: the attitude of senior police officers towards violence 
against women; inadequate record-keeping; continued community resolution of domestic 
violence cases; and a tendency by police and other authorities to dismiss domestic violence or 
sexual assault as non-serious crimes (JSMP 2013; The Asia Foundation 2013).

SEM is the main government body coordinating work on issues of violence against women. 
One of its four main programs is strengthening national capacity to address violence against 
women. The Ministry of Social Solidarity (MSS) is the primary government ministry working 
to provide services for female victims of violence. The Gender Based Violence Referral Partners 
Network, established in 2001, has been run by MSS since 2010, and coordinates all major 
agencies and partners around service provision and advocacy, including relevant civil society 
actors and representatives of key government ministries (SEPI 2010).8 

In May 2012, the Government of Timor-Leste introduced the National Action Plan on 
Gender-Based Violence (NAP-GBV), with SEM as the coordinating body. The NAP-GBV 
is a significant landmark in the efforts to end violence against women in Timor-Leste. It 
outlines the responsibilities of various sectors of the government and the role of civil society 
in addressing violence against women through prevention, provision of services, prosecution, 
and coordination in its four key strategic priority areas (see NAP-GBV overview in Annex C 
Box 1.1) (SEPI 2012). Although the 2012−2014 NAP-GBV was well designed, implementation 
was not as successful as had been hoped. Given the expiry of the 2012 NAP-GBV, SEM is 
currently in the process of drafting a new five-year National Action Plan, drawing on lessons 
from the evaluation of the previous one.

It is within this wider context of existing research on violence against women, and of the 
important steps that have been taken in terms of legal and policy reform, that The Asia 
Foundation carried out the Nabilan Study. The findings of the Study, analyzed in the following 
chapters, provide vital information on women’s experiences and men’s perpetration of violence. 
The concluding chapter offers a list of recommendations for policy and programing in order 
to ensure use of and action on the Study, and, ultimately, to work towards ending violence 
against women in Timor-Leste.

 

8 All of the service provision and advocacy partners who were originally listed in the Referral Network in 2010 are still 
active and operational today.  
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STUdY deSiGn
The Study consisted of cross-sectional household surveys, of women aged 15 to 49 years and 
of men aged 18 to 49 years, in rural and urban areas in the Study locations. See Figure 2.1 
for an overview of the methodology and survey design for the Study.

Figure 2.1: Methodology and survey design for the Nabilan Study
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SAmPLe
A multi-stage representative sampling strategy was developed for each survey as outlined 
below. For the women’s survey, a sample size of 1,848 households was planned, with the aim 
of completing 1,478 interviews with women aged 15 to 49 years. For the men’s survey, two 
samples of 504 households in each municipality were selected, with the aim of completing 
403 interviews per municipality. Table 2.1 shows the final sample that was implemented. For 
further detail on how the sample was implemented throughout the Study, and the related 
challenges to implementation, please see Annex C Section 2.1. 
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Table 2.1:  Sample allocation of male and female enumeration areas, households, 
                  and respondents

Sample 

allocation

allocation of 

enumeration areas

allocation of 

households

allocation of expected 

numbers of respondents 

to complete interviews 

(80% of total hhs)

Urban Rural total Urban Rural total Urban Rural total

Women 22 55 77 528 1,320 1,848 422 1,056 1,478

Men (Dili) 17 4 21 408 96 504 326 77 403

Men (Manufahi) 1 20 21 24 480 504 19 384 403

Women
The women’s sample was designed to be nationally representative and able to compare the 
municipalities where the Nabilan Program is being implemented with those where it is not. 
The primary objective of the survey was to ascertain the prevalence of violence against women, 
and the secondary objectives were related to producing data on access to services, and the 
risk and protective factors. It is reasonable to assume that the level of violence against women 
programing in a municipality may influence these variables of interest. Therefore, we stratified 
the country into the program municipalities (seven municipalities where the Foundation 
has existing programing on violence against women), and non-program municipalities (six 
municipalities, non-programing), see Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Map of program and non-program municipalities
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The primary sampling units were the municipalities. In the second stage we used probability 
proportional to size (PPS) to select municipalities in each of the two strata; program and non-
program.9 We randomly selected three municipalities from the program stratum (Bobonaro, 
Dili, and Manufahi), and randomly selected two municipalities from the non-program stratum 
(Ermera and Viqueque).

We included a larger sample in the program group because, overall, these seven municipalities 
have a larger population than the six non-program municipalities, and the Foundation was 
most interested in the data gathered from program municipalities. The sample size in each 
selected municipality was proportional to the size of the population of women aged 15 to 49 
years, which is the target population for the survey. 

The 2015 Census Enumeration Areas (EAs) were used as clusters for the survey. To ensure 
that the distribution of clusters across the municipality was the same as the population 
distribution, we first divided the clusters into urban and rural (using information from the 
National Directorate of Statistics), and then representatively sampled within each set of urban 
and rural EAs. 

Maps for the EAs were obtained from the Directorate of Statistics, which were used to 
identify the boundaries of the EAs, and during the fieldwork the enumerators mapped out the 
households of each EA. After counting the total number of households for the EA, a sampling 
interval of one in three, or larger for more populous EAs, was implemented to randomly select 
households. Once the enumerators identified the selected households, they randomly selected 
one eligible woman to be interviewed from all the eligible women in the household (that is, 
women aged 15 to 49 years). 

Men
The aim of the men’s survey was to obtain data on the risk and protective factors and on what 
types of violence were most common, as well as to measure change in men’s behaviors in the 
Nabilan Program areas. This only required information from one urban and one rural site. 
The municipalities of Manufahi and Dili were purposively selected as municipalities where 
the Foundation plans to conduct prevention programing work. The sample was representative 
of those municipalities and included urban and rural EAs randomly selected proportional to 
population size.

To reach a total of 504 households in each municipality, 21 EAs were selected in Dili (four 
rural and 17 urban) and 21 in Manufahi (20 rural and one urban). For safety reasons we could 
not interview men and women in the same EA. Therefore, first the selected female EAs in 
Manufahi and Dili were removed, and then the required numbers of men’s EAs were selected 
in the same ways as described above for the women’s survey. Selecting households for the men’s 
survey was carried out in exactly the same way as for the women. In each selected household 
one man aged 18 to 49 years was randomly selected for interview from all the eligible men 
in the household. 

9 One of the advantages of a PPS sampling method to select municipalities is that it assigns a higher probability of 
selection to the larger municipalities. In other words, municipalities with large target populations have a higher chance 
of inclusion in the sample. The standard errors of the estimators by PPS method (varying probability sampling) will 
be lower compared with the equal probability of selection method. 
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QUeSTionnAire deVeLoPmenT 
And TrAnSLATion
The Nabilan Study women’s questionnaire was devised through an in-depth consultation and 
discussion process. It was based on the most up-to-date version of the global WHO MCS 
questionnaire (version 12), which incorporates the experience and lessons learnt in the first eight 
countries. The men’s questionnaire was based on the UN MCS post-conflict questionnaire. 

Adaptations of the core questionnaires followed an extensive iterative process of translation 
and back translation to ensure the internal validity and consistency of the questions. Certain 
sections of the questionnaires were adjusted to suit better the operating context of Timor-Leste, 
such as the post-conflict module in the male survey and the inclusion of a series of questions 
to inform the Foundation’s Survey of Community-Police Perceptions in Timor-Leste 2015. 
The majority of questions in both surveys were kept the same as the original WHO MCS and 
UN MCS questionnaires to facilitate cross-country comparability and adhere to global best 
practice in violence against women research.

For women, the questionnaire included questions on women’s experiences of violence throughout 
their lifetimes, socio-demographic characteristics, gender attitudes, injury and health-related 
experiences, and help-seeking and coping strategies. For men, the questionnaire included 
questions on sociodemographic characteristics, perpetration of violence against women, 
childhood experiences, gender attitudes, fatherhood, health and wellbeing, sexuality, and 
experiences of violence during conflict.

See Annexes E and F for copies of the women’s and men’s questionnaires in English and in 
Tetun.

inTerVieWer SeLeCTion 
And TrAininG
International research indicates that a respondent’s willingness to disclose violence is influenced 
by a variety of interviewer characteristics including sex, age, marital status, attitudes, and 
interpersonal skills (Ellsberg 2001; Jansen et al. 2004). The majority of both female and male 
interviewers were tertiary students or recent graduates, many with experience working on 
previous studies in different sectors in Timor-Leste. Rigorous interviewer training was provided 
because of the complexity of the questionnaires and the sensitivity of the research topic. 
Drawing from the guidelines of the WHO and UN MCS methodologies, the interviewers and 
supervisors selected for the women’s survey and the men’s survey were, respectively, female and 
male. Enumerators were selected based on their gender-equitable attitudes, their non-tolerance 
of all forms of violence against women, and their ability to handle difficult issues in a sensitive 
and mature manner. 

Initial training for the selected interviewers and supervisors was held from 8th to 23rd June, 
2015. Training on gender and violence took place during the first three days. Many group 
activities were carried out which helped participants to situate ideas of gender equality and 
issues of violence in the Timorese context. This was followed by intensive training in the 
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research methodology, and participatory review of the questionnaires to ensure all questions 
were well understood and to cross-check translations.

Interviewer training focused on practicing to use the questionnaire, and on preparing the 
interviewer for the field. The curriculum for training interviewers covered the following:

•	 Sensitization	activities	on	gender,	masculinities,	and	violence	against	women	in	families;

•	 Employment	expectations,	payment	and	working	conditions,	and	mechanisms	for	quality	
control;

•	 The	aim	of	the	survey,	the	role	of	the	interviewer,	and	how	to	conduct	interviews;

•	 Elementary	counselling	principles	and	techniques;

•	 The	importance	of	safety,	privacy,	and	maintaining	confidentiality;

•	 Procedures	on	how	to	respond	to	women	reporting	violence;

•	 Practice	interviews,	including	identifying	when	it	is	safe	to	proceed	with	an	interview,	
ways to handle interrupted interviews, and aggressive partners;

•	 Sampling	procedures,	including	repeated	visits	and	re-sampling.

Refresher training from the 27th to 30th of July, 2015 was immediately followed by a two-
day pilot test in several locations in Dili. The pilot allowed the interviewers and supervisors 
to practice the methodology, including mapping the EA, randomly selecting households and 
respondents, and conducting the surveys using the tablet computers (see below). Following 
the pilot, necessary adjustments were made to the questionnaires, and final training based on 
remaining issues identified during the pilot was held with the interviewers and supervisors 
before the start of fieldwork.

orGAnizATion 
oF The STUdY 
The Study was coordinated by The Asia Foundation. The survey management team was 
made up of nine Nabilan staff, including an overall team leader, two research managers, a 
field research coordinator, and five support staff. The research was supported by an external 
technical advisory consultant, an external tablet programing consultant, and two volunteers 
with specialized training in the study methodology. Implementation of the Study in the field 
was managed by two research leads, female and male Timorese nationals contracted by the 
Foundation, who each had responsibility for the women’s and men’s survey teams. For a full 
list of the research team, see Annex A.

Fieldwork was conducted from 10th August to 21st September 2015, across the five selected 
municipalities and covered both rural and urban locations; Manufahi, Ermera, Bobonaro, 
Viqueque, and Dili. Data was collected by teams of four or five enumerators with one supervisor 
per team, with seven female teams and four male teams.
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The survey was administered using tablet computers to facilitate asking particularly sensitive 
questions, and to address ethical issues related to asking questions of men about involvement 
in criminal activities. The tablets used for the Study were also audio-enhanced for the 
self-administered section of the male survey for those respondents with low literacy. Both 
questionnaires contained self-administered questions for particularly sensitive information; that 
is, the tablets were handed to the respondents to fill in their responses to those questions on 
their own. For the women’s questionnaire, the self-administered section included a question on 
childhood sexual assault, and for the men’s questionnaire this included a number of questions 
on men’s perpetration and experiences of violence.

Using tablet computers for data collection is preferable to paper surveys as it minimizes 
error, and provides faster and easier access to the data as it is collected in the field. Data can 
be automatically uploaded to the server, which removes the need for manual data entry and 
speeds up the process of data input and cleaning. Implementing the surveys through the tablets 
also reduces enumerator error by automating complicated skip patterns and by minimizing 
interviewer bias and fatigue. As enumerators were trained to upload completed surveys at the 
end of each day, the data was constantly monitored so that any problems could be immediately 
identified and resolved. Upon completion of data collection, the full data set was cleaned and 
preliminary analysis was conducted.

A Research Reference Group composed of key Timorese stakeholders from the government, civil 
society, and academia provided guidance to the research process and validation of the results.10

meChAniSmS For 
QUALiTY ConTroL
In order to ensure high quality fieldwork, an elaborate and hierarchical monitoring and 
communication system was put in place to monitor all levels of the fieldwork implementation. 
The mechanisms used to ensure and monitor the quality of the surveys and implementation 
are outlined in Box 2.1 (see also Garcia-Moreno et al. 2005, 101−104).

dATA AnALYSiS 
And inTerPreTATion
Data analysis was conducted using the data analysis and statistical software Stata 14IC. 
Figures, graphs, and the narrative section of the Study highlight statistically significant results 
unless otherwise noted. Owing to skip patterns, not all respondents answered all parts of the 
questionnaire. For this reason, denominators may differ for men and women across different 
variables.

10 Members of the Research Reference Group are outlined in Annex B of this report.
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Box 2.1: mechanisms for quality control

The following mechanisms were put in place
to monitor the quality of the Study:

o Used a detailed and standardized training package;

o Clear explanations of the requirements and conditions of 
employment for each interviewer and supervisor, outlined in 
consultant contracts. This gave the option to dismiss staff who  
were not performing adequately, or who had negative attitudes 
towards the topic of the Study;

o Followed ethical and safety requirements that ensured a safe   
and private space for data collection with a supportive interviewer 
who had been trained on issues of violence against women and  
had information about resources available in case it was needed. 
When these measures are taken women are more likely to disclose 
their experiences of violence;

o Developed an electronic data entry and data management system 
that included necessary validation checks and skip patterns so that 
accurate data was entered into the system;

o Regular data checks by supervisors, field managers, and data 
analysts who could download data and check data quality on a 
regular basis;

o Appropriate oversight during the data collection process by 
adequately training supervisors and field managers before  
fieldwork began;

o Close supervision of each interviewer during fieldwork, including 
having the supervisor observe the beginning of a proportion of  
the interviews;

o Random checks, without warning, of some households by the 
supervisor, during which the supervisor interviewed respondents 
using a brief questionnaire to verify that the respondent had been 
selected in accordance with the established procedures and to  
assess the respondent’s perceptions of the initial interview; and

o Continuous monitoring of each interviewer in each team using 
performance indicators, such as response rate, number of  
completed interviews, and rate of identification of physical  
violence (using field-check tables or using the electronic data).
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Previous studies in Timor-Leste that have measured aspects of violence against women, such 
as the 2009−2010 DHS, implemented substantially different methodologies, questionnaires, 
and samples to that of the WHO MCS and UN MCS adopted by the Nabilan Study. As these 
substantive variations affect responses and results, caution is recommended in interpreting the 
different sources of data as directly comparable or as establishing true trends. 

The small sample size for the male survey means that results are not considered to have enough 
statistical power to be nationally generalizable and are, rather, intended to be indicative of 
the current state of men’s behavior and attitudes surrounding violence against women in the 
sampled municipalities.

eThiCAL And SAFeTY 
ConSiderATionS
The Study followed international ethical and safety guidelines for research on violence against 
women and men’s perpetration of sexual violence (Garcia-Moreno et al. 2005; Jewkes et al 2012) 
outlined in Box 2.2. The guidelines emphasize the importance of ensuring confidentiality and 
privacy, both as a means to protect the safety of respondents and field staff, and to improve the 
quality of the data. Researchers have a responsibility to ensure that the research does not lead 
to the participant suffering further harm and does not further traumatize the participant. In 
addition, other factors included the importance of ensuring that the participant was informed of 
available sources of help, and the need for the interviewer to respect the respondent’s decisions 
and choices.

For women experiencing violence, the mere act of participating in a survey may provoke further 
violence or place the respondent or interviewer at risk. Therefore, to consider the safety of 
both the respondents and the research team, the survey was given an innocuous title, or ‘safe 
name’, which did not explicitly refer to violence: Survey on Women’s and Men’s Health and 
Life Experiences in Timor-Leste. This title enabled the respondents to explain the survey to 
others without raising suspicion. It was also used on all documents related to the Study, and 
by the research team to describe the survey to outside partners and local authorities.

Participation in the Study was voluntary, and women and men gave verbal informed consent. 
Interviews were conducted in private, and interviewers were trained in how to handle 
interruptions. Referral and counselling services information was offered to all respondents 
regardless of whether they had disclosed experiencing or perpetrating violence, which was 
disguised among details of non-violence related health and other services.

Special care was taken in the men’s survey because men were asked to disclose their perpetration 
of violence and other crimes. For these questions and to ensure confidential disclosure, a self-
administered methodology was used, as detailed above.

See Annex C Section 2.2 for more details on the ethics and safety procedures that were followed 
throughout the Study.
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STrenGThS And 
LimiTATionS oF The STUdY
While the research methodology and findings are robust and consistent with international 
findings, as with all research, there are some limitations that should be considered. First, the 
cross-sectional design does not permit proof of causality between violence by an intimate 
partner and health problems, or other outcomes. Nonetheless, the findings give an indication 
of the types and extent of the associations.

Second, as with any study based on self-reporting, there may be recall bias on some issues. 
Furthermore, despite all efforts to reduce under-reporting, given the stigma associated with 
violence against women as well as possible safety concerns, it is always possible that women 
under-reported their experiences of violence. Both of these issues tend to dilute any associations 
between violence and health outcomes, or reduce the prevalence rates rather than overestimate 
them. 

The men’s sample is not nationally representative and the results can only be understood to 
apply to Dili and Manufahi. Furthermore, the small sample size may limit the strength of 
some associations measured.

Box 2.2: ethical and safety guidelines

o Safety of respondents and the research team was paramount   
and guided all project decisions;

o The Study aimed to ensure that the methods used built   
upon current research experience about how to minimize   
the under-reporting of violence and abuse;

o Mechanisms were established to ensure the confidentiality   
of women’s and men’s responses;

o All research team members were carefully selected and   
received specialized training and support;

o The Study design included actions aimed at minimizing any 
possible distress caused to the participants of the research;

o Fieldworkers were trained to refer women and men requesting or 
needing assistance to available local services and sources of support.
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During data cleaning, it became evident that some challenges remained in the comprehension 
and translation of some questions using the tablet; for example, where the enumerator was 
required to enter specific numbers, such as number of years or the year an event happened. While 
most data entry errors such as these were resolved during the survey and through subsequent 
cleaning by data analysts, some could not be resolved. This was, in particular, a problem for 
questions asking women about pregnancy, childbirth, and reproductive health outcomes. We 
identified inconsistent answers for these questions which, unfortunately, rendered some data 
unusable. This issue highlighted that, despite the extensive training conducted, there may be 
a need for further training and testing the tablets with enumerators for future studies, and 
more detailed internal consistency checks imbedded in surveys.

Special strengths of the Study stem from the use of internationally recognized methodologies, 
including its nationally representative sample for women, the comparability with other 
countries where the surveys have been conducted, the use of rigorous interviewer training, 
and the emphasis on ethical and safety considerations (Garcia-Moreno et al. 2005, 87−88). 
The WHO MCS methodology, with its intensive training of interviewers and more rigorous 
ethical and safety standards, is likely to result in higher rates of disclosure of violence against 
women than studies such as the DHS.

Garcia-Moreno et al. (2005) argue that, “as women are commonly stigmatised and blamed 
for the abuse they experience, there is unlikely to be over reporting of violence.” The main 
potential form of bias is likely to reflect respondents’ willingness to disclose their experiences 
of violence or of violence perpetration. However, the standardization of the Study tools, the 
careful pre-testing of the questionnaire and intensive interviewer training would have helped 
to minimize bias, maximize disclosure, and reduce the potential for interviewer variability. 
Nevertheless, remaining disclosure-related bias is likely to lead to an underestimation of the 
levels of violence (Garcia-Moreno et al. 2005). Therefore, the prevalence and perpetration 
figures presented in this report should be considered to be minimum estimates of the true 
rates of violence in Timor-Leste.

The use of tablets for data collection in the Study was also a strong point. Although tablets have 
been used in some other research by the Foundation in Timor-Leste in recent years, this Study 
was innovative in its use of tablets for collecting sensitive information about violence against 
women. As discussed above, tablets allowed much faster turnaround times for data checking, 
eliminated the requirement of manual data entry, and allowed complete confidentiality in the 
most sensitive self-administered sections of the questionnaires.  

This Study is also the first ever quantitative research in Timor-Leste on the risk and protective 
factors of violence against women, as well as the first on men’s use of violence against women. 
As such, it represents a very important foundation for further research on this topic in the 
country. 
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reSPonSe rATeS
Despite some initial concerns from interviewers about possible low rates of response owing to 
the sensitive nature of the surveys, and the challenges of accessing households in some study 
sites, a high response rate was achieved across the Study. The response rate was 81 percent for 
women, 85 percent for men in Dili and 86 percent for men in Manufahi (see Annex C Tables 
3.1a and 3.1b for more on household and individual response rates). Refusal to participate 
(between 3 and 7 percent) and refusal to continue (less than 1 percent) were relatively low for 
both the women’s and men’s surveys. There were, however, some challenges faced resulting in 
a low response rate for the women’s sample in Manufahi and Bobonaro. 

Overall, 1,426 interviews were included in the women’s analysis, 433 interviews were included 
in the Dili men’s analysis, and 406 interviews were included in the Manufahi men’s analysis, 
including both completed and partially completed interviews. 

ChArACTeriSTiCS      
oF hoUSehoLdS 
And reSPondenTS
Table 3.1 shows the residence, age, education, employment, and partnership status for all 
respondents who completed the interview. Most women were between 15 and 34 years, while 
most men were between 20 and 29 years, with fewer respondents in older age groups. This 
reflects the demographic profile of Timor-Leste presented by the 2009−2010 DHS and by the 
recent Human Development Report (UNDP 2014).

The majority of women (54 percent) had only primary or no education. Men in both Dili 
and Manufahi had much higher rates of secondary or higher education, which is consistent 
with the findings on education of previous demographic studies discussed above (NSD 2010; 
UNDP 2014).  

Less than half of respondents (36 percent of women, 45 percent of men in Dili, and 46 percent 
of men in Manufahi) said they worked for cash (see Table 3.1). Working for cash could include 
any type of formal or informal employment where a respondent was earning money for work. 
This reflects the wage-earning gap discussed above (UNDP 2014), and indicates the continued 
financial vulnerability of women and men living in Timor-Leste. 

Among all respondents who completed the questionnaire, 1,105 women, 393 men in Dili and 
375 men in Manufahi were defined as ‘ever-partnered’; that is, having ever been married or 
in an intimate relationship with a man or woman, respectively.
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of female and male respondents,                                           
                among all women and men in the Study

demographic     
category

% Women
% men 

dili
% men 

manufahi

residence

Urban 30.9 79.9 5.9

Rural 69.1 20.1 94.1

Age

15−19 female / 
18−19 male

14.8 11.3 8.1

20−24 16.5 28.2 20.4

25−29 20.6 24.0 19.5

30−34 16.8 12.0 15.5

35−39 9.6 6.7 11.8

40−44 12.2 8.8 8.4

45−49 9.4 9.0 16.3

education

None 28.4 3.2 13.1

primary 25.8 9.7 29.8

Secondary 35.4 44.8 47.5

higher 10.5 42.3 9.6

employment

Not working for cash 63.7 55.4 53.9

Working for cash 36.3 44.6 46.2

relationship status: ever-partnered

Yes 78.2 90.8 92.4

No 21.8 9.2 7.6

Total number of 
women and men 
responding

1,426 433 406
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Employment information for male respondents
Table 3.2 shows the breakdown of men’s income-earning activities, by site. Men were asked 
what kind of work they did or that they normally did. As would be expected, the majority of 
men in Manufahi (46 percent) said they were farmers or fishermen. Interestingly, while 13 
percent of men in Dili reported that they worked in a professional sector, 42 percent said they 
had never worked or were students.

Table 3.2: Percentage of men employed in different sectors, by site

men’s employment
% men dili 

(n=433)
% men manufahi 

(n=406)

Type of work

professional 
(senior government, doctor, nurse, teacher)

12.8 8.2

Office work, secretary, clerical 6.5 4.5

Services (cleaner, security, waiter) 5.3 4.0

trading/own business 8.6 8.2

Manual labor 8.6 9.5

Farmer/fishing 8.4 45.8

armed forces (police, army) 2.1 0.8

Driver/taxi driver 5.6 0.8

Never worked or student 42.2 18.4

Partnership status and 
information on marriage 
of respondents
Table 3.3 presents information on the partnership status and marriage characteristics of 
female respondents. More than three-quarters of all women (78 percent) were classified as 
ever-partnered (see Chapter 1 for definitions), with most women currently married or living 
with a male partner. Only 20 percent of all women were not married or living with a partner 
at the time of the interview, including 2 percent who reported being in a same-sex relationship.

Among women who had ever been married to a male partner, religious and customary marriage 
ceremonies were the most commonly reported. In terms of choosing their partner, 76 percent 
of women said they had chosen their current or most recent partner, while 21 percent said 
either their or their partners’ families had chosen for them (arranged). Barlake payments were 
very common; two in three ever-married women said there had been an exchange of barlake 
or hafolin as part of their marriages. Women were also asked whether their husbands/partners 
had ever had more than one wife at the same time (polygamy). Among women who had ever 
been married, 11 percent said they had been in a polygamous relationship.
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Table 3.3: Information on female respondents and marriage

Partnership status and information on marriage of respondents % Women

ever-partnered (N=1426) 78.2

Current partnership status (n=1426)

Currently married/living with partner 68.0

Currently married, not living together 4.4

Currently living with partner, not married 5.4

Currently with boyfriend, not living together 2.5

Currently without male partner 17.9

Currently with female partner 1.8

Type of marriage ceremony (n=1083)

None 15.7

Civil marriage 7.2

Religious marriage 48.2

Customary marriage 44.0

Other 1.3

Who had chosen current/most recent partner, among ever-married women (n=1034)

Respondent (with husband/partner) 75.8

Family (either or both) 20.7

Respondent and family chose together 2.6

Other 0.9

barlake, among ever-married women (n=1034)

Barlake / hafolin payments as part of marriage 75.8

Polygamous relationship, among ever-married women (n=1034)

husband/partner had more than one wife or female partner at the same time 10.7

Table 3.4 presents the information on male respondents’ partnership status and marriage 
characteristics. The vast majority of men in both study sites (91 percent in Dili and 92 percent 
in Manufahi) were classified as ever-partnered. Among men who had ever been married, 87 
percent of men in Dili and 85 percent of men in Manufahi said they and their current or most 
recent partner had chosen each other. Among men who had ever been married, 74 percent in 
Dili and 52 percent in Manufahi said barlake payments had been involved in one or more of 
their marriages. Male respondents were also asked whether they had ever had more than one 
wife at the same time; however, the reported rates of polygamy were low in both sites (less 
than 1 percent in Dili and 3 percent in Manufahi). This may reflect the finding of previous 
research that while polygamy is occurs in Timor-Leste, men tend to abandon or reject women 
once they take new wives, and may no longer consider themselves married to previous wives 
(Alves et al. 2009).
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Table 3.4: Information on male respondents and marriage

marriage characteristics of male 
respondents, among ever-married men

% dili 
(n=193)

% manufahi 
(n=253)

Barlake payments 73.6 51.8

polygamous relationships 0.5 2.8

Who had chosen current/most recent partner

Chose each other 88.6 85.4

Marriage was arranged 7.3 14.6

She got pregnant so we had to get married 4.2 0.0

reSPondenTS’ 
SATiSFACTion 
WiTh inTerVieWS
Overall, most women and men said they found participating in the Study to be a positive 
experience. Moreover, they expressed sincere gratitude that they were able to share their 
experiences with someone else, with the confidence that whatever they said would be 
confidential. On many occasions, the interviewer was the only person with whom they had 
ever shared the disclosed information.

When asked if they felt better, no different or worse at the end of the interview, an overwhelming 
majority of women and men in both sites said they felt better (93 percent of women, 92 
percent of men in Dili, and 90 percent of men in Manufahi). See Figure 3.1 for a breakdown 
of respondents’ satisfaction with the interviews. There was also a very high satisfaction rate 
among women who had experienced some form of physical or sexual intimate partner violence 
or non-partner sexual violence; that is, even among women who had disclosed violence there 
was high satisfaction with the interviews (95 percent). See Annex C Table 3.2 for more details. 
This confirms that, although violence against women may be considered by some to be a private 
family matter, women want to and benefit from sharing their experiences when asked in a 
confidential space and in a respectful and kind manner. Similarly, men are willing to discuss 
their experiences of violence when they are comfortable with the setting and when the most 
sensitive questions are self-administered. This is consistent with what the WHO and UN studies 
have found in most other countries where the survey methodologies have been conducted.

At the completion of the interviews, respondents were asked if they would like to provide any 
further comments on their experiences or on the Study. The qualitative information gathered 
from these responses supports the observation that both women and men highly valued their 
opportunity to talk with the interviewer about their experiences. The following examples give 
an insight into how respondents felt after the interviews:
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“I feel happy to have said out loud what I feel.” 
~ female respondent

“I want to change men’s behavior which always pushes women 
to work inside the house, because I want women and men to 

do the same work with the same rights.” 
~ female respondent

“As a single man, I feel this research opened my understanding 
about how to consider women as people, and not to consider 

women as things to use as we want.” 
~ male respondent 

“I feel very proud of this interview because this is a 
motivation for me so that I can change myself and 

avoid violence and crime and these problems.” 
~ male respondent

Women

Good/better

93%

6% 1% 3% 4%
6%5%

92% 90%

Same

Bad/Worse

Men 
Dili

Men 
Manufahi

Figure 3.1: Respondents’ satisfaction with interviews, amongst all women and men
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This chapter presents the data on the prevalence of different forms of intimate partner violence, 
including acts of physical, sexual, emotional, and economic violence, by or against a current 
or former intimate partner, whether married or not. In the Study, a range of behavior-specific 
questions related to each type of violence were asked (see Chapter 1 for definitions). For each 
type of act mentioned, female respondents were asked whether they had experienced that act in 
their lifetimes, or within the past 12 months, and about the frequency in which it had occurred. 
Male respondents were asked whether they had perpetrated that act in their lifetimes and the 
frequency in which they had perpetrated that act. For each form of intimate partner violence 
(physical, sexual, emotional, and economic), male respondents were then asked whether they 
had perpetrated it within the past 12 months.

Box 4.1: Summary of main findings

Main findings

o Approximately three in five women aged 15 to 49 (59 percent) who had 
ever been in a relationship said they had experienced physical and/or sexual 
violence by a male intimate partner at least once in their lifetimes.

o More than half of ever-partnered women aged 15 to 49 (55 percent) had 
experienced emotional violence by a male intimate partner in their lifetimes.

o Three-quarters of ever-partnered women who had experienced physical 
violence from a male intimate partner (77 percent) had experienced   
severe acts of violence, compared to moderate acts.

o Approximately four in five women (81 percent) who had ever experienced 
intimate partner violence had experienced this violence many times.   
Only 5 percent of women had ever experienced physical or sexual   
violence by a male intimate partner on only one occasion.

o More than half of ever-partnered women who had experienced physical 
violence from a male partner (55 percent) said their children had been 
present on at least one occasion of violence.

o In Dili, 36 percent of ever-partnered men aged 18 to 49 said they had 
perpetrated physical and/or sexual violence against a female intimate  
partner at least once in their lifetimes. In Manufahi, 41 percent of   
ever-partnered men aged 18 to 49 said they had ever perpetrated   
physical and/or sexual violence against a female intimate partner.
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The national prevalence rate for intimate partner violence is calculated using physical and/
or sexual violence by a current or ex-partner (see Chapter 1). While intimate partner violence 
includes physical, sexual, emotional, and economic forms, physical and sexual violence are the 
most established and clearly defined forms within international research on violence against 
women. However, the level of international agreement is currently lacking on standard measures 
of emotional and economic violence, and the threshold at which acts that can be considered 
emotionally violent or financially controlling can cross the line into intimate partner violence 
(Garcia-Moreno et al. 2013). For this reason, emotional and economic violence are not included 
in calculations of the national prevalence rate for intimate partner violence. However, this 
is not to suggest that women who experience emotional and/or economic intimate partner 
violence suffer less harm or that these acts of violence are less serious.

The results on the extent of physical and sexual violence by current or ex-partners are presented 
according to the type of violence, when the violence took place, and is disaggregated by age 
group and by site (Dili/other and urban/rural). The results from the women’s survey are further 
divided according to the severity and frequency of physical violence, and the extent of overlap 
between physical, sexual, and emotional violence. The results on emotional and economic 
violence by current or ex-partners are also presented according to the type of violence and 
when the violence took place. Women were also asked a series of questions on whether their 
partners tried to control their daily activities, and on whether their children had ever been 
present during occasions of physical violence.

The results on men’s perpetration of intimate partner violence are presented by the type of 
violence (physical, sexual, emotional, and economic), and are disaggregated by site and by 
age group.

Among all respondents who completed the questionnaire, 1,105 women, 393 men in Dili and 
375 men in Manufahi were defined as ‘ever-partnered’; that is, having ever been married or in 
an intimate relationship with a man or woman, respectively (see Chapters 1 and 3).

PreVALenCe oF 
PhYSiCAL And SexUAL 
inTimATe PArTner 
VioLenCe AGAinST
Women
Table 4.1 shows the national prevalence 
rates of physical and/or sexual intimate 
partner violence, defined as a woman having 
experienced at least one act of a specific type 
of physical and/or sexual intimate partner 
violence, at least once in her life.13  

Figure 4.1: Women’s lifetime experiences    
      of intimate partner violence

Experienced violence Never experienced violence

13 Percentages for prevalence of intimate partner violence are calculated as a proportion of women aged 15 to 49 who 
had ever been in an intimate relationship with a male partner, whether married or just dating.
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Almost half of ever-partnered women (49 percent) said they had experienced some form of 
physical violence by a male intimate partner, while 41 percent said they had experienced some 
form of sexual violence by a male intimate partner. See Annex C Table 4.1a for prevalence 
findings on physical and sexual intimate partner violence including confidence intervals (CIs).

Table 4.1: Lifetime and current prevalence of physical and sexual intimate partner violence 
against women, among ever-partnered women, by type of violence and by time period (N=1105)

Physical and sexual intimate 
partner violence by time period

Physical 
violence %

Sexual
violence %

Physical and/or 
Sexual violence %

Lifetime prevalence 48.7 40.5 58.8

12 month prevalence 35.8 31.4 46.6

Overall, as Figure 4.2 illustrates, 59 
percent of ever-partnered women 
aged 15 to 49 had experienced at 
least one act of physical or sexual 
violence, or both, by a male intimate 
partner in their lifetimes, and 47 
percent had experienced it in the 
past 12 months (current prevalence). 
See Annex C Table 4.1b for the 
breakdown of specific acts of physical 
and sexual intimate partner violence 
that women had experienced.

Prevalence of intimate partner violence by site
Figure 4.3a compares the prevalence rates of different types of intimate partner violence in Dili 
and all other municipalities. Figure 4.3b compares the prevalence rates from all urban areas 
versus all rural areas. The results show that intimate partner violence is a significant problem 
in all sites across Timor-Leste. However, rates of physical and sexual intimate partner violence 
were consistently higher in Dili than in other municipality sites, and higher in urban areas 
compared with rural areas. For example, in Dili 64 percent of ever-partnered women had ever 
experienced physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence in their lifetimes, compared with 
57 percent in other sites.

Further analysis of the data (see Annex C Table 4.1c) shows that the difference in the rates of 
sexual intimate partner violence between Dili and other municipalities, and between rural 
and urban areas, is statistically significant. However, the differences in prevalence rates of 
physical intimate partner violence, and of combined physical and/or sexual intimate partner 
violence, are not always statistically significant. What this means is that, even though there is 
a difference in percentages between the sites under comparison, we cannot be sure if this is a 
real difference because it is small enough to be attributed to statistical error.

Lifetime Previous 12 months

100%

49% 47%41%
31%36%

59%

Physical Physical and / 
or Sexual 

Sexual

Figure 4.2: Lifetime and current prevalence of 
physical and sexual intimate partner violence 
against women, among ever-partnered women by 
type of violence and by time period
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Severity and frequency of intimate partner violence
For the purpose of analysis, the questions on physical intimate partner violence were divided 
into those considered ‘moderate’ and ‘severe’ violence, where the distinction between moderate 
and severe violence was based on the likelihood of physical injury (see Chapter 1 for definitions). 
Figure 4.4 shows the breakdown of moderate and severe violence among those women who 
had experienced any form of physical intimate partner violence. From this, we see that women 
were much more likely to experience severe forms of violence (about three-quarters of women 
who had ever experienced physical violence) rather than just moderate forms (less than one-
quarter of women who had ever experienced physical violence). 

Figure 4.3a: Percentage of ever-partnered 
women who had ever experienced physical 
and/or sexual intimate partner violence,   
by Dili/other municipalities (N=1105)

Figure 4.3b: Percentage of ever-partnered 
women who had ever experienced physical 
and/or sexual intimate partner violence,   
by urban/rural areas (N=1105)

70% 64%
57%

Lifetime Previous 12 months (current)

50% 45%

62% 58%

Urban Rural

48% 46%

70%

Dili Other 
municipalities

Lifetime Previous 12 months (current)

Figure 4.4: Proportion of moderate versus severe acts of violence, among women who had 
ever experienced physical intimate partner violence (N=536)

23%

77%

21%

79%

Lifetime Previous 12 months (current)

Severe 
physical 
violence

Moderate 
physical 
violence

Women who said they had experienced any act of intimate partner violence were asked if this 
had happened once, a few times or many times. Figure 4.5 presents the frequency of women’s 
experiences of physical intimate partner violence, sexual intimate partner violence, or both, 
in their lifetimes.  

Figure 4.5 shows that women were much more likely to experience frequent acts of violence, 
rather than a one-off incident. Overall, among women who had ever experienced physical and/
or sexual intimate partner violence, 81 percent had experienced this violence many times over 
their lives. This is compared with 14 percent who had experienced it a few times, and 5 percent 
had experienced one form of physical and/or sexual violence only once in their lifetimes.14
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Prevalence of intimate partner violence by age group
Figure 4.6 presents intimate partner violence prevalence by age group. Patterns of current 
violence (12 months prior to the interview) by age group showed that ever-partnered women 
aged 15 to 19 were at the highest risk of intimate partner violence, with 51 percent of women 
within that age group experiencing current intimate partner violence. While this was a relatively 
small age group for ever-partnered women (37 women total, see Annex C Table 4.1d for details), 
this is still a high prevalence rate and an important finding in terms of programing around 
young women. Ever-partnered women aged 20 to 29 years were also at high risk of current 
violence and the risk decreased among older age groups. 

Generally, we would expect lifetime prevalence to increase as a woman’s age increases because 
she is exposed to risk for a longer period of time. Overall, this pattern holds in Timor-Leste. 
However, there is a slightly lower prevalence of intimate partner violence among women aged 
30 to 39, which could be related to recall bias.

14 To calculate the frequency of each type of intimate partner violence, a score was created for each respondent summarizing 
whether she had experienced a particular act of violence once, a few times, many times, or not at all. For each domain 
of violence—physical, sexual, and physical and/or sexual—a summary score was created, which corresponded to the 
number of acts and the frequency of those acts experienced. Three categories were created: (1) having one act one time; 
(2) having one act a few or many times, having two or three acts one time, or having one act one time and two acts 
a few times; (3) having a score of four or above, which is more than one act more than one time, four acts one time, 
or any other combination of acts that resulted in a score of four or more. The scores were calculated for each type of 
violence and separate scores were calculated for lifetime and current prevalence.

Figure 4.5: Frequency of women’s lifetime experiences of intimate partner violence, among 
women who had ever experienced physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence

Physical 
violence

A few times

Many times

Once
75%

7%
18%

79%

5%
16%

Sexual 
violence

81%

5% 14%

Physical and/or 
Sexual violence

Figure 4.6: Lifetime and current prevalence of physical and/or sexual intimate partner 
violence by age group, among ever-partnered women in those age groups

Past 12 
months 
(current)

Lifetime

70%

51% 51%

15-19 years 20-24 years

57%
48%

25-29 years

61%

50%

30-39 years

56%

44%

40-49 years

61%

33%
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Prevalence of 
intimate partner 
violence by income
Figure 4.7 presents the breakdown 
of physical and/or sexual intimate 
pa r tner  v iolence  by  income, 
determined by whether or not the 
woman earnt cash (see Chapter 3). 
Overall, women reporting that they 
earnt cash were significantly more 
likely to experience physical and/or 
intimate partner violence in their lifetimes, and in the past 12 months. The implications of 
this are summarized in the discussion section.

 

emoTionAL And 
eConomiC VioLenCe15 
In addition to asking about physical and sexual intimate 
partner violence, ever-partnered women were also asked 
about emotional violence and controlling behavior, as well 
as economic violence by husbands or boyfriends. For the 
types of acts that are classified as emotional and economic 
intimate partner violence, please refer to Chapter 1.

Emotional intimate partner violence
Table 4.2 shows the percentage of ever-partnered women who had experienced one or more of 
the emotionally violent behaviors measured in the survey (see Annex C Table 4.2a for more 
details). Among ever-partnered women, 55 percent had ever experienced emotional violence, 
and 44 percent had experienced it in the 12 months prior to the interview. Annex C Table 
4.2b presents the breakdown of emotional violence by or against an intimate partner by acts 
of violence. For women, the most common form of emotional violence by intimate partners 
was threats of harm (40 percent) followed by intimidation or scaring (36 percent).

Table 4.2: Percentage of ever-partnered women who had experienced emotional              
intimate partner violence, by time period (N=1105)

emotional violence by time period %

Lifetime prevalence 55.4

12 month prevalence 44.0

Figure 4.7: Lifetime and current prevalence of physical 
and/or sexual intimate partner violence by income, 
among women who had ever experienced physical 
and/or sexual intimate partner violence

70% 65% Lifetime

Past 12 
months 
(current)

55%
44%51%

Earns cash No cash

15 Owing to the complexity of defining and measuring emotional and economic intimate partner violence in a way that 
is relevant and meaningful across and within cultures, the results of the study of emotional and economic violence 
should not be considered a comprehensive measure of all forms of such violence but offer instead a useful starting 
point.

Figure 4.8: Women’s 
experiences of emotional 
intimate partner violence

Experienced emotional violence
Never experienced emotional 
violence
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Economic intimate partner 
violence
Table 4.3 shows that 43 percent of ever-
partnered women had experienced at least 
one form of economic violence from a male 
intimate partner (see Annex C Table 4.2a 
for more detail). Annex C Table 4.2b shows 
the breakdown of economic violence by act 
of financially controlling behavior. The most 
common form of economic violence was that 
male intimate partners prohibited the women 
from working or earning money (27 percent). 

Table 4.3: Percentage of ever-partnered women who had experienced economic intimate 
partner violence from their current or most recent partners, by time period (N=1105)

economic violence by time period %

Lifetime prevalence 42.7

12 month prevalence 37.0

oVerLAP oF 
PhYSiCAL, 
SexUAL, And 
emoTionAL 
inTimATe 
PArTner 
VioLenCe
Figure 4.10 shows the 
overlap of physical, sexual, 
and emotional violence 
among women who had 
ever experienced at least one 
of these forms of intimate 
partner violence. Overall, 
more than one-third (38 
percent) of women who had 
experienced any physical, 
sexual, or emotional violence 
had experienced all three 
forms of intimate partner 
violence in their lifetimes. 

Figure 4.9: Women’s experiences of 
economic intimate partner violence

Experienced 
economic violence

Never experienced 
economic violence

Figure 4.10: Overlap of physical, sexual, and emotional intimate 
partner violence, among women who had ever experienced 
physical, sexual, and/or emotional violence (N=768)
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While some women just experienced emotional violence (16 percent), women rarely experienced 
physical without emotional violence. The same is true for sexual violence. This same pattern is 
observable in women’s experiences of violence in the past 12 months (see Annex C Table 4.3 
for overlap over the past 12 months).

ChiLdren And inTimATe 
PArTner VioLenCe
Women who had experienced 
physical intimate partner violence 
were also asked if their children 
had ever been present during a 
violent incident. More than half 
of ever-partnered women with 
children who had experienced 
physical intimate partner violence 
(55 percent) said their children 
had been present on least one 
occasion, while 29 percent of 
women said their children had 
witnessed acts of violence several 
or many times (see Annex C Table 
4.4). Figure 4.11 shows the breakdown of the frequency of children’s presence during instances 
of physical violence. The consequences of this are discussed further in Chapter 9.

men’S PerPeTrATion oF 
inTimATe PArTner VioLenCe
Table 4.4 shows the percentage of men aged 18 to 49 years in the study sites who said they 
had perpetrated intimate partner violence at least once in their lives.16 Overall, 36 percent of 
ever-partnered men in Dili and 42 percent in Manufahi had ever perpetrated at least one act 
of physical and/or sexual violence, or both, against a wife or girlfriend. Among ever-partnered 
men, 19 percent in Dili and 16 percent in Manufahi said they had perpetrated physical and/
or sexual intimate partner violence in the past 12 months (see Annex C Table 4.5a). Physical 
violence perpetration was slightly more common than sexual violence. In Dili, 26 percent of 
ever-partnered men had perpetrated some form of physical violence against a female intimate 
partner, and in Manufahi the rate was 28 percent. The rates for sexual violence were 18 
percent for Dili and 27 percent for Manufahi. Rates of emotional violence perpetration were 
the highest, with 45 percent and 41 percent of ever-partnered men in Dili and Manufahi 
respectively reporting this. Economic violence had been perpetrated by 26 percent of ever-
partnered men in Dili and 29 percent of men in Manufahi. For a breakdown of the specific 
types of physical, sexual, emotional, and economic intimate partner violence reported by men, 
see Annex C Table 4.5b.

Figure 4.11: How often children had been present 
during violent incidents, among women who had 
experienced physical intimate partner violence

Never

Few times (1-2)

Several times (3-5)

Many times / always

Don’t know / 
don’t remember

1%9%

44%

26%

20%

16 Percentages for men’s perpetration of intimate partner violence are calculated as a proportion of men aged 18 to 49 
who had ever been in an intimate relationship with a female partner, whether married or just dating.
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Table 4.4: Men’s lifetime perpetration of intimate partner violence, among 
ever-partnered men, by site and by type of violence

Percentage of men reporting having perpetrated 
different types of intimate partner violence

% dili (n=393)
% manufahi 

(n=375)

any physical and/or sexual violence (lifetime) 35.8 42.2

Lifetime perpetration of intimate partner violence

physical violence 25.8 27.5

Sexual violence 18.0 26.7

emotional violence 45.1 41.0

economic violence 26.0 28.8

Figure 4.12: Percentage of men having perpetrated different types of 
intimate partner violence, by site

50%
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42%
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41%

26% 29%
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men’S PerPeTrATion
oF inTimATe PArTner 
VioLenCe BY AGe GroUP
Figure 4.13 shows that in Dili ever-partnered men aged 25 to 29 years and 40 to 49 years had 
the highest current perpetration rate at 20 percent. In Manufahi the highest perpetration rate 
was among men aged 30 to 39 years at 19 percent (see Annex C Table 4.5c for more detail). 
Therefore, in both Dili and Manufahi, there is a general pattern of higher perpetration rates 
among men in older age groups; however, in Dili this drops for men aged 40 to 49 years. 
Current perpetration drops off in the older years in Manufahi but not in Dili.

As is expected, lifetime rates of perpetration generally increase with age as the exposure period 
increases. That is, men in older age groups have higher perpetration rates as they have had 
more opportunity or time to perpetrate violence. The drop in lifetime prevalence among men 
aged 40 to 49 years could be related to recall bias.  
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diSCUSSion
The Study found that intimate partner violence is a very common experience in many women’s 
lives, with three in five women having experienced physical and/or sexual violence from a 
male intimate partner in their lifetimes. To be consistent with the WHO MCS and UN MCS 
methodologies, this report presented disaggregated results among women aged 15 to 49 years 
and men aged 18 to 49 years. While this is the same age grouping as the DHS, the varied 
methodologies between the present study and the DHS do not allow for directly comparable 
results or a statement on observable trends, as noted above.

The lifetime prevalence rate among ever-partnered women aged 15 to 49 obtained through 
this Study is almost double that of the 2009−2010 Timor-Leste DHS (NSD 2010). This is to 
be expected because, as discussed above, the DHS has been shown to establish consistently 
lower prevalence rates than dedicated studies on violence against women (Ellsberg 2001). The 
higher rates, however, do not necessarily imply that rates of violence have actually increased 
in the last five years but, rather, it is most likely that the results from this Study reflect a more 
accurate picture of women’s experiences in Timor-Leste.

The prevalence of intimate partner violence in Timor-Leste, at 59 percent, sits within the 
range we see in other countries in the Asia-Pacific region.17 According to previous studies in 
the region, the average lifetime prevalence of intimate partner violence for women in South-
East Asia is 38 percent (WHO 2013).18 However, individual studies show that the prevalence 
of intimate partner violence across the region varies considerably. In the Philippines (2008), 
the DHS found a prevalence rate of 18 percent, while the DHS in Vietnam (2009) found a 
prevalence rate of 34 percent (UN Women 2011). In Australia, it is estimated that 34 percent 

Figure 4.13: Lifetime and current perpetration of physical/sexual intimate 
partner violence by age, among ever-partnered men
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17 Caution should be taken in directly comparing results from different studies, because even though a similar methodology 
was used there are some differences, such as how partnership status was defined, that will affect prevalence rates.

18 This regional estimate is based on available data from WHO, DHS, and other studies identified through a systematic 
review. The regional estimate for South-East Asia prevalence rate includes data from Bangladesh, Timor-Leste, India, 
Myanmar, Sri Lanka, and Thailand (WHO 2013). This is the highest regional lifetime prevalence rate according to the 
WHO (2013). Rates of intimate partner violence from other regions range from 23 percent in high income countries 
to 37 percent in the Eastern Mediterranean. This report groups together high income countries as a region, based on 
World Bank classifications according to GNI per capita.
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of women had experienced physical and/or sexual violence by a known male perpetrator 
(ANROWS 2014). A recent national study conducted using the WHO MCS methodology 
in Cambodia found that 21 percent of ever-partnered women had experienced physical and/
or sexual intimate partner violence in their lifetimes (WHO and UN Women Cambodia 
2015). In studies conducted in 2008, also using the WHO MCS, in the Solomon Islands 
and in Kiribati, the lifetime prevalence rate of intimate partner violence was found to be 64 
percent and 68 percent, respectively (Fulu et al. 2009; SPC 2010). Similarly, the UN MCS, 
conducted in Bougainville, Papua New Guinea, also found that 68 percent of ever-partnered 
women had experienced physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence in their lifetimes 
(Fulu et al. 2013). Therefore, while the prevalence rate of intimate partner violence in Timor-
Leste has been shown to be relatively high, it is not outside the range of violence found by 
other studies in the region.

The Nabilan Study found that 36 percent of ever-partnered men in Dili and 42 percent in 
Manufahi had perpetrated at least one act of physical and/or sexual violence against a female 
intimate partner. This study on perpetration is the first of its kind in Timor-Leste; therefore, 
there is no national data to compare with. However, men’s reports of intimate partner violence 
perpetration in Timor-Leste are not dissimilar and are, in fact, a little lower than rates found 
in other sites in the Asia-Pacific region. The UN MCS found that in Bougainville, 80 percent 
of men had perpetrated physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence in their lifetimes. In a 
study site in Papua, Indonesia, lifetime physical and/or sexual violence had been perpetrated by 
60 percent of men. In Cambodia, a national study of men’s perpetration found that 33 percent 
of men had perpetrated physical and/or sexual violence in their lifetimes (Fulu et al. 2013).

Women’s rates of intimate partner violence were higher in Dili compared with the other 
municipalities. However, men’s perpetration was higher in Manufahi than in Dili.19 
Furthermore, for women, we compared Dili with all other municipalities, some of which 
may have had lower rates than Manufahi, which could push the overall ‘other municipality’ 
rate down. Therefore, it is not easy to compare. However, the key emerging message is that, 
despite the commonly held assumption of violence being more prevalent in rural areas, this is 
clearly not the case in Timor-Leste.

The findings that women who earnt cash were more likely to experience intimate partner 
violence, compared with women who did not earn cash, is consistent with the findings of the 
DHS (NSD 2010). These are also similar to findings from other WHO studies on women’s 
health and experiences of intimate partner violence, such as in the Maldives (Fulu 2014). The 
likely reason for this finding is that women who earn cash are challenging existing unequal 
gender roles around women and the domestic sphere, and women’s decision-making powers. 
As women gain more financial power, it can sometimes result in a backlash where men use 
violence to reassert control within relationships. This does not imply that violence and gender 
programing should not promote women’s economic empowerment, but rather that it needs 
to work alongside broader efforts to transform inequitable gender relations. This includes 
addressing dominant models of masculinity that emphasize men as breadwinners and other 
restrictive gender norms (Heise 2015).

19 When we consider the 95% CI, we see that the rates are not actually different in real terms between urban and rural 
areas. This means that the difference in prevalence rates between the sites under comparison is not statistically significant. 
The difference could be owing to inconsistencies in reporting, or statistical errors. See Annex C Table 4.1c for more 
details.
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The Study found that women’s experiences of intimate partner violence are rarely one-off 
incidents. Women in Timor-Leste are also much more likely to experience severe forms of 
physical intimate partner violence. They are also likely to experience multiple forms of violence; 
for example, a combination of physical, sexual, and emotional violence. This is in line with the 
findings from comparable studies in other countries that suggest women’s experiences of violence 
are often frequent and severe, demonstrating a pattern of violence within abusive relationships 
rather than isolated incidents of violence (Garcia-Moreno et al. 2005; Fulu and Heise 2015). 
This means that many of the women reporting violence to the police and seeking support 
services from NGOs and other agencies are likely to have already experienced violence many 
times. It is important that service providers recognize the significant impacts that violence may 
already be having on a woman and her family. Moreover, recognizing that intimate partner 
violence is part of an ongoing pattern of dominance by husbands and boyfriends over women 
highlights the importance of prevention initiatives that work to challenge gender inequality 
in personal relationships and society.

Programs and policies that facilitate women’s improved access to health and justice services 
require interventions into existing medical and legal systems. That women are more likely to 
experience severe forms of physical violence demonstrates the importance of the health sector in 
ensuring that women are adequately supported after violent incidents. The impact of intimate 
partner violence on women’s physical, mental, and reproductive health, and their help-seeking 
behaviors, are discussed further in Chapters 8 and 9.

While significant advances have been made in legislative reform in Timor-Leste, these findings 
suggest that legal changes have not yet been translated into behavior change. Moreover, the 
variation in reported prevalence rates between the findings of the present study and of previous 
studies by police and justice services highlights that women are still not comfortable reporting 
their experiences to the authorities. These points are discussed further in Chapter 10.

That children are often present during incidents of intimate partner violence is also an 
important issue that should be addressed. Other studies have shown that exposure to violence 
during childhood can have consequences for an individual’s experiences of violence during 
adulthood (Cashmore and Shackel 2013; Fry et al. 2012; Fulu et al. 2013). The impact of 
violence during childhood and the importance of intervening to prevent such exposure are 
discussed in Chapters 6, 11 and 13.

Overall, the findings of the Study clearly demonstrate that responding to violence against 
women must be prioritized by all sectors of society in order to address the significant abuses 
that women face in their daily lives. A future focus on primary prevention of violence, alongside 
responses and access to justice, will be vital. Given that intimate partner violence is such a 
widespread problem, a whole-of-population approach is needed. Global evidence on violence 
prevention highlights that holistic approaches promoting action to address gender inequality 
at the individual, relationship, community, and societal levels are most effective in bringing 
about change to women’s experiences of violence (Fulu and Kerr-Wilson 2015). The Nabilan 
Program is working with partners at the local and national level to ensure these preventative 
measures are prioritized and incorporated into the implementation of interventions for violence 
against women.
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Women’s experiences and men’s perpetration of intimate partner violence start from a young age, 
and women in younger age groups are at a higher risk of experiencing such violence. Behavior 
change interventions that target adolescent and young men and women, therefore, have the 
potential to reduce violence in adulthood. Existing studies show that interventions working 
with both women and men to prevent violence against women are more effective in challenging 
the unequal gender relations and constructs leading to the normalization of violence, compared 
with interventions that focus on one sex exclusively (Fulu and Kerr-Wilson 2015).20 Therefore, 
the involvement of boys and men in violence-prevention programs should be considered as 
part of a holistic, integrated approach that targets violence at both the individual and societal 
level. The link between gender relations and violence is discussed further in Chapter 7.

20 The What Works to Prevent Violence against Women and Girls? evidence review found that interventions primarily 
targeting only men and boys, or only women and girls, are ineffective in bringing about sustained and positive long-
term behavior change. Examples would include bystander interventions with young men, or microfinance initiatives 
for women’s economic empowerment. In contrast, there is emerging evidence that interventions working with both 
women and men, such as group education programs, are more likely to result in the transformation of the structures, 
patterns, and norms of gender inequality that drive violence in different settings and contexts (Fulu and Kerr-Wilson 
2015).
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Box 5.1: Summary of main findings

MAIN FINDINGS

o Violence against women perpetrated by someone other than an intimate partner 
(a non-partner) is not as common as intimate partner violence in Timor-Leste; 
however, it is still a significant problem.

o Among all women aged 15 to 49, 14 percent had been raped by someone other 
than an intimate partner in their lifetimes, and 10 percent in the past 12 months.

o Gang rape was reported by 3 percent of all women.

o Family members, strangers, and men from the neighborhood were the most 
commonly identified perpetrators of non-partner rape.

o In Dili, 15 percent of men aged 18 to 49 had ever perpetrated rape against a 
woman or girl who was not their wife or girlfriend, and 10 percent had done this 
in the past 12 months. Perpetration of gang rape was reported by 6 percent of 
men in Dili.

o In Manufahi, 22 percent of men aged 18 to 49 had ever perpetrated non-partner 
rape in their lifetimes, and 17 percent had done so in the past 12 months. 
Perpetration of gang rape was reported by 12 percent of men in Manufahi.

o More than half of all men in both sites who had perpetrated any rape did so for 
the first time while they were teenagers.

o The most common motivations for perpetrating rape, as reported by men who 
had raped, were boredom or entertainment seeking, and sexual entitlement – the 
belief that they had the right to sex, regardless of consent.

This chapter presents the Study results on women’s experiences of non-partner rape and on 
men’s perpetration of rape against both partner and non-partner women and girls, as well as 
on men’s perpetration of sexual violence against other men and boys. For definitions of acts 
that are classified as rape, see Chapter 1. While the questions on sexual violence referred to 
events that had happened to respondents at any point in their lifetimes, further questions 
specifically relating to acts of sexual abuse before age 15 are discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
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PreVALenCe oF
non-PArTner SexUAL 
VioLenCe AGAinST 
Women (rAPe)

Lifetime and     
current prevalence   
of non-partner rape
Women were asked a number of questions 
on whether, in their lives, they had ever been 
forced to have sex by anyone other than an 
intimate partner when they had not wanted to 
or when they had been too drunk or drugged to 
refuse. They were also asked whether they had 
ever been forced to have sex with multiple men 
at the same time (gang rape). These measures fit the international definition of rape; therefore, 
the term non-partner rape is used throughout this chapter.

Table 5.1 presents the results from these sets of questions and the breakdown of sexually violent 
acts by time period. Among women aged 15 to 49, 14 percent had ever experienced any form 
of non-partner rape during their lifetimes, and 10 percent had experienced this in the past 12 
months. The most common form of non-partner rape was forced sex, where the respondent 
had had sex when she had not wanted to because she had been threatened, held down, or put 
in a situation where she could not say no. Gang rape was reported by 3 percent of women, 
with 2 percent having experienced gang rape in the past 12 months. 

Table 5.1: Percentage of women who had experienced non-partner rape, by time period and by 
sexually violent act (N=1426)

non-partner rape %

Any non-partner rape, lifetime 13.9

Details of sexually violent acts, lifetime

Forced sex 12.3

Forced sex when too drunk or drugged to refuse 3.5

Gang rape 3.3

Any non-partner rape, past 12 months 9.5

Details of sexually violent acts, past 12 months 

Forced sex 8.5

Forced sex when too drunk or drugged to refuse 1.8

Gang rape 1.8

Figure 5.1: Women’s lifetime 
experiences of non-partner rape

Experienced 
non-partner rape

Never experienced 
non-partner rape
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Perpetrators of non-partner rape
Table 5.2 shows that the most common perpetrators of non-partner rape as experienced by 
women were fathers or other family members, strangers, and men from the neighborhood. 
Friends of the family, boys under 18 years from the neighborhood, and teachers were also 
identified as perpetrators. In total, at least two out of five (43 percent) women who had ever 
been raped by a non-partner knew the perpetrator. A further 41 percent said the perpetrator 
was someone other than the categories listed. It is likely that some of these perpetrators would 
have also been known to the woman.  

Table 5.2: Perpetrators of non-partner against women, among women who had ever 
experienced non-partner rape (N=198)

Perpetrators %

known

Father or family member 20.2

teacher 0.6

Boy from neighborhood (under 18 years) 2.3

Man from neighborhood 11.0

Friend of the family 9.3

Unknown

Stranger/unknown person 15.6

other

Other 41.0

men’S PerPeTrATion oF
PArTner And non-PArTner rAPe

Lifetime 
and current 
perpetration      
of partner and
non-partner 
rape
Male respondents were 
asked whether, in their 
lives, they had ever forced 
a woman who was not an 
intimate partner to have 

Figure 5.2: Percentage of men who had ever perpetrated 
non-partner rape in their lifetime, by type of rape
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Any  
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rape
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sex when the woman had not wanted to, when she had been too drunk or drugged to say 
no, or whether they had ever perpetrated gang rape. The results are presented in Figure 5.2. 
Lifetime perpetration of any non-partner rape was reported by 15 percent of men aged 18 
to 49 in Dili and by 22 percent in Manufahi. Perpetration of any non-partner rape within 
the past 12 months was reported by 10 percent of men in Dili and by 17 percent of men in 
Manufahi. Lifetime perpetration of gang rape was reported by 6 percent of men in Dili and 
by 12 percent in Manufahi. Overall, 22 percent of men in Dili and 33 percent of men in 
Manufahi said they had ever perpetrated some form of partner and/or non-partner rape, at 
least once in their lifetimes. See Annex C Table 5.1 for a detailed breakdown by type of rape 
perpetration and by time period.

Frequency of men’s rape perpetration: non-partner
The majority of men said they had perpetrated non-partner rape only once. However, in both 
sites a large proportion of men who had perpetrated any non-partner rape (35 percent in Dili 
and 44 percent in Manufahi) had ever forced a woman or girl who was not a partner to have 
sex more than once. 

Figure 5.3: Frequency of non-partner rape perpetration, among men who had ever 
perpetrated rape against a non-partner woman or girl

35%

65%

44%

57%

Dili Manufahi

Once

More than once

Men’s perpetration of rape against more than one woman 
or girl; partner and non-partner
Figure 5.4 presents findings on the number of different women, both partner and non-partner, 
that men had raped during their lifetimes, among those men who had ever raped at least one 
woman or girl. Two-thirds of men in both Dili and Manufahi who had ever perpetrated rape 
against a woman (66 percent and 65 percent respectively) indicated that they had raped only 
one woman during their lifetimes. Amongst men who had ever raped a woman, 34 percent in 
Dili, and 35 percent in Manufahi, had perpetrated rape against two or more different women 
in their lifetimes. In Dili, 2 percent of men who had ever perpetrated rape said they had raped 
more than ten women during their lifetimes, while in Manufahi this was 6 percent.  
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Men’s age of first rape perpetration; partner and non-
partner
Men who had ever perpetrated rape were asked the age they were when they had first done 
this. Figure 5.5 shows the age distribution of first perpetration. In both Dili and Manufahi, 
more than half of men who had ever perpetrated rape (61 percent and 58 percent, respectively) 
said they had first done so when they were teenagers (under 19 years). Of men who had ever 
raped a woman or girl, 13 percent in Dili and 22 percent in Manufahi said they had done this 
for the first time when they were less than 15 years old. 

Figure 5.4: Percentage of men who had raped more than one woman or girl     
(partner or non-partner), among men who had ever perpetrated rape

66%

19%

6%

6%
4%

23%

8%
2%1%

65%

Dili Manufahi

1 women

2-3 women

4-5 women

6-10 women

More than 10 women

Figure 5.5: Age of men’s first perpetration of rape against a woman or girl    
(partner or non-partner), among men who had ever perpetrated rape
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moTiVATion And ConSeQUenCeS 
AmonG men Who PerPeTrATed 
AnY SexUAL VioLenCe
Men who had ever perpetrated rape were asked follow-up questions about their different 
motivations for the most recent rape they had perpetrated against a partner or non-partner.21  

21 As the questions on men’s motivations and the consequences for rape refer to the last time the respondent forced a 
woman or man to have sex against his or her will, it is possible that these findings include some men’s experiences 
around their perpetration of rape against other men. However, data analysis for these findings was calculated using 
men who had ever perpetrated any rape of a woman.
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These motivations included feelings of anger, boredom, entertainment-seeking, sexual desire 
or entitlement,22 punishment of the victim and drinking alcohol. These motivations were then 
grouped together in similar thematic reasons. Figure 5.6 shows the stated motivations by men 
in Dili and Manufahi for men who had ever perpetrated partner and/or non-partner rape. See 
Annex C Table 5.2a for a breakdown of rape motivations by type of rape.

In Dili, boredom or entertainment was the predominant motivation given for any rape of 
a woman or girl, followed by sexual entitlement. Anger or punishment was reported by the 
fewest number of men in Dili as a motivation. In Manufahi, sexual entitlement was the most 
commonly reported motivation for perpetrating rape, followed by boredom or entertainment. 
Alcohol or drinking was the least commonly reported motivation in Manufahi.

Figure 5.6: Percentage of men reporting motivations for rape (partner or non-partner), 
among men who had ever perpetrated rape against a woman or girl

Anger or 
punishment

Drinking 
alcohol/
drunk

Sexual 
entitlement

Fun or 
Bored

61%

75%

63%

71%

34%

46%

38%

30%

Dili

Manufahi

22 Sexual entitlement is understood as men’s belief that they have the right to sex, regardless of consent (Fulu et al. 2013).

Men who had perpetrated partner and/or non-partner rape of a woman or girl were also asked 
if they had faced any consequences of their actions; more than one consequence was possible. 
Figure 5.7 illustrates men’s stated consequences or concerns after their most recent perpetration 
of rape (any partner or non-partner): for a detailed breakdown of men’s responses to this 
question see Annex C Table 5.2b. Most men in both sites (54 percent in Dili and 61 percent 
in Manufahi) said they had felt guilty after perpetrating rape, while a smaller proportion (22 
percent in Dili and 38 percent in Manufahi) was worried that they would be found out. Overall, 
non-legal consequences, such as being required to pay compensation to the woman’s family, 
or having to discuss with community elders, were more common than legal consequences. 
While 15 percent of men in Dili and 24 percent of men in Manufahi said they were arrested 
after their most recent rape perpetration, very few men had actually been jailed (5 percent in 
Dili and 18 percent in Manufahi). Most men had not experienced any legal consequences (70 
percent in Dili and 57 percent in Manufahi).
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23 While there may be some overlap between men’s sexual victimization and their experiences of child sexual abuse, the 
questions on child sexual abuse were much broader, which explains why there is such difference between these two 
findings.

men’S SexUAL VioLenCe 
AGAinST oTher men
Table 5.3 presents the data on perpetration of male-on-male sexual violence. Men were asked 
whether they had ever had anything sexual done to them by other men against their will, or 
whether they had ever forced other men or boys to do anything sexual (see Box 1.2 for the full 
definitions of acts). As the questions were phrased ‘ever’, these findings may include acts that 
had been experienced or perpetrated before the respondent was 15 years old and, therefore, 
there may be some overlap with childhood sexual abuse, discussed in Chapter 6.23

Figure 5.7: Percentage of men reporting different consequences or concerns 
following their most recent perpetration of rape (partner and non-partner), among 
men who had ever perpetrated rape against a woman or girl
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Around one in ten (9 percent in Dili and 11 percent in Manufahi) men in both sites had ever 
been sexually assaulted or raped by other men. Lifetime perpetration of any type of sexual 
violence against other men, including gang rape, was committed by 6 percent of men in Dili 
and 7 percent of men in Manufahi. Perpetration of gang rape of other men specifically was 
reported by 2 percent of men in Dili and 4 percent of men in Manufahi.

Table 5.3: Percentage of men who had ever experienced sexual violence by other men,              
or had ever perpetrated sexual violence against other men, among all men

male-on-male sexual violence % dili (n=433)
% manufahi 

(n=406)

experience

ever been sexually assaulted or raped by another man 9.1 10.6

Perpetration

ever sexually assaulted or raped another man or boy 6.4 7.0

ever gang raped another man or boy 2.4 3.6

diSCUSSion
The findings from both the women’s and men’s surveys illustrate that rates of sexual violence 
are high in Timor-Leste. The Study found that women in Timor-Leste are most at risk of 
experiencing sexual violence from their intimate partners, as is the case in most settings globally 
(Garcia-Moreno et al. 2013). Even when it occurs outside partnerships, the perpetrator of rape 
is most often the father of the victim or another family member. However, a large proportion 
of respondents said the perpetrator was someone other than a family member, man/boy from 
the neighborhood, friend of the family, teacher or stranger and, thus, caution should be taken 
in interpreting the most common types of perpetrators.

The findings illustrate that 14 percent of women aged 15-49 in Timor-Leste have ever 
experienced non-partner rape. The World Health Organization has established that the average 
global prevalence for women’s experiences of non-partner sexual violence is 7 percent, while 
the regional average for South-East Asia is 5 percent (Garcia-Moreno et al. 2013).24 Using 
the WHO MCS survey, women’s lifetime experiences of non-partner sexual violence was 10 
percent in Kiribati (SPC 2010), and 18 percent in the Solomon Islands (Fulu et al. 2009). 
Therefore, as with intimate partner violence, while the prevalence rate of non-partner rape 
found for women in Timor-Leste is higher than the South-East Asian regional average, it is 
not beyond the rates found in studies in other countries in the Asia-Pacific region.

The rate of men’s perpetration of rape in the study sites is also similar to regional findings 
using the UN MCS survey. The UN MCS found that men’s perpetration of non-partner rape 

24 It should be noted that these rates use a broader definition of non-partner sexual violence than only rape, which includes 
any form of forced or coerced sexual act by a non-partner.
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ranged from less than 1 percent in Cambodia and provincial Bangladesh, 23 percent in Papua, 
Indonesia, to 41 percent in Bougainville, Papua New Guinea (Fulu et al. 2013; Ministry of 
Women’s Affairs Cambodia et al. 2015). Lifetime perpetration of gang rape against women 
was reported by 5 percent of men in Cambodia, 7 percent of men in Papua, and 14 percent 
of men in Bougainville. These patterns of sexual violence perpetration highlight that men’s 
exercise of power over women through sexual violence is characteristic of gender inequality 
in multiple contexts. However, the extent that gender inequality manifests in sexual violence 
differs between countries. 

In the present study, 6 percent of men in Dili and 7 percent of men in Manufahi had 
perpetrated rape, including gang rape, against other men or boys in their lifetimes. In the 
UN MCS, men’s rape of other men was reported by 3 percent of men in Cambodia, 2 percent 
of men in Papua, and 8 percent of men in Bougainville (Fulu et al. 2013). These patterns of 
sexual violence by men against other men are consistent with a hegemonic construction of 
masculinity that endorses sexual entitlement over women, as well as dominance over other 
men. It also highlights a rigid idea of male (hetero)sexual prowess, and maintaining control 
in all relationships, both over women and men.

Overall, men’s perpetration of non-partner rape, including gang rape, was higher than women’s 
reported experiences of non-partner rape. This difference can be largely explained by the 
methodological differences in the surveys. Men were asked about sexual violence perpetration 
in a totally anonymous way which other studies suggest appears to increase disclosure and 
reduce under-reporting (Fulu et al. 2013). Women, on the other hand, were asked about their 
experiences in a face-to-face interview with the enumerators. Given the particular stigma 
around women’s experiences of rape, particularly gang rape, it is possible that women under-
reported these experiences compared with men.

The findings on the young age at which most men begin perpetrating rape reflect the findings 
on intimate partner violence that men learn to use violence during adolescence and youth. 
That young men learn to use violence against women and to pursue sexual entitlement over 
women as part of a dominant masculine identity highlights the need to intervene to promote 
gender equality from a young age. Furthermore, it signals a need to begin teaching about 
reproductive health and positive relationships, focusing on consent and respect, to children 
below the age of 15.

The most commonly stated motivations for perpetrating partner and non-partner rape were 
sexual entitlement and boredom or entertainment. This reflects the same pattern stated by men 
in other studies (Fulu et al. 2013). However, boredom or entertainment seeking appears to 
play a particularly important role in Timor-Leste compared to some other sites, in that it was 
the most commonly cited motivation among men who had ever perpetrated any rape against a 
woman or girl. This is a point which requires further examination through qualitative research. 
Overall, the findings on motivations for rape further highlight the foundations in gender 
inequality, and the normalization of violence within a broader construction of masculinity 
that emphasizes power over women. The survey questions certainly did not capture all of the 
possible reasons why men perpetrated rape. Nonetheless, the data provides some initial insights 
that should inform violence-prevention strategies. For further discussion of the association 
between alcohol and men’s use of violence see Chapter 13.
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Men’s stated concerns or the consequences of perpetrating rape suggest another point of entry to 
engage with men and boys to challenge existing beliefs about the use of violence against women 
and to encourage positive behavior change. A high percentage of men who had perpetrated 
any partner/non-partner rape in their lifetimes said they had felt guilty after the incident. 
However, this requires more qualitative research in order to identify what these feelings meant 
to men; that is, whether they felt guilty because they knew they had done something illegal, 
because they knew they had done something morally wrong, or because what they had done 
may bring shame to their families or the victims’ families.

Almost three in four men in Dili, and more than one in two men in Manufahi, who 
had perpetrated any rape against a woman or girl had not experienced any legal or other 
consequences, confirming that impunity is still a major issue in Timor-Leste. Those men who 
said they had been jailed following the rape perpetration constituted a minority. Moreover, 
community mediation measures, such as paying compensation to the woman’s family and 
sitting with community elders, were commonly stated consequences. These findings highlight 
that much more work is needed to ensure that the justice sector in Timor-Leste protects women 
and holds accountable men who perpetrate rape. Building the capacity of legal and justice 
services in Timor-Leste is, therefore, a priority for addressing women’s experiences and men’s 
perpetration of sexual violence. Part of this work should also involve community mobilization 
and strengthening in order to change non-legal practices involving community mediation, and 
to encourage recourse to PNTL. Women’s responses to violence and support-seeking through 
formal agencies are discussed further in Chapter 10.

The Study highlights that the perpetration of sexual violence against women in Timor-Leste is 
an important issue that requires intervention into the normalization of violence against women 
by unequal and discriminatory constructions of gender. The findings highlight the need for 
health and justice responses services to meet better the needs of women who have experienced 
violence, and to enforce effectively laws against violence. 
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Box 6.1: Summary of main findings

Main findings

o The majority of respondents reported having ever experienced physical and/
or sexual abuse during childhood, with almost three-quarters of women (72 
percent) and more than three-quarters of men in both sites (78 percent in 
Dili and 77 percent in Manufahi) reporting at least one form of physical 
and/or sexual abuse before age 18.

o Childhood emotional abuse or neglect was also reported by the majority of 
women (78 percent) and men in both sites (71 percent in both Dili and in 
Manufahi).

o Almost half of all women (49 percent) and one-third of men in both sites 
(36 percent in Dili and in Manufahi) reported having witnessed the abuse of 
their mothers by their partners during childhood.

o Among women who had ever had sex, 14 percent reported that their first 
sexual experience had been forced or coerced. Women whose first sexual 
experience was before age 19 were more likely to report forced or coerced 
first sex.

o Childhood trauma can have consequences for mental health and experiences 
of violence during adulthood. Women who had experienced physical and/
or sexual abuse during childhood were more likely to report feelings of 
depression or to have ever thought about committing suicide. Men who 
had experienced childhood physical and/or sexual abuse were more likely to 
report feelings of depression and suicidal thoughts, as well as involvement 
in gangs, fights with weapons, and drug use. The association between 
childhood abuse and experiences of intimate partner violence during 
adulthood is discussed in Chapter 12.

Children are the most vulnerable members of society and, thus, their rights must be safeguarded. 
Children have the right to live free from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or 
abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation. In addition, a child rights-
based approach to caregiving and protection requires a paradigm shift towards respecting and 
promoting human dignity and the physical and psychological integrity of children as rights-
bearing individuals and as unique and valuable human beings with individual personalities, 
distinct needs, interests, and privacy.

The acute and long-term detrimental psychological, physical, and social effects of violence 
experienced in childhood are well documented (Shaw and Krause 2002; Zolotor et al. 2007; 
Pinheiro 2006; Miles and Thomas 2007). Children exposed to violence in their families 
either directly (as victims of violence) or indirectly (through witnessing or hearing parents 
or relatives being emotionally, physically, or sexually abused) can also develop beliefs that 
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violence is a suitable response or way to solve problems (Kerley et al. 2010). Furthermore, 
studies have shown that early exposure to violence, especially multiple forms of violence, can 
create a learnt response to violence that predisposes an individual to experiencing violence as 
an adult, either as a perpetrator, victim or both (Gil-Gonzalez et al. 2008; Kerley et al. 2010; 
Jewkes et al. 2010; Heise 2011).

Women and men were both asked a number of questions referring to specific experiences of 
childhood trauma, and whether they had ‘never’, ‘sometimes’, ‘often’, or ‘very often’ experienced 
any of them. See Annex C Box 6.1 for the statements included in the questionnaires, based 
on the short form of the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (Bernstein et al. 2003). These 
statements were then grouped as one of four dimensions of childhood adversity: hardship; 
emotional abuse and neglect; physical abuse (in the home); and sexual abuse (see Chapter 1 for 
definitions of childhood trauma). Respondents were also asked questions about whether they 
had ever witnessed the abuse of their mothers and, specifically, whether they had ever been 
physically punished at school. Questions on physical abuse in the home and punishment in 
school are analyzed separately to distinguish between family violence and corporal punishment.

In reviewing the findings, it is recommended to take into consideration the historical perspectives 
of the respondents when they were children by referring to Chapter 1. Many of the differences 
seen across age groups could be owing to the different historical experiences of different age 
groups of respondents. Understanding the environment in which these respondents grew up 
can help contextualize the range of experiences that could lead to childhood trauma.

ChiLdhood 
exPerienCeS

Prevalence of abuse and hardship in childhood
Figure 6.1 illustrates the percentages of women and men who reported experiencing different 
forms of violence and hardship as children. For a detailed breakdown on types of abuse, see 
Annex C Table 6.1. With the exception of sexual abuse, more than half of women and men in 
both sites reported having experienced some form of hardship, neglect, or physical abuse before 
age 18. Overall, men and women reported similar levels of childhood violence and hardship, 
with sexual abuse being the exception, as men reported notably higher rates than women.25 

Among women, hardship was experienced by 67 percent, emotional abuse or neglect was 
experienced by 78 percent, and childhood physical abuse was experienced by 66 percent of 
women. Overall, almost three-quarters (72 percent) of women experienced at least one form 
of physical and/or sexual abuse during their childhoods (see below for details on childhood 
sexual abuse).

For men in Dili and Manufahi, hardship was experienced by between 59 to 62 percent, 
emotional abuse or neglect was experienced by 71 percent of men in both sites, and childhood 
physical abuse was experienced by between 61 to 64 percent of men. Overall, more than 
three-quarters (77 to 78 percent) of men experienced some form of physical and/or sexual 
childhood abuse. 

25 It should be noted that as the female survey is nationally representative and the male survey is only representative of 
two districts, caution is recommended in directly comparing women’s and men’s results.
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The measure for childhood sexual abuse includes data from both the childhood trauma questions 
and a self-administered anonymous question at the end of the survey. The anonymous method 
was used because of the particularly stigmatized nature of childhood sexual abuse and feelings 
of shame, embarrassment, or guilt which may prevent respondents from reporting in a face-
to-face interview. As expected, reports of sexual abuse before age 18 were higher through the 
self-administered anonymous reporting format. Childhood sexual abuse, combining data from 
both methods, was reported by 24 percent of women and 42 percent of men in both sites.

Women Timor*

Men Dili

Men Manufahi

100%

66%

Physical

72%

Physical 
and / or
Sexual

78%

Emotional 
abuse / 
neglect

24%

Sexual

67%

Hardship Physical

64% 61%

Physical 
and / or
Sexual

77%78%

Emotional 
abuse / 
neglect

71% 71%

Sexual

42% 42%

Hardship

62%59%

* As the female survey is 
nationally-representative 
and the male survey is 
only representative of 
two municipalities, 
caution is recommended 
in directly comparing 
women and men’s reports.

Figure 6.1: Percentage of men and women who experienced different forms    
   of trauma and abuse as a child (before age 18)

Witnessed physical violence against mother
Many studies have shown that children suffer when witnessing their mothers being physically 
beaten (McCue 2008; Miedema 2011). In this Study, almost half of all women (49 percent) 
and over one-third of men in both sites (36 percent in Dili and in Manufahi) said when 
they were children they had witnessed their mothers experiencing physical violence by their 
husbands or partners.

Table 6.1: Percentage of women and men who, during childhood, had ever witnessed their 
mothers experiencing physical violence by their husbands or partners, among all respondents

Witnessed physical violence 
against mother

% Women 
(n=1426)

% men dili 
(n=433)

% men manufahi 
(n=406)

ever witnessed physical violence 
against mother

48.8 35.6 35.9

Corporal punishment
Table 6.2 shows the rates of physical punishment at school as experienced by women and men. 
In both sites, around two-thirds of men (66 percent in Dili and 61 percent in Manufahi) had 
ever been physically punished at school when they were children, compared with just over half 
of women (56 percent). That men experienced higher rates of corporal punishment at school 
than women is reflective of global patterns.
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Table 6.2: Percentage of women and men who had ever been beaten or physically punished at 
school, among all respondents

Corporal punishment during 
childhood

% Women 
(n=1426)

% men dili 
(n=433)

% men manufahi 
(n=406)

ever beaten or physically punished at 
school

56.4 65.8 61.0

Bullying and teasing
Bullying, teasing, or harassing is distinguished from other forms of childhood trauma because 
it represents a sustained pattern of behavior, as opposed to an isolated event (Pinheiro 2006). 
The questions related to bullying were only asked of male respondents. Almost half of men in 
both sites (45 percent in Dili and 46 percent in Manufahi) indicated that they had ever been 
bullied, teased, or harassed as children. A similar percentage in both sites had ever bullied, 
teased, or harassed others during childhood (44 percent in Dili and 42 percent in Manufahi).

Table 6.3: Percentage of men who had ever been involved in bullying or teasing during child-
hood, among all male respondents

Bullying and teasing during childhood
% men dili 

(n=433)
% men manufahi 

(n=406)

experience

Respondent was ever bullied, teased or harassed 44.9 46.3

Perpetration

Respondent ever bullied, teased or harassed others 44.0 41.5

Forced first sexual experience
Respondents in the women’s survey 
were asked to describe their first 
experiences of sexual intercourse 
as something they had wanted to 
happen, they had not wanted but 
that had happened anyway (coerced), 
or that they had been forced to do 
(raped). The majority of women who 
had ever had sex said their first sexual 
experience had been wanted (86 
percent), while 5 percent said their 
first experience had been coerced 

Figure 6.2: Percentage of women whose first sexual 
experience had been forced or coerced, by age at 
first sex, among women who had ever had sex

37

19

8 9

40%

0-14
years

Forced 
first 
sexual 
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15-19
years

20-24
years

25-49
years
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and 9 percent said it had been forced (this is classified as rape). This means that 14 percent 
of all women said their first sexual experience had been forced or coerced. Figure 6.2 shows 
a breakdown by age of women’s first sexual experience being forced or coerced (see Annex C 
Table 6.2 for more details). The younger the women were at the time they first had sex, the 
more likely their first sexual experience had been forced or coerced. For example, 37 percent 
of women who had had sex for the first time under the age of 15 said it had been forced or 
coerced, compared with only 8 percent of women who had had sex for the first time when 
they were 20 to 24 years of age.  

ConSeQUenCeS oF 
ChiLdhood TrAUmA
As discussed above, experiencing abuse during childhood can have serious consequences for 
an individual during adulthood. Table 6.4 presents the findings on the associations between 
women’s and men’s experiences of physical and/or sexual childhood abuse and different negative 
consequences. For further statistical analysis see Annex C Table 6.3.

In Timor-Leste, the Study found childhood trauma to be significantly associated with women’s 
poor mental health. Women who had experienced physical or sexual abuse, or both during 
childhood were nearly twice as likely to have current symptoms of depression, and nearly five 
times more likely to have had thoughts of suicide in their lifetimes, compared with women 
who had not experienced such child abuse.

There was also a significant association between poor mental health and men’s experiences of 
childhood physical and/or sexual abuse in Dili and Manufahi.26 Men who had experienced 
physical and/or sexual abuse as children were more than twice as likely to have current symptoms 
of depression, and more than three times as likely to have had suicidal thoughts, compared 
to men who had not experienced childhood abuse. Men who said they had experienced 
childhood physical and/or sexual 
abuse were also significantly 
more likely to have used drugs 
in the past 12 months, to have 
ever been involved in a gang,27 

or to have ever been involved in 
fights with weapons. Alcohol 
consumption (at least one to 
two drinks per week) was tested 
for an association between 
women’s and men’s experiences 
of childhood physical/sexual 
abuse, but was not found to be 
significant in either case.

Figure 6.3: Implications of childhood experiences   
of abuse for women and men

Drug 
Use

Fighting 
with 

weapons

Involved 
in 

gangs

26 Please note the data for men in Dili and Manufahi has been combined for the analysis of childhood trauma consequences 
owing to the relatively small sample sizes in both sites.

 27 In the interviews in Tetun, only the word ‘gang’ was used. This data, therefore, does not specifically or necessarily refer 
to martial arts groups but, rather, to the respondents’ own interpretations of the word ‘gang.’
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Table 6.4: Associations between women and men’s experiences of child abuse and different 
negative consequences, according to experiences of physical and/or sexual childhood trauma 
and abuse

Consequences of childhood physical and/or sexual abuse

Women                      
% never 

experienced 
(n=400)

% experienced 
(n=1013)

Depression 43.6 57.0

Suicidal thoughts 3.0 13.0

men combined sites                      
% never 

experienced 
(n=185)

% experienced 
(n=622)

Depression 21.3 35.0

Suicidal thoughts 1.6 5.5

past year drug use 4.9 12.0

Gang involvement 11.4 18.2

Fights with weapons 10.3 18.7

diSCUSSion
Childhood trauma or abuse is evidently a significant issue in Timor-Leste. The Study found 
that experiences of childhood abuse were widespread, suggesting that there is likely an element 
of normalization of such violence, including physical punishment as a form of discipline in 
the home and at school. This corroborates the findings of a 2006 study in Timor-Leste, which 
found that 60 percent of Year Five children had been beaten by their parents with a stick, and 
67 percent had been beaten in this manner by a teacher (UNICEF 2006). The same study also 
illustrated high levels of tolerance of physical child abuse, in that 39 percent of parents and 61 
percent of children surveyed believed that it was right for parents sometimes to beat a child with 
a stick (UNICEF 2006). According to Plan International, the as yet unpublished qualitative 
study of violence against children in family and communities which it commissioned in 2015 
indicates that there has been little or no change in attitudes or behaviors around violence.28  

The most common form of trauma that women had experienced during their childhood was 
emotional abuse or neglect, while, for men, this was physical and/or sexual abuse. Overall, there 
was little difference between men’s experiences of childhood abuse in the two sites. Furthermore, 
although the female data is nationally representative and the male data is representative of 
only two municipalities, we can see that men and women generally experienced similar rates 
of childhood violence and hardship.

28 Author communication with Plan International. 
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However, men experienced notably higher levels of sexual violence than women (24 percent of 
women versus 42 percent of men in both Dili and in Manufahi). Reports through the childhood 
trauma scale, which was administered face-to-face by the enumerators, revealed relatively 
similar rates between men and women. However, men reported significantly higher rates of 
abuse through the anonymous and self-administered face-card than women. This suggests 
that the stigma associated with sexual abuse for men may be even higher than for women. 
The overall finding of higher rates of sexual abuse of boys contrasts with literature from high-
income countries, although studies in Zanzibar, China and Malaysia have also found higher 
rates of sexual victimization among boys (Chan et al. 2013; Finkelhor et al. 2011; Luo et al. 
2008; United Republic of Tanzania 2011) and studies in Taiwan, Vietnam and Thailand show 
no significant gender difference (Yen et al. 2008; Nguyen et al. 2010; Jirapramukpitak et al. 
2005; Gwirayi 2013). There are a number of possible reasons for what appears to be different 
patterns of child sexual abuse in the Asian context. It is possible that women were reluctant 
to report their experiences of abuse through fear or shame, particularly related to notions of 
women’s sexual purity (Luo et al. 2008). However, it has been suggested that experiences of 
sexual violence are equally, if not more, shameful for boys (Hilton 2008), and that boys are 
less likely than girls to report their experiences of sexual abuse (United Republic of Tanzania 
2011), which is supported by the results of the anonymous reporting in this survey. It is more 
likely that in an Asian context with high levels of sex segregation and close supervision and 
control of girls, opportunities for abusing girls may be fewer than for boys (Finkelhor et al. 
2011). There is a lack of existing evidence on childhood sexual abuse in Timor-Leste owing to 
the stigma associated with reporting experiences, for both women and men.

Almost half of all women and over one-third of men in both sites reported that they had 
witnessed their mothers being physically beaten by their partners when they were children. 
This figure supports the findings of the IRC study on violence against women in Timor-Leste 
in 2002, which found that 41 percent of women aged 18 to 49 had witnessed their parents 
hit, slap, or punch each other during their childhood (Joshi and Haertsch 2003; Hynes et al. 
2004). These findings are also consistent with the UN MCS in other countries in the region, 
which found that witnessing physical violence against their mothers during childhood was 
reported by 56 percent of men in Bougainville, Papua New Guinea, 25 percent of men in 
Papua, Indonesia, and 24 percent of men in the national Cambodia study (Fulu et al. 2013). 
Furthermore, this aligns with the high rates of intimate partner violence that men and women 
reported in this study, as discussed in Chapter 4.

Rates of childhood trauma and abuse are high throughout the Asia-Pacific region. A 2014 report 
by the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF) found that the prevalence rates of physical child abuse 
for boys and girls throughout the region range from 17 percent to 35 percent (UNICEF 2014). 
Similarly, the UN MCS found that between 45 percent of men in Cambodia and 67 percent 
of men in Bougainville, Papua New Guinea had experienced childhood physical abuse (Fulu 
et al. 2013). Furthermore, between 74 percent of men in Papua, Indonesia and 86 percent of 
men in Bougainville, Papua New Guinea had experienced childhood emotional abuse; and 
between 12 percent of men in Papua, Indonesia and 32 percent of men in Bougainville, Papua 
New Guinea had experienced sexual abuse during childhood (Fulu et al. 2013). 
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These rates, including those found in Timor-Leste, are consistent with other regional studies 
on child abuse (Fulu et al. 2013; UNICEF 2014). However, these rates for childhood sexual 
abuse are not as broad as the definition included in the present Study, as they do not include 
data from the self-administered question on any forced or coerced sexual act before age 18. 
Using this expanded definition of childhood sexual abuse has been shown to capture a wider 
and consistently higher prevalence rate, as respondents are more likely to disclose abuse through 
the self-administered question (Garcia-Moreno et al. 2013).

Globally, experiences and perpetration of bullying during childhood are associated with a 
number of adverse consequences for adult men, including dysfunctional relationships with 
women and an increased tendency towards acts of violence, including rape (Jewkes et al. 
2010). While the current study did not conduct any analysis of this potential association in 
Timor-Leste, it would be an important avenue for further research.

The rates of childhood violence evidenced in this Study indicate that there are fundamental rights 
and child development issues in Timor-Leste. There are serious and long-term consequences for 
children who have experienced or witnessed violence during childhood. All forms of child abuse 
were significantly associated with mental health problems, including symptoms of depression 
and suicidality. Neglect is also linked with suicide attempts for children throughout the Pacific 
region (UNICEF 2014; Fulu 2013). Men who experienced childhood physical and/or sexual 
abuse were also significantly more likely to be involved in other forms of antisocial and risky 
behaviors, such as drug use, gang involvement, and fights with weapons. The relationship 
between experiences of child abuse and later experiences and perpetration of violence against 
women are discussed in Chapter 12.

Current literature suggests that a child’s home environment is incredibly important for violence 
prevention. For example, parents who use harsh and inconsistent parenting techniques are more 
likely to abuse their children, ultimately increasing the children’s likelihood of perpetrating or 
experiencing violence themselves in adulthood. Gender inequality in the household has also 
been shown as a key risk factor for violence against women (Fulu et al. 2013). Men’s inequitable 
gender attitudes, formed during childhood and reinforced throughout their lifetimes, lead to 
hierarchical gender roles and relations within the household. Some men may then use learnt 
violence as a way to assert dominance within family dynamics (Fulu et al. 2013). Other studies 
have also suggested that approximately one-third to one-half of early smoking initiation in the 
Asia-Pacific region is attributable to having experienced child abuse, and a similar pattern of 
association is evident for alcohol abuse and illicit drug use (UNICEF 2014).

In sum, existing global evidence suggests that child abuse and violence against women cannot 
be separated, nor should they be treated independently of each other. There is a clear cycle 
of intergenerational violence, whereby abuse during childhood increases the risk of adult 
perpetration of violence against women and their children, and is often associated with intimate 
partner violence between parents. This highlights the need to address the key risk factors 
linking child abuse and violence against women to break the cycle of violence. It is necessary 
for interventions to prioritize changing norms around disciplining, protecting children’s rights, 
and promoting positive parenting (UNICEF 2014).  
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This chapter explores respondents’ attitudes towards gender and violence in Timor-Leste. 
Several sets of questions were included in the survey to identify beliefs held by women and 
men surrounding gender relations, intimate partner violence, and other forms of violence 
against women. In order to assess respondents’ attitudes towards gender roles and relations, the 
Gender Equitable Men (GEM) scale was asked of both women and men (see below). Women 
and men were then asked if they believe that it is ‘acceptable’ for a husband to hit his wife 
under certain circumstances. Women were also asked questions on refusing sex, while men 
were asked questions about victim-blaming in relation to rape. Finally, men were questioned 
on their knowledge and awareness of laws on violence against women in Timor-Leste.

Gender eQUiTABLe men (Gem) SCALe
Respondents’ attitudes towards gender were measured using the GEM Scale.29 Table 7.1 
presents the percentage of women and men who agreed or strongly agreed with the gender 
statements in the GEM Scale. The table also presents the results of the GEM Scale in three levels 
(tertiles) – low, moderate or high – to obtain a GEM score based on respondents’ agreement 
or disagreement with the GEM Scale statements.30  

Box 7.1: Summary of main findings

Main findings

o In general, there is a strong pattern of agreement with inequitable, socially 
defined gender roles predicated on male dominance and female submission; 
for example, a woman’s most important role is to keep the home in order.

o The vast majority of women (80 percent) and men (79 percent of men in 
Dili and 70 percent in Manufahi) believed that a husband is justified in 
hitting his wife under some circumstances.

o One-quarter (24 percent) of all women believed that a married woman could 
not refuse sex with her husband under any of the circumstances given in the 
survey: when she is sick; when she does not want to; or when her husband/
partner is drunk.

o The majority of men in Dili (87 percent) and in Manufahi (75 percent) are 
aware of existing laws in Timor-Leste that make it illegal for a man to use 
violence against a woman; however, many feel these laws are too harsh.

29 The GEM Scale was developed by the Population Council and Instituto Promundo and has been used in many different 
countries, both as part of UN and WHO multi-country surveys and in other studies. These attitudinal questions have 
been used in diverse settings and have consistently shown high rates of internal reliability (Pulerwitz and Barker 2008).

30 The GEM score created for the analysis ranged from 8 to 32. The score was divided into tertiles to represent having 
low gender equity (a score between 8 and 15), moderate gender equity (a score between 16 and 23), and high gender 
equity (a score between 24 and 32).
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Overall, women’s and men’s responses were 
very consistent with one another, and there was 
not a great deal of difference between men’s 
and women’s attitudes. The results ref lect a 
general pattern of agreement with inequitable 
gender norms; for example, that a woman’s most 
important role is to keep the home in order, or 
that men should defend their reputation with 
force if necessary.

While most women and men did not believe that 
there are times a woman deserves to be beaten, 
the majority of women (61 percent) and men in 
both sites (61 percent in Dili and 65 percent in 
Manufahi) also believed that a woman should 
tolerate violence in order to keep her family 
together. This indicates that, while violence 
was not necessarily condoned by respondents, 
maintaining the family was more important, 
regardless of the consequences for a woman’s 
wellbeing and safety and of her children’s. The 
majority of men and women surveyed also 
believed that a husband is justified in hitting his 
wife under certain circumstances, as discussed 
below.

Almost a ll women and men agreed with 
expressions of a dominant masculinity predicated 
on harmful notions of male power. The majority 
of women (80 percent) and men in both sites 
(84 percent in Dili and 88 percent in Manufahi) 
agreed that ‘to be a man, you need to be tough’.31 
Around half (44 percent of women, 40 percent of 
men in Dili and 49 percent of men in Manufahi) 
felt that men need to defend their reputations 
when insulted, with force if necessary.

Table 7.1 also shows the breakdown of women and 
men into levels of gender equity. The majority of 
respondents were found to have moderate gender 
equity based on the GEM scores (87 percent of 
women, 72 percent of men in Dili and 85 percent 
of men in Manufahi). Low gender equity was 
scored by 9 percent of women, 12 percent of men 
in Dili and 8 percent of men in Manufahi, while 
4 percent of women, 15 percent of men in Dili 
and 8 percent of men in Manufahi scored high 
gender equity. 

A woman´s most 
important role is to 

take care of her 
home and cook for 

her family.

Women 
Timor
83%

Men 
Dili
71%

Men 
Manufahi

78%

A woman should 
tolorate violence in 
order to keep her 
family together.

Women 
Timor
61%

Men 
Dili
61%

Men 
Manufahi

65%

To be a 
real man, you 

need to be tough.

Women 
Timor
80%

Men 
Dili
84%

Men 
Manufahi

88%

Figure 7.1: Percentage of women   
and men agreeing with gender   
inequitable statements
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Table 7.1: Percentage of women and men who agreed or strongly agreed with                            
gender statements, among all respondents

Gem Scale statements % Women 
(n=1426)

% men 
dili 

(n=433)

% men 
manufahi 
(n=406)

Statements on gender attitudes

a woman’s most important role is to take care of her 
home and cook for her family. 83.0 70.8 79.7

Men need sex more than women do. 48.4 50.1 54.0

there are times when a woman deserves to be beaten. 21.5 16.5 23.8

It is a woman’s responsibility to avoid getting pregnant. 74.9 60.8 56.8

a woman should tolerate violence in order to keep her 
family together. 61.1 61.4 64.5

You/Your husband would be outraged if your wife/you 
asked to use a method of family planning. 27.8 32.9 30.4

If someone insults a man, you would expect him to defend 
his reputation with force if he has to. 44.2 40.1 49.1

to be a man, you need to be tough. 79.8 83.7 87.7

Gem Scale levels (tertiles)

Low gender equity 9.1 12.2 7.6

Medium gender equity 87.2 72.4 84.6

high gender equity 3.8 15.4 7.8

ATTiTUdeS ToWArdS VioLenCe      
And Gender reLATionS 
Respondents were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with a series of statements designed 
to determine the circumstances under which it is considered acceptable for a husband to hit 
his wife. Table 7.2 shows the percentage of women and men who believed that a husband 
has the right to beat his wife under certain circumstances, such as not adequately completing 
housework, disobeying her husband, refusing sex, or being unfaithful. Overall, 80 percent 
of women, 79 percent of men in Dili and 70 percent of men in Manufahi agreed with one or 
more of the justifications given for a husband hitting his wife. The justification for violence 
that women most commonly agreed with was if she disobeys him. For men in Dili the most 
common justification for violence was unfaithfulness, while for men in Manufahi it was if she 
does not satisfactorily complete household work.

It is interesting to note that women were more likely to justify or excuse violence than men. 
Importantly, the rate of agreement with these beliefs was higher among women who had 
experienced, and men who had perpetrated, intimate partner violence than among those who 
had not experienced or perpetrated such violence. This is illustrated in Figure 7.2 and discussed 
further in Chapter 12.

 31 Cognitive testing of the questionnaire in Timor-Leste illustrated that this statement was usually interpreted as referring 
to physical toughness; however, it is possible that some respondents interpreted this as meaning mental toughness. 
The common perception that real men need to be tough (physically, mentally, emotionally, or otherwise) nonetheless 
signifies a social expectation – linked to ideals such as strength, dominance, success and steadfastness – imposed upon 
men. Thus, while some forms of toughness are not necessarily negative, men’s efforts to meet this unrealistic expectation 
of them, and the tension that arises when they are unable to, are frequently expressed in harmful ways.
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Women’s sexual autonomy
Figure 7.3 examines the sexual 
autonomy of women in intimate 
relationships. The questionnaire asked 
women if they believed that a married 
woman could refuse sex with her 
husband/partner in a number of 
situations, such as if she does not want 
to, if she is sick, or if he is drunk. 
Almost half of all women (45 percent) 
said that a wife cannot refuse sex with 
her husband if she does not want to. 
Over a third of women believed that 
a wife cannot refuse sex if her husband is drunk or if she is sick. One-quarter of all women 
believed that a woman could not refuse sex under at least one of the given circumstances. See 
Annex C Table 7.1 for a detailed breakdown of responses to the survey questions on sexual 
autonomy.

Rape myth scale
Men were asked whether or not they agreed with a number of statements that are generally 
classified as myths about rape. Figure 7.4 shows the breakdown of men in Dili and in Manufahi 
who agreed or strongly agreed with statements about rape. See Annex C Table 7.2 for a detailed 
breakdown of men’s responses to these statements according to perpetration of any partner 
and/or non-partner rape. Among all men, 80 percent in Dili and 85 percent in Manufahi 
agreed with at least one of the myths about rape. Men who reported having ever perpetrated 
any rape were generally more likely to agree with the rape myth statements.

Figure 7.2: Percentage of ever-partnered women and men who agreed with at least 
one justification for a husband to hit his wife, by experience or perpetration of 
physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence

Never experienced/Never perpetrated intimate partner violence

Experienced/Perpetrated intimate partner violence

74
86

61
80

63
79

Women Men Dili Men Manufahi

100%

Figure 7.3: Percentage of women who believe 
that a wife cannot refuse sex with her husband 
or partner under certain circumstances
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She does
not want to

He is drunk
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In both sites, the most commonly held belief was that a sex worker cannot claim she has been 
raped because that is part of her job. The majority of men in Dili (59 percent) and Manufahi 
(63 percent) agreed. Given that most sexual violence occurs within intimate relationships, it 
is perhaps not surprising that 43 percent of men in Dili and 47 percent of men in Manufahi 
believed that a wife cannot refuse to have sex with her husband, and these rates rise to 50 
percent and 47 percent respectively, among men in each site who had perpetrated sexual 
violence (see Annex C Table 7.2).

Figure 7.4: Percentage of men who agreed or strongly agreed with statements 
about rape, among all men

63

54

43

47

59

54

41

43

80%

A sex worker cannot claim she was raped

If a woman does not fight back, it's not rape

A woman is usually to blame for being
raped for putting herself in that situation

A woman cannot refuse to
have sex with her husband

Dili Manufahi

ATTiTUdeS And exPoSUre 
To ACTiViSm And LAWS 
on VioLenCe AGAinST Women
Male respondents were asked whether they were aware of existing laws surrounding violence 
against women in Timor-Leste, or whether they were aware of advocacy and campaigns 
targeting violence in their communities. The results are presented in Table 7.3. 

The majority of men in both sites said they knew it was illegal for a husband to force his wife 
to have sex, they were aware of national laws on violence against women, and they were aware 
of campaigns and other activities on preventing violence against women in Timor-Leste. Two-
thirds of men in both sites believed that these laws do not provide enough protection for the 
person who has experienced violence. However, the majority of men in both sites also felt that 
existing laws on violence against women are too harsh and make it too easy for a woman to 
bring a violence charge against a man. 
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Table 7.3: Men’s exposure to laws, advocacy, and programing addressing violence against 
women in Timor-Leste

men’s knowledge and awareness of laws and advocacy on 
violence against women in Timor-Leste

% men 
dili 

(n=433)

% men 
manufahi 
(n=406)

knowledge about laws on violence against women

percentage of men who know that a husband who forces his             
wife to have sex against her will is committing a criminal act 75.5 69.7

percentage of men who are aware of laws on violence against            
women in timor-Leste 86.6 74.6

Beliefs about laws on violence against women

they make it too easy for a woman to bring a charge                               
of violence against a man. 69.2 67.3

they are too harsh. 62.0 68.7

they are not harsh enough. 38.3 41.6

they do not provide enough protection for the victim of violence. 59.6 59.4

Awareness about campaigns on violence against women

Knowledge or awareness of campaigns, activities, advertisements, or 
announcements in public spaces, workplaces, or communities on the 
prevention of violence against women in timor-Leste

77.4 60.1

diSCUSSion
The Study’s findings on attitudes reveal that inequitable gender norms are common. For 
example, nearly all respondents believed that a woman’s most important role is to care for her 
family, and she should tolerate violence in order to keep her family together. Most women 
and men agreed that ‘to be a man, you need to be tough’. This reflects the deeply embedded 
construction of masculinity based on male toughness and dominance. Moreover, the majority 
of women and men agreed with at least one of the justifications for a husband to hit his wife, 
showing a high level of acceptance and condoning of violence against women in Timor-Leste. 
These findings corroborate data from earlier studies about acceptance of violence in Timor-
Leste (NSD 2010; Niner et.al. 2013). The association between women’s and men’s inequitable 
attitudes towards gender and their experiences or perpetration of intimate partner violence 
are discussed in Chapter 12.

Interestingly, while less than one-quarter of women and men in the Nabilan Study agreed that 
sometimes a woman deserves to be beaten, more than three-quarters believed that a husband 
was justified in hitting his wife under certain circumstances. Women who had experienced 
intimate partner violence, and men who had perpetrated violence, were also more likely to 
agree with these inequitable and harmful gender attitudes. These beliefs appear to show a 
pattern of excusing or condoning men’s use of violence towards their female partners. This, 
in turn, reflects the hierarchical gender order of households in Timor-Leste in which women 
are subjugated.
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The high tolerance and justification of violence against women in Timor-Leste is concerning. 
The results of the Study support the findings of the 2009−2010 DHS, which showed that 86 
percent of women believed that a husband was justified in beating his wife for at least one of 
the given reasons (NSD 2010). Other research highlights that, as violence is understood as 
an acceptable form of discipline, wife-beating is viewed as a justifiable act in instances where 
a woman has failed to deliver her customary duties (The Asia Foundation 2015a). In fact, 
women are often blamed by their families and communities for the behavior that led to the 
violence, instead of being supported and offered a mode of recourse (Alves et al. 2009; The 
Asia Foundation 2015a).

That violence was viewed as justifiable by both women and men in the Nabilan Study reflects 
the broader sociocultural reinforcement of intimate partner violence and gender inequality, 
for instance in the traditional saying that “a plate and a spoon will hit each other” (Khan and 
Hyati 2012). Gender roles that maintain women’s subordinate position within the household 
thus underpin the normalization of violence against women, in particular within the domestic 
sphere, as violence is used as a tool to maintain men’s power over the family unit. This highlights 
the need to work with both men and women to challenge harmful gender norms, as well as 
the normalization of violence in general in communities. Men’s involvement in other forms of 
violent, antisocial or criminal behavior, as well as their experiences during periods of conflict 
in Timor-Leste’s history, is discussed in Chapter 11, while the relationship between men’s 
perpetration of violence and their attitudes is discussed further in Chapter 12.

The findings on women’s sexual autonomy and men’s beliefs around sexual violence show that 
sex is also considered to be central to the construction of masculinity, with around half of 
respondents believing that men need sex more than women do. The 2009−2010 DHS found 
that 47 percent of women believed that men cannot control their sexual behavior, while 
29 percent believed that marital rape is allowable (NSD 2010). Furthermore, a 2013 study 
conducted by Paz y Desarrollo (PyD) and the National University of Timor Lorosa’e (UNTL) 
found that 31 percent of young Timorese men aged 15 to 24 did not think that forced sex is 
violence (Niner et al. 2013). In the Nabilan Study, more than half of all men interviewed in 
Dili and Manufahi agreed that a sex worker cannot claim she was raped because that is part 
of her job, and it is not rape if a woman does not physically fight back. Similar beliefs around 
the classification of rape have been found in other studies. For example, in the UN MCS 65 
percent of men in Cambodia, 67 percent of men in Papua, Indonesia, and 46 percent of men 
in Bougainville, Papua New Guinea believed that if a woman does not fight back, it is not rape 
(Fulu et al. 2013). In a recent WHO study in Cambodia, one-fifth of ever-partnered women did 
not believe that a married woman can refuse sex (WHO and UN Women Cambodia 2015). 

The results of the GEM Scale questions are also comparable to other countries in the Asia-
Pacific region. In the UN MCS the majority of men in most countries were categorized as 
holding medium-level gender equitable views: in Cambodia it was 75 percent, in Papua, 
Indonesia it was 80 percent, while in Bougainville, Papua New Guinea 71 percent of men were 
scored in the medium level (Fulu et al. 2013). However, while the GEM Scale levels reflect 
the same general pattern of gender equity in other studies, caution should be exercised when 
interpreting the average scores. This is because people are more likely to end up in the middle 
level, as respondents tend to select ‘agree’ or ‘disagree’ rather than ‘strongly agree’ or ‘strongly 
disagree’. The large grouping for medium gender equity reflects that, in many settings, people 
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are hesitant to report definitive opinions. Therefore, in the Timor-Leste context it is likely that 
the levels offer a less accurate picture of people’s gender attitudes than does an analysis of the 
individual statements within the GEM Scale.

For this reason it is more useful to look at women’s and men’s responses to individual statements 
about gender roles and attitudes. In the UN MCS the vast majority of women and men in 
Cambodia agreed with the statement that to be a man, you need to be tough (99 percent and 
96 percent, respectively). The same was true for most countries, with more than 90 percent 
of respondents also agreeing with this statement in Bangladesh, Indonesia, and Papua New 
Guinea. The UN MCS also showed that for many countries women are relegated to the 
domestic sphere by attitudes viewing the home and family as women’s most important roles, 
and by the belief that a woman should tolerate violence in order to keep her family together 
(Fulu et al. 2013).32 These various findings on inequitable gender attitudes from different parts 
of the Asia-Pacific region show that gender inequality in a given setting is part of the global 
patterns, structures, and norms that constitute gender inequality around the world. Therefore, 
working to prevent violence against women through behavior and attitude change in Timor-
Leste cannot be viewed separately from global efforts to end violence and gender inequality. 

32 In the UN MCS, more than 80 percent of respondents in several countries agreed with the statement that a woman’s 
most important roles are to take care of her home and cook for her family: 92 percent of men in rural Bangladesh, 82 
percent of men and 93 percent of women in Cambodia, 91 percent of men in Papua, Indonesia, and between 84 to 
87 percent in other parts of Indonesia, and 83 percent of women in Bougainville, Papua New Guinea. While in the 
Nabilan Study around two-thirds of women and men agreed that women should tolerate violence in order to keep her 
family together, rates of agreement in the UN MCS were more varied: 60 percent of men and 67 percent of women in 
Cambodia, 49 percent of men in Papua, Indonesia, and 12 percent of women and 29 percent of men in Bougainville, 
Papua New Guinea. For more details on the findings on gender attitudes in the UN MCS see Fulu et al. (2013).
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Box 8.1: Summary of main findings

Main findings

o More than one-quarter (27 percent) of women who had experienced physical 
or sexual partner violence had been injured on at least one occasion.

o Among women who said they had ever been injured from intimate partner 
violence, half (52 percent) had been injured severely enough to need health 
care. However, one in three of those women (32 percent) had not received 
the health care they needed.

o Only one in three (37 percent) women who had received health care for an 
intimate partner violence-related injury had told the health care worker the 
real cause of the injury.

o Women who had experienced physical and/or sexual intimate partner 
violence were significantly more likely to be at risk of disability, and to have 
mental health problems, including symptoms of depression and suicidal 
ideation.

International evidence shows that physical and sexual violence against women has major public 
health implications. The impact of violence on the physical and mental health of women and 
girls can range from broken bones to pregnancy-related complications, mental health issues, 
risk of disability, and even death (Garcia-Moreno et al. 2013).

The Nabilan Study explored the impact of intimate partner violence in terms of injuries, as well 
as other general physical, mental, and reproductive health outcomes. This chapter discusses 
the injuries resulting from intimate partner violence, as well as the overall impact of intimate 
partner violence on women’s physical and mental health. The data presented in this chapter 
and the following two chapters draw solely on data collected from the women’s survey.

Self-reported impact of partner violence
Women who had experienced physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence were asked 
whether their partners’ behavior had affected their work or other activities they did to support 
their families. Table 8.1 shows that 12 percent of women who had experienced intimate 
partner violence reported that it interrupted their work, 22 percent said it made them unable 
to concentrate, 7 percent reported that they had to take sick leave from work as a consequence, 
and 14 percent said they lost confidence in their own ability. 
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Table 8.1: Self-reported impact of intimate partner violence on respondent’s work and other 
activities to support her family, among women who had experienced physical and/or sexual 
intimate partner violence (N=645)

Self-reported impact of intimate partner violence %

impact on women’s wellbeing

Interrupted work or other activities to support family 11.5

Unable to concentrate 21.7

Unable to work / had to take sick leave 6.7

Lost confidence in own ability 13.8

injUrieS AS A 
reSULT oF inTimATe 
PArTner VioLenCe
Women who had experienced physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence were asked 
whether their partners’ acts had resulted in injuries. The frequency and types of injuries, and 
women’s use of health services were also explored. The results of these questions are presented 
in Table 8.2. Of women who had ever experienced physical and/or sexual intimate partner 
violence, 27 percent had been injured at least once by an intimate partner. Of those women, 
15 percent had been injured many times, 65 percent had been injured in the past 12 months, 
and 52 percent had been injured severely enough that they needed health care.

Women also experienced a variety of physical injuries. The most commonly reported injuries 
were scratches, abrasions, bruises, sprains, and dislocations. However, some women reported 
more serious injuries, including 10 percent who had broken eardrums or eye injuries, 8 percent 
who had fractures or broken bones, and 12 percent who had internal injuries. 

Figure 8.1 shows the breakdown of how often women injured from intimate partner violence 
received the health care they needed. Of those women who had ever been injured severely 
enough that they needed health care, 68 percent had received the care they needed, meaning 
that one in three women had not received health care for their violence-related injuries. 
Importantly, only one-third of women (37 percent) who had received care had told the health 
personnel the reason for their injury. 

Figure 8.1: Women’s health care for injuries from intimate partner violence
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Table 8.2: Severity and frequency of injuries among women who had ever been injured by a 
male intimate partner

injuries sustained from physical/sexual intimate partner violence %

Percentage of women ever injured by an intimate partner, among women who had ever 
experienced intimate partner violence (N=645) 26.8

Frequency and severity of injuries (n=172)

Injured many times 15.4

Injured in the past 12 months 65.3

Injured enough to need health care 52.1

Type of injury (n=172)

Cuts, punctures, bites 15.1

Scratches, abrasions, bruises 49.4

Sprains, dislocations 34.3

Burns 7.0

penetrating injuries, deep cuts, gashes 5.2

Broken eardrums, eye injuries 9.9

Fractures, broken bones 7.6

Broken teeth 2.9

Internal injuries 11.6

Other 15.7

health care for intimate partner violence injuries

ever received health care for injuries, among women who had ever been injured 
enough to need health care (N=87) 68.2

ever spent a night in hospital, among women who had received health care (N=60) 21.7

ever told health personnel the reason of injury, among women who had received 
health care (N=60) 36.7

PArTner VioLenCe And 
Women’S GenerAL heALTh
All women, regardless of their partnership status, were asked a number of questions−taken from 
the Washington Group Questions on Disability (WGSS)−about whether they had any difficulty 
seeing, hearing, walking, remembering, concentrating, or communicating in their usual or 
customary language, owing to health problems.33 Response options were ‘no difficulty’, ‘some 
difficulty’, ‘a lot of difficulty’, or ‘cannot do at all’. Women who reported ‘a lot of difficulty’ 
or ‘cannot do at all’ to at least one of the questions on functioning were categorized as being 

33 The Washington Group Short Set of Questions on Disability (WGSS) is a set of six questions developed by the 
Washington City Group on Disability Statistics for use in national censuses and other surveys to identify people at risk 
of disability. Disability is described here as the interaction between a person’s impairment and barriers to participation. 
The WGSS only considers one aspect of disability (difficulty functioning) which is why the questions are described as 
identifying those ‘at risk of ’ disability rather than those ‘with’ disability. The intended implication is that if someone 
with a particular impairment has access to something that would remove their barrier(s) to participation, it would 
remove their ‘disability’. The UN recommends the use of the WGSS in national censuses and household surveys to 
establish internationally comparable data on disability risk (CDC 2010).
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‘at risk of disability’. A secondary analysis was then conducted using an expanded definition 
of ‘at risk of disability’, which included women who had reported ‘some difficulty’ to at least 
one of the questions (see Table 8.3). This does not mean that these women had a disability, 
rather than their impaired functioning put them at risk of having a disability.

Women were also asked whether they considered their general health to be excellent, good, 
fair, poor, or very poor. They were then asked whether they had experienced severe or extreme 
pain or discomfort, or had to visit a health worker because they had been sick, in the four 
weeks prior to the interview.

Although in a cross-sectional survey it is not possible to demonstrate causality between violence 
and health problems, the findings give an indication of the associations between intimate partner 
violence and health problems, adjusted for age and education. Women who had experienced 
violence also showed higher rates for all health-related symptoms compared to those who had 
not experienced violence. However, only the two variables for ‘at risk of disability’ were found 
to be statistically significant in their association with experiences of intimate partner violence, 
and are presented in Table 8.3. See Annex C Table 8.1 for the findings on women’s general 
health and intimate partner violence.

Table 8.3 shows that, using the narrower definition for ‘at risk of disability’, women who had 
ever experienced physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence were significantly more 
likely (adjusted odds ratio [AOR] 2.50)34 to be at risk of disability than those who had never 
experienced intimate partner violence (15 percent compared with 7 percent). This same pattern 
is true using the expanded definition for ‘at risk of disability’ (AOR 1.94). Using the expanded 
definition also gives a much higher rate for both women who had and those who had not 
experienced violence (68 percent and 54 percent, respectively), showing that this expanded 
definition captured a much higher number of women. See Annex C Table 8.1 for more details.

Table 8.3: Percentage of women at risk of disability, among all women and according to           
experience of physical/sexual intimate partner violence

At risk of disability
% All women 

(n=1426)

% never experienced 
intimate partner 
violence (n=452)

% experienced 
intimate partner 
violence (n=645)

a lot of difficulty or cannot do at all 10.8 7.1 15.1

Some difficulty or more 60.1 54.2 68.2

PArTner VioLenCe 
And menTAL heALTh
Mental health for both female and male respondents was assessed using a short version of the 
Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D Scale). Respondents were read a 

34 Adjusted odds ratio (AOR) means how much more likely someone is to experience or perpetrate violence if they have 
this factor, compared with someone without this factor. In this case the odds ratio has been adjusted for age and 
education. See the Glossary for definitions of this and other technical terms.
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series of ten statements (see Box 8.2) and asked to 
score how often they had felt or experienced these 
statements in the past week, on a scale from ‘rarely 
or none of the time’ to ‘most or all of the time’. An 
overall score (CES-D score) was developed based on 
these responses to determine whether the respondent 
had experienced symptoms which can indicate 
depression or problems coping with everyday life.  
The scores should not be interpreted as indicating 
clinical depression, as the scale of symptoms could 
be related to depression, as well as other factors that 
had impacted upon the respondent’s life in the past 
week. The following analysis refers to results from 
the women’s survey; rates of depression for male 
respondents are discussed in Chapter 11.35

Table 8.4 and Figure 8.2 illustrate that experiences 
of intimate partner violence were found to be 
significantly associated with all negative mental 
health outcomes among women in Timor-Leste. 
More than half of all women (53 percent) showed 
symptoms which can be linked to depression or 
problems coping with everyday life, according 
to their CES-D scores. Among women who had 
ever experienced physical and/or sexual intimate 
partner violence, 62 percent showed symptoms of 
depression, compared with 47 percent who had 
never experienced intimate partner violence. This 
means that women who had experienced intimate 
partner violence were twice as likely to have shown 
symptoms of depression in the past week. This 
association also holds true for women who had 
experienced intimate partner violence in the 12 
months prior to the Study.

Women were also asked whether they had ever had 
suicidal thoughts, or had ever attempted suicide. 
Women who had experienced physical and/or sexual 
partner violence were five times more likely to have 
had considered committing suicide. They were also 
eight times more likely to have attempted suicide, 
compared with women who had never experienced 
intimate partner violence. 

Box 8.2: operational 
definitions for self-reported 
depression (CeS-d) scale

a) During the past week 
you were bothered by 
things that usually do 
not bother you.

b) During the past 
week you had trouble 
keeping your mind on 
what you were doing.

c) During the past week 
you felt depressed.

d) During the past 
week you felt that 
everything you did 
was an effort.

e) During the past week 
you felt hopeful about 
the future.

f) During the past week 
you felt fearful.

g) During the past week 
your sleep was restless.

h) During the past week 
you were happy.

i) During the past week 
you felt lonely.

j) During the past week 
you could not get 
‘going’.

35 Scores from zero to three were created for each statement according to how often the respondents said they had 
experienced that statement. CES-D scores of ten or more are considered to indicate that the respondent has shown 
symptoms which can indicate depression or problems coping with everyday life.
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Table 8.4: Comparison of women who had mental health problems                                                 
(CES-D and suicidal ideation), among all women and according to                                    
experience of physical/sexual intimate partner violence36

impact of intimate 
partner violence on 
women’s mental 
health

% All 
women 

(n=1426)

% never 
experienced 

intimate 
partner 
violence 
(n=452)

% 
experienced 

intimate 
partner 
violence 
(n=645)

P-value* Aor*

mental health problem

Symptoms of 
depression 53.1 46.6 62.2 <0.001 1.94

Suicidal thoughts 10.2 3.3 15.4 <0.001 5.53

attempted suicide 3.3 0.7 5.0 0.001 7.99

*adjusted for age and education 

36 P-value is an indicator of the likelihood that the odds ratio could have occurred by chance. A low p-value (<0.05) is 
usually considered statistically significant and means the factor is important. See the Glossary for further information.
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Figure 8.2: Comparison of women who had mental health problems (CES-D and suicidal ideation), 
among all women and according to experience of physical/ sexual intimate partner violence
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diSCUSSion
The Study shows that women’s experiences of intimate partner violence were associated with a 
wide range of physical and mental health problems. Most women who are injured by intimate 
partner violence sustain injuries that require health care, but many of these women do not 
receive the required medical attention.

Previous studies have shown that many women in Timor-Leste are effectively prevented from 
accessing health care owing to social, cultural, and economic barriers. These barriers include 
getting permission to seek treatment, accessing money for treatment, the distance to health 
services, inadequate infrastructure, including a lack of all-season roads, and transport limitations 
(NSD 2010; Zwi et al. 2009). The Timor-Leste Health Care Seeking Behavior Study (HCSBS 
Study) (Zwi et al. 2009) combined data from previous research and additional qualitative 
research to examine user access for health care services in all 13 municipalities of the country. 
The HCSBS Study found that nearly one in three patients had had to travel over two hours 
to a medical facility on their last visit, and nearly four in five patients had walked to those 
facilities. The study also identified sociocultural barriers to health care access, emphasizing 
that family members, and the wider community, are very involved in a woman’s health care 
seeking behavior (Zwi et al. 2009).

The findings of this Study conclusively demonstrate that violence is not only a significant health 
problem because it causes physical injuries, but also because it indirectly impacts on a number 
of other health outcomes. Owing to the cross-sectional design of the Study, it is not possible 
to establish whether exposure to violence occurred before or after the onset of physical and 
mental health symptoms. However, as Ellsberg et al. (2008) show, previous studies on women’s 
health suggest that reported health problems are mainly outcomes rather than precursors of 
violence (Campbell 2002; Krug 2002). 

The fact that an association was found between women’s self-reported feelings of depression 
during the week before the interview and lifetime experiences of intimate partner violence 
suggests that the impact of violence may last long after the actual violence has ended. This 
is consistent with other research showing that recurrent violence can place women at risk 
of psychological problems, such as fear, anxiety, fatigue, sleeping and eating disturbances, 
depression, and post-traumatic stress disorder (Watts et al. 1998). Links have been found in 
other countries between physical violence and higher rates of psychiatric treatment, attempted 
suicide, and alcohol dependence (Plichta 1992). While depression is the leading global cause 
of disability for both males and females, the burden of depression is 50 percent higher for 
females than males (WHO 2008). In fact, depression is the leading cause of disease burden 
for women in high-, low- and middle-income countries (WHO 2008).

In Timor-Leste, some civil society organizations have taken important first steps in responding 
to women’s mental health needs. For example, national NGO PRADET provided training 
for health care workers on ‘Recognizing and Responding to Non-Accidental Injuries’, as well 
as specialized training on conducting the Medical Forensic Protocol (for documentation and 
treatment of injuries after violence, for both adults and children). Responses such as these 
should be expanded in order to ensure women receive the support they need. This is particularly 
important in terms of supporting women who are trying to leave abusive relationships, which 
is discussed further in Chapter 10. 
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Women who had experienced intimate partner violence were more than twice as likely to 
be at risk of disability, according to the narrow definition under the WGSS. However, it is 
unclear whether violence is contributing to women’s risk of disability, or if women living with 
disability are at greater risk of violence. We expect the relationship goes both ways. Regardless, 
this signifies the need for more recognition of the strong link between violence and disability 
among health care workers, organizations for people living with disabilities, and organizations 
providing assistance to victims of violence.

These findings on the impact of intimate partner violence on women’s physical and mental 
health reflect the global evidence that violence against women is a serious public health issue 
(Garcia-Moreno et al. 2013; Fulu and Kerr-Wilson 2015). Other national studies that have used 
the WHO MCS methodology have also found that intimate partner violence has significant 
consequences for women’s health. In Kiribati, half of all women who had experienced physical 
and/or sexual violence had been injured on at least one occasion; they were also more likely to 
have shown emotional distress, and were more likely to have had suicidal thoughts or to have 
attempted suicide (SPC 2010). Similarly, in the Solomon Islands study, three in five women 
who had experienced physical and/or sexual violence had been injured on at least one occasion, 
and were significantly more likely to show emotional distress, suicidal thoughts, and have 
attempted suicide (Fulu et al. 2009). In the recent study in Cambodia, one-quarter of women 
who had experienced physical and/or sexual violence had been injured at least once and, as in 
the other studies, were more likely to have mental health problems such as suicidal ideation 
(WHO and UN Women Cambodia 2015). Together, these findings show that violence against 
women is globally a source of vulnerability for women, and inhibits women’s full participation 
in community life and society. 

As a result of these serious health consequences of violence, health care workers are likely to 
be treating victims of violence regularly, but may be unaware that their patients have in fact 
experienced intimate partner violence. According to this Study, two in three women who had 
received health care treatment for a violence-related injury had not told the health care provider 
the real cause of their injuries. This is likely because of the stigma associated with violence, as 
well as the fear women may have of the increased risk of experiencing violence if they report 
it. It could also be associated with issues around the quality of health care, sensitivity of health 
workers, and lack of confidential spaces in some health care facilities. The role of stigmatization 
and shaming women who have experienced violence is discussed further in Chapter 10.

Overall, the Study confirms that violence against women is a serious public health issue in 
Timor-Leste. The findings also highlight the need to promote the prevention of violence against 
women to reduce the overall negative health impacts that violence has for women’s mental 
health and general wellbeing. The importance of improving women’s access to health services 
is discussed further in the recommendations section of the Study.
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This chapter explores the impact of intimate partner violence on women’s reproductive health 
and on their children’s wellbeing. Information was collected about the number of pregnancies 
and live births women had had, and whether they had ever had a miscarriage, a stillbirth, or 
an induced abortion.  Women were also asked about their use of contraception and about 
birth spacing. Women who had ever been pregnant were asked whether they had experienced 
physical violence during pregnancy. In addition, women with children aged 6 to 15 still living 
at home were asked questions to determine any emotional or behavioral issues their children 
may have faced, whether or not the women had experienced intimate partner violence.

VioLenCe dUrinG 
PreGnAnCY
Among ever-partnered women (N=1105), 1,032 women said they had ever been pregnant (93 
percent of ever-partnered women). Those women who had been pregnant were asked if they 

Box 9.1: Summary of main findings

Main findings

o Physical violence during pregnancy was experienced by 14 percent of ever-
partnered women who had ever been pregnant, and of those women one-
third had been punched or kicked in the abdomen.

o Physical violence during pregnancy was not a single occurrence for many 
women. Among those women who had experienced violence during 
pregnancy, two-thirds (65 percent) had been beaten by the same person 
before pregnancy, and more than half (56 percent) had been beaten during 
more than one pregnancy.

o Women who had experienced partner violence had less control over 
reproductive health choices: they had lower rates of current contraceptive 
use; were more likely to have had partners refuse to use or stop them from 
using contraception; were less likely to make joint decisions (with their 
partners) about birth spacing; and were more likely to have had unplanned 
or unintended last pregnancies.

o Partner violence also has negative impacts on children’s health and 
wellbeing. Children of women who had experienced violence were more 
likely to experience emotional and behavioral problems, and to have stopped 
or dropped out of school.

37 As discussed in the methodology section, there were unresolvable problems with the data gathered on women’s pregnancy 
outcomes, such as miscarriage, stillbirth, abortion, and parity. For this reason the findings from those questions are 
not presented here and were not included in the analysis on the impact of intimate partner violence on reproductive 
health. For more information see Annex D: Pregnancy outcomes and parity by experience of intimate partner violence.
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had experienced physical violence by an intimate partner during pregnancy. Table 9.1 shows 
the prevalence and details of women’s experiences of physical violence during pregnancy. 
Overall, 14 percent of women who had ever been pregnant had experienced physical violence 
during at least one pregnancy. Among those women, one-third had been punched or kicked 
in the abdomen while pregnant, and two-thirds had been beaten by the same person before 
pregnancy. Half of those women who had experienced physical violence during pregnancy 
had experienced it during more than one pregnancy.

Table 9.1: Percentage of women experiencing different forms of physical violence during preg-
nancy, among women who had ever been partnered and pregnant

Physical violence during pregnancy %

Experienced physical violence during pregnancy, among ever-partnered and ever-preg-
nant women (N=1032) 13.9

details of physical violence during pregnancy, among ever-partnered women who had ever 
experienced violence during pregnancy (n=136)

punched or kicked in abdomen while pregnant (severe violence) 33.8

Beaten by same person before pregnancy 65.4

Violence during more than one pregnancy 55.9

Violence during most recent pregnancy 49.6

PArTner VioLenCe And 
reProdUCTiVe heALTh

Contraceptive use and decision-making on birth spacing
Women were asked if they had ever used a method of contraception. Follow-on questions 
asked if they were currently using contraception, and if their current or most recent husbands/
partners had ever stopped them from using contraception. Women were also asked who in the 
household usually had the final say in decisions regarding birth spacing. 

Table 9.2a shows the results from these questions among women who had ever had sex, and 
according to women’s experiences of physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence. Among all 
women who had ever had sex, only 39 percent said they had ever used a method of contraception, 
meaning that three in five women who had had sex never used contraception. Of those women 
who had ever used contraception, three-quarters were currently using contraception.

Women who had experienced physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence were one and a 
half times more likely to have ever used contraception than women who had never experienced 
partner violence (43 percent compared with 34 percent), but less likely to have currently been 
using contraception (74 percent compared with 80 percent). Women who had experienced 
intimate partner violence were almost twice as likely (AOR 1.77) to have had their partners 
refuse to use, or stop them from using, a method of contraception.
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Table 9.2a: Use of contraceptives among women who had ever had sex, by experience of 
physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence

Contraception use
% All 

women 
(n=1070)

% never 
experienced 

intimate 
partner 
violence 
(n=419)

% 
experienced 

intimate 
partner 
violence 
(n=627)

P-value* Aor*

Contraception use, among women who had ever had sex

ever used 
contraception 39.0 34.4 43.2 0.003 1.47

Currently using 
contraception, among 
women who had ever 
used contraception

76.0 79.9 73.8 0.168 0.71

partner had ever 
stopped her using 
contraception

18.6 14.2 22.0 0.001 1.77

*adjusted for age and education 

Table 9.2b shows the results of decision-making about birth spacing. The majority of ever-
partnered women (65 percent) said both they and their partners were equally responsible for 
the decision. However, women who had never experienced intimate partner violence were 
twice as likely to have shared responsibility for decisions over birth spacing compared with 
women who had experienced intimate partner violence. Moreover, women who had experienced 
intimate partner violence were significantly more likely to say that their partners had primary 
control over birth spacing.

Table 9.2b: Decision-making on birth spacing among ever-partnered women, by experience of 
physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence

Birth spacing 
% All 

women 
(n=1105)

% never 
experienced 

intimate 
partner 
violence 
(n=452)

% 
experienced 

intimate 
partner 
violence 
(n=645)

P-value* Aor*

decision-making on birth spacing, among ever-partnered women

Respondent decides 10.9 8.4 13.1 0.015 1.67

partner decides 15.0 12.1 16.7 0.029 1.49

Both respondent and 
partner equally decide 64.8 75.7 62.0 <0.001 1.96

Other member of 
household decides 1.0 0.9 1.1 0.826 1.15

*adjusted for age and education
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Circumstances of most recent pregnancy
Women who had had a live birth in the past five years were asked a number of questions about 
the circumstances of the pregnancy and their maternal health care, including their antenatal 
and post-natal care, and whether their most recent pregnancy was intended. Table 9.3 shows 
the results of these questions according to the respondents’ experiences of physical and/or sexual 
intimate partner violence. The Study found that women who had experienced intimate partner 
violence were almost twice as likely to have had an unintended last pregnancy, with 19 percent 
of women who had experienced intimate partner violence saying their last pregnancy had been 
unintended, compared with 12 percent who had not experienced intimate partner violence.

Table 9.3: Circumstances of most recent pregnancy among women who had ever been 
partnered and pregnant, and who had given birth in the last five years, by experience of 
physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence

Circumstances of most recent 
pregnancy

% All 
women 

(n=1032)

% never 
experienced 

intimate 
partner 
violence 
(n=426)

% 
experienced 

intimate 
partner 
violence 
(n=592)

P-value*

Circumstances of last pregnancy, among women who had given birth in the last 5 years

Last pregnancy unintended 16.0 12.2 18.9 0.003**

Saw no one for antenatal check up 11.7 11.5 11.7 0.948

Saw no one for post-natal check up 16.5 15.3 17.1 0.458

*adjusted for age and education 

** AOR for last pregnancy unintended is 1.70 

eFFeCTS oF PArTner 
VioLenCe on ChiLdren
For women who had one child or more aged 6 to 15 years living at home with them at the 
time of the survey, a number of questions were asked that explored emotional and behavioral 
issues the child/children may have faced. These questions were asked regardless of whether or 
not the woman had experienced violence. While it is not possible to draw a direct correlation 
between a woman’s experience of intimate partner violence and its impact on her children, 
some associations can be drawn.

Table 9.4 shows that children of women who had experienced intimate partner violence were 
more likely to have dropped out of school, compared with children whose mothers had not (14 
percent compared with 10 percent); however, this did not show as statistically significant. The 
findings also show that more than half (56 percent) of women who had experienced intimate 
partner violence reported a few or many problems with their children, in comparison to 44 
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percent of women who had never experienced intimate partner violence. These problems included 
children having nightmares, wetting the bed, being timid, or being aggressive. Women who 
had experienced intimate partner violence were, therefore, almost twice as likely (AOR 1.80) 
to say that their children had a few or many problems. See Annex C Table 9.1 for a breakdown 
of reported problems.

Table 9.4: Effects of violence on children, among ever-partnered women with one child or more 
aged 6−15 years living at home

effects of intimate partner violence 
on children

% All 
women 
(n=764)

% never 
experienced 

intimate 
partner 
violence 
(n=438)

% 
experienced 

intimate 
partner 
violence 
(n=318)

P-value*

impact on children’s schooling

Children stopped/dropped out of 
school 16.1 10.4 14.4 0.178

Children having nightmares, bed-wetting, being timid, and/or being aggressive

None or one (0-1) reported problem 49.2 56.4 43.6

Few or many (2+) reported problems 50.8 43.6 56.4 0.001**

*adjusted for age and education 
** AOR for children having few or many reported problems is 1.80

diSCUSSion
This Study found that intimate partner violence significantly impacts women’s reproductive 
health and the wellbeing of their children. Physical violence during pregnancy was experienced 
by 14 percent of ever-partnered and ever-pregnant women, and among those women one in 
three had been kicked or punched in the abdomen. These findings are within the range found 
by other studies using the WHO methodology in the Asia-Pacific region, with 4 percent 
of women in Cambodia having experienced violence during pregnancy (WHO and UN 
Women Cambodia 2015), and 23 percent in Kiribati (SPC 2010). In other studies, women 
who experience intimate partner violence while pregnant experience higher frequencies of 
severe intimate partner violence compared with women who only experience violence before 
and/or after pregnancy (Campbell 2004; Campbell et al. 2007; Macy et al. 2007; McFarlane 
et al. 2002). Studies have also shown that women who experience intimate partner violence 
during pregnancy are at greater risk of having attempts made on their lives by their partners 
(McFarlane et al. 2002). Pregnancy, therefore, reflects a point in women’s lives when they are 
particularly vulnerable to severe forms of intimate partner violence.

Violence during pregnancy also reflects ongoing patterns of violence and control within 
abusive relationships. In Timor-Leste, among women who had experienced violence during 
pregnancy, two in three had been beaten by the same person before they were pregnant, and 
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more than one in two had been beaten during more than one pregnancy. Similar patterns of 
intimate partner violence were also found in other studies in the Asia-Pacific region including 
Cambodia, Kiribati, and the Solomon Islands (WHO and UN Women Cambodia 2015; Fulu 
et al. 2009; SPC 2010). 

The 2009−2010 Timor-Leste DHS found that 33 percent of currently married women had 
ever used a method of contraception, including traditional methods such as withdrawal, 
and modern methods such as condoms and injectable contraceptives. Current contraception 
use dropped to 22 percent of currently married women (NSD 2010). In the Nabilan Study, 
women who had experienced intimate partner violence were significantly more likely to 
have ever used contraception, but less likely to have currently been using contraception. The 
same was found in New Zealand (Fanslow et al. 2008) and recently in Cambodia (WHO 
and UN Women Cambodia 2015), as well as in other countries where the WHO survey has 
been conducted (Fulu et al. 2009). Further research could explore whether women who have 
experienced intimate partner violence may also have been married younger and/or had more 
sexual partners across their lifetimes. 

However, the most important new data relates to the current use of contraception which is 
lower among women who have experienced violence from partners than women who have not. 
This likely reflects a greater lack of control and access over contraception among women whose 
partners are abusive. This is confirmed by the fact that women who have experienced intimate 
partner violence are more likely to have had partners refuse to use or stop them from using 
contraception. Those women were also significantly less likely to report joint decision-making 
with their partners about birth spacing, and were more likely to say that their last pregnancy 
was unplanned or unintended. This is a particularly important finding in the Timor-Leste 
context which still has some of the highest fertility rates in the region. This suggests that 
intimate partner violence may be contributing, in part, to the high fertility rate because of 
women’s lack of ability to control their reproductive health choices. 

These findings are supported by other studies in the Asia-Pacific region which have shown a 
relationship between women’s experiences of intimate partner violence and their control over 
their own reproductive and sexual health. For example, studies using the WHO methodology in 
Kiribati, the Solomon Islands, and Cambodia found that women who had experienced physical 
and/or sexual violence were more likely to have had partners stop them using contraception 
and to have had unplanned pregnancies (Fulu et al. 2009; SP, 2010; WHO and UN Women 
Cambodia 2015). Such a pattern reflects the controlling nature of abusive relationships within 
which women’s health and reproductive choices are limited, even as they are subject to violence 
(Fulu et al. 2009; Gao et al. 2008; Kishor and Johnson 2004a).

These findings suggest that reproductive health services, including those for maternal and 
child health, offer an important entry point for the prevention of and responses to violence 
against women. Encouraging discussions related to contraception provision may provide an 
opportunity for health care professionals to assess women’s exposure to intimate partner violence 
and provide some interventions and referrals. Health care providers need to consider how 
partner violence may influence their patients’ use of reproductive health services, particularly 
contraceptives, and the potential for a higher risk of unplanned pregnancies and sexually 
transmitted infections (STIs) among women who have experienced violence (Ellsberg 2000; 
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Fanslow et al. 2008; Williams et al. 2008). In the Timor-Leste DHS, women who experienced 
violence were three to four times more likely to have had an STI (Taft and Watson 2013). 
This is an area of particular concern, given the very low reported rates of men’s condom use 
(see Chapter 11). Low use of family planning methods in Timor-Leste is likely to reflect the 
embedded influence of the Catholic Church, with widespread stigmatization of contraception 
discouraging the promotion of sexual health and other preventative measures for HIV/AIDS 
(Wayte et al. 2008). Such barriers must be overcome if health services are to serve effectively 
as a pathway to the prevention of violence against women.

As discussed in Chapter 4, over half of women (55 percent) who had experienced physical 
intimate partner violence said that their children had witnessed violent incidents on at least 
one occasion. This Study shows that partner violence also impacts upon children. The children 
of women who had experienced intimate partner violence were more likely to have emotional 
and behavioral problems, such as nightmares, wetting the bed, being overly timid or aggressive, 
and dropping out of school, compared with children of women who had not experienced the 
same violence. Similarly, in the recent WHO study in Cambodia, children of women who 
had experienced intimate partner violence were more likely to have experienced emotional 
and behavioral problems, or difficulties with schooling (WHO and UN Women Cambodia 
2015). Secondary analysis of the 2009−2010 DHS also showed that in Timor-Leste, children 
of women who had experienced physical violence were less likely to be vaccinated, and more 
likely to be born with low birth weights (Taft and Watson 2013). This highlights the need 
to prevent violence not only because of its serious consequences on women, but also on their 
children’s health and wellbeing. It also points to the need to ensure that children who witness 
violence have access to appropriate support services as part of a holistic approach to preventing 
the cycle of violence. 
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Box 10.1: Summary of main findings

Main findings

o Two-thirds of women (66 percent) who had ever experienced physical and/or 
sexual intimate partner violence had not told anyone.

o Women who had disclosed experiences of intimate partner violence most 
often did so with parents, siblings, or other family members.

o The majority of women (86 percent) who had experienced intimate partner 
violence did not approach any formal agencies or persons of authority for 
assistance after their most recent violent experience.

o The most common reasons women gave for not seeking help were that they 
were worried it would bring shame or a bad name to the family, and that 
they perceived the violence as normal or not serious.

o When women had sought help, the most common reasons they gave were 
that they were encouraged by friends or family, and they could not endure 
the violence any more.

o The main concerns of women who had experienced non-partner rape were 
HIV/AIDS and pregnancy.

o Among women who had ever been raped by a non-partner, the majority of 
women (71 percent) did not tell anyone in their families about the incident. 
Only 5 percent reported the incident to the police, while only 7 percent told 
a health care professional.

Contextualized analysis of women’s experiences of violence reveals that women exercise agency 
and varying degrees of control over their own lives, even within the constraints of multiple 
forms of subordination (UNGA 2006). It is, therefore, crucial to acknowledge that women 
who experience violence are not merely victims but, rather, survivors. Despite there being 
limited formal support services, such as shelters, available to women in Timor-Leste, women 
do employ their own coping strategies and mechanisms, which draw on informal networks 
such as friends and family, as well as more formal government and non-governmental agencies. 
This chapter explores women’s coping strategies and their responses to violence.
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In order to investigate women’s coping strategies and responses to violence in Timor-Leste, 
women in the survey who had experienced physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence 
were asked a series of questions about whom they had told, and from which agencies they 
had sought help, their motivations for seeking help, and whether they had ever fought back 
or left their partners because of violence. If a woman had experienced violence by more than 
one partner, questions were only asked about the most recent violent partner. Women who 
had ever experienced non-partner rape were also asked about their main concerns and who 
they had told after their most recent experience.

Women’S SUPPorT-SeekinG 
AFTer exPerienCeS oF 
inTimATe PArTner VioLenCe

Who women have told about their experiences of intimate 
partner violence
Women who had experienced intimate partner violence were asked whether they had told anyone 
about their partners’ violent behavior. Table 10.1 shows the range of possible answers from 
women who had ever experienced physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence regarding 
the people they had told, and the response rates. Two-thirds of women (66 percent) said they 
had not told anyone about their partners’ violence. This suggests that, in many cases, the 
Study interviewer was the first person that they had ever talked to about their experiences of 
violence. This is evident from the comments women gave interviewers at the end of the survey:

“I am very happy about this program because my problems, which I have 
never told to my family and friends, I was able to tell you now. Thank you.”

 ~ female respondent

“Thank you so much because at the moment I feel very sad 
to carry these problems. Today, in the interview, my words, 
which are so heavy in my heart, I said them out loud and 

I felt a bit calmer. But this does not mean that things are good. 
At least ‘mana’ (‘sister’, the interviewer) listened to my experience.” 

~ female respondent

Thank you for this study, because I can share very 
sad things which, until now, I had saved in my heart.                                                         

~ female respondent
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Among women who had told someone 
about their experiences of intimate partner 
violence, they most often told their parents, 
siblings, and other family members, such as 
uncles or aunts. Women also said they had 
told family of their husbands or boyfriends, 
their children, or their neighbors about 
their intimate partners’ behavior. Very 
few women had told people in positions 
of authority, such as police or medical 
professionals. Furthermore, religious and 
local leaders, and non-governmental and 
women’s organizations were very rarely 
mentioned by respondents as whom they 
had spoken to about their partners’ use of 
violence.

Table 10.2 shows a detailed breakdown of to 
whom women had spoken, by site including 
Dili and other municipalities, and urban 
and rural areas. Generally, women in Dili or 
other urban sites were more likely not to have 
told anyone about their partners’ behavior. 
However, comparison between sites is only 
statistically significant when comparing 
women who had told their own families 
about their intimate partners’ use of violence.

Table 10.1: Who women had told about their 
partners’ use of violence, among women 
who had ever experienced physical and/or 
sexual intimate partner violence (N=645)

Who women had told about 
their partners’ violence

%

Who women had told

No one 65.9

parents 23.0

Brother or sister 16.6

Uncle or aunt 7.8

Children 6.2

Neighbors 5.9

husband’s/partner’s family 5.7

Friends 5.3

police (pNtL) 2.5

Xefe suku or xefe aldeia 2.0

Customary leader 1.9

Doctor/health worker 1.1

priest/religious leader 0.8

Church layperson 0.6

NGO/women’s organization 0.2

Other 1.1

Table 10.2: Percentage of women who had told other people about their intimate partner’s 
violence, among women who had ever experienced physical and/or sexual intimate partner 
violence, by site

Who women had told % dili 
(n=203)

% other 

municipalities 

(n=442)

% Urban 

(n=190)

% rural 

(n=455)

No one 70.4 63.8 70.5 64.0

her family including her children 24.6 32.4* 23.2 32.8**

her partner’s family 5.4 5.9 5.8 5.7

Friends or neighbors 7.4 9.5 8.4 9.0

pNtL 1.5 2.9 1.1 3.1

health care worker 1.0 1.1 0.5 1.3

Religious, community, or customary 
leader/member 2.5 4.8 2.1 4.8

NGO or women’s organization 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2

* P-value between Dili / other municipalities for women who had told their own families is 0.047.
** P-value between urban/rural areas for women who had told their own families is 0.015.
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Agencies that women approached for support
Women were asked what their first response had been after their most recent experience of 
intimate partner violence. They were asked if they had sought assistance from formal agencies 
or people in positions of authority for support, including police, health services, legal advice, 
shelters, non-governmental or women’s organizations, and community and religious leaders. 
These questions referred to women’s first reactions after experiencing violence, and does not 
account for instances where women may have waited a certain period of time before approaching 
anyone for assistance.

Table 10.3 shows that the first reaction for the 
vast majority (86 percent) of women who had 
experienced physical and/or sexual intimate 
partner violence was not to seek assistance 
from any formal agencies, services, or other 
authorities. In fact, only 3 percent of women 
had sought assistance from the police (PNTL), 
2 percent of women had approached a customary 
leader or other community members, and very 
few women had approached a community leader, 
a hospital/health center, legal aid organization or 
other NGO. Women who responded that they 
had not approached PNTL as a first response 
were asked a follow-up question on why they had 
not done so. The most commonly given reasons 
were that PNTL were too far away, and they 
believed PNTL would make the situation worse.

34%

Family or friends

66%

No one

3%

Police

6%

Other

Figure 10.1: Who women told about their experience(s) of intimate partner violence

Table 10.3: Agencies which women had 
first approached for support after their 
most recent experiences of intimate 
partner violence, among women who 
had experienced physical and/or sexual 
intimate partner violence (N=645)

Agencies and women’s 
support-seeking

%

Did not report to any agencies 86.2

Agencies which women had                      
approached for support

police (pNtL) 2.9

Customary leader 2.1

Other community members 2.1

Xefe aldeia 1.6

Xefe suku 0.8

hospital/health center 0.2

Legal aid organization 0.2

Court 0.0

Local NGO 0.0

Others 4.0
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Reasons for seeking and not seeking help from agencies
Women who had gone to at least one service for assistance were asked what had made them go 
for help. Those women who had not sought help were also asked why this was the case. Table 
10.4 shows the reasons women gave for seeking or not seeking assistance after their most recent 
experiences of intimate partner violence. The most frequently given reasons for seeking help 
were that they had been encouraged to seek help by friends or family (46 percent), and they 
could not endure the violence anymore (34 percent). Women also said they were badly injured 
(20 percent), and they were afraid their husbands or boyfriends would kill them (20 percent).

The most common response given for why women had not sought help was that they were 
worried it would bring a bad name to the family (43 percent), and they considered the violence 
to be normal or not serious (41 percent). Other common reasons given were that they were 
embarrassed, ashamed, or afraid they would not be believed or would be blamed (27 percent), 
and they were afraid they would lose their children (27 percent). These findings are supported 
by the comments women gave at the end of the interviews, such as:

Table 10.4: Percentage of women who gave different reasons for seeking help (among women 
who had sought help), and for not seeking help (among women who had not sought help), in 
order of the most common responses

reasons for women seeking 
help (n=61)

%
reasons for women not seeking help 
(n=562)

%

encouraged by friends/family 45.9 Bring bad name to the family/ies 42.9

Could not endure more violence 34.4 Violence normal/not serious 41.1

Badly injured 19.7 embarrassed/ashamed/afraid she would not 
be believed or she would be blamed 27.2

afraid he would kill her 19.7 afraid she would lose children 27.1

Saw the children were suffering 11.5 Fear of threats/consequences/ more violence 19.9

thrown out of the home 11.5 afraid he would end relationship 14.8

he threatened or tried to kill her 9.8 Don’t know 5.3

afraid she would kill him 4.9 Did not know her options 4.3

he threatened or hit children 3.3 Believed it would not help/knew other 
women were not helped 2.1

Other 4.9 Other 8.5

“I am very happy [participating in this Study] because I never speak 
about things which happen to me because I am afraid of my husband. 
When I talk about leaving him or us separating, I feel ashamed for my 

family and I am also ashamed for my husband’s family.” 
~ female respondent

 “I want to thank you (the interviewer) for coming and collecting 
information about my problems which, all this time, I have never told 

other people about because I was afraid.” 
~ female respondent
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Women Who LeAVe
Women who had experienced physical or sexual intimate partner violence were asked if they 
had ever left home because of the violence, even if only overnight (see Annex C Table 10.1 
for more details). Figure 10.2 shows that of women who had experienced intimate partner 
violence, 79 percent had never left home because of the violence. Among women who had 
left on at least one occasion, 74 percent left once or twice, 15 percent left three to four times, 
and 11 percent left on five or more occasions. 

Women who had left for at least one night were asked where they had gone after leaving (see 
Annex C Table 10.1 for more detail). Among those women who had left at least once, 63 percent 
went to their own relatives, 11 percent went to their friends or neighbors, 9 percent went to 
their husband’s or partner’s relatives, and 2 percent said they went to the street (a further 15 
percent responded ‘other’). Importantly, none of the women who had left said they went to a 
shelter after their experiences of intimate partner violence.

Figure 10.2: Percentage of women who had left (for at least one night) because of 
intimate partner violence, among women who had ever experienced among women 
who had ever experienced that violence

21%79%

74%

15%

11%

Ever left
Never left 3 to 4 times

Once or twice

5 times or more

FiGhTinG BACk
Women who had experienced physical intimate partner violence were asked whether they had 
ever physically fought back against their partners in retaliation or self-defence. More than 
half of women (56 percent) who had experienced physical intimate partner violence said they 
had fought back against the violence. In terms of frequency of fighting back, 32 percent of 
women responded that they had fought back once, 16 percent had fought back several times, 
and 8 percent had fought back many times or most of the time. See Annex C Table 10.2 for 
more detail.
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Women’S reSPonSeS 
AFTer non-PArTner rAPe
Women who had experienced rape by someone other than an intimate partner (non-partner 
rape) were asked a number of questions about their responses following the most recent incident, 
including what their main concerns were, and who they had told about their experience of 
non-partner rape. These questions were multiple choice, so there may be some overlap between 
responses. Table 10.5 presents the results of these questions. 

Among women who had ever been raped by a non-partner, only 5 percent reported the incident 
to the police, and 7 percent reported the incident to a health worker. Furthermore, almost 
three in four women who had experienced non-partner rape (71 percent) had not told anyone 
in their families about the incident. Women who had told someone most commonly spoke to 
a female relative (19 percent). These results present a similar pattern to women’s experiences 
of intimate partner violence – very low rates of reporting to agencies and people in positions 
of authority. The possible reasons for this are explored the discussion section. 

Table 10.5: Who women had told after their most recent experience of non-partner rape, among 
women who had ever experienced non-partner rape (N=198)

Who women had told after non-partner rape %

Percentage of women who had reported the incident to the police 4.8

Percentage of women who had reported the incident to a health worker 6.9

percentage of women who had received medication or treatment for 
prevention of pregnancy 6.0

percentage of women who had received medication or treatment for 
prevention of hIV 3.0

Who women had told in their families

No one 70.7

Female member of birth family 19.2

Male member of birth family 6.1

Female member of in-laws 3.0

Male member of in-laws 2.5

Child/children 2.0

Other 8.6

 

Figure 10.3 presents the most commonly given concerns following women’s most recent 
experience of non-partner rape. As shown, these concerns were pregnancy (33 percent), STIs 
(25 percent), and that someone would find out (19 percent). 
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diSCUSSion
The Study found that most women did not tell anyone about their experiences of physical and 
sexual intimate partner violence, or about their experiences of non-partner rape, nor did they 
seek support from any formal agencies or other community authorities. In fact, for many women 
interviewed, the Nabilan Study was the first time they shared their experiences of physical 
or sexual intimate partner violence with anyone, as was clear from women’s statements upon 
completion of the interviews. This finding is supported by other studies from Timor-Leste. For 
example, the 2009−2010 Demographic Health Survey for Timor-Leste found that 85 percent 
of women experiencing physical violence had not sought help (Taft and Watson 2013).  

The findings of the Study highlight that women in Timor-Leste who have experienced violence 
do not feel comfortable approaching PNTL or health services after the incident because they 
are worried about how they will be viewed and treated by their families, their communities, and 
the health and justice services. These findings confirm recent research by The Asia Foundation 
(2015b). A study of community-police perceptions illustrated that, while one-quarter of the 
general public said, hypothetically, they would bring an incident of domestic violence in their 
communities to PNTL, when such violence actually occurred only 3 percent reported the 
incident to the police. This same research also found that, even when cases of severe violence 
were brought to community leaders, these leaders often mediated resolutions and very few 
reported such incidents to the police as a first response (The Asia Foundation, 2015b).

Previous research underscores the existing shortcomings of the justice and legal system in 
Timor-Leste to support and protect women who have experienced violence (JSMP 2013; 
UNDP Timor-Leste 2013). During a three-year period of monitoring by JSMP, over half of 
the intimate partner violence cases women managed to get heard before a court resulted in 
suspended sentences of one to two years (JSMP 2013). Furthermore, the report states that many 
women were discouraged from reporting ‘minor’ incidents, and police encouraged women 
to resolve the issue within the family, or within traditional community justice mechanisms. 
Clearly, there are ongoing beliefs and practices surrounding the management of intimate partner 

Figure 10.3: Women’s concerns after most recent experience of non-partner rape, 
among women who had ever experienced non-partner rape
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Sexually transmitted infection

HIV/AIDS
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It would happen again
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violence cases by justice and legal services that serve to both deter women from seeking help, 
and underplay the seriousness of violence against women within the family and community.

Research by The Asia Foundation (2015a) showed that women’s decision-making on whether or 
not to seek assistance from formal legal and justice services was informed by their assessment of 
their own immediate needs, their perceived access to such services, and on previous experiences 
with PNTL and community leaders. Women also considered their options for justice and 
mediation as a “continuum of options” including both state-based and customary mechanisms 
(The Asia Foundation 2015a: 91; UNDP Timor-Leste 2013). More in-depth and qualitative 
research is needed to explore women’s attitudes towards the legal and justice services in their 
communities.

The results of the Study show that many women felt the violence they were subjected to was 
‘normal’ or ‘not serious’, or they were ashamed by their experiences. These perceptions prevented 
them from seeking help and are based on victim-blaming attitudes around violence against 
women. Indeed, several women who participated in the Study noted in their discussions with 
interviewers that shame and embarrassment restricted them from seeking help. While women 
may perceive the violence to be normal and ‘not serious’ we know from the findings in Chapter 
8 that such violence actually has very serious and long-term health consequences for women 
and their children. Therefore, more needs to be done to challenge attitudes of acceptance and 
the normalization of violence in Timor-Leste. 

Drawing from the field research completed for this project, the families of many victims are 
unsupportive if they perceive a woman is ‘to blame’ for causing the violence. According to the 
Foundation’s research, the “acceptance of violence in certain circumstances can also close off 
modes of support and recourse, as victims’ families may not support them, and may in fact 
blame them for the behavior that led to the violence.” (The Asia Foundation 2012; 2015a). 
Reflecting the influence of the Church, women who seek divorce may be stigmatized and 
alienated from wider family and support networks (The Asia Foundation 2012). Women’s 
comments to interviewers upon the completion of the survey also highlight the role of 
shame and fear in preventing women from leaving abusive relationships. In the face of these 
pressures, women may opt to stay in abusive relationships, both for the perceived wellbeing 
of themselves and their children, however, enduring ongoing intimate partner violence has 
negative consequences for women and their children, as demonstrated in Chapters 8 and 9.

Other research has also emphasized the feelings of economic dependence on or constraints 
that Timorese women may feel from abusive husbands or partners (Alves et al. 2009; The Asia 
Foundation 2012; 2015a). Such feelings may reflect a perception of economic dependence on 
the husband where he maintains control over household finances, or the perception that women 
are ‘bound’ to their marriages and families by the expectations of the broader community 
(The Asia Foundation 2012). In The Asia Foundation’s study on the economic dimensions 
of domestic violence, it was found that the financial dimensions of marriage render women 
“relatively contained” to the domestic sphere (The Asia Foundation 2015a: 71). That is, while 
women often have control over household finances, other dynamics are at play, which leave 
women with unequal power within their marriages. Men remain the xefe familia, at the top of 
the gendered household hierarchy. According to the findings, “women are sufficiently bound 
to the domestic sphere that they do not have the necessary economic resources required to 
ensure a high degree of mobility, not least when under duress” (The Asia Foundation 2015a: 71).
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This ‘relative containment’ to the domestic sphere was found to have further implications for 
women’s decision-making in leaving abusive relationships. It was found that women made 
rational decisions based on their own assessments of family support levels, children (in terms of 
number and age), income generating activities, and the severity of abuse they were experiencing 
(The Asia Foundation 2015a). In particular, children were an important consideration for 
women, reflecting their priority for keeping the family unit together. Women also said when 
they were isolated from their own families, their options were severely limited in terms of 
finding alternative sources of support to leave abusive partners. The idea of finding support 
outside the family and community is further complicated where legal and justice services 
effectively reinforce the belief that women should tolerate violence to keep the family together 
(The Asia Foundation 2015a). Importantly, this study found that among women who had left 
abusive relationships, many said that they felt ‘better off’ economically; while they remained 
vulnerable, they were no longer ‘relatively contained’ by the controlling behaviors of their 
abusive partners (The Asia Foundation 2015a).  

The Study found that the first point of contact for women was most often their immediate 
social networks (immediate and extended family, as well as friends and neighbors) rather than 
more formal services. It is important, therefore, to reduce the various existing myths and social 
stigma surrounding violence, and promote supportive and caring responses by those closest to 
women experiencing violence. Support from family and friends can have very positive impacts. 
Studies suggest that women who have support from their immediate social networks are likely to 
suffer fewer negative effects on their mental health, and are able to cope more successfully with 
violence (Garcia-Moreno et al. 2005). Hence, these informal networks that women access must 
be strengthened, and norms and beliefs discouraging women from leaving abusive relationships 
must be challenged. It is also crucial to understand that separating from a violent partner is a 
process rather than a one-time event, and these resources and coping responses are often just 
steps along the way to leaving successfully a violent relationship (Garcia-Moreno et al. 2005).

Other coping mechanisms include fighting back in response to physical intimate partner 
violence. Interestingly, almost half of the respondents who had experienced violence had ever 
fought back. In other countries where the WHO Study was conducted, similar rates of retaliation 
were found among women who had experienced intimate partner violence (Garcia-Moreno et 
al. 2005; WHO and UN Women Cambodia 2015). This indicates that women are not passive 
victims of violence, but rather actively engage in retaliation and/or self-protection as one coping 
strategy. Alternatively, however, it may also be related to the failure of protection services, or of 
other household members or neighbors to assist, as women are often left to defend themselves.

Given these findings, greater effort is needed from the government to increase the capacity of 
official health, legal, and justice services to support and respond to women who are experiencing 
violence. More work needs to be done on enforcement and compliance of legal and justice 
services to ensure adequate sentencing of intimate partner violence cases within the Timorese 
court system. However, this capacity development must be accompanied by behavior and 
attitude change at multiple levels: within institutions, such as PNTL, within communities, 
and at the individual level. This will ensure women feel comfortable and confident to report 
incidents of violence, and remove barriers, such as social stigma, that prevent women from 
accessing care and justice. 
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This chapter presents the Study’s findings on men’s sexual practices, physical and mental health, 
and on other experiences of adversity, among men in Dili and Manufahi. The reasoning behind 
surveying men in these two municipalities is explained in Chapter 2. It is expected that the 
results from the two study sites will provide information that will be useful for programing 
across Timor-Leste.

Very little research exists on men’s sexuality and sexual practices in Timor-Leste, especially 
outside heterosexual married relationships. Men were asked a series of questions regarding 
their sexual practices. Owing to their sensitive nature, these questions were asked in a self-
administered format.

men’S SexUAL PrACTiCeS

Number of sexual partners
Men were asked about the number of sexual partners they had had in their lifetimes. Figure 
11.1 shows the responses to this question, among men who had ever had sex. While the 
majority of men in both sites said they had only had one sexual partner in their lifetimes (44 
percent in Dili and 51 percent in Manufahi), one in ten of men in both sites had had more 
than 11 sexual partners, which included some men reporting between 20 to 50 people, and 
some upwards of 50 people. The relationship between number of sexual partners and men’s 
perpetration of violence is discussed further in Chapter 12.

Box 11.1: Summary of main findings

Main findings

o More than half of all men interviewed had participated in transactional sex 
or had sex with a sex worker, while one-quarter of men reported having had 
four or more lifetime sexual partners.

o Approximately one in three men had symptoms that could indicate 
depression or problems coping with everyday life.

o Work stress was also a serious concern for men in both sites, with 80 percent 
of men in Dili and 87 percent of men in Manufahi saying they agreed or 
strongly agreed that they were frequently stressed or depressed because of 
not having enough work or income.

o In both Dili and Manufahi, approximately two in three men said they 
had experienced some form of violence or trauma during the conflict years 
(1975−99 and/or 2006−08). Of those men, 14 percent in Dili and 18 percent 
in Manufahi displayed symptoms of trauma in the past week.
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Figure 11.1: Percentage of men reporting the number of sexual partners they had,   
among men who had ever had sex, by site
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Box 11.2: operational definitions of ‘transactional sex’ and ‘commercial sex’

Transactional sex

Do you think any of the women or girls you had sex with may have become 
involved with you because they expected you to do, or because you did do, any of 
the following:

o Provided her with drugs, food, cosmetics, clothes, a cell phone, 
transportation or anything else she could not afford by herself;

o Provided her with somewhere to stay;

o Gave items or did something for her children or family;

o Gave her cash or money to pay her bills or school fees;

Commercial sex

Have you ever had sex with a:

o Female sex worker

o Male/transgender sex worker

o Both female and male/transgender sex workers

Transactional and commercial sex
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Men were asked if they had ever had transactional and/or commercial sex (see Box 11.2). Table 
11.1 shows that overall, more than half of all men who had ever had sex in both sites, said 
they had ever engaged in transactional and/or commercial sex with a woman, girl, man, or 
transgender person (54 percent in Dili and 67 percent in Manufahi). Among men who had ever 
had sex, 30 percent in Dili and 40 percent in Manufahi had ever had transactional sex, while 
29 percent of men in Dili and 25 percent of men in Manufahi had ever had commercial sex; 
that is, sex with a female, male, or transgender sex worker. The association between violence 
perpetration and transactional/commercial sex is discussed in Chapter 12.

Table 11.1: Percentage of men who reported engaging in transactional and/or commercial sex, 
among men who had ever had sex

Transactional and commercial sex practices % dili 
(n=363)

% 
manufahi 
(n=333)

Transactional and commercial sex, among men who had ever had sex

ever had transactional sex 29.9 40.4

ever had sex with a female sex worker 25.1 20.3

ever had sex with a male or transgender sex worker 3.7 4.4

Ever had sex with a sex worker (commercial sex) 28.8 24.7

Ever had transactional sex and/or commercial sex 54.3 66.7

Figure 11.2 shows the percentage of 
men in the sample who had engaged 
in transactional and/or commercial sex 
by age group. Generally, younger men 
were more likely than older men to have 
engaged in these sexual practices. See 
Annex C Table 11.1 for more detail.

Men’s sexual health
Figure 11.3 shows the results of survey questions relating to men’s sexual health (see Annex 
C Table 11.2 for more details). Male respondents were asked about their contraceptive use, 
whether they had ever been told by a health worker that they had an STI and when, if ever, 
they had last been tested for HIV. Rates of contraceptive use in the past 12 months were very 
low, with only 13 percent in Dili and 11 percent in Manufahi (among men who had ever had 
sex) saying they had used condoms mostly or all of the time. In terms of sexual health among 
men who had ever had sex, 8 percent of men in both Dili and Manufahi said they had ever 
been told by a health worker that they had an STI. The majority of men in both sites (78 
percent in Dili and 82 percent in Manufahi) had never been screened for HIV, while one in 
ten men had been screened in the past 12 months.

Figure 11.2: Percentage of men who had ever 
engaged in transactional and/or commercial sex 
among men who had ever had sex, by age group
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men’S heALTh

Physical health
Respondents were asked questions in relation to their current physical health and wellbeing. 
Men were asked whether they would describe their overall health as excellent, good, fair, 
poor, or very poor. They were also asked a number of questions to ascertain whether they had 
any difficulties with personal functioning, in order to determine whether they were at risk 
of disability.38 As with the women’s survey, men’s responses to the disability questions were 
analyzed using a narrow definition of ‘at risk of disability’ (for respondents who said they had 
a lot of difficulty performing the actions or that they could not do the actions at all) and a 
broad definition (which also included respondents who had some difficulty). The results of 
both variables are presented in Table 11.2.

Table 11.2 shows that 2 percent of men in Dili and 7 percent in Manufahi described their general 
health as poor or very poor. While 2 percent of men in Dili and 5 percent in Manufahi were 
classified as at risk of disability using the narrow definition, this number grew to 20 percent in 
Dili and 32 percent in Manufahi using the expanded definition (including ‘some difficulty’).

Table 11.2: Percentage of men reporting general health problems or classified as at risk of 
disability, among all men

General health and risk of disability % dili 
(n=433)

% 
manufahi 
(n=406)

General health

General health poor or very poor 1.9 6.7

At risk of disability

a lot of difficulty or cannot do at all 1.6 4.5

Some difficulty or more 20.3 32.1

Figure 11.3: Men’s contraceptive use and sexual health, among men who had ever had sex
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38 For a description of the Washington Group questions on risk of disability, see Chapter 8.
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Mental health
Studies have found that depression is common in men (Fulu et al. 2013) and can be considered 
one of their main vulnerabilities,39 particularly with regards to perpetrating violence. Table 11.3 
shows men’s reported mental health issues, including symptoms which could indicate depression, 
and having suicidal thoughts or attempting suicide. Mental health scores were calculated using 
the CES-D Scale and the same scoring as for the women’s survey (see Chapter 8).40 

Overall, approximately one-third of men in both sites (30 percent in Dili and 34 percent in 
Manufahi) were classified as showing symptoms of depression or having difficulty coping with 
everyday life. Having ever thought about suicide was reported by 5 percent of men in Dili and 
4 percent of men in Manufahi, while 1 percent of men in both sites had ever attempted suicide.

Table 11.3: Percentage of men reporting mental health issues (CES-D scale and suicidal 
ideation), among all men

mental health % dili 
(n=433)

% 
manufahi 
(n=406)

men’s mental health problems

Symptoms of depression 29.7 34.4

Suicidal thoughts 4.9 4.0

attempted suicide 1.4 1.2

ALCohoL And drUG USe

Men were asked a number of questions about whether they drink alcohol and how often, and 
whether they had used drugs in the 12 months before the interview. The set of questions form 
the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test scale.41 Table 11.4 shows men’s responses to these 
questions on alcohol and drug use among all men. In Dili, 52 percent of men said they had 
ever drunk alcohol, while 23 percent said they drank alcohol at least once or twice per week, 
and 7 percent had used drugs in the past 12 months. In Manufahi, 42 percent of men had 
ever drunk alcohol, while 18 percent said they drank alcohol at least once or twice per week, 
and 13 percent had used drugs in the 12 months before the interview. This is supported by 
the WHO (2014b) STEPS study in Timor-Leste which identified that 58 percent of men were 
“lifetime abstainers,” and 29 percent of men had had a drink in the past 30 days. 

39 Other health problems to which men are particularly vulnerable include suicidal ideation and violence from  
other men, among other things.

40 For a discussion of the CES-D Scale and scoring symptoms of depression, see Chapter 8.

41 AUDIT is a screening instrument to detect excessive and harmful patterns of alcohol use. It has been developed by 
the World Health Organization, particularly for use in primary care settings as a simple method of identifying who 
would benefit from reducing or ceasing alcohol consumption and to assist in brief assessment. The AUDIT has been 
validated and used successfully in a number of different populations (Saunders et al. 1993).
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Table 11.4: Percentage and frequency of male respondents who had consumed drugs and 
alcohol, among all men

Alcohol and drug use % dili 
(n=433)

% 
manufahi 
(n=406)

percentage of men who had ever drunk alcohol 52.4 41.9

Frequency of alcohol consumption

Drank alcohol frequently (at least 1−2 times per week) 22.6 17.8

had alcohol abuse problems based on aUDIt scale 10.3 9.8

Consumption of other drugs

past 12 month drug use 7.2 13.1

men’S emPLoYmenT 
And UnemPLoYmenT STreSS
Respondents were asked a number of questions about whether they had earnt any income 
in the past 12 months, their current employment status, the type of work they usually did, 
and about potential feelings of stress related to unemployment. Overall, 55 percent of men in 
Dili and 54 percent of men in Manufahi said they had not worked or earnt money in the 12 
months before the interview (see Table 3.1).

Men were also asked whether they usually worked throughout the year, seasonally, or once in a 
while. They were then asked follow-up questions on any feelings of stress they felt around their 
work or income. Table 11.5 shows men’s responses to these questions among men who reported 
that they had ever worked or were not a student. While the majority of men (57 percent) in 
Dili said they worked throughout the year, men in Manufahi more commonly (62 percent) 
said their work was seasonal or less frequent. Work stress was also a serious concern for men 
in both sites, with 80 percent of men in Dili and 87 percent of men in Manufahi responding 
that they agreed or strongly agreed they were frequently stressed or depressed because of not 
having enough work or income.

Table 11.5: Percentage of men employed yearly or seasonally, and associated work stress, 
among men who had ever worked

men’s employment patterns and work stress % men dili 
(n=251)

% men 
manufahi 
(n=332)

regularity of work

throughout the year 56.6 30.5

Seasonally or once in a while 42.7 62.1

Work stress

Frequently stressed or depressed because of not having enough 
work or income 79.9 86.5
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Table 11.6 shows the percentage of men who agreed with statements about stress owing to 
their current unemployment, among men who were currently unemployed.  The majority of 
men who were currently unemployed (75 percent in Dili and 80 percent in Manufahi) said 
they spent most of their time out of work or looking for work. The findings also show that 
men who did not currently have stable employment felt ashamed to face or considered leaving 
their families because they could not find work. This highlights that unemployment among 
men can create pressure and tension within families.

Table 11.6: Percentage of men who had experienced different types of stress owing to 
unemployment, among men who were currently unemployed

Unemployment stress % dili 
(n=73)

% 
manufahi 
(n=160)

Statements about men’s stress owing to unemployment

You sometimes feel ashamed to face your family because you are 
out of work. 37.5 41.0

You spend most of your time out of work or looking for work. 75.3 80.3

You have considered leaving your family because you were out of 
work. 25.0 28.1

You sometimes drink or stay away from home when you can’t find 
work. 18.1 21.3

men’S USe And 
exPerienCeS oF VioLenCe 
oUTSide The home
Previous research has pointed to strong linkages between men’s perpetration of violence and 
their lifetime experiences of violence. In the Nabilan Study, male respondents were asked if 
they had ever engaged in violent or criminal behavior, such as membership in a gang or use of 
a weapon, or had ever been arrested. Table 11.7 shows that the most common form of criminal 
or antisocial behavior reported by men was engaging in a fight with a weapon (20 percent in 
Dili and 14 percent in Manufahi), followed by involvement in a gang (19 percent in Dili and 
14 percent in Manufahi). Around one-quarter of men in both sites also reported that they had 
been arrested at least once. The relationship between criminal or violent behavior and men’s 
perpetration of violence against women is discussed further in Chapter 12.

42 Current unemployment was measured as men who said they had never worked, they had not worked in the past 12 
months, or worked less than seasonally (once in a while), and who were not students. See Chapter 3 for more details 
on men’s employment.
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Table 11.7: Men’s reported engagement in antisocial or criminal behavior, among all men

Antisocial or criminal behavior % dili 
(n=433)

% 
manufahi 
(n=406)

Acts of antisocial or criminal behavior

ever been in a fight with a weapon 19.5 13.8

ever been involved in a gang 18.9 13.5

Currently own a weapon 5.7 6.8

ever been arrested 24.3 23.7

experienced violence outside the home in the past 12 months43 9.7 11.8

Experiences of violence and trauma during the conflicts 
As discussed in the introduction, Timor-Leste has had a troubled history of ongoing violence, 
with two main periods of recent conflict between 1975 and 1999, and 2006 to 2008. For 
more detail on these conflict periods see Chapter 1. Overall, 69 percent of men in Dili and 
58 percent of men in Manufahi said they had ever experienced at least one of the specified 
forms of violence or trauma during one or both of the conflict periods.

In the Study, men were asked a number of questions about particular experiences they might 
have had during one or both of these conflicts; for example, witnessing beating or killing, or 
being beaten or forced to have sex.44 Men were asked to report whether they had experienced 
each of these acts in 1975−99, 2006−08, both, or never. Table 11.8 shows men’s responses to 
these questions by experience of violence or trauma. Throughout each conflict period, the most 
commonly reported experiences of violence for men in both sites were to witness beating or 
serious injury. More men in Dili had experienced at least one form of violence or trauma during 
the 2006−08 conflict (42 percent), while in Manufahi more men had experienced violence 
during the 1975−99 conflict (38 percent). See Annex C Table 11.3a for a breakdown of the 
different acts of violence or trauma men experienced during one or both of the conflict periods. 

43 Violence outside the home includes being punched or hit, being threatened with a knife, gun, or other weapon in the 
past 12 months.

44 Male respondents were also asked questions about specific acts of violence that they had perpetrated during the conflict 
periods; for example, beating or killing someone. However, the response rates for these questions were very low, with 
very few respondents reporting perpetrating violence during any of the conflict years. As a result, this data has not 
been presented here.
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In addition to questions about their experiences during the conflict years, men were also 
asked a number of questions on the potential consequences of any violence or trauma they 
had experienced during these periods. Men were first asked whether they had experienced 
any of the specified consequences, including a lack of education or employment or difficulty 
with social relations, as a direct result of their exposure to conflict-related violence or trauma.45 
They were then given a number of potential symptoms that people may have after experiencing 
hurtful or terrifying events, and were asked whether, and to what degree, these symptoms had 
bothered them in the week before the interview.46 If men answered ‘quite a bit’ or ‘extremely’ 
to at least one of these symptoms, the Study classified them as having shown symptoms of 
trauma (post-traumatic stress disorder) in the past week.

Table 11.8: Percentage of men who had experienced violence and trauma during the conflict 
years (1975−99 and 2006−08)

men’s experiences during conflict
         = % dili (n=433)               = % manufahi (n=406)

1975−99 2006−08 Both periods

experience

Witnessed beating or serious injury 22.9 28.1 37.5 15.5 13.8 12.5

Witnessed killing, rape,                     
or sexual violation 16.3 17.5 20.0 8.3 6.4 7.8

Beaten or tortured, including by       
the military or resistance forces 13.9 20.6 6.4 3.5 3.5 5.1

Forced to have sex or raped 1.4 5.8 2.4 2.0 1.2 1.5

Detained or imprisoned 6.1 9.5 2.6 0.8 1.2 1.5

Experienced any violence or trauma 
during the conflict period 26.7 38.1 41.7 20.5 16.7 18.2

45 The consequences given were continuing strife in the family; alcohol or drug use to forget trauma; difficulty having 
good relationships with women; difficulty controlling aggression; difficulty in normal social relations in the community; 
unable to trust people; and being disabled as a result of the conflict.

46 These symptoms included recurrent nightmares or difficulty sleeping; feeling detached or unable to feel emotions; 
recurrent memories of the most hurtful events or feeling like the event is happening again; less interest in daily activities; 
feeling jumpy or on guard; or feeling as if you don’t have a future.
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Figure 11.4 shows the results of these questions, among men who had experienced any form 
of violence or trauma during one or both of the conflict periods. As discussed above, 69 
percent of men in Dili and 58 percent of men in Manufahi had experienced any violence or 
trauma during one or both periods. Among these men, 72 percent in Dili and 86 percent in 
Manufahi said they had experienced at least one of the given consequences of violence in the 
time since the conflict, and 14 percent in Dili and 18 percent in Manufahi were classified 
as having experienced at least one symptom of trauma in the week before the interview. See 
Annex C Table 11.3b for more details. 

 diSCUSSion
Overall, it is clear that men’s life experiences are diverse; however, some common patterns 
emerge from the data. This discussion section focuses on the Study findings on men’s sexual 
practices, health, employment, and experiences during the conflict, as they relate to men in 
Dili and Manufahi. The purpose of these findings is to provide an insight into men’s lives 
in the study sites, regardless of whether or not they had perpetrated violence. The following 
chapter (Chapter 12) analyzes and discusses these findings as they relate to men’s perpetration 
of intimate partner violence.

Men’s engagement in commercial sex (sex with a sex worker) and transactional sex was relatively 
common, with transactional sex being more common than commercial sex in both sites. 
This is consistent with findings from the UN MCS on transactional and commercial sex: in 

Figure 11.4: Men’s reported negative consequences and symptoms of trauma from conflict
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Cambodia, 20 percent of men had ever had sex with a sex worker, compared with 41 percent 
who had had transactional sex; in Papua, Indonesia, 24 percent of men had had commercial 
sex, while 42 percent had had transactional sex; and in Bougainville, Papua New Guinea, 15 
percent of men had ever had commercial sex, compared with 33 percent who had ever had 
transactional sex (Fulu et al. 2013). Men’s engagement in transactional and commercial sex 
has also been associated with men’s use of violence against women (Fulu et al. 2013). The 
nature of this relationship in Timor-Leste is discussed further in Chapter 12; however, more 
research is needed to understand men’s use of transactional sex and how it relates to gender 
inequality in the Timor-Leste context.

The findings on men’s sexual practices and sexual health are also important, particularly 
considering their engagement in commercial and transactional sex. One-quarter of men in 
both sites reported having had more than four lifetime sexual partners, which is similar to the 
findings of the UN MCS: 17 percent in Cambodia, 21 percent in Papua, Indonesia, and 30 
percent in Bougainville, Papua New Guinea (Fulu et al. 2013). Men’s reported sexual health 
practices are concerning, with only one in five men reporting having used condoms in the 12 
months before the interview, and only one in five men having ever been screened for HIV. This 
indicates a greater need for education and service provision for sexual health, in particular to 
contribute to the prevention of HIV/AIDS in Timor-Leste.

While few men reported that their general health was poor, around one in five was classified 
as being ‘at risk of disability’ using the expanded definition. This was much lower using the 
narrower definition. In terms of their mental health, one-third of men showed symptoms of 
depression or having problems coping with everyday life. Men’s mental health is particularly 
relevant as it can be related to other vulnerabilities, such as unemployment, and experiences of 
violence and adversity (Fulu et al. 2013), an important consideration in the context of Timor-
Leste given the recent history of conflict and unrest.

The two main recent conflict periods (1975−99 and 2006−08) were found to have had ongoing 
consequences for men’s mental health in the study sites. With the majority of men having 
experienced some form of violence in one or both of the conflict periods, many men said 
they were still experiencing consequences such as difficulty having good relationships with 
women, and difficulty controlling aggression and in trusting people. Some men also showed 
symptoms of trauma in the week before the interview. That more men in Dili experienced 
violence during the 2006−08 conflict while more men in Manufahi experienced it during the 
1975−99 period, is likely to reflect the main locations of those conflicts. While the Indonesian 
occupation ravaged the entire country, including orchestrated destruction in, and subjugation 
of, rural areas and their population, the 2006−08 crisis was primarily focused in and around 
Dili as the political center of the conflict (CEPAD 2015; Muggah et al. 2010). 

In the UN MCS, symptoms of depression and trauma in sites with histories of conflict−such 
as Cambodia, Bangladesh, and Bougainville, Papua New Guinea−were found to be associated 
with food insecurity, lower levels of education, work stress, unemployment, and men’s sex with 
men (Fulu et al. 2013). Post-conflict settings are, therefore, characterized by multiple sources 
of instability and volatility, which in the context of a developing country such as Timor-Leste 
intersect to create complex patterns of vulnerability. In Timor-Leste, organizations such as 
PRADET are doing important work to respond to the needs of women and men who have 
experienced violence and trauma.
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Findings from the Study show that violence continues to characterize men’s daily lives in 
Timor-Leste, even during periods of relative peace. Ten to twelve percent of men have been 
involved in violence outside the home in the past 12 months, including fights with weapons, 
and between 14 to 19 percent have ever been involved in gangs. Stereotyped sex roles, 
including domination over and violence towards women, though originally learnt in families, 
can crystallize in gangs (Totten 2000). Gang violence, particularly in Dili, has been found to 
contribute to general unrest and the normalization of violence in daily life, both within and 
outside the home (Muggah et al. 2010). 

In a study on urban and collective violence in Dili, it was found that outbursts of such violence 
are associated with a number of factors including socio-economic inequality and widespread 
youth unemployment. The study also identified the role of expanding youth gangs and martial 
arts groups in Dili, which have perpetuated the normalization of daily violence around the city 
(Muggah et al. 2010). Violence from youth gangs and martial arts groups was identified as the 
biggest security concern, with the majority of respondents in the household survey identifying 
these forms of violence as creating the greatest negative impact in the community. In focus 
groups, men also stressed that unemployment could create feelings of depression and anxiety, 
which in turn could lead to heightened tensions between groups, particularly where there was 
a perception of socio-economic inequality between groups (Muggah et al. 2010). 

Given the observations by Muggah et al. (2010), the findings of the Nabilan Study are 
particularly interesting as they relate to men’s unemployment and mental health. As noted, 
two in five men in Dili reported that they were students or had never been employed. At 
the same time, most men in the Dili survey were aged between 20 to 29 years, and the vast 
majority reported secondary or higher education (see Table 3.1). These findings support those 
of the 2013 Timor-Leste Labour Force Survey (LFS), which found that unemployment rates 
were highest among people with secondary education and among the 15 to 24 and 25 to 34 
age groups (Ministry of Finance 2013). 

The Study also found that among men who have ever worked, more than four in five men 
often felt stressed or depressed because of not having enough work or income. This was felt 
by both those who worked throughout the year, and those who worked seasonally, indicating 
that employment security is a major concern for many men in Timor-Leste. This, in turn, 
indicates a need to improve services in places where unemployment, anxiety, stress, and other 
such factors can contribute to heightened internal tensions and, ultimately, manifest in public 
outbursts of violence and unrest. The association between men’s violent and antisocial behavior 
and their perpetration of intimate partner violence is discussed further in Chapter 12.
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Box 12.1: Summary of main findings

Main findings

•	 Women’s factors: The following factors were found to increase the likelihood 
that a woman had experienced intimate partner violence in Timor-Leste: 

o witnessing the physical abuse of her mother during childhood; 

o experiencing physical, sexual, or emotional abuse during childhood; 

o agreeing with at least one justification for a husband to hit his wife; 

o her partner having more than one wife while married to her (polygamy); 

o her partner having physical fights with other men; 

o her partner’s suspected infidelity; 

o and her partner exhibiting controlling behaviors. 

•	 Food	insecurity	was	found	to	have	the	inverse	relationship;	that	is,	women	
whose households experienced food insecurity at least once a month were less 
likely to have experienced intimate partner violence.

•	 Men’s factors: The following factors were found to increase the likelihood 
that a man had perpetrated intimate partner violence in one of the study sites: 

o having engaged in transaction and/or commercial sex; 

o having had four or more lifetime sexual partners; 

o having experienced physical and/or sexual abuse during childhood; 

o agreeing with at least one justification for a husband to hit his wife; 

o having been in a fight with a weapon; 

o and showing symptoms of trauma in the week before the interview.

This chapter looks at the factors correlated with women’s experiences and men’s perpetration 
of intimate partner violence. It presents the findings on the factors associated with lifetime 
physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence, obtained using multivariate logistic regression 
modelling, and adjusting for age and all other significant variables in the model. Box 12.1 in 
Annex C explains what multi-variate logistic regression is and why it is useful.
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The drivers of violence against women have been considered within a number of different 
disciplines, including feminism, criminology, development, human rights, public health, and 
sociology. While some explanations have been attempted, there is not one single cause that 
adequately explains violence against women. Instead, violence against women emerges from 
the convergence of a variety of specific factors within the broad context of power inequalities 
at the individual, group, national, and global levels (Fulu and Miedema 2015; Garcia-Moreno 
et al. 2005; Heise 1998; UNGA 2006). The analysis for this study focuses on risk factors at the 
individual level. See Box 12.2 for more information on the risk and protective factors within 
the social ecological model of violence against women.

Box 12.2: Understanding violence against women: risk and protective 
factors in the social ecological model

Drivers, risk factors, and protective factors:

Using the social ecological model of violence against women, the violence is 
understood as emerging from the intersection of multiple interacting risk and 
protective factors at different levels of the social ecology: over the individual 
and relationship; organizational and community; system and institutional; 
and societal levels (Fulu and Miedema 2015; Heise 1998). Individual factors, 
such as attitudes, behaviors, and life experiences, interact in a myriad of ways 
with community structures, social patterns and norms, and structural factors, 
such as legal systems, that may serve to reinforce gender inequality. ‘Drivers’ 
of violence against women refer to those factors that operate, interact, and are 
reinforced at all levels of the social ecology to increase the likelihood of violence 
occurring. This conceptualization of violence against women means that different 
combinations of factors interact to increase the likelihood of either experiencing 
or perpetrating violence.

Causes of violence versus associated factors:

From a technical perspective, individual factors found to be correlated with 
violence against women cannot be interpreted as providing the ‘causes’ of such 
violence. This is because it is not always clear whether the specific characteristic 
or experience being measured occurred before or after a violent event. 
Furthermore, while one factor, such as childhood experiences of violence, may be 
strongly correlated with violence perpetration, not all boys who experience child 
abuse will go on to use violence against women.

However, clusters of strongly correlated factors point to broader underlying 
causes, such as gender inequality and patriarchy. In addition, if the multiple 
associated factors, and the societal forces that influence them, are addressed, it is 
likely that a decrease in the rates of violence perpetration may result.
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How the models were constructed
For both the men’s and women’s risk factor models, all possible independent variables were 
first tested in relation to the dependent variable—physical and/or sexual intimate partner 
violence—using logistic regression analysis. Those that were significant at p≤0.05 were then 
included in a multivariate model. The variables that were no longer significant in the full 
model were dropped one by one, using a technique called backwards elimination. This was 
initially done for variables of p=0.2 or greater. Finally, for the full model, only variables that 
were significant at p≤0.05 were retained. 

Given the relatively small sample size for men, the samples for Dili and Manufahi were combined 
for the analysis and the findings were all adjusted to account for any variation by site. 

The explanatory factors that were explored in the analysis were selected based on findings 
from previous research showing both country and global associations with intimate partner 
violence. Research suggests that the central factors involved in women’s experiences of intimate 
partner violence include individual socio-demographic characteristics, attitudes and norms 
that are accepting of violence, exposure to child maltreatment (especially witnessing intra-
parental violence), a low level of education, and having a partner who abuses alcohol and/or 
who is controlling (Abramsky et al. 2011; Heise and Kotsadam 2015; Jewkes 2002; Martin 
et al. 1999; WHO and LSHTM 2010). In addition, certain variables were tested in the risk 
factor model because they supported a theoretical explanation of violence perpetration based 
on beliefs and actions reflecting support for gender inequality, which can manifest itself in 
the form of violence against women, and variables that indicate unequal power and of a man 
over his female partner.

Other literature suggests that the central factors involved in men’s perpetration of intimate 
partner violence include socio-demographic characteristics, attitudes and norms that are 
accepting of violence, exposure to child maltreatment (especially witnessing intra-parental 
violence), a low level of education, alcohol abuse, depression, and supporting a model of 
masculinity based on dominance over women (Fulu et al 2013). 

FACTorS ASSoCiATed WiTh Women’S 
exPerienCeS oF PhYSiCAL And/or 
SexUAL inTimATe PArTner VioLenCe

The full women’s multivariate model is presented in Table 12.1 (and explained further in Annex 
C Box 12.1). The model reflects all the factors that were found to be significantly associated 
with women’s reported lifetime experiences of physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence, 
adjusted for all the other variables in the model, and for age, education, and site. 

47 All data on male partners’ characteristics in the women’s model were obtained through the reports of female respondents.
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48 The vast majority of all women said they received support from their birth families, whether they had experienced 
violence or not. Therefore, it appears that there is not enough variation in this variable to prove protective against 
partner violence. See the discussion section for further consideration.

Box 12.3: Factors not associated with women’s experiences of intimate 
partner violence in Timor-Leste

The following variables were tested and found not to be significantly associated 
with women’s experiences of physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence and, 
therefore, were not included in the final model:

•	 Level	of	education	(this	was	not	found	to	be	a	significant	risk	factor,	but	is	
included as an adjustment variable in the final model);

•	 If	the	woman	earnt	an	income;

•	 If	the	woman	reported	receiving	support	from	her	birth	family;48 

•	 The	woman’s	gender	attitudes	(based	on	the	GEM	Scale	measure);	

•	 Being	at	risk	of	having	a	disability;

•	 Having	shown	symptoms	of	depression	in	the	week	before	the	interview;

•	 Her	partner’s	alcohol	consumption;	and

•	 Whether	the	woman’s	marriage	included	barlake payment.

Table 12.1: Multivariate logistic regression model of factors associated with women’s lifetime 
experiences of physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence*

Factors associated with women’s experiences                           
of intimate partner violence

Aor 95% Ci for 
Aor P-value

respondent’s characteristics

Witnessed mother being physically beaten as a child 1.69 1.23 – 2.32 0.001

experienced physical abuse as a child 2.48 1.77 – 3.48 <0.001

experienced sexual abuse as a child 3.42 2.52 – 5.20 <0.001

experienced emotional abuse/neglect as a child 1.76 1.17 – 2.63 0.006

agrees with at least one justification of violence 2.61 1.73 – 3.95 <0.001

polygamy 2.05 1.14 – 3.70 0.017

male partner’s characteristics

has been involved in physical fights with other men 1.74 1.01 – 2.99 0.043

Suspected infidelity of male partner 2.81 1.25 – 6.33 0.013

has exhibited controlling behavior over respondent 1.84 1.33 – 2.56 <0.001

* adjusted for age and education.
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Figure 12.1: Factors associated with women’s experiences of intimate partner violence
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Respondent’s characteristics
Witnessed mother being physically beaten as a child: A central theory of domestic violence 
causation relates to the intergenerational cycle of violence. All respondents were asked whether 
their mothers had been hit or beaten by their husbands/partners (see Chapter 6). This Study 
found that women who witnessed their mothers being physically beaten as children were 1.7 
times more likely to experience intimate partner violence compared with those women who 
had not witnessed such beatings during childhood.

Experience of abuse as a child: Childhood exposure to violence and trauma is commonly 
noted as an explanation of the origins of violence in intimate relationships. Women were 
asked if they had experienced any physical or sexual violence, or any emotional abuse or 
neglect, before the age of 18 years (see Chapter 6). The Study found that women who had 
been physically abused as children were two and a half times as likely to experience intimate 
partner violence during adulthood compared to those who had not experienced such abuse. 
Women who had experienced childhood sexual abuse were nearly three and a half times more 
likely – and women who had experienced emotional abuse as children were more than one 
and half times more likely – to experience intimate partner violence, than were women who 
had not experienced such abuses in childhood.

Attitudes toward intimate partner violence: Research has shown that norms condoning 
gender inequality and violence are related to experiences of intimate partner violence. As 
discussed in Chapter 7, the Study included a set of questions designed to determine whether 
respondents considered it acceptable for a husband to beat his wife under certain circumstances. 
Women who agreed with at least one justification for a husband/partner hitting his wife were 
more than two and a half times more likely to experience intimate partner violence than 
women who did not agree with any justifications.

Polygamy: Women who said their husbands had more than one wife at the same time as them 
(polygamy) were twice as likely to experience intimate partner violence compared with women 
who were not in polygamous relationships.

Food insecurity: A variable was created for women’s current food insecurity, which captured 
whether women had said their household went without food either weekly or monthly because 
of a lack of money. Women with a lower socio-economic status, as reflected in this measure 
of current food insecurity, were less likely to have experienced intimate partner violence in 
their lifetimes. 

Women’s responses regarding partners’ characteristics
Violent with other men: Respondents were asked if, since they had known their current/most 
recent partners, they had ever been involved in fights with other men. Having a partner who 
had been violent with other men was associated with physical and/or sexual intimate partner 
violence, and those women were almost twice as likely to experience intimate partner violence 
compared with those women whose partners were not involved in this type of antisocial behavior.
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Suspected infidelity: Women who said their partners had or were suspected of having 
simultaneous relationships with other women were almost three times more likely to experience 
intimate partner violence than women whose partners had not had extramarital relationships.

Controlling behavior: As discussed in Chapter 4, controlling behaviors by the respondents’ 
current/most recent partners were examined in this Study. Women who said their partners 
exhibited at least one act of controlling behavior were nearly twice as likely to experience 
intimate partner violence, than those women who did not report that their partners had 
controlling behavior.

FACTorS ASSoCiATed WiTh men’S 
PerPeTrATion oF PhYSiCAL And/or 
SexUAL inTimATe PArTner VioLenCe

Box 12.4: Factors not associated with men’s perpetration of intimate 
partner violence in the study sites

The following variables were tested and found not to be significantly associated with 
men’s perpetration of physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence and, therefore, 
were not included in the final model:

•	 Level	of	education	(this	was	not	found	to	be	a	significant	risk	factor,	but	is	
included as an adjustment variable in the final model);

•	 Drug	use	in	the	past	year;

•	 The	man’s	gender	attitudes	(based	on	the	GEM	scale	measure);

•	 The	man’s	sexual	violence	victimization	(having	been	raped	or	sexually	abused	by	
another man);

•	 Having	witnessed	physical	violence	against	his	mother	during	childhood;

•	 Having	experienced	emotional	abuse	during	childhood;

•	 Having	shown	symptoms	of	depression	in	the	week	before	the	interview;

•	 His	unemployment;

•	 Having	ever	participated	in	a	gang;	and

•	 Alcohol	abuse	based	on	the	AUDIT	scale.
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One of the main goals of the Study was to determine some of the underlying drivers of men’s 
use of intimate partner violence in the study sites in order to integrate this information into 
prevention planning and programing. To do so, the men’s survey explored various factors that 
may increase the likelihood of a man perpetrating different types of violence (risk factors), as 
well as the factors that decrease the same likelihood (protective factors). In one sense a protective 
factor is the opposite of a risk factor; for example, if men who had experienced physical abuse 
during childhood are more likely to perpetrate violence, not experiencing physical abuse during 
childhood can be considered a protective factor.

The models below show the combination of factors that are all statistically associated with 
violence perpetration. These models are useful because they allow programs to have a more 
comprehensive approach by specifically targeting these multiple factors that can lead to or 
mitigate against violence.

The following variables were tested and found not to be significantly associated with the 
outcome of interest and, therefore, not included in the model: past year drug use, gender 
attitudes (based on a continuous GEM score), sexual violence victimization, witnessed physical 
beating of mother as a child, experienced emotional abuse or neglect as a child, CES-D score, 
unemployment, ever participated in a gang, and alcohol abuse.

Table 12.2: Multivariate logistic regression model of factors associated with men’s lifetime 
perpetration of physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence*

Factors associated with men’s perpetration of intimate 
partner violence

Aor 95% Ci for 
or P-value

respondent’s characteristics

transactional/commercial sex 2.00 1.29 – 3.12 0.002

4+ lifetime sexual partners 1.12 1.01 – 1.24 0.036

agrees with at least one justification of violence 2.59 1.60 – 4.20 <0.001

experienced physical abuse as a child 2.29 1.45 – 3.62 <0.001

experienced sexual abuse as a child 1.79 1.14 – 2.80 0.011

Fight with weapons 4.02 2.21 – 7.32 <0.001

Symptoms of trauma 2.27 1.05 – 4.91 0.038

* adjusted for age, education, and socio-economic status based on the food insecurity variable
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Figure 12.2: Factors associated with men’s use of violence against an intimate partner

Had been involved in fights with weapons

Agreed with at least one justification of violence

Engaged in transactional or commercial sex

Experienced sexual abuse as a child 

Experienced physical abuse as a child

Had symptoms of trauma 

Men who...

*All associations are statistically significant and listed in order of strength of 
association with men’s use of violence against an intimate partner.

... were significantly more likely to have perpetrated intimate partner violence.

Had more than 4 lifetime sexual partners
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Respondent’s characteristics 
Sexual practices: Men were asked if they had ever had sex with a sex worker or had transactional 
sex (presented in Chapter 11). Men who had either had transactional or commercial sex at least 
once in their lifetimes were twice as likely to perpetrate intimate partner violence, compared 
with men who had not had these sexual experiences. Men were also asked about the total 
number of sexual partners they had had in their lifetimes. Men who reported having had more 
than four sexual partners were slightly more likely (1.1 times) to perpetrate intimate partner 
violence compared with men who had fewer than four sexual partners. 

Attitudes toward intimate partner violence: Research has shown that norms condoning 
gender inequality and violence are related to perpetration of intimate partner violence. As 
discussed in Chapter 7, the Study included a set of questions designed to determine whether 
respondents considered it acceptable for a husband to beat his wife under certain circumstances. 
Men who agreed with at least one justification for a husband hitting his wife/partner were 
more than two and a half times more likely to perpetrate intimate partner violence than men 
who did not agree with any justifications.

Experience of abuse as a child: Childhood exposure to violence and trauma is commonly 
noted as an explanation of the origins of violence in intimate relationships. Men were asked 
if they had experienced any physical or sexual violence, or any emotional abuse or neglect, 
before the age of 18 (see Chapter 6). The Study found that men who had been physically 
beaten as children were more than twice as likely to perpetrate intimate partner violence 
during adulthood compared to those who had not experienced such abuse. Men who had 
experienced childhood sexual abuse were nearly twice as likely to perpetrate intimate partner 
violence, than were men who had not.

Fights with weapons: Men were also asked if they had ever been involved in a fight with a 
weapon, the results of which are presented in Chapter 11. Men who reported that they had 
done so were four times as likely to perpetrate intimate partner violence, than men who had 
never been in a fight with a weapon. 

Symptoms of trauma: As discussed in Chapter 11, men who had experienced trauma, such 
as being involved in or witnessing violence during one or both periods of conflict in Timor-
Leste, were asked a series of questions about symptoms related to trauma in the week before 
the interview. Men who showed symptoms of trauma were more than twice as likely to 
perpetrate intimate partner violence in their lifetimes compared with men who did not show 
such symptoms.
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diSCUSSion
Given the cross-sectional nature of the survey, it is necessary to recognize that the individual 
factors presented in the analysis do not necessarily cause violence and do not function in 
isolation. Simply addressing one factor – for example, a man’s controlling behavior over 
his partner – will not end violence against women. This section explores how the factors 
associated with experiences and perpetration of violence operate at individual and family levels 
of the ecological model, but are also related to broader community and social issues. Such 
contextualization does not excuse individual men from their actions, and men must be held 
accountable for their own violence and oppressive behavior (Fulu et al. 2013). However, to 
understand truly the issue and develop effective prevention and response strategies, individual 
risk factors must be analyzed within a broader framework. 

The data from the Study shows that the risk factors identified for women’s experiences and 
men’s perpetration are closely aligned. The data assists in identifying a specific set of underlying 
drivers of intimate partner violence in Timor-Leste that are relevant across the population. 
Within a broad social context, these individual factors reproduce and reinforce social norms, 
structures, beliefs, and values related to men’s dominance in intimate relationships, and to 
gender inequality and ongoing violence in Timorese society. 

Gender norms and practices
The Study found that factors related to unequal gender norms, relationships, and sexual practices 
are the most important in accounting for intimate partner violence in Timor-Leste. This is 
supported by what we know about global violence against women based on decades of work 
by women’s rights activists and scholars (Fulu and Heise 2015). This is the first such study in 
Timor-Leste and contributes important findings to that global body of evidence. 

Firstly, the Study found a strong association between attitudes that justify both violence and 
intimate partner violence. Women and men in Timor-Leste who believed that under some 
circumstances a husband is justified in beating his wife were two and a half times more likely 
either to experience or perpetrate intimate partner violence, compared with those who did not 
share that belief. These findings are supported by other studies that also found links between 
gender-based attitudes and the experience of intimate partner violence. For example, in eight of 
a total of fifteen sites, the WHO MCS found a strongly positive correlation between women’s 
attitudes that supported a husband beating his wife and experiences of intimate partner 
violence (Heise and Kotsadam 2015). Other studies have also found that men are more likely 
to use violence if they have hostile and negative attitudes towards women and identify with 
traditional images of masculinity and male privilege (Alder 1992; Anderson et al. 2004; Fulu 
et al. 2013; Heise 1998; O’Neil and Harway 1997). We did not find a significant association 
between partner violence and gender attitudes as measured by the GEM scale. This has been 
the case in a number of other countries. It may reflect that the GEM scale does not capture the 
specific manifestations of gender inequality that drive violence in Timor-Leste. It also highlights 
that more work is needed to develop effective ways to measure social norms, rather than just 
individual attitudes, which we expect to be more directly related to rates of partner violence. 
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Secondly, based on women’s reports, women were more likely to experience violence if their 
partners displayed controlling behaviors towards them. This reflects a gendered norm related to 
men’s dominance over women. There has been some debate as to whether controlling behavior 
should be considered part of the experience of violence rather than a risk factor; and it is true 
that control is often an integral part of abusive relationships. However, other major studies 
have identified it as a potential factor associated with violence (Abramsky et al. 2011; Jewkes 
2002; Heise 2012; Rani and Bonu 2009). Controlling behavior is closely conceptually related 
to emotional violence; however, it does not always exist alongside physical or sexual violence. 
Moreover, through educational programs, which can teach relationship skills and promote 
gender equality and respect, it is possible to reduce these behaviors.

Thirdly, for women with partners whom they suspected of having affairs was a significant risk 
factor for experiencing intimate partner violence. In addition, women who said they were in 
a polygamous relationship−that is, their husbands were married to other women while also 
being married to them−were significantly more likely to experience intimate partner violence. 
This is likely because having affairs or multiple partners highlights a belief about the sexual 
availability of other women and reflects an unequal dynamic within the relationship (Fulu 
et al. 2013). 

This is directly supported by the risk factors for men’s perpetration identified by the Study, 
namely, having transactional or commercial sex, and having a higher number of sexual partners. 
These were both found to be significantly associated with men’s perpetration of intimate 
partner violence and are manifestations of a dominant form of masculinity that promotes 
heterosexual men’s sexual entitlement and performance. This is consistent with other countries 
included in the UN MCS (Fulu et al. 2013) and other literature which confirms that men 
having multiple sexual partners, including sex workers, reflects a combination of individual 
men’s preoccupation with demonstrating (hetero) sexual performance or sexual dominance 
over women, and/or their desire for emotionally detached sex (Decker et al. 2010; Dunkle et 
al. 2007; Nduna et al. 2010; Malamuth 2003). This is further supported by the findings on 
men’s motivations for rape perpetration (see Chapter 5), which were most commonly related 
to their own entertainment or sense of sexual entitlement. 

Interestingly, the Study found that barlake was not significantly associated with an increased 
likelihood of a woman experiencing intimate partner violence, when adjusted for age and 
education. Previous studies on barlake have found conflicting evidence on this relationship. 
In their dedicated qualitative study of barlake and domestic violence, Khan and Hyati (2012) 
found that barlake was a factor increasing the risk of violence, but it was not a significant trigger 
for incidents of domestic violence. This is contrasted by the findings of The Asia Foundation’s 
(2015a) study on the economic dimensions of domestic violence, which included a specific 
investigation into barlake within the customary marriage economy in Timor-Leste. Though 
from a smaller sample, this study found more nuanced evidence from women that barlake was 
a tool of control and intimidation, which husbands could invoke against their wives, but it 
was not perceived as a trigger for violence. Barlake could, therefore, contribute to heightened 
tensions within the household as part of the “patriarchal ‘architecture of power’”; however, it 
was not found to be a direct cause of violence (The Asia Foundation 2015a, 81). The report 
further emphasized the diverse and changing practices that may be involved in barlake exchanges 
across Timor-Leste, and the consequences of these exchanges were not uniformly experienced 
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across households (The Asia Foundation 2015a). The findings of the current study support 
The Asia Foundation’s previous observations that barlake is not significantly associated as a 
risk factor for intimate partner violence.

Models of masculinity associated with toughness and 
normalization of violence
Men who reported having been involved in fights with weapons were more likely to perpetrate 
intimate partner violence compared to men who had never done so. Furthermore, based on 
women’s reports, women were more likely to experience intimate partner violence if they said 
their partner had been involved in fights with other men. These patterns of behavior reflect a 
model of masculinity that emphasizes strength, toughness, and dominance over other men, 
a model that also implicitly condones violence in general. This also illustrates how different 
types of violence are interconnected in Timor-Leste. Men’s attitudes and practices are often 
shaped by prescribed narratives within society of ‘what it means to be a man’, or masculinities. 
The patterns of behavior associated with this model of masculinity, therefore, reinforce gender 
inequalities and facilitate violence against women (Knight and Sims-Knight 2003). 

Childhood trauma
Women and men’s experiences of child abuse were associated with intimate partner violence 
experiences and perpetration. For women, physical, sexual, and emotional abuse as in childhood 
were all risk factors for intimate partner violence experience, as was having witnessed their 
mothers being physically beaten. For men, experiences of physical and sexual abuse were 
significantly associated with perpetration of intimate partner violence. Other literature supports 
this, suggesting that children who have either experienced violence themselves or witnessed 
violence when growing up are more likely to end up in violent relationships, either as the 
perpetrator or the victim (Ellsberg et al. 1999; Jewkes and Abrahams 2002; Martin et al. 1999; 
Wekerle and Wolfe 1999; Whitfield et al. 2003). Secondary analysis of the 2009−2010 DHS 
found that women who had been exposed to physical violence against their mothers during 
childhood were almost six times more likely to experience physical violence themselves during 
adulthood (Taft and Watson 2013). 

The pathways from child abuse to experiences and perpetration of violence during adulthood 
are complex and multifaceted. The association between physical punishment in childhood 
and adult experiences and perpetration of violence implies that beating children normalizes 
violence as a form of conflict resolution and punishment. Children in violent homes are, thus, 
more likely to learn to use violence instead of more constructive and peaceful methods to 
resolve conflict, and they are also more likely to experience a range of other behavioral and 
emotional problems later in life (Lee 2007). This emphasizes the need for greater prevention 
of child abuse and support of positive discipline, in order to promote safe and non-violent 
family and school environments.
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Psychological factors
Men who showed symptoms of trauma were more likely to perpetrate violence. This is an 
important new finding and points to the need to improve mental health services for men as part 
of violence prevention programs and policies (Knerr et al. 2013). This is particularly pertinent 
given the post-conflict setting of Timor-Leste, and the continued prevalence of violence and 
unrest outside the home, including men’s participation in gangs and in fights with weapons.

Importantly, men’s alcohol abuse was not found to be significantly associated with intimate 
partner violence experience or perpetration. While it is often assumed that alcohol is a key 
driver of violence, in the regional UN MCS and the WHO MCS it has been found to be a 
site-specific factor and was not associated with violence in a number of settings (Fulu et al. 
2013; Abramsky et al. 2011; Botts et al. 2012). The key is often how alcohol abuse intersects 
with gender norms and patterns of male drinking that promote dominance over women. In 
Timor-Leste, recent research by WHO shows that over half of men in the study reported that 
they fully abstained from drinking alcohol, which helps to explain why it is not a significant 
risk factor for violence perpetration in the country (2014b). Nevertheless, if alcohol abuse is 
more prominent in some subpopulations it might be a factor to consider. 
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The Nabilan Health and Life Experiences Baseline Study is the first population-level survey to 
measure the prevalence of violence against women and its associated health consequences for 
women in Timor-Leste. The Study is also the first quantitative survey on men’s perpetration 
of violence against women in the country, providing invaluable insight into the drivers and 
reinforcing factors of violence against women. Previous studies have indicated the widespread 
nature of violence against women in Timor-Leste, and this Study confirms and expands upon 
that earlier research (for example, see NSD 2010; Taft and Watson 2013; The Asia Foundation 
2012; 2015a; Khan and Hyati 2012; Alves et al. 2009). The results of the Study will provide 
an important evidence base from which the Government of Timor-Leste, national non-
governmental organizations, and other agencies working on violence against women in the 
country will be able to develop and implement more appropriate and effective policies and 
programs to prevent violence.

The Study was methodologically rigorous and followed international standards for ethical 
research on violence against women. The benefits of conducting careful and ethical research 
on violence are evidenced by the high response rates of the surveys, and the high satisfaction 
rate reported by respondents upon completing the interviews. 

The findings of this comprehensive study illustrate important patterns of violence against 
women and children in Timor-Leste, as well as contributing to a deeper understanding of 
the factors that increase or decrease women’s likelihood of experiencing and men’s of using 
violence. The Study results show that women in Timor-Leste are at greatest risk of violence 
from their intimate partners, and this violence is often frequent and severe. Intimate partner 
violence includes acts of physical, sexual, emotional, and economic violence and, therefore, 
effective prevention and responses to violence against women require more inclusive strategies, 
long-term commitment, and coordination among key stakeholders. The Study shows that 
women in Timor-Leste also experience sexual violence by non-partners, but it is most often 
by people known to them, such as family members or neighbors. 

Men’s perpetration of sexual violence against both partners and non-partners is an important 
issue that needs to be dealt with through addressing gender inequality, which drives violence 
against women, at the individual, community, institutional, and societal levels in Timor-Leste. 
This will require widespread and multi-sectoral intervention into the structures, attitudes, and 
behaviors that perpetuate harmful constructions of masculinity based on male dominance and 
sexual entitlement over women’s bodies. Men must be held accountable by their communities, 
by organizations, and by legal and justice services in a way that also challenges condoning 
violence as a ‘normal’ response to household and community tensions. 

The Study conclusively shows that violence against women in Timor-Leste is a major public 
health issue with long-term consequences for women’s physical, mental, and reproductive 
health. Furthermore, women’s experiences of intimate partner violence have serious negative 
impacts on their children’s wellbeing, as well as on their own productivity, income-earning, and 
ability to participate fully in society. However, women are currently failing to receive necessary 
medical attention following violent incidents, and are discouraged from reporting violence 
to the police by prevailing gender norms that serve to shame women and normalize violence.
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The analysis of factors related to women’s experiences and men’s perpetration of intimate 
partner violence shows that ending violence against women in Timor-Leste requires changing 
behaviors, beliefs, and structures that reinforce gender inequalities. The Study findings show 
that such behaviors and beliefs operate within relationships to place women at greater risk 
of violence. For example, this is illustrated by the finding that women who had experienced 
intimate partner violence were more likely to agree with the justifications for a husband to hit 
his wife, compared with women who had not. Similarly, men who had perpetrated violence 
were also more likely to believe in these justifications. Secondly, very few women reported their 
experiences of intimate partner violence and non-partner rape to any official agencies such as 
PNTL or health services, and the most commonly given reasons were that they viewed the 
violence as ‘normal’ or ‘not serious’, or they were ashamed of what had happened to them. 
Considered together, these findings highlight a pattern of victim-blaming, both internalized 
and socially-enforced, for women who have experienced violence, and of excusing men’s 
abusive behavior. The safety, health, and wellbeing of women are consistently compromised 
in order to preserve the family unit, and to avoid feelings of shame for the wider family and 
community. Social factors such as these, therefore, interact in discriminatory and harmful 
ways to contribute to the perpetuation of gender inequality and of violence against women 
in Timor-Leste.

In order to challenge effectively these oppressive and often violent gender norms, it is 
necessary to develop programs that promote positive and non-violent family, home, school, 
and community environments, based on equality and mutual respect between women and 
men. As was highlighted by the Study, experiences of abuse during childhood can have 
significant consequences for experiences of violence and other forms of antisocial behavior 
during adulthood. Childhood abuse was also found to have consequences for women’s and 
men’s mental health. At the same time, exposure to domestic violence also impacts on children’s 
development and can lead to emotional and behavioral problems. Children learn by experience, 
and behaviors and attitudes developed during childhood influence their relationship skills during 
adulthood. Programing that specifically targets children and adolescents should, therefore, 
encourage healthy and respectful relationships between boys and girls, and promote safe and 
non-violent homes and schools.

While the majority of men in both study sites were found to have a high awareness of laws 
in Timor-Leste that address violence against women, the high perpetration rates, and men’s 
beliefs about the harshness of existing laws, suggest enforcement and access to justice and legal 
services must be improved. The promotion of holistic approaches, which incorporate both 
women and men into re-imagining more equitable and positive gender relations, must be a 
priority for violence prevention programs in Timor-Leste. Only through inclusive approaches 
can the normalization of violence−in particular violence against women−be addressed to 
provide women with greater safety and security.

The Study has also highlighted that the role of the health care system is central to a multi-
sectoral intervention into violence against women. There is a need to support the expansion 
and strengthening of mental health services for both women and men. The Study shows that 
men’s ongoing trauma from their experiences during Timor-Leste’s conflict periods is a risk 
factor for their perpetration of intimate partner violence. However, a focus on women’s physical 
and mental health must also be prioritized in a holistic response.
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A stronger health system must ensure the enabling conditions for providers to address violence 
against women, including well-developed coordination and referral networks and pathways, 
integrated service delivery, protocols, and capacity building. It is recommended that health 
sector responses be based upon WHO’s (2013) Responding to Intimate Partner Violence and 
Sexual Violence against Women: WHO Clinical and Policy Guidelines. These guidelines 
offer health care providers evidence-based guidance on appropriate care, including emotional 
support and clinical interventions, for women experiencing intimate partner violence and 
non-partner sexual violence (Garcia-Moreno et al. 2013). This should include prevention 
through health care settings, as well as addressing the root causes of violence across society 
– particularly inequitable social norms about men and women’s roles – and challenging the 
social acceptance of violence.

The Government of Timor-Leste has already made important strides in addressing violence 
against women, such as by establishing the LADV (2010) and the NAP-GBV (2012−2014), 
funding organizations that provide services to women and children who experience violence 
(through MSS), and by funding prevention activities and economic empowerment (through 
SEM). In many areas, national civil society organizations have been primary forces in the 
development of services and programing to assist people who experience violence, particularly in 
terms of counselling and support (PRADET), shelter (Uma Mahon), medico-forensic services 
(Fatin Hakmatek), and legal assistance (ALFeLa). Resourcing from international donors has 
been essential to the establishment and continuation of these services. It is important that the 
Government of Timor-Leste increasingly funds key supports and services to fulfil its obligations 
under various agreements, particularly the Convention on the Elimination of Violence against 
Women (CEDAW).

The key recommendations of the Study are outlined in Box 13.1. They reflect the specific key 
findings of the Nabilan Study while also aiming to build on the achievements of civil society 
and government. These recommendations strongly draw from existing global knowledge and 
practice on violence prevention and are intended to complement and support the existing 
national frameworks and approaches for prevention and response. Overall, violence prevention 
and response plans should be multi-sectoral, interlinked, and coordinated in a strategic and 
targeted manner. They should also be incorporated into the larger social development, gender 
equality, and human rights frameworks and plans within the country. 

These recommendations are further informed by international mechanisms and normative 
frameworks, such as CEDAW, the International Conference on Population and Development 
Platform for Action, the Convention on the Rights of the Child, and the new SDGs. They are 
also informed by the latest global evidence, including the Plan of Action recently published 
in The Lancet (Garcia-Moreno et al. 2015), and the UK Government’s Department for 
International Development (DFID) Guidance Note on Shifting Social Norms to Tackle 
Violence against Women and Girls (DFID 2016).

The following recommendations first present the key findings from the Study analysis and, 
based on the findings, what needs to change to prevent violence against women in Timor-
Leste. Examples of programs and approaches are presented for each recommendation. The 
suggested programs and approaches are just some of the many possible interventions required 
and should not be considered an exhaustive or exclusive list of approaches to violence against 
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women. Importantly, these recommendations are based on existing global evidence on which 
interventions are promising or effective for the prevention of, and responses to, violence against 
women and girls (Fulu and Kerr-Wilson 2015; Ellsberg et al. 2015).

It is recognized that programing in Timor-Leste is already starting to work toward many of 
these recommendations: the Nabilan Program is one such initiative working to address the 
key drivers of violence against women through its three core pillars of prevention, services, and 
access to justice. It is hoped that the Study data will provide vital information to the Program 
to enable it to be more effective, and ensure that there is change in the lives of women, men 
and children to increase the wellbeing of people affected by violence and, ultimately, to end 
violence against women in Timor-Leste.

The recommendations do not go into detail about particular areas of work in Timor-Leste 
as this is an area for further discussion with the relevant country actors. While the Nabilan 
Program collected the data, the findings from the Study are important for many different 
actors and sectors, and should be used widely to develop and monitor programing in a number 
of areas. The Nabilan Program looks forward to discussions and collaboration with actors at 
both national and local levels to address the critical issues which have been identified through 
this research.
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Box 13.1: recommendations for preventing and responding to violence against women 
in Timor-Leste

Recommendations Key findings Examples of programs and 
approaches

Recommendation 1:
Challenge social 
norms related to the 
acceptability of violence 
against women and 
the subordination of 
women in intimate 
relationships and the 
family/ household. 
Strengthen society-level 
commitments to promote 
gender equality and 
women’s empowerment.

•	 The	vast	majority	of	women	and	men	
believed that a husband is justified in 
hitting his wife/partner under certain 
circumstances. Moreover, agreement 
with the justifications for intimate 
partner violence was found to be a risk 
factor for both women’s experiences 
and men’s perpetration of violence.

•	 The	most	common	reasons	women	
gave for not seeking help for intimate 
partner violence were that they were 
worried it would bring them and their 
families shame, and they perceived the 
violence as normal.

•	 The	results	of	questions	on	respondents’	
attitudes about gender relations showed 
that the majority of women and men 
believed that a woman’s primary role is 
to care for her family, even if it means 
tolerating violence.

•	 Women	who	had	experienced	intimate	
partner violence were more likely to 
report that their partners had either 
had multiple partners while being 
with them (suspected infidelity) or 
had been married to other women 
at the same time as being married to 
them (polygamy). They were also more 
likely to report that their partners had 
exhibited controlling behaviors during 
their relationships.

•	 Women	who	had	experienced	intimate	
partner violence reported negative 
impacts on their productivity and 
income-earning capabilities.

•	 Programs	for	both	men	and	
women, focused on individual-level 
and couple/family-level behavior 
change, should build the knowledge 
and skills for respectful, non-violent 
relationships.

•	 These	programs	should	promote	
skills in non-violent methods 
of conflict resolution, anger 
management, communication, joint 
decision-making, and sharing of 
housework and childcare.

•	 Working	with	people	from	a	young	
age is important. Building skills, 
rather than just sharing knowledge, 
has been shown to be the most 
effective method.

•	 It	is	important	that	these	are	not	
one-off activities but, rather, involve 
regular follow-up with participants 
to encourage sustainable, long-term 
change. 

•	 Combined	economic	and	social	
empowerment programs could 
include the addition of participatory 
gender training to existing 
economic empowerment programs. 

•	 Commitment	to	gender	equality	
illustrated in budgets, work 
plans and implementation in 
all key government ministries 
with monitoring and evaluation 
mechanisms are important 
mainstreaming inclusions.

Recommendation 2:
Promote healthy and 
consensual sexual 
relationships, and 
address male sexual 
entitlement.

•	 Men,	and	especially	male	partners,	
are the primary perpetrators of 
violence against women. While not 
all men use violence, the prevalence 
of male violence against women 
reflects narratives of masculinity that 
rationalize and celebrate male strength, 
the use of violence, and men’s power 
over women.

•	 While	most	men	who	had	perpetrated	
intimate partner violence were in the 
older age groups (25−29; 30−39; and; 
40−49), three in five men who had 
perpetrated rape were under 19 years 
the first time they had raped a woman 
or girl. This indicates that adolescence 
is a crucial point of intervention into 
men’s learnt patterns of violence and 
sexual entitlement over women.

•	 Address	male	sexual	entitlement,	
including specifically working with 
young boys below the age of 15, 
to target the early age of sexual 
violence perpetration. These sexual 
education initiatives should focus 
on respectful sexual relationships, 
grounded in consent. 

•	 In	order	to	address	gang	rape,	
work needs to be done with male 
peer groups on ways of being – 
and supporting others to be – a 
man without using violence or 
domination over others. This could 
involve facilitated discussions 
among male peers and/or the 
promotion of positive role models 
for men. 
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•	 Men	who	had	perpetrated	intimate	
partner violence were more likely 
to engage in transactional and/or 
commercial sex, and to have had more 
than four lifetime sexual partners. Men 
also reported very low condom use and 
rates for sexual health screening.

•	 Rape	perpetration	(partner	and	non-
partner) was reported by one in five 
men in Dili, and one in three men in 
Manufahi. Gang rape perpetration 
was also relatively high (6 percent in 
Dili and 12 percent in Manufahi) 
The most common motivations that 
men reported for perpetrating rape 
were sexual entitlement and for 
entertainment or out of boredom.

•	 The	majority	of	men	who	had	
perpetrated sexual violence against a 
woman or girl agreed with at least one 
of the beliefs about certain acts not 
being classified as rape.

•	 Sustained	communications	and	
social marketing programs aimed 
at changing social norms around 
sexual relationships and male sexual 
entitlement, combined with direct 
group education, are also needed.

•	 Participatory,	community-driven	
projects that engage multiple 
stakeholders and support a process 
of critical thinking about violence 
and models of manhood and its 
consequences should be part of 
programing. 

•	 All	of	the	above	initiatives	need	to	
be conducted in conjunction with 
strengthening the justice sector’s 
responses to sexual violence. 

Recommendation 3:
Address antisocial 
behaviors that link male 
culture to violence, 
and promote healthy 
masculinities.

•	 The	majority	of	women	and,	in	
particular, men agreed with the 
statement that “to be a man, you need 
to be tough”. Respondents also agreed 
that a man should defend his reputation 
with force if he has to.

•	 Men	who	had	perpetrated	intimate	
partner violence were more likely 
to have been involved in fights with 
weapons.

•	 Women	who	had	experienced	intimate	
partner violence were more likely to 
have reported that their partners had 
been involved in fights with other men.

•	 Programs	that	include	support	for	
men’s mental health, including skills 
building for non-violent conflict 
resolution, are necessary. 

•	 Facilitate	discussions	among	male	
peers about how to enact non-
violent masculinities, and promote 
positive male role models.

•	 Communication	and	social	
marketing campaigns which 
promote non-violent ways of being a 
man and reduce social acceptability 
of men’s use of violence should be 
developed. 

Recommendation 4:
Address child abuse 
and promote nurturing, 
violence-free family and 
school environments.

•	 Children	of	women	who	had	
experienced violence were more likely 
to experience emotional and behavioral 
problems, and to have stopped or 
dropped out of school. 

•	 More	than	half	of	women	and	men	
had experienced corporal punishment 
during childhood, indicating that 
schools were not safe and violence-free 
environments for education.

•	 Experiences	of	physical,	sexual,	and	
emotional abuse during childhood 
were prevalent among women and 
men. These experiences of childhood 
abuse were found to be associated 
with women’s experiences and men’s 
perpetration of intimate partner 
violence during adulthood. They 
were also associated with negative 
consequences for women’s mental 
health, and with men’s mental health 
and antisocial behavior.

•	 Develop	positive	parenting	
programs, including home visitation 
and outreach by community health 
workers. 

•	 Communication	and	social	
marketing campaigns should 
be aimed at reducing the social 
acceptability of child abuse.

•	 Whole-of-school	approaches	to	
non-violent discipline are needed, 
including components working 
with teachers, parents, school 
administrators and students. 

•	 Advocate	for	psycho-social	supports	
for children who experience or 
witness violence. 
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•	 Women	reported	experiencing	physical	
violence during pregnancy, and half 
of women with children who had 
experienced physical intimate partner 
violence reported that their children 
had been present on at least one 
occasion of violence. Women who 
had experienced such violence were 
also more likely to report unintended 
pregnancies, irregular contraceptive use, 
and a lack of power in decisions about 
birth spacing.

•	 Integrate	prevention	for	violence	
against women and response 
strategies into prenatal and postnatal 
health services. As a starting point, 
this could include training health 
care professionals in identifying 
signs and symptoms, and making 
referrals.

•	 Promote	women’s	control	over	their	
own bodies, including decisions over 
birth spacing and access to health 
care services.

Recommendation 5: 
Strengthen the role 
of the health sector 
in preventing and 
responding to violence 
against women.

•	 More	than	one	quarter	of	women	
who had experienced intimate partner 
violence suffered injuries on at least 
one occasion. Among those women, 
half were injured severely enough to 
need health care; however, only one in 
three of the women told the health care 
worker the real cause of the injury. 

•	 Women	who	had	experienced	intimate	
partner violence were significantly more 
likely to report mental health problems, 
including depression, and were more 
likely to be at risk of disability.

•	 Very	few	women	who	had	experienced	
non-partner rape reported the incident 
to a health worker, despite the main 
reported concern for rape being HIV/
AIDS.

•	 Men’s	mental	health	was	also	found	
to be associated with the perpetration 
of intimate partner violence. Men 
who showed symptoms of trauma in 
the week before the interview were 
more than twice as likely to perpetrate 
violence, than men who did not show 
such symptoms.

•	 Expand	and	strengthen	effective,	
women-centred health services (see 
Figure 13.1).

•	 Increase	awareness	among	health	
care providers, policy makers, 
managers, and the public about the 
health burden of violence against 
women.

•	 Integrate	training	on	violence	
against women into health curricula 
to challenge stigmatizing attitudes, 
and ensure that health providers 
know when and how to ask about 
violence and respond effectively.

•	 Ensure	that	violence	against	women	
is addressed throughout multiple 
relevant health initiatives – i.e. 
reproductive, adolescent, maternal 
and child, and mental health, HIV 
prevention, and programs for the 
prevention of substance abuse. 

•	 Support	the	development	of	mental	
health services for men and women, 
combined with communication 
campaigns to encourage people, 
particularly men, to access these 
services.

•	 Establish	mechanisms	to	promote	
coordination, collaboration 
and referral between services. 
Particular care should be given to 
ensure services are inclusive and 
accessible for groups experiencing 
multiple forms of vulnerability and 
discrimination, including women 
and children living with disabilities.

•	 Health	care	providers	should	ask	
about exposure to intimate partner 
violence when assessing conditions 
that may be caused or complicated 
by violence in order to improve 
diagnosis or identification and 
subsequent care. However, universal 
screening is not recommended, 
especially in resource-poor settings 
(WHO 2013). 49

49 Universal screening’ refers to asking systematically all women consulting health care providers about intimate partner violence. 
In general, studies have shown that universal screening increases the identification of women experiencing intimate partner 
violence, but they have not shown a reduction in the violence, or any notable benefit for women’s health. Universal screening is a 
heavy burden where there is high prevalence of violence, particularly in settings with limited referral options and overstretched 
resources or providers. This limits the capacity for responding to women who may be identified through screening. Women 
may find repeated enquiry difficult, particularly if no action is taken, and it may potentially reduce their use of health services. 
Training health care providers to ask all women about violence when there are limited options to offer them has an important 
opportunity cost. It is preferable to focus on enhancing providers’ ability to respond adequately to those who do disclose 
violence, show signs and symptoms associated with violence, or who are suffering from severe forms of abuse.
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Recommendation 6:
Strengthen the justice 
sector’s capacity to enforce 
existing violence against 
women legislation and 
respond to reported 
incidents of violence.

•	 The	vast	majority	of	women	who	had	
experienced intimate partner violence 
reported that they did not approach 
any formal agencies or authorities 
for assistance after their most recent 
experience. Very few women who had 
experienced non-partner rape reported 
the incident to the police.

•	 The	majority	of	men	in	the	study	sites	
were aware of existing laws on violence 
against women; however, the relatively 
high perpetration rates of violence 
highlight that these laws are not being 
effectively enforced. Men’s responses 
also indicate that around two in three 
men believe the existing laws are too 
harsh.

•	 Most	men	who	had	perpetrated	non-
partner rape experienced no legal 
consequences as a result.

•	 Police	and	law	enforcement	training	
programs are needed to strengthen 
their understanding of the issues 
of violence against women and 
children.

•	 Strengthen	the	judicial	sector’s	
response to men’s street violence

•	 Ensure	the	government	implements	
mandatory continuing legal 
education for judges, prosecutors, 
public defenders, and private 
lawyers on correct application of 
the law, gender-sensitivity, domestic 
violence, child abuse, and battered 
woman syndrome.

•	 Ensure	that	the	police	service	
implements at least annual training 
programs for the police on correct 
application of the law, gender-
sensitivity, domestic violence, 
child abuse, and battered woman 
syndrome.

Recommendation 7:
Promote and coordinate 
holistic violence 
prevention and response 
models.

•	 Violence	against	women	in	Timor-Leste	
is widespread, cuts across all groups 
of society, and has major health and 
social consequences. It is also driven 
by a number of interconnected factors 
that operate across the individual, 
family, community, and society 
levels. Therefore, a comprehensive and 
coordinated approach is needed to 
respond to and prevent violence against 
women.

•	 Multi-sectoral	discussions	on	
prevention and responses to violence 
against women and children need to 
be undertaken. 

•	 Strengthen	coordination	between	
prevention stakeholders. 

•	 Prevention	approaches	should	work	
across the ecological model, and 
with all of the community. 

•	 Develop	and	implement	(including	
accurate budgeting) an evidence-
based new National Action Plan on 
Gender-based Violence. High-level 
backing of this NAP from the Prime 
Minister’s Office is crucial for its 
success. 

Recommendation 8:
Conduct further 
qualitative and 
quantitative research, 
and monitoring and 
evaluation of existing 
violence against women 
interventions.

•	 Research	and	evidence	have	been	vital	
in highlighting the prevalence and 
severity of violence against women, 
both in Timor-Leste and globally.

•	 The	field	of	violence	prevention	is	
relatively new, especially in Timor-
Leste, and there is a strong need to 
monitor and evaluate programs and 
policies to determine what is working, 
what is not, and to improve continually 
efforts.

•	 The	Nabilan	Baseline	Study	contributes	
new knowledge on violence against 
women in Timor-Leste, and directly 
addresses the gap in reliable, 
representative quantitative data 
on women’s experiences and men’s 
perpetration of violence.

•	 Adoption,	by	universities	and	
researchers, of the Nabilan Baseline 
Study findings and data, and 
incorporation of this into their own 
research and teaching.

•	 Students	and	researchers	design	
further research to build on the 
findings of the Nabilan Baseline 
Study.

•	 Conduct	qualitative	research	
in areas that need to be better 
understood, including how women 
seek support from their own 
families, and their attitudes towards 
customary and state-based legal and 
justice services.

•	 Document	and	share	lessons	learnt	
from existing programs to prevent 
and respond to violence against 
women and children in Timor-
Leste.  
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Figure 13.1: The women-centered health center response (taken from Garcia-Moreno et al., 2014)
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Annex C: SUPPLemenTArY 
TABLeS And inFormATion on 
The nABiLAn heALTh And LiFe 
exPerienCeS STUdY

ChAPTer 1: inTrodUCTion

Box 1.1: overview of national laws pertaining to violence against women and gender 
equality in Timor-Leste

Constitution of 
the Democratic 
Republic of 
Timor-Leste 
(2002)

Section 16 (universality and equality):

1)   All citizens are equal before the law, shall exercise the same rights and shall be subject 
to the same duties;

2)   No one shall be discriminated against on grounds of colour, race, marital status, 
gender, ethnical origin, language, social or economic status, political or ideological 
convictions, religion, education and physical or mental condition.

Section 17 (equality between women and men):

Women and men shall have the same rights and duties in all areas of family, political, 
economic, social and cultural life.

Section 18 (child protection):

1)   Children shall be entitled to special protection by the family, the community and 
the State, particularly against all forms of abandonment, discrimination, violence, 
oppression, sexual abuse and exploitation.

Decree Law on 
Community 
Authorities 
(2004)

Section 3 (competencies of a suku chief):

2d) promote the creation of mechanisms for the prevention of domestic violence;

e) support initiatives regarding the follow-up and protection of domestic violence victims, 
and the rehabilitation and punishment of domestic violence perpetrators so as to 
suppress the occurrence of such cases within the community

Section 8 (village head):

f ) ensure the creation of mechanisms for the prevention of domestic violence, especially 
through awareness campaigns in the village;

g) facilitate the creation of mechanisms for the protection of domestic violence victims 
and for the condemnation and repression of domestic violence perpetrators in 
accordance with the gravity and circumstances of each case
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Penal Code of 
the Democratic 
Republic of 
Timor-Leste 
(2009)

Title II: this title in general and particularly in the provisions on crimes against 
physical integrity, special relevance is given to the introduction of crimes of 
mistreatment of minors and spouses, fundamental provisions to the affirmation of the 
rule of law and protection of human rights in Timorese society.

Equally highlighted is the qualification of the practice of slavery and human 
trafficking as a criminal offense, fruit of the humanist concept that guided the 
preparation of this Code.

Article 52 (general aggravating circumstances):

2l) the victim is or was a spouse or is in a de-facto relationship identical thereto, or is a 
parent or descendent, sibling, adoptee or adopter of the perpetrator.

Article 139 (aggravated homicide):

g) if the victim is a spouse, descendent, parent, collateral or similar relation to the second 
degree, a person by the perpetrator or a person living with the perpetrator under 
analogous conditions where a hierarchical, economic or labour dependency exists.

Article 141 (termination of pregnancy):

1) any person who, by any means and without consent of the pregnant woman causes an 
abortion shall be punishable with a prison sentence between 2 and 8 years.

Article 143 (abandonment or exposure):

3) if the victim is a spouse, descendent, parent, collateral or similar relation to the 
second degree, a person by the perpetrator or a person living with the perpetrator in 
conditions analogous to those of spouse, the limits to the penalties referred to in the 
previous sub-articles shall be increased by one-third.

Article 145 (mistreatment of a spouse):

Any person who inflicts physical or mental mistreatment or cruel treatment upon a spouse 
or person cohabitating with the perpetrator in a situation analogous to that of a spouse 
is punishable with 2 to 6 years imprisonment if no heavier penalty is applicable by 
force of another legal provision.

Article 171 (sexual coercion):

Any person who, by means of violence, serious threat, or after having made, for the 
purpose of compelling another person to endure or to practice with the same or a third 
person any act of sexual relief, such a person unconscious or placed in a condition 
where resistance is impossible, is punishable with 2 to 8 years imprisonment.

Article 172 (rape):

Any person who, by the means referred to in the previous article, practices vaginal, anal, 
or oral coitus with another person or forces the same to endure introduction of objects 
into the anus or vagina is punishable with 5 to 15 years imprisonment.

Article 173 (aggravation):

If the sexual offenses referred to in articles 171 and 172 are committed: a) Through abuse 
of authority arising from a family relationship, ward or guardianship, or hierarchical, 
economic or labour-related dependence.
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Law on 
Violence 
against  
Women     
(2010)

Jurisdiction: Within the household, and includes any form of domestic violence 
against husband, wife, children or older people, extended relative, other permanent 
household resident

Definition of violence: 1) physical violence: any conduct that causes bodily harm 
or harms a person’s health; 2) sexual violence: any conduct that constrains any 
person to witness, engage or take part in an undesired sexual relation, even within 
marriage, through intimidation, threat, coercion or use of force, or that limits or 
annuls the exercise of one’s sexual and reproductive rights; 3) psychological violence: 
any conduct that causes emotional harm and reduced self-esteem, aimed at degrading 
or controlling the actions, behavior, beliefs and decisions of another person through 
threats, coercion, humiliation, manipulation, isolation, constant surveillance, 
systematic persecution, insults, blackmail, ridiculing, exploitation, restrictions to 
the right to move freely or by any other means that cause harm to the psychological 
wellbeing and to self-determination; d) economic violence: any conduct that results 
in the retention, subtraction, partial or total destruction of personal effects, working 
instruments, impediment to work or outside the home, personal documents, assets, 
valuables and rights or economic resources, including those intended to meet personal 
needs and the needs of the household.

National 
Action Plan on 
Gender-Based 
Violence 2012-
2014

Four key strategic priority areas of the National Action Plan on Gender-Based 
Violence (NAP-GBV):

a) Prevention of gender based violence through awareness raising, education, political 
and economic empowerment;

b) Provisions of services to address the needs of victims that are easily accessible and 
confidential and supported by trained professionals;

c) Lori ba Justice (appeal to justice): Justice through a judicial system that effectively 
protects victims and investigates, prosecutes, and punishes perpetrators of GBV and 
domestic violence crimes;

d) Coordination, monitoring and evaluation that will ensure effective implementation of 
the NAP-GBV.

ChAPTer 2: meThodoLoGY

2.1: Sample design
In the original sample, the women’s survey was designed to be implemented across 2100 
women in five municipalities, while the men’s survey was designed to be implemented with 
960 men in one municipality (Manufahi). Upon beginning the survey, this was amended to 
1848 women in five municipalities and 960 men across two municipalities (Manufahi and 
Dili). The amended samples were designed using random selection. These changes were made 
for several reasons. Firstly, time constraints on the implementation of the Study required 
smaller sample sizes for the women’s study, and for the men’s survey Dili offered fewer logistical 
issues such as transportation and access. Although Timor-Leste is a relatively small country, 
accessing enumerations areas (EAs) in certain parts of the country was complicated by poor 
roads and transport options, which meant that some EAs were inaccessible given the time 
constraints of the Study.

Secondly, the small size of Timor-Leste means that many communities, made up of several 
large family groups, live in very close proximity to each other. This proved to be a challenge 
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for the implementation of the Study in terms of ensuring privacy for the interviews, and in 
some cases where communities quickly discovered the content of the questionnaires, despite 
the interview teams following the ethical and safety guidelines and using the safe name for 
the questionnaire. Where this did happen the interview team was removed from the area to 
ensure the safety of enumerators and respondents. 

Further challenges arose in the implementation of the survey with the size and location of 
some selected EAs in rural areas. According to communications from the National Statistics 
Directorate, the EA borders across the country had been redrawn for the 2015 census to ensure 
that all EAs had between 75-125 households. However, some interview teams found that after 
arriving in and mapping certain EAs, the number of households was less than 75. This meant 
that 24 households could not be randomly selected, because the skip pattern would be less 
than three and selected households would therefore be too close, risking discovery of the Study 
topic. Where this did happen, interview teams were instructed to maintain the skip pattern of 
three, meaning that in several EAs less than 24 households were selected. This was primarily 
an issue for the women’s survey, and was a contributing factor in the resulting final sample of 
1755 households, with 1426 completed interviews used in the analysis.

2.2: Ethical and safety guidelines
The Nabilan Health and Life Experiences Study followed the WHO MCS (Watts, Jansen, 
Ellsberg, Heise and Garcia-Moreno, 2003) and UN MCS (Partners for Prevention, 2013) 
research protocols, the key points of which are summarised in Box 2.2a. The design of the 
Study also involved outlining the procedures for dealing with any serious ethical and safety 
issues that arose during implementation. These are outlined in Box 2.2b.

Box 2.2a: ethical considerations

Key points regarding ethics

•	 The	safety	of	the	respondent	is	paramount.

•	 The	safe	name	must	be	used	in	all	communication,	documents,	and	discussions	
related to the surveys during the research period.

•	 No	male	person	younger	than	18	years	may	be	interviewed,	and	no	female	person	
younger than 15 years.

•	 No	information	about	respondents	or	their	answers	may	be	shared	outside	the	
team.

•	 No	photographs	may	be	taken	of	respondents	or	their	families.

•	 Interviews	must	take	place	in	spaces	where	no	other	parties	can	overhear	or	
interrupt.

•	 Participation	must	be	voluntary	and	respondents	must	be	aware	of	their	right	to	
refuse any question.
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Box 2.2b: reporting mechanism for serious ethical and safety incidents

To handle any serious ethical or safety issues that arose during the Study, the 
following mechanism was established for reporting and response:

a) Reporting lines for different ethical issues. Interviewers were to report to their 
supervisors any issues that they felt breached the ethical and safety guidelines 
of the Study. Supervisors were to report to the Research Leads, who reported 
to the Study management team in Dili.

b) Processes for responding to specific ethical and safety incidents were established.

c) Internal Ethics Committee for responding to major adverse events. The role of 
the Ethics Committee was to respond to any serious ethical or safety issues that 
arose within two days of receiving a report of a major adverse event.

     

Further measures were taken in the implementation of the surveys to ensure ethical and safety 
guidelines were met. Prior to the Study, communications were sent out to District and Sub-
district Administrators, District Police chiefs, and relevant xefe suku in order to inform them of 
the Study program. The Study’s safe name was used in all communications, and upon arriving 
in the field the Research Leads and supervisors had responsibility to follow up with the local 
leaders and ensure access to communities was granted. The xefe suku and xefe aldeia provided 
important support to the interview teams throughout the Study in terms of accessing and 
mapping EAs, and ensuring the safety of teams within the community.

As both the women’s and men’s surveys were implemented in the same municipalities (Dili and 
Manufahi), care was taken in the random selection of EAs and households to avoid saturation of 
the study sites and excess visibility of the interview teams in the field. Further, when randomly 
selecting EAs in Dili and Manufahi, measures were taken to ensure the women’s and men’s 
surveys were not implemented in the same suku, or in neighbouring EAs in different sukus. 
The EAs for the men’s survey were randomly selected first, and then all other EAs in those 
sukus were removed, as were any neighbouring EAs identified on the census maps provided 
by the National Statistics Directorate.
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ChAPTer 3: reSPonSe rATeS 
And reSPondenT’S ChArACTeriSTiCS

3.1: Survey response rates

Table 3.1a: Household response rates for women’s and men’s survey

Final result codes
Women men dili men manufahi

n % n % n %

hh refused 51 2.9 13 2.6 1 0.2

Dwelling vacant/not a dwelling 0 0 0 0 0 0

Dwelling destroyed 1 0.1 0 0 0 0

Dwelling not found/inaccessible 0 0 0 0 0 0

hh absent for extended period 49 2.8 8 1.6 14 3.0

entire hh speaking only foreign language 24 1.4 0 0 8 1.7

Selected respondent refused 61 3.5 25 4.9 30 6.4

No eligible person in hh 113 6.4 22 4.4 3 0.6

Selected respondent incapacitated 29 1.7 4 0.8 6 1.3

Selected respondent refused to continue 11 0.6 4 0.8 2 0.4

Interview completed 1416 80.7 430 85.0 404 86.3

total 1755 506 468

included in analysis 1426 81.3 433 85.6 406 86.8

Table 3.1b: Individual response rate*

Women Men

Site Total number 
of eligible HHs

Individual 
response 
rate (%)

Site Total number 
of eligible HHs

Individual 
response rate 

(%)

Bobonaro50 211 69.2 Dili (urban) 506 85.0

Dili 500 87.8 Manufahi (rural) 468 86.3

Ermera 579 82.2 Total 974 86.1

Manufahi 144 55.6

Viqueque 321 85.7

National 1755 81.3

*Individual response rate is calculated as: completed interviews/number of HHs with eligible women/men.

50 The response rate in Manufahi was low because there was a safety incident with the community finding out about 
the nature of the survey and therefore, one EA had to be skipped. The Bobonaro response rate was low due to time 
constraints and challenges with completing return visits. 
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3.2: Satisfaction with interview

Table 3.2: How respondents felt after the interview, among all women and men and 
by experience of violence*

Satisfaction 
with 
interview

Women men dili men manufahi

All women 
(N=1426)

Experienced 
violence 
(N=677)

All men 
(N=433)

Perpetrated 
violence 
(N=159)

All men
(N=406)

Perpetrated 
violence 
(N=178)

n % n % n % n % n % n %

Good/better 1318 93.0 640 94.5 393 92.3 141 88.7 355 89.9 154 86.5

Same or no 
different 8 0.6 4 0.6 13 3.1 5 3.1 15 3.8 7 3.9

Bad/worse 91 6.4 34 5.0 20 4.7 13 8.2 25 6.3 17 9.6

* violence here includes intimate partner violence and non-partner rape

ChAPTer 4: PreVALenCe And 
PATTernS oF inTimATe PArTner VioLenCe

4.1: Prevalence of physical and sexual intimate partner 
violence against women

Table 4.1a: Lifetime and current prevalence of physical and sexual intimate partner violence 
among ever-partnered women, by time period (N=1105)

Physical and sexual intimate partner violence by time 
period

n % 95% Ci

Physical violence

Lifetime prevalence 536 48.7 45.8 – 51.7

12 month prevalence 393 35.8 33.0 – 38.6

Sexual violence

Lifetime prevalence 444 40.5 37.6 – 43.4

12 month prevalence 344 31.4 28.7 – 34.2

Physical and/or sexual violence

Lifetime prevalence 645 58.8 55.9 – 61.7

12 month prevalence 509 46.6 43.6 – 49.5
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Table 4.1b shows a detailed breakdown of the acts of physical and sexual violence that were 
reported by respondents. In terms of physical violence, the most common acts of violence as 
reported by women respondents were being slapped (35 percent), being pushed or shoved (33 
percent) or being kicked, dragged or beaten (30 percent). The majority of women who had 
experienced sexual violence reported having sex when they did not want to because they were 
afraid of what their partner might do if she refused (34 percent). A similar proportion reported 
being forced to have sex when she did not want to, that is, were raped, by an intimate partner 
(31 percent).

Table 4.1b: Percentage of ever-partnered women reporting experiencing physical and sexual 
intimate partner violence, by act 

Physical and sexual intimate partner violence by act
Women (n=1105)

n %

Physical violence

Male partner pushed/shoved her 365 33.0

Male partner slapped her 382 34.6

Male partner hit her with fist 262 23.7

Male partner kicked, dragged, beat her 327 29.6

Male partner threatened/used weapon against her 137 12.4

Male partner choked or burnt her on purpose 148 13.4

Sexual violence

Male partner physically forced sex on her 340 30.9

Male partner forced her to do something else sexual she did not want to 260 23.6

had sexual intercourse when she did not want to because she was afraid of 
what her partner might do 371 33.7

Table 4.1c: Breakdown of men’s perpetration of physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence by 
Dili and other municipalities

intimate 
partner 
violence     
by site

dili other 
municipalities Urban rural

n % 95% Ci n % 95% Ci n % 95% Ci n % 95% Ci

Physical intimate partner violence

Lifetime 158 49.8 44.3-55.4 378 48.3 44.8-51.9 151 49.2 43.6-54.8 385 48.6 45.1-52.1

past 12 months 109 34.4 29.3-39.8 284 36.3 33.0-39.8 103 33.6 28.5-39.1 290 36.6 33.3-40.0

Sexual intimate partner violence

Lifetime 160 50.6 45.1-56.1 284 36.4 33.1-39.8 138 45.3 39.7-50.9 306 38.6 35.3-42.1

past 12 months 121 38.3 33.1-43.8 223 28.6 25.5-31.8 105 34.4 29.3-40.0 239 30.2 27.1-33.5

Physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence

Lifetime 203 64.2 58.8-69.4 442 56.6 53.1-60.0 190 62.1 56.5-67.4 455 57.5 54.0-60.9

past 12 months 157 49.8 44.3-55.4 352 45.2 41.8-48.8 147 48.4 42.8-54.0 362 45.9 42.4-49.4
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Table 4.1d: Lifetime and current (past 12 months) prevalence of women’s experiences of physical 
and/or sexual intimate partner violence by age group

Prevalence of intimate partner 
violence by age

Lifetime prevalence Current prevalence

n % n %

15-19 years (N=37) 19 51.4 19 51.4

20-24 years (N=155) 89 57.4 74 47.7

25-29 years (N=248) 152 61.3 124 50.2

30-39 years (N=357) 200 56.0 158 44.3

40-49 years (N=292) 178 61.0 128 44.3

Table 4.1e: Lifetime and current (past 12 months) prevalence of women’s experiences of physical 
and/or sexual intimate partner violence by income 

Prevalence of intimate partner 
violence by income

Lifetime prevalence Current prevalence

n % n %

income

Does not earn cash (N=668) 362 54.7 287 43.5

earns cash (N=437) 283 65.1 222 51.3

4.2: Prevalence of emotional and economic intimate 
partner violence against women

Table 4.2a: Percentage of ever-partnered women who reported experiencing emotional and 
economic intimate partner violence, by time period (N=1105)

emotional and economic intimate partner violence n % 95% Ci

emotional violence by time period

Lifetime prevalence 610 55.4 52.4 – 58.3

12 month prevalence 485 44.0 41.1 – 46.9

economic violence by time period

Lifetime prevalence 462 42.7 39.8 – 45.7

12 month prevalence 405 37.0 34.2 – 39.9

Table 4.2b presents the breakdown of emotional and economic violence by an intimate partner 
by act of violence. For women, the most common form of emotional abuse was threats of 
harm (39%) followed by intimidation or scaring (36%). The most common form of economic 
abuse as reported by women was that a male partner prohibited her from working or earning 
money (27%).
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Table 4.2b: Percentage of ever-partnered women who ever experienced emotional or economic 
violence, by type of emotional and economic violence 

emotional and economic intimate partner violence by act
Women (n=1105)

n %

emotional violence by act

Insults 347 31.4

Belittlement/humiliation 169 15.3

Intimidation/scaring 399 36.1

threats of harm 433 39.2

economic violence by act

prohibited from working/earning money 301 27.4

Male partner has taken her earnings against her will 216 19.9

Male partner kept earnings for self, despite difficulty to pay household 
expenses 198 18.0

4.3: Overlap of emotional, physical, and sexual intimate 
partner violence

Table 4.3: Percentage of women experiencing physical, sexual, and/or emotional intimate 
partner violence, among women who reported experiencing any emotional, physical, and/or 
sexual violence, by time period

overlap of intimate partner violence
Lifetime (n=768) Past (n=630)

n % n %

emotional violence only 118 15.6 117 18.8

physical violence only 44 5.8 45 7.2

Sexual violence only 58 7.7 66 10.6

emotional and physical violence only 153 20.3 120 19.2

physical and sexual violence only 51 6.8 33 5.3

Sexual and emotional violence only 48 6.4 48 7.7

emotional, physical, and sexual violence 283 37.5 195 31.3
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Table 4.5a: Men’s perpetration of intimate partner violence, among ever-partnered men, by site 
and by type of violence

intimate partner violence  
perpetration

Dili (N=393) Manufahi (N=375)

n % 95% CI n % 95% CI

Physical violence

Lifetime 101 25.8 21.8 – 30.3 101 27.5 22.1 – 33.7

past 12 months (current) 37 9.5 7.1 – 12.6 36 9.8 6.3 – 14.8

Sexual violence

Lifetime 69 18.0 13.5 – 23.6 97 26.7 21.2 – 33.1

past 12 months (current) 42 10.9 7.3 – 15.9 33 9.1 6.1 -13.5

Physical and/or sexual violence

Lifetime 140 35.8 30.9 – 41.0 155 42.2 35.8 – 49.0

past 12 months (current) 72 18.5 14.3 – 23.6 58 15.7 11.3 – 21.4

emotional violence

Lifetime 174 45.1 38.8 – 52.1 151 41.0 32.9 – 49.7

past 12 months (current) 61 15.7 11.8 – 20.5 58 15.7 11.0 -22.0

economic violence

Lifetime 99 26.0 19.8 – 33.3 106 28.8 22.9 – 25.5

past 12 months (current) 38 9.8 6.9 – 13.7 32 8.6 5.3 – 13.7

4.5: Men’s perpetration of intimate partner violence
Men’s reports of intimate partner violence perpetration in the past 12 months are considerably 
lower than women’s reports of current victimisation. This is in large part explained by the 
methodological differences in the surveys. In the men’s survey, respondents were only asked 
if they had perpetrated violence after each set of questions, for example after all the physical 
violence questions. Women, on the other hand, were asked if they had experienced an act of 
violence in the past 12 months after every single question thus giving them more opportunities 
to report on current experiences.  It is also possible that men were less likely to report on recent 
perpetration for fear of repercussions.

4.4: Children present for IPV

Table 4.4: Children witnessing physical violence, among ever-partnered women with children 
who reported experiencing physical intimate partner violence

Children present
Women (n=497)

n %

Never 217 43.7

1-2 times 129 26.0

Several times (2-5) 99 19.9

Many times/all 47 9.4

Don’t know/don’t remember 3 1.0

On at least one occasion 275 55.3
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The most common acts of physical violence reported by male respondents were slapping (18% 
in Dili and 20% in Manufahi), pushing or shoving (14% in Dili and 13% in Manufahi) or 
hitting (12% in Dili and 11% in Manufahi) a female partner. The most common act of sexual 
violence reported by male respondents was forcing a female partner to have sex when he knew 
she did not want to, but thought she agreed because she was his wife or girlfriend (23% in Dili 
and 27% in Manufahi). The most common form of abuse perpetrated against a partner was 
insulting her (36% in Dili and 32% in Manufahi) followed by intimidation or scaring (25% 
in Dili and 23% in Manufahi). For men in both Dili and Manufahi, the most common form 
of economic abuse reported was that the respondent kept his earnings for himself, despite 
difficulty to pay household expenses (18% for both sites).

Table 4.5b: Percentage of ever-partnered men reporting perpetrating physical, sexual, 
emotional, and economic intimate partner violence, by act 

intimate partner violence by act
Dili (N=393) Manufahi (N=375)

n % n %

Physical violence

pushed/shoved female partner 55 14.0 48 12.8

Slapped female partner 69 17.6 74 19.7

hit female partner with fist 46 11.7 41 10.9

Kicked, dragged, beat female partner 33 8.4 39 10.4

threatened/used weapon against female partner 18 4.6 17 4.5

Sexual violence

physically forced sex on female partner 56 14.3 83 22.1

Forced female partner to do something else sexual she 
did not want to 52 13.2 57 15.2

had sex with female partner when he knew she did not 
want to, but he thought she agreed because she was his 
wife/girlfriend

89 22.7 102 27.2

Forced female partner to watch pornography 49 12.5 58 15.5

emotional violence by act

Insults 143 36.4 118 31.5

Belittlement/humiliation 42 10.7 31 8.3

Intimidation/scaring 99 25.2 87 23.3

threats of harm 48 12.2 43 11.5

hurt others as a way of hurting her 32 8.1 27 7.2

economic violence

prohibited from working/earning money 45 11.5 37 9.9

took partner’s earnings against her will 31 8.0 43 11.7

Kept earnings for self, despite difficulty to pay 
household expenses 69 17.6 66 17.6
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Table 4.5c: Men’s lifetime and current (past 12 months) perpetration of physical and/or sexual 
intimate partner violence by age group

Perpetration by age group

Lifetime Current

Dili

n % n %

18-19 years (N=40) 13 32.5 6 15.0

20-24 years (N=101) 33 32.7 18 17.8

25-29 years (N=97) 35 36.1 19 19.6

30-39 years (N=77) 32 41.6 14 18.2

40-49 years (N=76) 27 35.5 15 20.0

Perpetration by age group

Lifetime Current

Manufahi

n % n %

18-19 years (N=18) 6 33.3 2 11.1

20-24 years (N=72) 24 33.3 11 15.1

25-29 years (N=75) 30 40.0 13 17.3

30-39 years (N=107) 51 47.7 20 18.7

40-49 years (N=95) 44 46.3 12 12.4

ChAPTer 5: PreVALenCe 
And PATTernS oF SexUAL 
VioLenCe BY non-PArTnerS

5.1: Breakdown of men’s perpetration of non-partner rape

Table 5.1: Percentage of men reporting perpetrating non-partner rape, by time period and by 
sexually violent act

Lifetime and current perpetration of partner and 
non-partner rape

Dili (N=433) Manufahi (N=406)

n % n %

non-partner rape perpetration

Lifetime 63 14.9 86 21.9

past 12 months 43 10.2 67 17.1

details of sexually violent acts, lifetime

Forced sex 48 11.3 50 12.6

Forced when she was too drunk or drugged to refuse 22 5.2 35 8.8

Gang rape 26 6.1 47 12.0

Any partner or non-partner rape

Lifetime 86 22.2 121 33.1

past 12 months 62 16.0 68 18.6
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5.2: Motivation and consequences among men who 
perpetrated any rape (partner and non-partner)

Table 5.2a: Men’s reported motivations for rape (partner and non-partner), by type of rape 
perpetration

motivations for rape
Dili Manufahi

n % n %

Partner rape N=49 N=73

Sexual entitlement 28 57.1 55 75.3

Fun/entertainment 29 59.2 54 74.0

anger/punishment 14 28.6 36 49.3

Drunk 20 40.8 23 31.5

non-partner rape N=53 N=63

Sexual entitlement 39 61.9 69 80.2

Fun/entertainment 42 66.7 63 72.3

anger/punishment 26 41.3 44 51.2

Drunk 23 36.5 31 36.1

Any rape N=86 N=121

Sexual entitlement 52 60.5 91 75.2

Fun/entertainment 54 62.8 86 71.1

anger/punishment 29 33.7 55 45.5

Drunk 33 38.4 36 29.8

Table 5.2b: Men’s reported concerns and consequences for rape (partner and non-partner)

Consequences of rape
Dili (N=86) Manufahi (N=121)

n % n %

Worried 19 22.4 45 38.1

Guilty 48 53.9 72 60.5

punishment from family/friends 20 23.3 33 27.5

threats or violence from someone supporting the 
woman 12 14.5 25 20.5

Violence from someone getting revenge for the woman 17 20.2 22 18.2

police came to talk to him but not arrested 15 17.4 31 26.1

Was arrested but did not go to jail, went to court 13 15.1 29 24.2

Went to jail 4 4.6 21 17.7

had to pay compensation to the woman’s family 24 28.6 43 35.8

had to apologise to the woman 37 42.1 72 60.0

Was obliged to marry the woman 11 12.9 30 24.4

had to sit with elders in the community 30 33.7 68 54.8

No consequences 35 42.2 46 38.0
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Box 6.1: Questions on experiences of abuse during childhood

These questions relate to experiences you may have had during your childhood or 
teenage years, specifically from the time you were born until you were 18 years old. The 
following statements will be read, please say how often each of the things described in the 
statements has happened to you – would you say never, sometimes, often, or very often.

Before you reached 18:

a) You did not have enough to eat;

b) You lived in different households at different times;51

c) You saw or heard your mother being beaten by her husband or boyfriend;

d) You were told you were lazy or stupid or weak by someone in your family;

e) Someone touched your buttocks or genitals or made you touch them when you 
did not want to;

f) You were insulted or humiliated by someone in your family in front of other 
people;

g) You were beaten at home with a belt or stick or whip or something else which 
was hard;

h) You had sex with a man who was more than five years older than you;

i) One or both of your parents were too drunk or drugged to take care of you;

j) You were beaten so hard at home that it left a mark or bruise;

k) You spent time outside the home and none of the adults at home knew where 
you were;

l) You had sex with someone because you were threatened or frightened or forced;

m) You were beaten or physically punished at school by a teacher or headmaster;

Asked of men only:

n) Were you yourself bullied, teased, or harassed in school or in the neighbourhood 
in which you grew up?

o) Did you bully, tease, or harass others? 

ChAPTer 6: 
ChiLdhood TrAUmA

6.1: Childhood trauma questions

51 This measure was included in emotional abuse and neglect in the Nabilan factsheets, however it was not included 
in the measure of childhood emotional abuse in the main report because in other studies globally this has not been 
found to be a good measure of neglect. People can change homes without negative consequences, and the context of 
why someone has moved house cannot be easily captured in a survey.
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Table 6.1: Percentage of women and men who reported experiencing different forms of 
childhood abuse, among all respondents 

Abuse during childhood
Women (n=1426) men dili (n=433) men manufahi (n=406)

n % n % n %

hardship 958 67.4 252 58.7 250 61.9

emotional abuse or neglect 1104 78.2 309 71.4 290 71.4

physical abuse 938 66.2 274 63.7 244 60.6

Sexual abuse 342 24.4 166 42.0 148 41.9

physical and/or sexual abuse 1013 71.7 326 77.6 296 76.5

6.2: Forced first sexual experience

Table 6.2: Percentage of women reporting forced first experience of sexual intercourse by age, 
among women who have ever had sex (N=1087)

First sexual experience, among women who have ever had sex n %

Situation of first sex

Wanted to have sex 922 85.9

Not wanted but had sex (coerced) 55 5.1

Forced to have sex (rape) 96 9.0

Total number of women whose first sexual                           
experience was forced or coerced 151 13.9

First sexual experience was forced or coerced by age of first sex

0-14 years (N=38) 14 36.8

15-19 years (N=500) 95 19.0

20-24 years (N=386) 29 7.5

25-49 years (N=148) 13 8.8
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6.3: Consequences of childhood trauma

Table 6.3: Associations between women’s and men’s experiences of child abuse and different 
negative consequences, according to experience of childhood trauma

Consequences of childhood 
physical and/or sexual abuse

Women

Never 
experienced 

(N=400)

Experienced 
(N=1013) P-value* AOR*

mental health impact: Women n % n %

Symptoms of depression 173 43.6 573 57.0 <0.001 1.81

Suicidal thoughts 12 3.0 132 13.0 <0.001 4.84

mental health impact and       
anti-social behavior: men

Men Combined

Never 
experienced 

(N=185)

Experienced 
(N=622) P-value* AOR*

n % n %

Symptoms of depression 39 21.3 213 35.0 <0.001 2.07

Suicidal thoughts 3 1.6 34 5.5 0.039 3.54

past year drug use 9 4.9 74 12.0 0.005 2.80

Gang involvement 21 11.4 112 18.2 0.032 1.73

Fights with weapons 19 10.3 115 18.7 0.010 1.97

*Adjusted for age and education.

ChAPTer 7: Gender 
ATTiTUdeS And ATTiTUdeS 
AroUnd VioLenCe

7.1: Sexual autonomy

Table 7.1: Percentage of women who agreed with statements about when a woman can or 
cannot refuse to have sex with her husband/partner, under one of the given circumstances, 
among all women and by experience of intimate partner violence

refusal of sex
Beliefs that a married woman 
cannot refuse to have sex 
with her husband under                     
the following conditions:

All women 
(N=1426)

Never 
experienced 

(N=452)

Ever experienced 
IPV (N=645)

n % n % n %

She does not want to 618 44.6 222 50.1 255 39.7

he is drunk 515 37.2 187 42.1 216 33.8

She is sick 496 35.7 191 42.9 202 31.6

at least one of the above beliefs 327 23.9 132 30.3 120 18.8
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7.2: Rape myth scale
Table 7.2 shows that 80% of all men in Dili, and 85% of all men in Manufahi agreed with at 
least one of the myths about rape. Men who reported having ever perpetrated sexual violence 
(partner and non-partner), were generally more likely to agree with the rape myth statements, 
although not in all cases. 

Table 7.2: Percentage of men who agreed or strongly agreed with statements about sexual 
violence, by perpetration of rape (partner and non-partner)

rape myth scale 
Belief in the 
following statement 
about sexual 
violence:

Dili Manufahi

All men 
(N=433)

Perpetrated 
any rape 
(N=86)

Never 
perpetrated 
rape (N=302)

All men 
(N=406)

Perpetrated 
any rape 
(N=121)

Never 
perpetrated 

rape 
(N=245)

n % n % n % n % n % n %

a woman cannot 
refuse to have sex 
with her husband

185 43.3 43 50.0 125 41.7 186 46.9 57 47.1 111 46.1

When a woman is 
raped, she is usually 
to blame for putting 
herself in that 
situation

176 41.3 43 50.0 118 39.6 171 43.0 52 43.3 105 43.4

If a woman does not 
physically fight back, 
it’s not rape

229 53.5 53 61.6 155 51.7 216 54.0 64 52.9 135 55.7

a sex worker cannot 
claim that she was 
raped, because that is 
part of her job

250 58.8 55 64.0 178 59.7 252 62.7 73 60.3 154 62.9

at least one of the 
above beliefs

335 79.8 74 86.1 232 79.2 333 84.7 99 82.5 205 85.8

two or more of the 
above beliefs

257 61.2 61 70.9 177 60.4 247 62.9 79 65.8 146 61.2
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ChAPTer 8: imPACT oF inTimATe PArTner VioLenCe 
on Women’S PhYSiCAL And menTAL heALTh

8.1: Women’s general health and risk of disability

Table 8.1: Percentage of women reporting symptoms of ill-health, among all women and 
according to their experience of physical/sexual intimate partner violence

Women’s 
general health

All women 
(N=1105)

Never 
experienced 

(N=452)

Ever 
experienced 
IPV (N=645)

P-Value*

n % n % n %

At risk of disability

a lot of difficulty or cannot do at all 154 10.8 32 7.1 97 15.1 <0.001**

Some difficulty or more 864 60.8 245 54.2 439 68.2 <0.001***

General health

General health poor or very poor 129 9.1 41 9.1 63 9.8 0.574

pain or discomfort in past 4 weeks 69 4.9 19 4.2 43 6.7 0.065

Visit to health worker in past 4 weeks 
because respondent was sick 733 51.4 245 54.2 368 57.1 0.307

*P-value is between women who have ever experienced intimate partner violence 
and women who have never experienced violence, adjusted for age and education

** AOR for risk of disability (a lot of difficulty/cannot do at all) is 2.50
*** AOR for risk of disability (including some difficulty) is 1.94

ChAPTer 9: imPACT oF inTimATe PArTner VioLenCe 
on Women’S reProdUCTiVe heALTh And ChiLdren’S 
WeLLBeinG

9.1: Impact of intimate partner violence on children’s 
wellbeing

Table 9.1: Effects of violence on children, among women with one or more child aged 6-15 years 
living at home

effects of violence on children

All women 
(N=764)

Never 
experienced 

(N=318)

Ever 
experienced 
IPV (N=438)

n % n % n %

Child has stopped school or dropped out of school 97 16.1 33 10.4 63 14.4

Children with nightmares, wetting bed, being timid, being aggressive

No (0) reported problems 61 25.7 80 25.2 77 17.6

Few (1) reported problems 47 23.5 56 17.6 86 19.6

Some (2) reported problems 58 25.2 60 18.9 96 21.9

Many (3+) reported problems 60 25.6 45 14.2 115 26.3
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ChAPTer 10: Women’S CoPinG STrATeGieS And 
reSPonSeS To VioLenCe

10.1: Women who leave

Table 10.1: Percentage of women who left (for at least one night) because of physical/sexual 
intimate partner violence and where they went, among women who had ever experienced those 
forms of violence

Women who leave (N=645) n %

ever left 131 20.8

Never left 499 79.2

Frequency of leaving (for at least one night), among women who have ever left (N=131)

1 to 2 times 97 74.0

3 to 4 times 20 15.3

5 or more 14 10.7

Where women went, among women who have ever left (N=131)

her relatives 82 62.6

his relatives 12 9.2

her friends/neighbours 14 10.7

Street 3 2.3

Shelter 0 0.0

Other 20 15.3

10.2: Fighting back
Women who reported ever fighting back against physical violence were asked what effect this 
had on the violence at the time. While some reported that there was no change or the violence 
got worse, more than half of women who fought back (57%) reported that the violence lessened 
or stopped.

Table 10.2: Percentage of women who physically fought back and the effect of fighting back, 
among women reporting experiencing physical intimate partner violence

Whether fought back n % Result of fighting back n %

Never 238 44.4 No change/no effect 51 17.4

Once 172 32.1 Violence became worse 54 18.4

Several (2-5) times 83 15.5 Violence became less or 
stopped 168 57.1

Many times/most of the time 40 7.5 Don’t know/don’t remember 21 7.1

total number women reporting 
physical intimate partner violence 536 total number women who 

fought back 294
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ChAPTer 11: men’S heALTh And SexUAL PrACTiCeS, 
emPLoYmenT, And exPerienCeS oF AdVerSiTY 

11.1: Men’s engagement in transactional and commercial 
sex

Table 11.1: Men’s engagement in transactional and/or commercial sex by age group, among men 
who ever had sex

Transactional and/or commercial sex
Combined men

n %

18-19 years (N=52) 36 69.2

20-24 years (N=150) 90 60.0

25-29 years (N=151) 104 68.9

30-39 years (N=70) 99 56.6

40-49 years (N=101) 90 53.6

11.2: Men’s sexual health

Table 11.2: Men’s contraceptive use and sexual health, among men who have ever had sex

Contraceptive use and sexual health
Dili (N=363) Manufahi (N=333)

n % n %

past year condom use mostly or always 41 12.8 26 10.7

ever told by a health worker they have a StI 26 8.2 39 15.7

men’s hiV screening practices

tested within the past 12 months 30 9.8 30 12.2

tested 1+ years ago 37 12.1 14 5.7

Never tested 239 78.1 201 82.0
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11.3 Experiences of violence and trauma during the 
conflicts

Table 11.3a: Percentage of men reporting experiences of violence and trauma during the conflict 
years (1975-1999 and 2006-2008)

respondent’s experiences

1975-1999 2006-2008 Both conflicts

Dili (N=433)

n % n % n %

Witness beating 84 19.9 127 30.1 41 9.7

Witness killing 61 14.3 66 15.5 21 4.9

Witness serious injury 70 16.5 130 30.6 43 10.1

Witness rape or sexual violation of men or women 30 7.0 42 9.9 15 3.5

Beaten by the military, resistance forces or militia 51 12.0 21 4.9 11 2.6

Forced to have sex, raped or otherwise sexually violated 4 0.9 8 1.9 3 0.7

Forced to have sex with a family member or friend 6 1.4 5 1.2 3 0.7

Detained or imprisoned 26 6.1 11 2.6 5 1.2

Beaten or tortured 46 10.7 11 2.6 7 1.6

Experienced any violence or trauma 111 26.7 174 41.7 69 16.7

respondent’s experiences
Manufahi (N=406)

n % n % n %

Witness beating 92 23.2 43 10.8 36 9.1

Witness killing 53 13.2 20 5.0 23 5.8

Witness serious injury 73 18.5 44 11.1 40 10.1

Witness rape or sexual violation of men or women 35 8.8 18 4.5 18 4.5

Beaten by the military, resistance forces or militia 68 17.1 8 2.0 14 3.5

Forced to have sex, raped or otherwise sexually violated 14 3.5 6 1.5 5 1.3

Forced to have sex with a family member or friend 14 3.5 5 1.3 3 0.8

Detained or imprisoned 38 9.5 3 0.8 6 1.5

Beaten or tortured 54 13.6 9 2.3 10 2.5

Experienced any violence or trauma 147 38.1 79 20.5 70 18.2

Table 11.3b: Percentage of men experiencing negative consequences or trauma from the conflict

Consequences of conflict % Dili 
(N=433)

% Manufahi 
(N=406)

percentage of men who experienced any violence or trauma during the 
conflict years 69.1 58.4

Consequences and symptoms from conflict and trauma

ever experienced self-reported consequences of conflict, among men 
who reported experiencing any violence during the conflict years 71.6 85.6

experienced symptoms of trauma in past week, among men who 
reported experiencing any violence during the conflict years 14.0 17.5
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ChAPTer 12: FACTorS ASSoCiATed WiTh Women’S 
exPerienCeS And men’S PerPeTrATion oF inTimATe 
PArTner VioLenCe 

Box 12.1: What is multivariate logistic regression and why is it used

Multivariate logistic regression is a statistical technique used for the analysis 
to determine which factors (characteristics or experiences of women and men 
interviewed) are associated with women’s experiences and men’s perpetration 
of physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence. A statistically significant 
association (p-value≤0.05) emerges when the proportion of people who experience 
or perpetrate violence is significantly greater for those with the factor being 
considered, compared with people without it. For example, the proportion of 
women who experience violence is greater among those whose partners exhibit 
controlling behaviors, compared with those whose partners do not.

In the tables and figures presented in this chapter, there is reference to adjusted 
odds ratios, which can be directly interpreted as how many times, on average, 
someone is more likely to experience or perpetrate physical and/or sexual intimate 
partner violence if they have this factor, compared with someone without this 
factor. For example, for women whose partners exhibit controlling behaviors, 
the adjusted odds ratio (AOR) is (=) 1.84, meaning that the women are nearly 
twice as likely to experience physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence 
than those women who have not experienced controlling behaviors from their 
partners. A multivariate model takes into account all the factors at the same time 
and accounts for correlations between the different factors; thus, it gives a better 
picture of the complex nature of violence against women than individual factors 
considered separately.

This type of data analysis provides a ‘snapshot’ of a situation at a given time and 
does not provide information on the temporal nature of these factors or ‘what 
happens when.’ This means it is not possible to say that a factor ‘causes’ violence 
because, technically, it is not known if that characteristic or experience occurred 
before or after a violent event. The findings suggest, however, that if the multiple 
associated factors are addressed, it is likely that a decrease in the rates of violent 
experiences may result. Thus, this model is extremely useful to inform violence 
prevention initiatives.
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A n n e x  d :  P r e G n A n C Y 
oUTComeS And PAriTY BY 
exPerienCe oF inTimATe 
PArTner VioLenCe

Pregnancy outcomes and parity according to experiences 
of intimate partner violence
Women were asked questions around the number of times they had been pregnant, had 
given birth, and the number of children alive now (parity). They were also asked about any 
miscarriages, stillbirths, or abortions they may have had. As discussed in the methodology 
section, there were unresolvable problems with the data gathered on women’s pregnancy 
outcomes such as miscarriage, stillbirth, abortion, and parity. For this reason, the findings from 
those questions were not included in the main report, and were not included in the analysis 
on the impact of intimate partner violence on reproductive health.

The problems that were experienced in collecting and analysing this data related to translation 
and communication issues around the questions on births, pregnancies, and pregnancy 
outcomes. For each of these questions, the enumerators were required to ask women the 
questions, and input the number of times the respondent had done this thing, for example the 
number of times they had been pregnant, or the number of times they had had a miscarriage. 
However, when analyzing the data, it became clear that enumerators had not consistently 
understood these questions. For example, there were inconsistencies between the number of 
children that respondents had reported giving birth to, and the number of times the woman 
had reported being pregnant. It was not always possible to correct these or to impute the correct 
answers. For this reason, this data is unreliable and was not included in the main report.

These challenges represent an important lesson learned in implementing this survey, particularly 
in terms of being clear with enumerators about checking the numbers they are inputting, and 
their understanding of the different questions.
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Table D.1: Percentage of ever-pregnant women who ever had a miscarriage, stillbirth, or an 
abortion, and number of children alive now, according to their experience of intimate partner 
violence

Pregnancy outcomes and parity by experience of 
intimate partner violence

Experienced 
intimate partner 

violence

Never 
experienced 

intimate partner 
violence

n % n %

Pregnancy outcomes, among ever-partnered and ever-pregnant women

ever had a miscarriage 98 16.6 63 14.8

ever had a stillbirth 136 23.0 125 29.3

ever had an abortion 70 11.8 48 11.3

total number ever-partnered and ever-pregnant women 592 426

Parity, among ever-partnered women who have ever had children

No children alive now (N=12) 8 66.7 5 41.7

1-2 children (N=336) 220 65.5 112 33.3

3-4 children (N=299) 167 55.9 130 43.6

5-6 children (N=216) 121 56.0 92 42.6

6+ children (N=128) 78 60.9 49 38.3

total number ever-partnered women with children alive 
now 594 388
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Annex e:      
Women’S      
QUeSTionnAire
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Jewkes, Medical Research Council; South Africa; Ivy Josiah, Women’s Aid Organisation, Malaysia. Further 
there were inputs from experts in the different areas covered in the questionnaire.  

The questionnaire was pre-tested by the country research teams involved in the WHO Study: 

Bangladesh: Ruchira Tabassum Naved, ICDDR,B, Dhaka; Safia Azim, Naripokkho, Dhaka; Abbas Bhuiya, 
ICDDR,B; Dhaka Lars Ake Persson, Uppsala, Sweden  

Brazil: Lilia Blima Schraiber, University of Sao Paulo – Faculty of Medicine, Sao Paulo; Ana Flavia Lucas 
D’Oliveira, University of Sao Paulo – Faculty of Medicine, Sao Paulo; Ivan Franca-Junior, University of Sao 
Paulo – School of Public Health, Sao Paulo; Carmen Simone Grilo Diniz, Feminist Collective for Health and 
Sexuality, Sao Paulo; Ana Paula Portella, SOS Body, Gender and Citizenship, Pernambuco 

Japan: Mieko Yoshihama, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA; Saori Kamano, National Institute of 
Population and Social Security Research, Tokyo; Tamie Kaino, Ochanomizu University, Tokyo; Fumi 
Hayashi, Toyo Eiwa University, Tokyo; Hiroko Akiyama, University of Tokyo, Tokyo; Tomoko Yunomae, 
Beijing JAC (Japan Accountability Caucus), Tokyo 

Namibia: Eveline January, Ministry of Health and Social Services, Windhoek; Hetty Rose-Junius, Ministry of 
Health and Social Services, Windhoek; Johan Van Wyk, Ministry of Health and Social Services; Alves 
Weerasinghe, National Planning Commission, Windhoek 

Peru: Ana Güezmes, Centro de la Mujer Peruana Flora Tristan, Lima; Nancy Palomino, Universidad Peruana 
Cayetano Heredia, Lima; Miguel Ramos, Universidad Peruana Cayetano Heredia, Lima 

Samoa: Tina Tauasosi, Secretariat of the Pacific Community  

Thailand: Churnrurtai Kanchanachitra, Mahidol University, Bangkok; Kritaya Archavanitkul, Mahidol 
University, Bangkok;  Wassana Im-em, Mahidol University, Bangkok; Usa Lerdsrisanthat, Foundation for 
Women, Bangkok  

United Republic of Tanzania: Jessie Mbwambo, Muhimbili University College of Health Sciences, Dar es 
Salaam; Gideon Kwesigabo, Muhimbili University College of Health Sciences, Dar es Salaam; Joe  Lugalla, 
University of New Hampshire, Durham, USA; Sherbanu Kassim, Women's Research and Documentation 
Project, Dar es Salaam 

Between 1999-2002, Version 9 has been used during the implementation of the WHO Multi-country study in 
the countries mentioned above. Version 10 incorporates a number of improvements based on extensive 
experience with and feedback on Version 9. It also contains a few new questions which enable measurement 
of associations between partner violence and HIV/AIDS risk.  
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IDENTIFICATION – PRINTED COPIES TO BE COMPLETED BY HAND, NOT ON TABLETS 
 
DISTRICT CODE ........................................................................................................................  
URBAN / RURÁL ........................................................................................................................  
ENUMERATION AREA NUMBER ..............................................................................................  
HOUSEHOLD NUMBER .............................................................................................................  
 

 
[   ][   ] 
[   ][   ] 
[   ][   ] 
[   ][   ] 

INTERVIEWER VISITS 
 1 2 3 FINAL VISIT 
 
 

 
DATE 
 
INTERVIEWER’S NAME 
 
RESULT*** 

 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 
______________ 

 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 

 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 

DAY  [  ] [  ] 
MONTH  [  ] [  ] 
YEAR  [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] 
 
INTERVIEWER [  ] [  ] 
 
RESULT  [  ] [  ] 

QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURE CONDUCTED (1 = yes, 2 = 
no) [  ] TOTAL NUMBER OF 

VISITS  [  ] 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
COMPLETED? 
 
[  ] 1. Not completed       

*** RESULT CODE  
 

Refused (specify):________________________ .......... 1 
Dwelling vacant or address not a dwelling..................... 2 
Dwelling destroyed ......................................................... 3 
Dwelling not found, not accessible ................................ 4 
Entire HH absent for extended period ........................... 5 
No HH member at home at time of visit ......................... 6 
HH respondent postponed interview .............................. 7 
Entire HH speaking only incomprehensible language ... 8 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 Need to return  
 Need to return 

Selected woman refused (specify): 
___________________________________________ . 9 
No eligible woman in household .................................. 10 
Selected woman not at home ...................................... 11 
Selected woman postponed interview ......................... 12 
Selected woman incapacitated .................................... 13 

 
 
 
 Need to return 
 Need to return 
 

[  ] 2. Questionnaire 
partially completed        

Does not want to continue (specify) : 
__________________________________________ . 14 
Rest of interview postponed to next visit ..................... 15 

 
 
 Need to return 

[  ] 3. Questionnaire 
completed                      

  
 ..................................................................................... 16 

 

 

ADMINISTRATION FORM 
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IF MORE THAN ONE HH IN SELECTED DWELLING: FILL OUT SEPERATE HH SELECTION FORM FOR EACH ONE 

HOUSEHOLD SELECTION FORM 
Hello, my name is _____________________ .  I am visiting your household on behalf of The Asia Foundation.  We 
are conducting a survey in Timor-Leste to learn about family health and safety. 
1 Please can you tell me how many people live here, and share food? 

PROBE: Does this include children (including infants) living here?  
Does it include any other people who may not be members of your family, such as 
domestic servants, lodgers or friends who live here and share food? 
MAKE SURE THESE PEOPLE ARE INCLUDED IN THE TOTAL   

Total number of 
people in household 
[   ][   ] 

2 Is the head of the household male or female? Male  ....................... 1 
Female ................ ….2 
Shared .................... 3 

3 FEMALE HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS RESIDENCE AGE ELIGIBLE 
Today we would like to talk to one woman 
from your household.  To enable me to 
identify whom I should talk to, would you 
please give me the first names of all girls or 
women who usually live in your household 
(and share food). 

Does NAME usually 
live here? SPECIAL 

CASES: SEE (A) 
BELOW. 

How old is 
NAME? 
(YEARS, 

more or less) 

SEE CRITERIA 
BELOW 
(A +B) 

Line 
no. 

Yes No Yes No 

1  1 2  1 2 
2  1 2  1 2 
3  1 2  1 2 
4  1 2  1 2 
5  1 2  1 2 
6  1 2  1 2 
7  1 2  1 2 
8  1 2  1 2 
9  1 2  1 2 

10  1 2  1 2 
 
(A) SPECIAL CASES TO BE CONSIDERED MEMBER OF HOUSEHOLD:  
 Domestic servants if they sleep 5 nights a week or more in the household.  
 Visitors if they have slept in the household for the past 4 weeks. 

 
(B) ELIGIBLE: ANY WOMAN BETWEEN 15 AND 49 YEARS LIVING IN HOUSEHOLD.   
 
MORE THAN ONE ELIGIBLE WOMEN IN HH: 
 Randomly select one eligible woman for interview.  To do this, write the line numbers of eligible women on 

pieces of paper, and put in a bag. Ask a household member to pick out a number – so selecting the person 
to be interviewed. 

 Put circle around line number of woman selected. Ask if you can talk with the selected woman. If she is 
not at home, agree on date for return visit.  

 Continue with household questionnaire 
 
NO ELIGIBLE WOMAN IN HH:   
 Say: “I cannot continue because I can only interview women 15–49 years old.  Thank you for your 

assistance.” 
 Finish here. 
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INDIVIDUAL CONSENT FORM FOR WOMAN’S QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Good day. My name is _________________. I am working with the Asia Foundation on a project to better 
understand women’s health and relationships 

You are invited to volunteer to participate in a research study that is conducted in this district/municipality. Before 
you agree to participate in this study you need to fully understand what is asked of you and to be sure you are 
completely happy with what is involved. If you do not understand the information or have any other questions, 
feel free to ask.  

Our aim in doing this research is to learn more about women’s health and lives so that the information can be 
used to develop ways of making them better. 

There are no right or wrong answers; we want to know about you, your opinions or experiences. All your answers 
will be saved in this tablet. I will ask you the questions and record your answers on the tablet. I will be able to 
answer any questions you have during the interview. We will save the responses that you give to the 
questionnaire using a unique identification number. This means that your name will not be linked to the answers 
that you give. Information that is collected from you will be put together with information from 2000 other women. 

I want to assure you that all of your answers will be kept strictly confidential. I will not keep a record of your 
name or address. You have the right to stop the interview at any time, or to skip any questions that you don’t 
want to answer. Some of the topics may be difficult to discuss, but many women have found it useful to have 
the opportunity to talk. 

Your participation is completely voluntary but your experiences could be very helpful to other women in Timor-
Leste. 

Do you have any questions? 

(The interview takes approximately an hour and a half to complete.)  Do you agree to be interviewed? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

TO BE COMPLETED BY INTERVIEWER 

I CERTIFY THAT I HAVE READ THE ABOVE CONSENT PROCEDURE TO THE PARTICIPANT. 

SIGNED: 

 

____________________________________________________________ 
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HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONNAIRE 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

100a Is this enumeration area urban or rural? Urban ............................................... 1 
Rural ................................................ 2 

 All 

100a
a 

District number ENTER NUMBER ..................... [  ] [  ]  All 

100b Enumeration area number ENTER NUMBER ..................... [  ] [  ]   All 
100c Household number ENTER NUMBER ....................  [  ] [  ]  All 
100d Interviewer ID ENTER NUMBER ..................... [  ] [  ]  All 
If you don’t mind, I would like to start by asking you a little about you household. 
100e Which language do you speak at home? Tetum ............................................... 1 

Makassae ........................................ 2 
Mambae ........................................... 3 
Bunak .............................................. 4 
Kemak ............................................. 5 
Makalero .......................................... 6 
Galolen ............................................ 7 
Baiqueno ......................................... 8 
Fatuluku ........................................... 9 
Naueti ............................................ 10 
Tetun Terik .................................... 11 
Indonesian ..................................... 12 
Other (specify) ............................... 13 

 All 

H1 Does your household have: 
a) Electricity 

If YES, do you have electricity sometimes 
or most of the time/always? 

Yes (most of the time/always) ......... 1 
No .................................................... 2 
Sometimes ....................................... 3 
 

 All 

b) Radio 
c) Television 
d) Refrigerator 
e) A motorcycle? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 All 

H3 Do people in your household own any 
land? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 All 

H4 How often would you say that people in 
your home go without food because of 
lack of money? 

Every week ...................................... 1 
Every month but not every week ..... 2 
It happens but not every month ....... 3 
Never ............................................... 4 

 All 

H6 Are you concerned about the levels of 
crime in your neighborhood (like 
robberies or assaults)?   
Would you say that you are not at all 
concerned, a little concerned, or very 
concerned? 

Not concerned ................................. 1 
A little concerned ............................. 2 
Very concerned ............................... 3 
Don’t know/don’t remember ............ 8 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 All 

     
 

SECTION 1: RESPONDENT AND HER COMMUNITY 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

Now, I would like to ask you a little about your community. 
106 I would now like to ask you some 

questions about yourself.  
What is your date of birth (day, month 
and year that you were born)? 

Day ............................................ [  ][  ] 
Month ......................................... [  ][  ] 
Year ................................... [  ][  ][  ][  ] 
Don’t know/no answer ................... 99 

 All 

107 How old are you (completed years)? 
(MORE OR LESS) 

Age (years)  ............................... [  ][  ]  All 
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SECTION 1: RESPONDENT AND HER COMMUNITY 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

109 Can you read and write? Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 All 

110 Have you ever attended school? Yes  ................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 
 114 

All 

111 What is the highest level or grade of 
education that you have completed at 
school? 

Primary school incomplete .............. 2 
Primary school complete ................. 3 
Secondary school incomplete ......... 4 
Secondary school complete ............ 5 
University/college education 

incomplete ..................................... 6 
University/college education 

complete ....................................... 7 
Vocational education incomplete..... 8 
Vocational education complete ....... 9 

 110=1 

114 How often do you see or talk to a 
member of your family of birth? Would 
you say at least once a week, once a 
month, once a year, or never? 
 
INCLUDES TALKING ON THE PHONE 
AND IN PERSON.  

Daily/at least once a week ............... 1 
At least once a month ...................... 2 
At least once a year ......................... 3 
Never (hardly ever) .......................... 4 
Don’t know/no answer ..................... 9 

 113=1 or 
113=2 

115 When you need help or have a problem, 
can you usually count on members of 
your family of birth for support? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 
Don’t know/no answer ..................... 9 

 All 

119 Are you currently married or living 
together with a man? ‘Marriage’ can refer 
to a religious, customary, or civil 
marriage. 
 
IF NO: are you involved in a relationship 
with a man without living together? 
 
IF NEEDED PROBE: Such as a regular 
boyfriend or a fiancé? 
 
IF NEEDED PROBE: Do you and your 
partner live together?  
 

Currently married, living together .... 1 
Currently married, not living 

together ......................................... 2 
Living with man, not married. .......... 3 
Currently having a regular male 

partner (engaged or dating), not 
living together................................ 4 

Not currently married or having a 
male partner .................................. 5 

Currently having a female partner ... 6 

 123 
 
 123 
123 

All 

120a Have you ever been married or lived with 
a male partner? ‘Marriage’ can refer to a 
religious, customary, or civil marriage. 

Yes, married .................................... 1 
Yes, lived with a man, but never 
married ............................................ 3 
No  ................................................... 5 

 121 
 
 121 

119=3 or 
119=4 or 
119=5 or 
119=6 

120b Have you ever been involved in a 
relationship with a man without living 
together (such as being engaged or 
dating)? 

Yes  ................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2  
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

S.2 
 S.2 
 S.2 

120a=5 
and 
(119=5 or 
119=6) 

121 Did the last partnership with a man end in 
divorce or separation, or did your 
husband/partner die? 

Divorced  ......................................... 1 
Separated/broken up ....................... 2 
Widowed/partner died ..................... 3 

 
 
 123 

119=3 or 
119=4 or 
119=5 or 
119=6 and 
(120a=1 
or 120a=3 
or 
120b=1) 
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SECTION 1: RESPONDENT AND HER COMMUNITY 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

122 Was the divorce/separation initiated by 
you, by your husband/partner, or did you 
both decide that you should separate? 

Respondent ..................................... 1 
Husband/partner .............................. 2 
Both (respondent and partner) ........ 3 
Other:_____________ .................... 6 

 121=1 or 
121=2 

123 How many times in your life have you 
been married and/or lived together with a 
man? ‘Marriage’ can refer to a religious, 
customary, or civil marriage. 
 
(INCLUDE CURRENT PARTNER IF 
LIVING TOGETHER) 

Number of times married or 
Lived together ............................ [  ][  ] 
Never married or lived together ..... 00 

 
 
 S.2 

119=1 or 
119=2 or 
119=3 or 
120a=1 or 
120a=3 

     
     
126 Does/did your husband/partner have any 

other wives while being married (having a 
relationship) with you?  
 
[REFERS TO A POLYGAMOUS 
RELATIONSHIP] 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No  ................................................... 2 
Don’t know/don’t remember ............ 8 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 
 129 
 129 

123≠0 

127 How many wives does/did he have 
(including yourself)? 

One wife .......................................... 1 
Two wives ........................................ 2 
Three wives ..................................... 3 
Four or more wives .......................... 4 
Don’t know ..................................... 98 
Refused/no answer ....................... 99 

 129 
 
 
 
 

 

128a  Of your husband’s wives, were you the 
first, second, third, fourth or later wife? 

First wife .......................................... 1 
Second wife ..................................... 2 
Third wife ......................................... 3 
Fourth or later wife .......................... 4 
Don’t know/don’t remember .......... 98 
Refused/no answer ....................... 99 
 

 129  

     
129 Did you have any kind of marriage 

ceremony to formalize the union? If yes, 
what type of ceremony did you have? 
 
MARK ALL THAT APPLY 

None ............................................... A 
Civil marriage ................................... B 
Religious marriage  ........................ C 
Customary marriage ....................... D 
Other: ______________________ . X 

 131 123>=1 
and 
(119=1 or 
119=2 or 
119=3 or 
119=4 or 
120a=1 or 
120b=1) 

130 In what year was the (first) ceremony 
performed? 
(THIS REFERS TO CURRENT/LAST 
RELATIONSHIP) 

Year  .................................. [  ][  ][  ][  ] 
Don’t know ................................. 9998 

 129=B or 
129=C or 
129=D or 
129=X 

131 When you married your current/most 
recent husband/partner, who chose your 
husband? Did you choose him? Or did 
someone else choose him for you?  
 
IF SHE DID NOT CHOOSE HERSELF, 
PROBE: Who chose your current/most 
recent husband/partner for you? 
 

Respondent chose (with 
partner/husband) ............................. 1 
Family chose for respondent (either 
or both families) ............................... 3 
Respondent and family chose 
together ........................................... 7 
Other:____________________  ..... 6 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 
 133 
 

123>=1 
and 
(119=1 or 
119=2 or 
120a=1) 
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SECTION 1: RESPONDENT AND HER COMMUNITY 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

133 Did your marriage involve payment of 
barlake/hafolin? 
 

Yes …………… ................................ 1 
No .................................................... 3 
Don’t know/don’t remember ............ 8 

 
 S.2 
 S.2 

123>=1 
and 
(119=1 or 
119=2 or 
120a=1) 

134 Has all of the barlake/hafolin been paid 
for, or does some part still remain to be 
paid? 

All paid  ............................................ 1 
Partially paid .................................... 2 
None paid ........................................ 3 
Don’t know/don’t remember ............ 8 

 133=1 
 

135 Overall, do you think that the amount of 
barlake/hafolin has had a positive impact 
on how you are treated by your husband 
and his family, a negative impact, or no 
particular impact? 

Positive impact ................................ 1 
Negative impact ............................... 2 
No impact ........................................ 3 
Don’t know/don’t remember ............ 8 

 133=1 
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SECTION 2: GENERAL HEALTH 
(ASKED TO ALL WOMEN) 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

201 I would now like to ask a few questions 
about your health and use of health 
services. 
In general, would you describe your 
overall health as excellent, good, fair, 
poor or very poor? 

Excellent .......................................... 1 
Good ................................................ 2 
Fair .................................................. 3 
Poor ................................................. 4 
Very poor ......................................... 5 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 All 

The next questions ask about difficulties you may have doing certain activities because of a HEALTH 
PROBLEM. 
T201a Do you have difficulty seeing, even if 

wearing glasses? 
Would you say no difficulty, some 
difficulty, a lot of difficulty or cannot do 
at all  

No – no difficulty .............................. 1 
Yes – some difficulty ....................... 2 
Yes – a lot of difficulty ..................... 3 
Cannot do at all ............................... 4 

 All 

T201b Do you have difficulty hearing, even if 
using a hearing aid? 
Would you say no difficulty, some 
difficulty, a lot of difficulty or cannot do 
at all  

No – no difficulty .............................. 1 
Yes – some difficulty ....................... 2 
Yes – a lot of difficulty ..................... 3 
Cannot do at all ............................... 4 

 All 

T201c Do you have difficulty walking or 
climbing steps? 
Would you say no difficulty, some 
difficulty, a lot of difficulty or cannot do 
at all  

No – no difficulty .............................. 1 
Yes – some difficulty ....................... 2 
Yes – a lot of difficulty ..................... 3 
Cannot do at all ............................... 4 

 All 

T201d Do you have difficulty walking or 
climbing steps? 
Would you say no difficulty, some 
difficulty, a lot of difficulty or cannot do 
at all  

No – no difficulty .............................. 1 
Yes – some difficulty ....................... 2 
Yes – a lot of difficulty ..................... 3 
Cannot do at all ............................... 4 

 All 

T201e Do you have difficulty (with self-care 
such as) washing all over or dressing? 
Would you say no difficulty, some 
difficulty, a lot of difficulty or cannot do 
at all  

No – no difficulty .............................. 1 
Yes – some difficulty ....................... 2 
Yes – a lot of difficulty ..................... 3 
Cannot do at all ............................... 4 

 All 

T201f Using your usual (customary) language, 
do you have difficulty communicating, 
for example understanding or being 
understood? 
Would you say no difficulty, some 
difficulty, a lot of difficulty or cannot do 
at all  

No – no difficulty .............................. 1 
Yes – some difficulty ....................... 2 
Yes – a lot of difficulty ..................... 3 
Cannot do at all ............................... 4 

 All 

204 In the past 4 weeks have you been in 
pain or discomfort?  
Please choose from the following 5 
options. Would you say not at all, slight 
pain or discomfort, moderate, severe or 
extreme pain or discomfort? 

No pain or discomfort ...................... 1 
Slight pain or discomfort .................. 2 
Moderate pain or discomfort ............ 3 
Severe pain or discomfort ............... 4 
Extreme pain or discomfort ............. 5 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 All 

208 In the past 4 weeks, did you consult a 
doctor or other professional or 
traditional health worker because you 
yourself were sick? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 All 
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SECTION 2: GENERAL HEALTH 
(ASKED TO ALL WOMEN) 

I would now like to ask you some questions about how you have been feeling in the past week. I am going to 
read out some statements and ask you to tell me how often you have had particular feelings. There are four 
options: rarely or never, some or a little of the time, a moderate amount of time, or most or all of the time. 
T209 CES-D SCALE RARELY OR 

NEVER 
SOME OR A 
LITTLE OF 

THE TIME (1-
2 DAYS) 

MODERATE 
AMOUNT OF 

TIME (3-4 
DAYS) 

MOST OR 
ALL OF THE 

TIME (5-7 
DAYS) 

a During the past week you were bothered by things 
that usually don’t bother you 1 2 3 4 

e During the past week you had trouble keeping 
your mind on what you were doing 1 2 3 4 

f During the past week you felt depressed 1 2 3 4 
g During the past week you felt that everything you 

did was an effort 1 2 3 4 

h During the past week you felt hopeful about the 
future 1 2 3 4 

j During the past week you felt fearful 1 2 3 4 
k During the past week your sleep was restless 1 2 3 4 
l During the past week you were happy 1 2 3 4 
n During the past week you felt lonely 1 2 3 4 
t During the past week you could not get ‘going’ 1 2 3 4 

 

SECTION 2: GENERAL HEALTH 
(ASKED TO ALL WOMEN) 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

210 Just now we talked about problems that 
may have bothered you in the past 4 
weeks. I would like to ask you now: In 
your life, have you ever thought about 
ending your life? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 
Refused/no answer.......................... 9 

 
 216 

All 

211 Have you ever tried to take your life? Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 
Refused/no answer.......................... 9 

 210=1 or 
210=9 

216 How often do you drink alcohol? Would 
you say: 
1. Every day or nearly every day 
2. Once or twice a week 
3. 1 – 3 times a month 
4. Occasionally, less than once a 

month 
5. Never/Stopped more than a year ago 

Every day or nearly every day ......... 1 
Once or twice a week ...................... 2 
1 – 3 times in a month ..................... 3 
Occasionally, less than once a 
month ............................................... 4 
Never ............................................... 5 

 
 
 
 
 
 S.3 

All 

217 On the days that you drank in the past 4 
weeks, about how many alcoholic drinks 
did you usually have a day? 

Usual number of drinks ............. [  ][  ] 
No alcoholic drinks in past 4 
weeks ............................................ 00 

 216≠5 
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SECTION 3: REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

Now I would like to ask about all of the children that you may have given birth to during your life. 
301 Have you ever given birth?  How many 

children have you given birth to that 
were alive when they were born? 
(INCLUDE BIRTHS WHERE THE 
BABY DIDN’T LIVE FOR LONG, BUT 
DO NOT INCLUDE STILLBIRTHS) 

Number of children born ........... [  ][  ]  
If 1 or more 

None  ............................................ 00 

 
 303 

All 

302 Have you ever been pregnant? Yes ................................................. 1 
No ................................................... 2 
Maybe/not sure  .............................. 3 
 

 308 
 310 
 310 

301=0 

303 How many children do you have, who 
are alive now? 
ENTER NUMBER 

Children: ................................... [  ][  ] 
None  ............................................ 00 

 301>=1 

307 How many of your children receive 
financial support from their father(s)?  
Would you say none, some or all? 
 
IF ONLY ONE CHILD AND SHE SAYS 
‘YES,’ CODE ‘3’ (‘ALL’). 

None ............................................... 1 
Some .............................................. 2 
All .................................................... 3 
N/A  ................................................. 7 

  
303>=1 
 

308 How many times have you been 
pregnant? Include pregnancies that did 
not end up in a live birth, and if you are 
pregnant now, your current pregnancy? 
  
PROBE: How many pregnancies 
were with twins, triplets? 

a) Total no. of pregnancies. ..... [  ][  ] 
b) Pregnancies with twins   ........... [  ] 
c) Pregnancies with triplets .......... [  ] 

 301>=1 
or 302=1 

309a Have you ever had a pregnancy that 
miscarried? 
 
IF YES, how many times did you 
miscarry? 

ENTER NUMBER ..................... [  ][  ]  
IF NONE, ENTER ‘00’ 

 301>=1 
or 302=2 

309b Have you ever have had a pregnancy 
that ended in a stillbirth? 
 
IF YES, how many times have you had 
a stillbirth?  

ENTER NUMBER ..................... [  ][  ]  
IF NONE, ENTER ‘00’ 

 301>=1 
or 302=2 

309c Have you ever had an abortion? 
 
IF YES, how many times have you had 
an abortion? 

ENTER NUMBER ..................... [  ][  ]  
IF NONE, ENTER ‘00’ 

 301>=1 
or 302=2 

310 Are you pregnant now? Yes ................................................. 1 
No ................................................... 2 
Maybe ............................................. 3 

 All 

311 Have you ever used anything, or tried 
in any way, to delay or avoid getting 
pregnant? 

Yes ................................................. 1 
No ................................................... 2 
N/A (never had intercourse) ........... 7 
Don’t know/don’t remember ........... 8 

 
 T314a 
 S.5 (if 
301=0 & 
302=2 & 
310=2) 

All 

312 Are you currently doing something, or 
using any method, to delay or avoid 
getting pregnant? 

Yes ................................................. 1 
No ................................................... 2 
Refused/no answer ........................ 9 

 
 T314a 

311=1 
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SECTION 3: REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

313 What (main) method are you currently 
using? 
 
IF MORE THAN ONE, ONLY MARK 
MAIN METHOD 

Pill/tablets ..................................... 01 
Injectables .................................... 02 
Implants ........................................ 03 
IUD ............................................... 04 
Calendar/beads method ............... 06 
Female sterilization ...................... 07 
Condoms ...................................... 08 
Male sterilization ........................... 09 
Withdrawal .................................... 10 
Traditional medicine ..................... 11 
Mucus/Billings method ................. 12 
Other (specify): ............................. 96 

ALL  
T314a 

312=1 or 
312=9 

T314a Who in your household usually has the 
final say in decisions about birth 
spacing? Would you say yourself, your 
partner, or both equally? 

Yourself .......................................... 1 
Husband/partner ............................. 2 
Both equally .................................... 3 
Other member of household ........... 4 
Not applicable ................................. 5 
 

 311≠7 

315 Has/did your current/most recent 
husband/partner ever refused to use a 
method or tried to stop you from using 
a method to avoid getting pregnant? 

Yes ................................................. 1 
No  .................................................. 2 
N/A. (never had a partner) .............. 7 
Refused/no answer ........................ 9 

All S.4 
 

311≠7 
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SECTION 4: CHILDREN 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

CHK 
1 IF NO LIVE BIRTHS (Q301 =0), SKIP TO S.5 301>0 or 

302=1 
CHK 
2 

IF DATE OF BIRTH OF LAST CHILD (IN Q401) IS MORE THAN 5 YEARS AGO SKIP TO Q417, 
OTHERWISE CONTINUE 407-417 IF 401_year>=2010 and 401_month>=6 OR 401_year>=2011 
and 401_month>=1 

407 I would like to ask you about your last 
pregnancy. At the time you became 
pregnant with this child did you want to 
become pregnant then, did you want to 
wait until later, did you want no (more) 
children, or did you not mind either 
way? 

Become pregnant then .................. 1 
Wait until later ................................ 2 
Not want children ........................... 3 
Not mind either way ....................... 4 

  

409 When you were pregnant with this child 
(NAME), did you see anyone for an 
antenatal check? 
IF YES: Whom did you see? 
              Anyone else? 
 
MARK ALL THAT APPLY 

No one  .......................................... A 
Doctor ............................................ B 
Obstetrician/gynaecologist ............ C 
Nurse/midwife ................................ D 
Health clinic ................................... G 
Traditional birth attendant .............. F 
Other: _____________________ . X 

  

411 When you were pregnant with this child 
(NAME), did your husband/partner have 
preference for a son, a daughter or did 
it not matter to him whether it was a boy 
or a girl? 

Son ................................................ 1 
Daughter ........................................ 2 
Did not matter ................................ 3 
Don’t know/don’t remember .......... 8 

   

414 Were you given a (postnatal) check-up 
at any time during the 6 weeks after 
delivery? 

Yes ................................................ 1 
No .................................................. 2 
No, child not yet six weeks old ...... 3 
Don’t know/don’t remember .......... 8 

  

417 Do you have any children aged 
between 6 and 15 years who currently 
live with you?  How many? (include 6-
year-old and 15-year-old children) 
 

Number   .................................. [  ][  ] 
None ............................................ 00 

 
 T425 

301>=1 

420 Do any of these children (ages 6-15 
years):  
 
a) Have frequent nightmares? 
b) Wet their bed often? 
c) Are any of these children very timid 

or withdrawn? 
d) Are any of them aggressive with 

you or other children? 

Yes ................................................ 1 
No .................................................. 2 

  
417>=1 

422 Of these children (ages 6-15 years), 
how many are studying/in school? 

NUMBER [    ] [     ]  
 
 T425 

417>=1 

424 Have any of these children stopped 
school for a while or dropped out of 
school? 
MAKE SURE ONLY CHILDREN AGED 
6-15 YEARS 

Yes ................................................ 1 
No .................................................. 2 
 

  
422>=1 

T425 Do you have any children (biological or 
otherwise) under age 18 living with 
you? 

Yes ................................................ 1 
No .................................................. 2 

 
 S.5 
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T426 
We’d like now to ask some questions about how often you do certain things with the 
children under 18 years old who live in your home. Please say if you do the following 
never, sometimes, often or very often: 

T425=1 

 
 NEVER SOMETIMES OFTEN VERY OFTEN 

a How often do you play or do activities 
with the children? 1 2 3 4 

b How often do you talk about personal 
matters with the children, such as their 
relationships, worries or feelings? 

1 2 3 4 

c How often do you help any of the 
children with their homework?  1 2 3 4 

d How often do you punish your children 
by smacking or beating them 1 2 3 4 

e How often does your partner punish 
your children by smacking or beating 
them? 

Never ............................................. 1 
Sometimes ..................................... 2 
Often .............................................. 3 
Very often ...................................... 4 
N/A, no partner .............................. 5 
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SECTION 5: CURRENT OR MOST RECENT HUSBAND/PARTNER 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

CHK 
3 

NEVER MARRIED/ NEVER LIVED WITH A MAN (NEVER MALE PARTNER), (IF 
120a=5 or 120b=2 or 9) SKIP TO S.6 

119=1 or 
2 or 3 or 
4, OR 
120a=1 or 
3, OR 
120b=1 

501 I would now like you to tell me a little 
about your current/most recent 
husband/partner. How old is your 
husband/partner (completed years)? 
PROBE: MORE OR LESS IF MOST 
RECENT HUSBAND/PARTNER DIED: 
How old would he be now if he were 
alive?   

Age (years)  ............................... [  ][  ] 
 

 119=1 or 
119=2 or 
119=3 or 
119=4, 
OR 
120a=1 or 
120a=3, 
OR 
120b=1 

503 Can (could) he read and write? Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 
Don’t know/don’t remember ............ 8 

 119=1 or 
119=2 or 
119=3 or 
119=4, 
OR 
120a=1 or 
120a=3, 
OR 
120b=1 

504 Did he ever attend school? Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 
Don’t know/don’t remember ............ 8 

 
 506 
 506 

119=1 or 
119=2 or 
119=3 or 
119=4, 
OR 
120a=1 or 
120a=3, 
OR 
120b=1 

505 What is the highest level of education 
that he achieved? MARK HIGHEST 
LEVEL. 
 
 
  

Primary school incomplete .............. 2 
Primary school complete ................. 3 
Secondary school incomplete ......... 4 
Secondary school complete ............ 5 
University/college education 

incomplete .................................... 6 
University/college education 

complete ....................................... 7 
Vocational education incomplete .... 8 
Vocational education complete ....... 9 

 504=1 

506 IF CURRENTLY WITH 
HUSBAND/PARTNER: Is he currently 
working, looking for work or 
unemployed, retired or studying? 
 
IF NOT CURRENTLY WITH 
HUSBAND/PARTNER: Towards the 
end of your relationship was he 
working, looking for work or 
unemployed, retired or studying? 

Working  .......................................... 1 
Looking for work/unemployed ......... 2 
Retired ............................................. 3 
Student  ........................................... 4 
Disabled/long term sick ................... 5 

 
 
 
 509 

119=1 or 
119=2 or 
119=3 or 
119=4, 
OR 
120a=1 or 
120a=3, 
OR 
120b=1 
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SECTION 5: CURRENT OR MOST RECENT HUSBAND/PARTNER 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

508 What kind of work does/did he normally 
do? 
 
SPECIFY KIND OF WORK 
 

Professional: senior government, 
doctor, nurse, teacher ..................... 1 
Officework, secretary, clerical ......... 2 
Services - cleaner, security, waiter . 3 
Trading/ own business .................... 4 
Manual labor ................................... 5 
Farmer/ fishing ................................ 6 
Armed forces: police, army etc ....... 7 
Driver/taxi driver .............................. 8 
Sex worker ...................................... 9 
Never worked/student ................... 10 

 506=1 or 
506=2 or 
506=3 or 
506=5 

509 How often does/did your 
husband/partner drink alcohol?  
1. Every day or nearly every day 
2. Once or twice a week 
3. 1–3 times a month 
4. Occasionally, less than once a 

month 
5. Never 

Every day or nearly every day ........ 1 
Once or twice a week ...................... 2 
1–3 times in a month ....................... 3 
Occasionally, less than once a 
month .............................................. 4 
Never  .............................................. 5 
Don’t know/don’t remember ............ 8 

 
 
 
 
 
 512 

119=1 or 
119=2 or 
119=3 or 
119=4, 
OR 
120a=1 or 
120a=3, 
OR 
120b=1 

510 In the past 12 months (In the last 12 
months of your last relationship), how 
often have you seen (did you see) your 
husband/partner drunk? Would you 
say most days, weekly, once a month, 
less than once a month, or never? 

Most days ........................................ 1 
Weekly ............................................ 2 
Once a month .................................. 3 
Less than once a month .................. 4 
Never  .............................................. 5 
Don’t know/don’t remember ............ 8 

 509=1 or 
509=2 or 
509=3 or 
509=4 or 
509=8 

511 In the past 12 months (In the last 12 
months of your relationship), have you 
experienced any of the following 
problems, related to your 
husband/partner’s drinking? 
 
a) Money problems 
b) Family problems 
x)   Any other problems, specify. 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 509=1 or 
509=2 or 
509=3 or 
509=4 or 
509=8 

512 Does/did your husband/partner ever 
use drugs (heroin, marijuana, 
mushrooms, ai-funan korneta, ecstasy, 
cocaine or methamphetamine)? 
Would you say:  
1. Every day or nearly every day 
2. Once or twice a week 
3. 1 – 3 times a month 
4. Occasionally, less than once a 

month 
5. In the past, not now 
6. Never 
 

Every day or nearly every day ........ 1 
Once or twice a week ...................... 2 
1 – 3 times a month......................... 3 
Occasionally, less than once a 
month .............................................. 4 
In the past, not now ......................... 5 
Never  .............................................. 6 
Don’t know/don’t remember ............ 8 
 

 119=1 or 
119=2 or 
119=3 or 
119=4, 
OR 
120a=1 or 
120a=3, 
OR 
120b=1=1 

513 Since you have known him, has he 
ever been involved in a physical fight 
with another man? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 
Don’t know/don’t remember ............ 8 

 119=1 or 
119=2 or 
119=3 or 
119=4, 
OR 
120a=1 or 
120a=3, 
OR 
120b=1 
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SECTION 5: CURRENT OR MOST RECENT HUSBAND/PARTNER 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

515 Has your current/most recent 
husband/partner had a relationship 
with any other women while being with 
you? 
 
DOES NOT INCLUDE OTHER WIVES 
THAT HE MAY HAVE HAD AT THE 
SAME TIME AS BEING WITH THE 
RESPONDENT. 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 
You think so/it is possible ................ 3 
Don’t know/don’t remember ............ 8 
 

 
 1008 
 
 1008 

119=1 or 
119=2 or 
119=3 or 
119=4, 
OR 
120a=1 or 
120a=3, 
OR 
120b=1 

516 Has your current/most recent 
husband/partner had children with any 
other woman while being with you? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 
May have ......................................... 3 
Don’t know/don’t remember ............ 8 

 515=1 or 
515=3 

1008 As far as you know, was your (most 
recent) husband/partner’s mother hit or 
beaten by her husband/partner? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No  ................................................... 2 
Parents did not live together  .......... 3 
Don’t know ...................................... 8 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 119=1 or 
119=2 or 
119=3 or 
119=4, 
OR 
120a=1 or 
120a=3, 
OR 
120b=1 

1010 As far as you know, was your (most 
recent) husband/partner himself hit or 
beaten regularly by someone in his 
family, when he was a child? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 
Don’t know ...................................... 8 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 119=1 or 
119=2 or 
119=3 or 
119=4, 
OR 
120a=1 or 
120a=3, 
OR 
120b=1 
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SECTION 6: ATTITUDES AND CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES 
(ASKED OF ALL WOMEN) 

In this community and elsewhere, people have different ideas about families and what is acceptable behavior for 
men and women in the home. I am going to read you a list of statements, and I would like you to tell me whether 
you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree with the following statements. There are no right or 
wrong answers. 
T601 GEM SCALE STRONGLY 

AGREE AGREE DISAGREE STRONGLY 
DISAGREE 

a A woman’s most important role is to 
take care of her home and cook for her 
family. 

1 2 3 4 

b Men need sex more than women do.  1 2 3 4 
c There are times when a woman 

deserves to be beaten.   1 2 3 4 
 

d It is a woman’s responsibility to avoid 
getting pregnant.  1 2 3 4 

e A woman should tolerate violence in 
order to keep her family together. 1 2 3 4 

 
f Your husband would be outraged if 

you asked to use a method of family 
planning 

1 2 3 4 

g If someone insults a man, you would 
expect him to defend his reputation 
with force if he has to. 

1 2 3 4 
 

h To be a man, you need to be tough 1 2 3 4 
607 In your opinion, does a man have a good reason to hit his wife if: 

 Yes No 

a) She does not complete her household work to his satisfaction 1 2 
b) She disobeys him 1 2 
c) She refuses to have sexual relations with him 1 2 
d) He suspects that she is unfaithful 1 2 
e) He finds out that she has been unfaithful 1 2 

608 In your opinion, can a married woman refuse to have sex with 
her husband if: Yes No 

a) She doesn’t want to 1 2 
b) He is drunk 1 2 
c) She is sick 1 2 
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SECTION 6: ATTITUDES AND CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES 
(ASKED OF ALL WOMEN) 

CHILDHOOD TRAUMA SCALE 
 

IF RESPONDENT IS OVER 18 YEARS OLD: 
 

Now I will ask you some questions about your childhood and teenage years, specifically from the time you were 
born until you were 18 years old. Please remember that everything you say is strictly confidential and will help 
us a lot in understanding the lives of women like you. 

 
IF RESPONDENT IS 15-17 YEARS OLD:  
 
Now I will ask you some questions about your childhood and teenage years, specifically from the time you were 
born until now. Please remember that everything you say is strictly confidential and will help us a lot in 
understanding the lives of women like you. 
 
CONTINUE FOR ALL RESPONDENTS: 

 
I will read some statements to you, and would like to know how often each of the things described in the 
statements has happened to you – would you say never, sometimes, often or very often. 
 
N09  NEVER SOMETIMES OFTEN VERY 

OFTEN 
a IF RESPONDENT IS 18 YEARS OR OLDER:  

Before you reached 18 you did not have 
enough to eat 
 
IF RESPONDENT IS 15-17 YEARS: 
From the time you were born until now, you 
did not have enough to eat  

1 2 3 4 

b IF RESPONDENT IS 18 YEARS OR OLDER:  
Before you reached 18 you lived in different 
households at different times 
 
IF RESPONDENT IS 15-17 YEARS: 
From the time you were born until now, you 
lived in different households at different times  

1 2 3 4 

c IF RESPONDENT IS 18 YEARS OR OLDER:  
Before you reached 18 you saw or heard your 
mother being beaten by her husband or 
boyfriend 
 
IF RESPONDENT IS 15-17 YEARS: 
From the time you were born until now, you 
saw or heard your mother being beaten by her 
husband or boyfriend  

1 2 3 4 

d IF RESPONDENT IS 18 YEARS OR OLDER:  
Before you reached 18 you were told you 
were lazy or stupid or weak by someone in 
your family 
 
IF RESPONDENT IS 15-17 YEARS: 
From the time you were born until now, you 
were told you were lazy or stupid or weak by 
someone in your family 

1 2 3 4 
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SECTION 6: ATTITUDES AND CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES 
(ASKED OF ALL WOMEN) 

e IF RESPONDENT IS 18 YEARS OR OLDER:  
Before you reached 18 someone touched 
your buttocks or genitals or made you touch 
them when you did not want to 
 
IF RESPONDENT IS 15-17 YEARS: 
From the time you were born until now, 
someone touched your buttocks or genitals or 
made you touch them when you did not want 
to  

1 2 3 4 

f IF RESPONDENT IS 18 YEARS OR OLDER:  
Before you reached 18 you were insulted or 
humiliated by someone in your family in front 
of other people 
 
IF RESPONDENT IS 15-17 YEARS: 
From the time you were born until now, you 
were insulted or humiliated by someone in 
your family in front of other people  

1 2 3 4 

g IF RESPONDENT IS 18 YEARS OR OLDER:  
Before you reached 18 you were beaten at 
home with a belt or stick or whip or something 
else which was hard 
 
IF RESPONDENT IS 15-17 YEARS: 
From the time you were born until now, you 
were beaten at home with a belt or stick or 
whip or something else which was hard  

1 2 3 4 

h IF RESPONDENT IS 18 YEARS OR OLDER:  
Before you reached 18 you had sex with a 
man who was more than 5 years older than 
you 
 
IF RESPONDENT IS 15-17 YEARS: 
From the time you were born until now, you 
had sex with a man who was more than 5 
years older than you  

1 2 3 4 

i IF RESPONDENT IS 18 YEARS OR OLDER:  
Before you reached 18 one or both of your 
parents were too drunk or drugged to take 
care of you 
 
IF RESPONDENT IS 15-17 YEARS: 
From the time you were born until now, one or 
both of your parents were too drunk or 
drugged to take care of you  

1 2 3 4 

j IF RESPONDENT IS 18 YEARS OR OLDER:  
Before you reached 18 you were beaten so 
hard at home that it left a mark or bruise  
 
IF RESPONDENT IS 15-17 YEARS: 
From the time you were born until now, you 
were beaten so hard at home that it left a 
mark or bruise  

1 2 3 4 
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SECTION 6: ATTITUDES AND CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES 
(ASKED OF ALL WOMEN) 

k IF RESPONDENT IS 18 YEARS OR OLDER:  
Before you reached 18 you spent time outside 
the home and none of the adults at home 
knew where you were 
 
IF RESPONDENT IS 15-17 YEARS: 
From the time you were born until now, you 
spent time outside the home and none of the 
adults at home knew where you were  

1 2 3 4 

l IF RESPONDENT IS 18 YEARS OR OLDER:  
Before you reached 18 you had sex with 
someone because you were threatened or 
frightened or forced 
 
IF RESPONDENT IS 15-17 YEARS: 
From the time you were born until now, you 
had sex with someone because you were 
threatened or frightened or forced 

1 2 3 4 

m IF RESPONDENT IS 18 YEARS OR OLDER:  
Before you reached 18 you were beaten or 
physically punished at school by a teacher or 
headmaster 
 
IF RESPONDENT IS 15-17 YEARS: 
From the time you were born until now, you 
were beaten or physically punished at school 
by a teacher or headmaster  

1 2 3 4 
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SECTION 7: RESPONDENT AND HER HUSBAND/PARTNER 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

CHK 
4 IF NEVER MARRIED/NEVER LIVED WITH A MAN (Q120a=5) SKIP TO S.10 

119=1 or 
2 or 3 or 
120a=1 or 
3 

When two people marry or live together, they usually share both good and bad moments. I would now like to ask 
you some questions about your current and past relationships and how your husband/partner treats (treated) 
you.  If anyone interrupts us I will change the topic of conversation. I would again like to assure you that your 
answers will be kept confidential, and that you do not have to answer any questions that you do not want to. 
May I continue? 
702 In your relationship with your (current 

or most recent) husband/partner, how 
often would you say that you 
quarreled?  Would you say rarely, 
sometimes or often? 

Rarely .............................................. 1 
Sometimes ...................................... 2 
Often ............................................... 3 
Don’t know/don’t remember ............ 8 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 119=1 or 
2 or 3 or 
120a=1 or 
120a=3 

703 I am now going to ask you about some situations that are true for many women. Does/did 
your husband/partner or any other husband or partner that you may have had before him, 
generally do any of the following?: 

119=1 or 
2 or 3 or 
120a=1 or 
120a=3 

703a Tries to keep you from seeing your 
friends 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 
 703b 

 

703a 
_freq 

Has this happened in the past 12 
months? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 703a=1 

703b Tries to restrict contact with your family 
of birth? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 
 703c 

 

703b 
_freq 

Has this happened in the past 12 
months? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 703b=1 

703c Insists on knowing where you are at all 
times 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 
 703e 

 

703c 
_freq 

Has this happened in the past 12 
months? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 703c=1 

703e Gets angry if you speak with another 
man 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 
 703f 

 

703e 
_freq 

Has this happened in the past 12 
months? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 703e=1 

703f Is often suspicious that you are 
unfaithful 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 
 703g 

 

703f 
_freq 

Has this happened in the past 12 
months? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 703f=1 

703g Expects you to ask his permission 
before seeking health care for yourself 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 
CHK5 

 

703g 
_freq 

Has this happened in the past 12 
months? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 703g=1 

CHK5 WHEN 703A)-G) ALL = 2 (NO) SKIP TO Q704N                  
703k Who did the things you just 

mentioned? (MENTION ACTS 
REPORTED IN 703a to g) Was this 
your current or most recent 
husband/partner, any other husband or 
partner that you may have had before 
or both? 

Current/most recent husband/ 
partner ............................................. 1 
Previous husband/partner ............... 2 
Both ................................................. 3 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 703a=1 or 
703b=1 or 
703c=1 or 
703e=1 or 
703f=1 or 
703g=1 
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SECTION 7: RESPONDENT AND HER HUSBAND/PARTNER 
704N Has your husband/partner or 

any other husband or 
partner that you may have 
had before him, ever done 
any of the following? 
 

A)  
(If YES 
continue 
with B. If 
NO skip 
to next 
item) 

B)  
Has this 
happened 
in the past 
12 
months? 
(If YES 
ask C and 
D. If NO 
ask D 
only) 

C) 
In the past 12 
months would 
you say that this 
has happened 
once, a few 
times or many 
times?  

D) 
Did this happen before 
the past 12 months?  
IF YES: would you say 
that this has happened 
once, a few times or 
many times? 
 

Yes No Yes No One Few Many No One Few Many 
a Prohibited you from getting a 

job, going to work, trading, 
earning money or 
participating in income 
generation projects?  

1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

b Taken your earnings from 
you against your will? 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

c Refused to give you money 
you needed for household 
expenses even when he has 
money for other things (such 
as alcohol and cigarettes)? 

1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

CHK 
6 IF 704N a) – c) ALL = 2 (NO) SKIP TO Q704            

703N 
k 

Who did the things you just mentioned? 
(MENTION ACTS REPORTED IN 704N 
a to c) Was this your current or most 
recent husband/partner, any other 
husband or partner that you may have 
had before or both? 

Current/most recent husband/ 
partner ..................................... 1 
Previous husband/partner ....... 2 
Both ......................................... 3 
Refused/no answer ................. 9 

 704Na_a=1 
or 
704Nb_a=1
or 
704Nc_a=1 

704 The next questions are 
about things that happen to 
many women, and that your 
current partner, or any other 
partner may have done to 
you.  
 
Has your current 
husband/partner, or any 
other partner ever…. 

A)  
(If YES 
continue 
with B. If 
NO skip 
to next 
item) 

B)  
Has this 
happened 
in the past 
12 
months? 
(If YES 
ask C and 
D. If NO 
ask D 
only) 

C) 
In the past 12 
months would you 
say that this has 
happened once, a 
few times or many 
times?  

D) 
Did this happen before 
the past 12 months?  
IF YES: would you say 
that this has happened 
once, a few times or 
many times? 
 

Yes No Yes No One Few Many No One Few Many 
d Insulted you or made you 

feel bad about yourself? 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

e Belittled or humiliated you in 
front of other people? 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

f Done things to scare or 
intimidate you on purpose 
(e.g. by the way he looked at 
you, by yelling and smashing 
things)? 

1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

g Verbally threatened to hurt 
you or someone you care 
about? 

1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 
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SECTION 7: RESPONDENT AND HER HUSBAND/PARTNER 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

CHK 
7 IF 704 a) – d) ALL = 2 (NO) SKIP TO Q705 

704e Who did the things you just mentioned? 
(MENTION ACTS REPORTED IN 704) 
Was this your current or most recent 
husband/partner, any other husband or 
partner that you may have had before or 
both? 

Current/most recent husband/ 
partner ..................................... 1 
Previous husband/partner ....... 2 
Both ......................................... 3 

 704d_a=
1 or 
704e_a=
1 or 
704f_a=1 
or 
704g_a=
1 

705 Has he or any other partner 
ever... 

A)  
(If YES 
continue 
with B. If 
NO skip 
to next 
item) 

B)  
Has this 
happened 
in the past 
12 
months? 
(If YES 
ask C and 
D. If NO 
ask D 
only) 

C) 
In the past 12 
months would you 
say that this has 
happened once, a 
few times or many 
times?  

D) 
Did this happen before 
the past 12 months?  
IF YES: would you say 
that this has happened 
once, a few times or 
many times? 
 

Yes No Yes No One Few Many No One Few Many 
a Slapped you or thrown 

something at you that could 
hurt you? 

1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

b Pushed you or shoved you 
or pulled your hair? 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

c Hit you with his fist or with 
something else that could 
hurt you? 

1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

d Kicked you, dragged you or 
beaten you up? 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

e Choked or burnt you on 
purpose? 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

f Threatened with or actually 
used a gun, knife or other 
weapon against you? 

1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

CHK 
8 IF 705 a) – f) ALL = 2 (NO) SKIP TO Q706 

705g Who did the things you just mentioned? 
(MENTION ACTS REPORTED IN 705). 
Was this your current or most recent 
husband/partner, any other husband or 
partner that you may have had before or 
both? 

Current/most recent husband/ 
partner ..................................... 1 
Previous husband/partner ....... 2 
Both ......................................... 3 
 
Refused/no answer 

 

705a_a=1 or 
705b_a=1 or 
705c_a=1 or 
705d_a=1 or 
705e_a=1 or 
705f_a=1 
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SECTION 7: RESPONDENT AND HER HUSBAND/PARTNER 

706 A)  
(If YES 
continue 
with B. If 
NO skip 
to next 
item) 

B) 
Has this 
happened 
in the past 
12 
months? 
(If YES 
ask C and 
D. If NO 
ask D 
only) 

C) 
In the past 12 
months would you 
say that this has 
happened once, a 
few times or many 
times?  

D) 
Did this happen before 
the past 12 months?  
IF YES: would you say 
that this has happened 
once, a few times or 
many times? 
 

Yes No Yes No One Few Many No One Few Many 
a Did your current 

husband/partner or any 
other husband/partner ever 
force you to have sexual 
intercourse when you did not 
want to, for example by 
threatening you or holding 
you down? 
IF NECESSARY: We define 
sexual intercourse as 
penetration (when a man 
puts his penis, other body 
part, or an object inside) of a 
vagina, mouth or anus. 

1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

b Did you ever have sexual 
intercourse you did not want 
to because you were afraid 
of what your partner or any 
other husband or partner 
might do if you refused? 

1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

c Did your husband/partner or 
any other husband or 
partner ever force you to do 
anything else sexual that 
you did not want or that you 
found degrading or 
humiliating? 

1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

CHK9 IF 706 a) – c) ALL = 2 (NO) SKIP TO Q708a 

706d Who did the things you just mentioned? 
(MENTION ACTS REPORTED IN 706). 
Was this your current or most recent 
husband/partner, any other husband or 
partner that you may have had before or 
both? 

Current/most recent husband/ 
partner ..................................... 1 
Previous husband/partner ....... 2 
Both ......................................... 3 
Don’t know/don’t remember .... 8 
Refused/no answer ................. 9 

 706a_a=1 or 
706b_a=1 or 
706c_a=1 

708a Are/were you afraid of your current/most 
recent husband or partner? Would you 
say never, sometimes, many times, 
most/all of the time?   

Never ...................................... 1 
Sometimes .............................. 2 
Many times .............................. 3 
Most/all of the time .................. 4 

 119=1 or 2 
or 3 or 
120a=1 or 
120a=3 
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905 Have you ever slapped, pushed, hit or 
physically mistreated your 
husband/partner when he was not 
slapping, pushing, hitting or physically 
mistreating you? 
IF YES: How often? Would you say 
once, 2 to 5 times or more than 5 
times? 

Never ...................................... 1 
Once  ...................................... 2 
2-5 times  ................................ 3 
More than 5 times ................... 4 
Don’t know/don’t remember .... 8 

  

SECTION 7: RESPONDENT AND HER HUSBAND/PARTNER 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK TO/IF 
CHK10 
IF NEVER BEEN PREGNANT (Q308=0) AND NOT CURRENTLY PREGNANT (Q310=2 or 3) SKIP TO S8 
709 You said that you have been pregnant 

before. Was there ever a time when you 
were pushed, slapped, hit, kicked or 
beaten by (any of) your 
husband/partner(s) while you were 
pregnant? 

Yes .......................................... 1 
No ........................................... 2 
Don’t know/don’t remember .... 8 

 
 S.8 
 S.8 

308a=1 or 
310=1 

710 IF RESPONDENT WAS PREGNANT 
ONLY ONCE, ENTER “01”   
 
IF RESPONDENT WAS PREGNANT 
MORE THAN ONCE: Did this happen in 
one pregnancy, or more than one 
pregnancy? In how many pregnancies 
did this happen (in how many 
pregnancies were you pushed, slapped, 
hit, kicked or beaten)? 

Number of pregnancies in 
which this happened ...... [  ][  ] 

 709=1 

710a Did this happen in the last pregnancy? 
 
IF RESPONDENT WAS PREGNANT 
ONLY ONCE, ENTER ‘YES’ 

Yes .......................................... 1 
No ........................................... 2 
Don’t know/don’t remember .... 8 

 709=1 

711 Were you ever punched or kicked in the 
abdomen while you were pregnant? 

Yes .......................................... 1 
No ........................................... 2 
Don’t know/don’t remember .... 8 

 709=1 

IF VIOLENCE REPORTED IN ONE PREGNANCY, REFER TO THAT PARTICULAR PREGNANCY. 
IF VIOLENCE REPORTED IN MORE THAN ONE PREGNANCY, THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS REFER TO 
THE LAST/MOST RECENT PREGNANCY IN WHICH VIOLENCE REPORTED. 
714 Had the same person also done such 

things to you before you were pregnant? 
Yes .......................................... 1 
No ........................................... 2 
Don’t know/don’t remember .... 8 

 
 S.8 
 S.8 

709=1 

715 Compared to before you were pregnant, 
did the slapping/beating (REFER TO 
RESPONDENT’S PREVIOUS 
ANSWERS) get less, stay about the 
same, or get worse while you were 
pregnant? By worse I mean, more 
frequent or more severe. 

Got less ................................... 1 
Stayed about the same ........... 2 
Got worse ................................ 3 
Don’t know/don’t remember .... 8 

 709=1 
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SECTION 8: INJURIES 
NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK TO/IF 

CHK 11 
WOMAN HAS NEVER EXPERIENCED PHYSICAL OR SEXUAL VIOLENCE, 705a)-f AND 
706 a)-c) ALL = 2, SKIP TO S.10 

705a_a=1 or 
705b_a=1 or 
705c_a=1 or 
705d_a=1 or 
705e_a=1 or 
705f_a=1 or 
706a_a=1 or 
706b_a=1 or  
706c_a=1 

I would now like to learn more about the injuries that you experienced from (any of) your husband/partner’s acts 
that we have talked about (MAY NEED TO REFER TO SPECIFIC ACTS RESPONDENT MENTIONED IN 
SECTION 7). By injury, I mean any form of physical harm, including cuts, sprains, burns, broken bones or 
broken teeth, or other things like this. 
801 Have you ever been injured as a result 

of these acts by (any of) your 
husband/partner(s). Please think of the 
acts that we talked about before. 

Yes ............................................. 1 
No ............................................... 2 
Don’t know/don’t remember ....... 8 

 
 S.9 
 S.9 
 

 

802a In your life, how many times were you 
injured by (any of) your 
husband(s)/partner(s)? 
Would you say once, several times or 
many times? 

Once ........................................... 1 
Several (2-5) times  .................... 2 
Many (more than 5) times .......... 3 
Don’t know/don’t remember ....... 8 

 801≠2 

802b Has this happened in the past 12 
months? 

Yes ............................................. 1 
No ............................................... 2 
Don’t know/don’t remember 8 

 801≠2 

803a What type of injury did you have? 
Please mention any injury due to (any 
of) your husband/partners acts, no 
matter how long ago it happened. 
 
MARK ALL  
 
PROBE:  
Any other injury? 

Cuts, punctures, bites ................A 
Scratch, abrasion, bruises .........B 
Sprains, dislocations ................. C 
Burns ......................................... D 
Penetrating injury, deep cuts, 
gashes .......................................E 
Broken eardrum, eye injuries ..... F 
Fractures, broken bones ........... G 
Broken teeth .............................. H 
Internal injuries ............................ I 
Other (specify): ...........................X 

 801≠2 

805a In your life, were you ever hurt badly 
enough by (any of) your 
husband/partner(s) that you needed 
health care (even if you did not receive 
it)? 
IF YES: How many times? IF NOT 
SURE: More or less? 

Times needed healthcare  ... [  ][  ] 
 
Not needed ............................... 00 

 
 
 S.9 
 

801≠2 

806 In your life, did you ever receive health 
care for this injury (these injuries)? 
Would you say, sometimes or always 
or never? 
 

Yes, sometimes .......................... 1 
Yes, always ................................ 2 
No, never .................................... 3 
Don’t know/don’t remember ....... 8 

 
 
 S.9 
 

805a>=1 

807 In your life, have you ever had to 
spend any nights in a hospital due to 
the injury/injuries? 
IF YES: How many nights? (MORE OR 
LESS) 

Number of nights in hospital  [  ][  ] 
 
If None ...................................... 00 

 805a>=1 and 
806≠3 

808 Did you tell a health worker the real 
cause of your injury? 

Yes ............................................. 1 
No ............................................... 2 

 805a>=1 and 
806≠3 
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SECTION 9: IMPACTS AND COPING 
NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK TO/IF 

 
ASKED TO ALL WOMEN WHO EXPERIENCED SEXUAL VIOLENCE OR  PHYSICAL 
VIOLENCE  
 

705a_a=1 or 
705b_a=1 or 
705c_a=1 or 
705d_a=1 or 
705e_a=1 or 
705f_a=1 or  
706a_a=1 or 
706b_a=1 or  
706c_a=1 

THIS SECTION IS FOR WOMEN WHO REPORT PHYSICAL OR SEXUAL VIOLENCE BY THEIR 
HUSBAND/PARTNER. 
 
I would now like to ask you some questions about what effects your husband/partner’s acts has had on you. 
With acts I mean… (REFER TO SPECIFIC ACTS THE RESPONDENT HAS MENTIONED IN SECTION 7).  
 
IF REPORTED MORE THAN ONE VIOLENT HUSBAND/PARTNER, ADD: I would like you to answer these 
questions in relation to the most recent/last husband/partner who did these things to you. 

901 Are there any particular situations 
that tend to lead to or trigger your 
husband/partner’s behavior?  
REFER TO ACTS OF PHYSICAL 
VIOLENCE MENTIONED 
BEFORE. 
 
PROBE: Any other situation? 
 
MARK ALL MENTIONED 
 

No particular reason ..................... A 
When man drunk .......................... B 
Money problems .......................... C 
Difficulties at his work .................. D 
When he is unemployed .............. E 
No food at home .......................... F 
Problems with his or her family ... G 
She is pregnant ............................ H 
He is jealous of her ....................... I 
She refuses sex ........................... J 
She is disobedient ........................ K 
He wants to teach her a lesson, 

educate or discipline her ........... L 
He wants to show he is boss ...... M 
Other (specify):________ ............ X 

  

CHK 12 
IF WOMAN ONLY EXPERIENCED SEXUAL VIOLENCE AND NO PHYSICAL VIOLENCE 
SKIP TO Q906  
IF Q705_a)-f) ALL = 2, AND Q706a) OR b) OR c) = 1, SKIP TO 906 

 
705a_a=1 or 
705b_a=1 or 
705c_a=1 or 
705d_a=1 or 
705e_a=1 or 
705f_a=1 or
  

CHK 13  
IF WOMAN HAS NEVER HAD CHILDREN (IF Q301=0 ) SKIP TO Q904 
902 For any of these incidents, were 

your children present or did they 
overhear you being beaten? 
IF YES: How often? Would you 
say once, several times or most of 
the time? 

Never ............................................ 1 
Once ............................................. 2 
Several (2-5) times  ...................... 3 
Many times/most of the time ........ 4 
Don’t know ................................... 8 

 301>=1 
 

904 During the times that you were hit, 
did you ever fight back physically 
or to defend yourself? 
IF YES: How often? Would you 
say once, several times or most of 
the time? 

Never ............................................ 1 
Once ............................................. 2 
Several (2-5) times  ...................... 3 
Many times/most of the time ........ 4 
Don’t know ................................... 8 

 907  
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SECTION 9: IMPACTS AND COPING 
NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK TO/IF 

904a What was the effect of you fighting 
back on the violence at the time? 
Would you say that it had no 
effect, the violence became worse, 
the violence became less, or that 
the violence stopped, at least for 
the moment. 

NO CHANGE/NO EFFECT .......... 1 
Violence became worse ............... 2 
Violence became less .................. 3 
Violence stopped ......................... 4 
 Don’t know/don’t remember ......... 8 

 904≠1 

907 In what way, if any, has your 
husband/partner’s behavior 
disrupted your work or other 
activities you do to support your 
family? 
 
REFER TO SPECIFIC ACTS OF 
PHYSICAL AND/OR SEXUAL 
VIOLENCE SHE DESCRIBED 
EARLIER 
 
MARK ALL THAT APPLY 

N/A (no work for money) .............. A 
Work not disrupted ....................... B 
Husband/partner interrupted 

work ........................................... C 
Unable to concentrate .................. D 
Unable to work/sick leave ............ E 
Lost confidence in own ability  ..... F 
Other (specify): ______ ............... X 

  

908 Who have you told about his 
behavior?  
 
MARK ALL MENTIONED  
 
PROBE: Anyone else? 

No one.......................................... A 
Friends ......................................... B 
Parents ......................................... C 
Brother or sister ........................... D 
Uncle or aunt ................................ E 
Husband/partner’s family  ............ F 
Children ....................................... G 
Neighbors ..................................... H 
Police ............................................ I 
Doctor/health worker  ................... J 
Priest/religious leader  ................. K 
NGO/women’s organization ........ M 
Xefe suku or xefe aldeia .............. N 
Customary leader ........................ O 
Church layperson ......................... P 
Other (specify):______ ................ X 

  

T910a Given that you experienced at 
least one incident described 
above, thinking of the LAST TIME 
this happened, what was your 
FIRST reaction?    
 
READ OPTIONS AND MARK 
ONLY ONE 
 

Sought assistance from police 
(PNTL) ....................................... 1 

Sought assistance from hospital or 
health center .............................. 2 

Sought assistance from legal aid 
organization ............................... 3 

Sought assistance from court ...... 4 
Sought assistance from xefe suku5 
Sought assistance from xefe 

aldeia ......................................... 6 
Sought assistance from local 

NGO .......................................... 7 
Sought assistance from customary 

leader (ketuas adat or lia 
na’in)……………………….. ....... 8 

Sought assistance from other 
community members ................. 9 

Did nothing/did not seek help .... 10 
Other: ......................................... 11 

 
T910d  

 

CHK14 
IF SOUGHT ASSISTANCE FROM PNTL (T910A = 1), SKIP TO T910d 
IF DID NOT SEEK HELP OR OTHER (T910A= 10 or 11), SKIP TO CHK 18 
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SECTION 9: IMPACTS AND COPING 
NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK TO/IF 

T910b 
 

What was your primary reason for 
not seeking assistance from the 
PNTL first? 
 
DO NOT READ OPTIONS, 
SELECT ONLY ONE 

PNTL are too far away ................. 1 
I don’t have a way to contact the 

PNTL………. ............................. 2 
I don’t trust they can resolve my 

situation ..................................... 3 
It will make the situation worse .... 4 
I didn’t know how to report to the 

PNTL ......................................... 5 
My family wouldn’t allow me to 

contact the PNTL ....................... 6 
Other (specify): ............................ 7 
Don’t know/no answer .................. 9 

 T910a≠1 and 
T910a≠10 
and 
T910a≠11 

T910c Following your first reaction to the 
incident, was the crime referred to 
any of the following people? 
 
READ OUT ALL OPTIONS 
MULTIPLE OPTIONS POSSIBLE 

PNTL ........................................... A 
Xefe suku or xefe aldeia ............. B 
Elder/Adat ................................... C 
Local NGO .................................. D 
Legal aid organization ................. E 
Family members ......................... F 

T910d 
T910g 
T910g 
T910j 
T910j 
T910g 

 

CHK 15 
-IF INCIDENT WAS REFERRED TO PNTL (T910c=1), SKIP TO T910d 
-IF T910c= D OR E (LOCAL NGO AND/OR LEGAL AID) OR IF 910a=3 OR 7, GO TO 910j 
-IF SELECT ANY OTHER RESPONSE GO TO 910g 
T910d With regards to the most recent 

incident (described above) that you 
reported to the police, how would 
you describe the manner in which 
the PNTL treated you when you 
sought their help? 
 
READ OPTIONS AND MARK 
ONLY ONE OPTION 

With full respect to you and your 
family and showing professional 
police conduct ........................... 1 

With minimal respect and 
professionalism ......................... 2 

In a verbally aggressive, abusive 
or intimidating manner ............... 3 

In a physically aggressive, abusive 
or intimidating manner ............... 4 

Other (specify): ............................ 7 
Don’t know ................................... 8 
No answer .................................... 9 

  

T910e What did the PNTL do after you 
sought their assistance? 
 
READ OPTIONS AND MARK 
ONLY ONE OPTION 

Nothing happened ........................ 1 
The dispute was settled through 

police and community 
representative mediation ........... 2 

Police gave a warning to accused 
party ........................................... 3 

Formal complaint was filed but no 
further legal action occurred ...... 4 

Police referred the case to a 
community leader ...................... 5 

Accused individual was arrested 
by the PNTL .............................. 6 

Other (specify): ............................ 7 
Don’t know ................................... 8 
No answer .................................... 9 

  

T910f How satisfied were you with the 
outcome of requesting assistance 
from PNTL? 

Satisfied ....................................... 1 
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied  . 2 
Dissatisfied ................................... 3 
Don’t know ................................... 8 
No answer .................................... 9 

  

CHK16 
IF T910a DOES NOT EQUAL 5, 6,  8 OR 9 SKIP TO T910j  AND IF T910c DOES NOT EQUAL B OR C OR F 
SKIP TO T910j 
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SECTION 9: IMPACTS AND COPING 
NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK TO/IF 

T910g How would you describe the 
manner in which the community 
treated you when you sought their 
help in resolving the incident? 
 
READ OPTIONS AND MARK 
ONLY ONE OPTION 

With full respect ........................... 1 
With minimal respect .................... 2 
In a verbally aggressive, abusive 

or intimidating manner ............... 3 
In a physically aggressive, abusive 

or intimidating manner ............... 4 
Other (specify): ............................ 7 
Don’t know ................................... 8 
No answer .................................... 9 

   

T910h How was your case handled at the 
community level? 
 
READ OPTIONS AND MARK 
ONLY ONE OPTION 

Nothing happened ........................ 1 
The dispute was settled through 

mediation facilitated by xefe suku 
or xefe aldeia ............................. 2 

The dispute was settled through 
adat or elders ............................ 3 

The dispute was settled through 
direct negotiation with the 
perpetrator ................................. 4 

Community gave a warning to 
accused party ............................ 5 

Member of the community referred 
the case to the PNTL ................. 6 

Other (specify):____________ .... 7 
Don’t know ................................... 8 
No answer .................................... 9 

  

T910i How satisfied were you with the 
way your case was handled at the 
community level? 

Satisfied ....................................... 1 
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied .. 2 
Dissatisfied ................................... 3 
Don’t know ................................... 8 
No answer .................................... 9 

  

T910j A resolution refers to whether a 
crime was settled or whether a 
solution was identified. Was the 
incident resolved? 

Yes ............................................... 1 
No ................................................. 2 
Don’t know ................................... 8 
No answer .................................... 9 

 
CHK18 
CHK18 
CHK18 

 

T910k Who was directly involved in the 
final resolution of the crime? 
 
READ OUT OPTIONS 
MULTIPLE SELECT 

PNTL ............................................ 1 
Xefe suku or xefe aldeia .............. 2 
Elder/Adat .................................... 3 
Local NGO ................................... 4 
Legal aid organization .................. 5 
Family members .......................... 6 
Other (specify):___________ ...... 7 
Don’t know ................................... 8 
No answer .................................... 9 

  

CHK 17 
IF PNTL WAS NOT DIRECTLY INVOLVED (QT910K DOES NOT EQUAL 1), SKIP TO T910N 
T910l What was the main role of the 

PNTL during the resolution 
process? 
 
READ OPTIONS 
Single select 

Ensured a safe environment during 
a community-driven resolution .. 1 

Directly involved in 
mediation/negotiation ................ 2 

Made final decision on how the 
case would be resolved ............. 3 

Gave confidence to community-
driven resolution ........................ 4 

Did nothing ................................... 5 
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SECTION 9: IMPACTS AND COPING 
NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK TO/IF 

T910m How satisfied were you with the 
PNTL’s response? 
 
READ OPTIONS 
Single select 

Satisfied ....................................... 1 
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied .. 2 
Dissatisfied ................................... 3 
Don’t know ................................... 8 
No answer .................................... 9 

  

T910n Did you experience any retribution 
following the resolution of the 
incident? 
 
DO NOT READ OPTIONS 

Yes ............................................... 1 
No ................................................. 2 
Don’t know ................................... 8 
No answer .................................... 9 

  

CHK 18 
IF T910A = 10 OR 11, GO TO Q912 
IF T910A DOES NOT EQUAL 10 OR 11 GO TO Q911 
911 What were the reasons that made 

you go for help? 
 
 
MARK ALL MENTIONED AND GO 
TO 914 

Encouraged by friends/family ...... A 
Could not endure more ................ B 
Badly injured ................................ C 
He threatened or tried to kill her .. D 
He threatened or hit children........ E 
Saw that children suffering........... F 
Thrown out of the home .............. G 
Afraid she would kill him .............. H 
Afraid he would kill her  ................. I 
Other (specify): ____________ ... X 

 
 
FOR ALL 
OPTIONS 
GO TO 
914 

 

912 What were the reasons that you 
did not go to anyone for help? 
 
MARK ALL MENTIONED 

Don’t know/no answer .................. A 
Fear of threats/consequences/ 

more violence ............................ B 
Violence normal/not serious ........ C 
Embarrassed/ashamed/afraid 

would not be believed or would 
be blamed  ................................. D 

Believed would not help/know 
other women were not helped ... E 

Afraid would end relationship  ...... F 
Afraid would lose children ........... G 
Bring bad name to family  ............ H 
Did not know her options .............. I 
Other (specify): ............................ X 

  

914 Did you ever leave, even if only 
overnight, because of his 
behavior? 
IF YES: How many times? (MORE 
OR LESS) 

Number of times left ............... [  ][  ] 
Never .......................................... 00 
N/A (not living together) ............. 97 
Don’t know/don’t remember ....... 98 

 
N01 
N01 

 

915 Where did you go the last time? 
 
MARK ONE 

Her relatives ............................... 01 
His relatives ............................... 02 
Her friends/neighbors ................. 03 
Street .......................................... 05 
Shelter ........................................ 07 
Other (specify): __________ ..... 96 
Don’t know/don’t remember ....... 98 
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SECTION 10: OTHER EXPERIENCES 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

N01 

READ TO RESPONDENT: 
In their lives, many women have unwanted experiences and experience different forms of 
maltreatment and violence from all kinds of people, men or women. These may be relatives, other 
people that they know, and/or strangers. If you don’t mind, I would like to ask you about some of these 
situations. Everything that you say will be kept confidential. I will first ask about what has happened 
since you were 15 years old (from age 15 onwards until now). 
FOR WOMEN WHO WERE EVER MARRIED OR PARTNERED ADD: These questions are about 
people other than your husband/partner(s). 

N06a In your whole life, has anyone 
except any husband/male partner 
ever forced you into sexual 
intercourse when you did not want 
to, for example by threatening you, 
holding you down, or putting you in a 
situation where you could not say no. 
Remember to include people you 
have known as well as strangers. 
Please at this point exclude attempts 
to force you.  
 
IF NECESSARY: We define sexual 
intercourse as penetration (when a 
man puts his penis, other body part, 
or an object inside) of a vagina, 
mouth or anus. 
 
NOTE THAT THIS QUESTION IS 
ABOUT RAPES THAT ACTUALLY 
HAPPENED 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 
TN03a 

 

TN06a Has this happened once, a few times 
or many times? 

Once ................................................ 1 
A few times ...................................... 2 
Many times ...................................... 3 

 TN06a=1 

N06b Has this happened in the past 12 
months? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 N06b=1 

TN03a In your whole life, has a man who 
was not a husband or boyfriend  ever 
forced you to have sex with when 
you were too drunk or drugged to 
refuse? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 
TN04a 

 

TN03b Has this happened once, a few times 
or many times? 

Once ................................................ 1 
A few times ...................................... 2 
Many times ...................................... 3 

 TN03b=1 

TN03c Has this happened in the past 12 
months? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 TN03b=1 

TN04a In your whole life, have you been 
forced or persuaded to have sex 
against your will with more than one 
man at the same time? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 
CHK19 

 

TN04b Has this happened once, a few times 
or many times? 

Once ................................................ 1 
A few times ...................................... 2 
Many times ...................................... 3 

 TN04a=1 

TN04c Has this happened in the past 12 
months? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 

 TN04a=1 
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SECTION 10: OTHER EXPERIENCES 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

N08 Again, I want you to think about any person, man or woman.  
FOR WOMEN WHO EVER HAD A PARTNER ADD: except your 
husband/male partner.  
Apart from anything you may have mentioned, can you tell me if, since the 
age of 15 until now, any of the following has happened to you? Remember 
to include people you have known as well as strangers. 

B. IF YES: Has this 
happened in the past 
12 months? 

 Yes No Yes No 
a Has anyone attempted to force you to perform a 

sexual act you did not want, attempted to force you 
into sexual intercourse (which did not take place) 

1 2 1 2 

b Touched you sexually when you did not want to. 
This includes for example touching of breasts or 
private parts. 

1 2 1 2 

d Made you touch their private parts (breasts, 
buttocks or genitals) against your will 1 2 1 2 

e Showed you sexually explicit pictures against your 
will 1 2 1 2 

g Anything else sexually that you did not want: 1 2 1 2 
CHK 19 
IF NEVER FORCED TO HAVE SEX BY SOMEONE OTHER THAN A HUSBAND OR BOYFRIEND (TN06a, 
TN03a & TN04a = 2), SKIP TO N08.  
N07d-N07n ASKED IF TN06a=1 or TN03a=1 or TN04a=1 
N07d I am now going to ask you about your 

experience of forced sex. Please 
respond about the most recent 
incident. 
 
When was the most recent 
incident that you were forced to 
have sex? 

Less than one year ago  ................. 1 
Between one and five years ago  .... 2 
Longer than five years ago  ............ 3 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 TN06a=1 
or 
TN03a=1
or 
TN04a=1 

TN06 Can you tell me who did this (if more 
than once, the most recent time)? 

Father or family member ................. 1 
Teacher ........................................... 2 
Boy from neighborhood (under 18 

yrs) ................................................ 3 
Man from neighborhood .................. 4 
Stranger/unknown person ............... 5 
Friend of the family.......................... 6 
Other ............................................... 8 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 TN06a=1 
or 
TN03a=1 
or 
TN04a=1 

N07e What was your main concern after 
this experience of forced sex? 

Someone would find out ……….... .. 1 
It would happen again …………..... 2 
HIV/AIDS ......................................... 3 
Pregnancy ....................................... 4 
STI/STD .......................................... 5 
Other ............................................... 6 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 TN06a=1 
or 
TN03a=1 
or 
TN04a=1 

N07f Did you report the incident to the 
police? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 
N07i 
N07i 

TN06a=1 
or 
TN03a=1 
or 
TN04a=1 

N07g How did the police respond? They opened a case........................ 1 
They sent me away ......................... 2 
Other ............................................... 3 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 N07f=1 
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SECTION 10: OTHER EXPERIENCES 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

N07h Was the person who did this to you 
arrested and convicted? 

Not arrested .................................... 1 
Arrested but not convicted......... ..... 2 
Convicted ........................................ 3 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 N07f=1 

N07i Did you report it to a health service 
(doctor, nurse or midwife)? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 
N07m 
N07m 

TN06a=1 
or 
TN03a=1 
or 
TN04a=1 

N07j Did you receive any 
medication/treatment for preventing 
pregnancy?                                

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 N07i=1 

N07k Did you receive any 
medication/treatment for preventing 
transmission of HIV? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 N07i=1 

TN07l Did anyone talk to you about how you 
felt about the incident? 

Yes .................................................. 1 
No .................................................... 2 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 N07i=1 

N07m Did you tell someone in your family 
about the incident? 
 
Anyone else?  
 
MARK ALL THAT APPLY 

No one ............................................. A 
Female member of your family of 
birth ................................................. B 
Male member of your family of birth C 
Female member of your in-laws ...... D 
Male member of your in-laws .......... E 
Your child/children........................... F 
Other, specify: ______________ .... X 

1004a  

N07n How did they respond?  
Anything else? 
 
MARK ALL THAT APPLY 

Blamed me for it .............................. A 
Supported me .................................. B 
Were indifferent ............................... C 
Told me to keep it quiet  .................. D 
Advised to report to police .............. E 
Other, specify: ______________ .... X 

 N07m≠A 

Thank you for your answers. I know that some of these things are difficult to talk about. We are near 
the end of the interview. May I continue? 

1004a How old were you when you first had 
sexual intercourse? 
 
IF NECESSARY: We define sexual 
intercourse as penetration (when a 
man puts his penis, other body part, 
or an object inside) of a vagina, 
mouth or anus. 

Age years (more or less)  ........ [   ][   ] 
Not had sex ................................... 95 
Refused/no answer ....................... 99 

 
1102 

 

1005 How would you describe the first time 
that you had sexual intercourse? 
Would you say that you wanted to 
have sex, you did not want to have 
sex but it happened anyway, or were 
you forced to have sex? 

Wanted to have sex  ....................... 1 
Not want but had sex  ..................... 2 
Forced to have sex ......................... 3 
Don’t know/no answer ..................... 9 

 1004a≠ 
95 

1005c The first time you had sexual 
intercourse, was this with your (future) 
husband/cohabiting partner, or was it 
with someone else? 

(Future) husband/partner… ............ 1 
Someone else more or less your 
own age  .......................................... 2 
Someone else who was older ......... 3 
Refused /no answer  ....................... 9 

 1004a≠ 
95 
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SECTION 11: FINANCIAL AUTONOMY 

NO. QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP ASK 
TO/IF 

Now I would like to ask you some questions about things that you own and your earnings. We need this 
information to understand the financial position of women nowadays. 
1102 a) Do you earn money by yourself?  

IF YES: What exactly do you do to 
earn money?  
ASK ALL. SPECIFY: 
b) Job 
c) Selling things, trading 
d) Doing seasonal work 
x) Any other activity, specify 

No .................................................... A 
 

 1201  

Yes No 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 

CHK 
21 

CURRENTLY MARRIED/ 
CURRENTLY LIVING WITH A MAN      
(Option K)       [   ]  
          
119=1 or 2 or 3, ANSWER 1103, 
1104, 1108 

NOT CURRENTLY MARRIED OR 
LIVING WITH A MAN/CURRENT 
OR PAST MALE DATING 
PARTNER          
           (Option L, M, N)       [   ]    
 
IF 119=4 or 5 or 6, ANSWER 1108 

 
 
 
 
 1108 

 

CHK 
1102 

1. OPTIONS b) c) d) or x) MARKED    
   [   ]               
      

2. OPTION a) MARKED           [   ]  1105  

1103 Are you able to spend the money you 
earn how you want yourself, or do you 
have to give all or part of the money to 
your husband/partner? 

Self/own choice ............................... 1 
Give part to husband/partner .......... 2 
Give all to husband/partner ............. 3 
Don’t know ...................................... 8 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 1102≠A 
and 
(119=1 or 
119=2 or 
119=3) 

1104 Would you say that the money that you 
bring into the family is more than what 
your husband/partner contributes, less 
than what he contributes, or about the 
same as he contributes? 

More than husband/partner ............. 1 
Less than husband/partner ............. 2 
About the same ............................... 3 
Don’t know ...................................... 8 
Refused/no answer ......................... 9 

 1102≠A 
and 
(119=1 or 
119=2 or 
119=3) 
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SECTION 12: COMPLETION OF INTERVIEW. 
1201 I would now like to give you the tablet. Here you will see two pictures. On the top is a picture is of a sad 

face, and on the bottom is a happy face.   
 
FOR RESPONDENTS 18 AND OVER:  
No matter what you have already told me, I would like you to tap/put a mark on the circle next to the 
sad face if someone has ever touched you sexually, or made you do something sexual that you didn’t 
want to, before you were 18 years old. 
 
FOR RESPONDENTS 15 -17 YEARS OLD: 
No matter what you have already told me, I would like you to tap/put a mark on the circle next to the 
sad face if someone has ever touched you sexually, or made you do something sexual that you didn’t 
want to. 
 
CONTINUE FOR ALL RESPONDENTS: 
Please tap/put a mark on the circle next to the happy face if this has never happened to you. If this has 
happened to you, please tap/put a mark on the circle next to the sad face. Then swipe your finger 
across the screen (DEMONSTRATE THE ACTION) and the screen will change. This will ensure that I 
do not know your answer. 

1202 We have now finished the interview. Do you have any comments, or is there anything else you would 
like to add?   
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

1203 I have asked you about many difficult things.  How has talking about 
these things made you feel? 

Good/better .......................1 
Bad/worse .........................2 
Same/ no difference ..........3 

1204 Finally, do you agree that we may contact you again in the next day or 
so if we need to ask a few more questions for clarification?  
 
IF RESPONDENT INDICATES NO, PLEASE RECORD THIS ANSWER 
IN NOTEBOOK AND REPORT TO SUPERVISOR FOLLOWING 
INTERVIEW 

Yes ....................................1 
No ......................................2 
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FINISH ONE – IF RESPONDENT HAS DISCLOSED PROBLEMS/VIOLENCE  
 
I would like to thank you very much for helping us. I appreciate the time that you have taken. I realize that these 
questions may have been difficult for you to answer, but it is only by hearing from women themselves that we can 
really understand about their health and experiences of violence. 
 
From what you have told us, I can tell that you have had some very difficult times in your life. No one has the right 
to treat someone else in that way. However, from what you have told me I can see also that you are strong, and 
have survived through some difficult circumstances.   
 
Here is a list of organizations that provide support, legal advice and counselling services to women in this 
district/municipality. Please do contact them if you would like to talk over your situation with anyone. Their services 
are free, and they will keep anything that you say confidential. You can go whenever you feel ready to, either soon 
or later on.  
  
FINISH TWO - IF RESPONDENT HAS NOT DISCLOSED PROBLEMS/VIOLENCE  
 
I would like to thank you very much for helping us. I appreciate the time that you have taken. I realize that these 
questions may have been difficult for you to answer, but it is only by hearing from women themselves that we can 
really understand about women’s health and experiences in life. 
 
In case you ever hear of another woman who needs help, here is a list of organizations that provide support, legal 
advice and counselling services to women in this district/municipality. Please do contact them if you or any of your 
friends or relatives need help. Their services are free, and they will keep anything that anyone says to them 
confidential. 
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____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

TIMOR LESTE 
Feto sira-nia saúde no esperiénsia moris 

 

Versaun 11.5 

 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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Agradesimentus ba Kestionáriu WHO Versaun 10:  

Kestionáriu ida-ne’e dezenvolve husi Dr Henrica A.F.M. Jansen (WHO, Jenebra) no Dr Charlotte Watts (London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Reinu Unidu) ho kontribuisaun husi membru seluseluk husi Ekipa Peskiza 
Prinsipál: Dr Mary Ellsberg no Lori Heise (Program for Appropriate Technology in Health, Washington DC), no Dr 
Claudia García-Moreno (WHO Jenebra) ba WHO nia estudu nasaun-múltipla kona-ba feto sira-nia saúde no violénsia 
doméstika.  

Ezbosu inisiál sira ba kestionáriu ne’e hetan revizaun husi membru sira tuir mai iha komisaun organizadora perísia 
estudu nian: Jacquelyn Campbell, Johns Hopkins University; Lucienne Gillioz, Bureau d’Egalite, Jenebra; Rachel 
Jewkes, Medical Research Council; Áfrika Súl; Ivy Josiah, Women’s Aid Organisation, Malázia. Iha mós 
kontribuisaun husi peritu sira iha área ida-idak ne'ebé kobre iha kestionáriu.  

Ekipa peskiza iha nasaun ida-idak ne'ebé envolve iha Estudu WHO halo pré-teste ba kestionáriu ne’e: 

Bangladexe: Ruchira Tabassum Naved, ICDDR,B, Daka; Safia Azim, Naripokkho, Daka; Abbas Bhuiya, 
ICDDR,B; Daka Lars Ake Persson, Uppsala, Suésia  

Brazíl: Lilia Blima Schraiber, University of Sao Paulo – Faculty of Medicine, Sao Paulo; Ana Flavia Lucas 
D’Oliveira, University of Sao Paulo – Faculty of Medicine, Sao Paulo; Ivan Franca-Junior, University of Sao Paulo 
– School of Public Health, Sao Paulo; Carmen Simone Grilo Diniz, Feminist Collective for Health and Sexuality, 
Sao Paulo; Ana Paula Portella, SOS Body, Gender and Citizenship, Pernambuco 

Japaun: Mieko Yoshihama, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Estadus Unidus; Saori Kamano, National Institute 
of Population and Social Security Research, Tokyo; Tamie Kaino, Ochanomizu University, Tókiu; Fumi Hayashi, 
Toyo Eiwa University, Tókiu; Hiroko Akiyama, University of Tokyo, Tókiu; Tomoko Yunomae, Beijing JAC (Japan 
Accountability Caucus), Tókiu 

Namíbia: Eveline Janeiru, Ministériu Saúde no Servisu Sosiál, Windhoek; Hetty Rose-Junius, Ministériu Saúde no 
Servisu Sosiál, Windhoek; Johan Van Wyk, Ministériu Saúde no Servisu Sosiál; Alves Weerasinghe, Komisaun 
Planeamentu Nasionál, Windhoek 

Perú: Ana Güezmes, Centro de la Mujer Peruana Flora Tristan, Lima; Nancy Palomino, Universidad Peruana 
Cayetano Heredia, Lima; Miguel Ramos, Universidad Peruana Cayetano Heredia, Lima 

Samoa: Tina Tauasosi, Secretariat of the Pacific Community  

Tailándia: Churnrurtai Kanchanachitra, Mahidol University, Bankoke; Kritaya Archavanitkul, Mahidol University, 
Bankoke; Wassana Im-em, Mahidol University, Bankoke; Usa Lerdsrisanthat, Foundation for Women, Bankoke  

Repúblika Unida Tanzánia: Jessie Mbwambo, Muhimbili University College of Health Sciences, Dar es Salaam; 
Gideon Kwesigabo, Muhimbili University College of Health Sciences, Dar es Salaam; Joe Lugalla, University of New 
Hampshire, Durham, USA; Sherbanu Kassim, Women's Research and Documentation Project, Dar es Salaam 

 

Entre tinan 1999-2002, Versaun 9 uza durante implementasaun Estudu WHO ba Nasaun Múltipla iha nasaun sira 
ne'ebé temi iha leten. Versaun 10 integra melloria balu bazeia ba esperiénsia luan ho Versaun 9, no mós komentáriu 
kona-ba Versaun 9. Versaun 10 mós kontein pergunta foun balu ne'ebé fasilita atu sukat ligasaun entre violénsia 
ne'ebé komete husi kaben/namoradu no risku ba HIV/AIDS (SIDA). 
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IDENTIFIKASAUN – KÓPIA IMPRESA SIRA TENKE PRIENXE MANUALMENTE,  
LA'ÓS UZA TABLET 

 
KÓDIGU DISTRITU ................................................................................................................................. 
URBANU / RURÁL .................................................................................................................................. 
NÚMERU ÁREA ENUMERASAUN ....................................................................................................... 
NÚMERU UMA-KAIN ............................................................................................................................. 
 

 
[   ][   ] 
[   ][   ] 
[   ][   ] 
[   ][   ] 

ENTREVISTADORA NIA VIZITA SIRA 
 1 2 3 VIZITA FINÁL 
 
 

DATA 
 
ENTREVISTADORA  
NIA NARAN  
 
REZULTADU*** 

 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 
______________ 

 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 

 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 

LORON  [  ] [  ] 
FULAN  [  ] [  ] 
TINAN  [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] 
 
ENTREVISTADORA    
[  ] [  ] 
 
REZULTADU   [  ] [  ] 

HALO PROSEDIMENTU KONTROLU KUALIDADE (1 = sin, 2 = lae) [  ] TOTÁL NÚMERU  
VIZITA [  ] 

KESTIONÁRIU SIRA 
KOMPLETA ONA? 
 
[  ] 1. Laiha mak kompletu 

  

*** KÓDIGU REZULTADU  
 

Rejeita (espesifika):___________________________ .................. 1 
Uma mamuk ka laiha uma iha enderesu ne’e  ................................ 2 
Uma rahun ...................................................................................... 3 
La hetan uma, laiha asesu ............................................................... 4 
Uma-kain (UK) tomak auzente ba períodu naruk ........................... 5 
Laiha membru UK iha uma momentu halo vizita ........................... 6 
Respondente UK adia entrevista ..................................................... 7 
UK tomak ko’alia lian ne'ebé ema la komprende ........................... 8 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 Tenke filafali  
 Tenke filafali 

Feto ne'ebé hili ona lakohi partisipa (espesifika): 
___________________________________________ ................... 9 
Laiha feto ida iha UK ne'ebé elejivel ............................................ 10 
Feto ne'ebé hili ona laiha iha uma................................................. 11 
Feto ne'ebé hili ona adia entrevista ............................................... 12 
Feto ne'ebé hili ona iha impedimentu ........................................... 13 

 
 
 
 Tenke filafali 
 Tenke filafali 
 

[  ] 2. Kestionáriu ba feto 
kompleta parsialmente 

 

Lakohi kontinua (espesifika) : 
__________________________________________ ................... 14 
Restu entrevista adia to’o vizita tuir mai ...................................... 15 

 
 
 Tenke filafali 

[  ] 3. Kestionáriu ba feto 
kompleta ona                 

  
 ...................................................................................................... 16 

 

 

FORMULÁRIU ADMINISTRASAUN 
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KARIK IHA UMA-KAIN LIU IDA IHA UMA NE'EBÉ HILI ONA: PRIENXE FORMULÁRIU SELESAUN UK BA KADA UK 

FORMULÁRIU SELESAUN UMA-KAIN 
Bondia, ha’u-nia naran _____________________ . Ha’u vizita Ita-Boot nia uma-kain hodi The Asia Foundation nia naran. Ami 
halo levantamentu iha Timor-Leste hodi aprende kona-ba saúde no seguransa família. 

1 Porfavór fó-hatene ha’u ema na’in-hira hela iha ne’e, no han iha ne’e? 
BUKA INFORMASAUN ADISIONÁL: Totál ne’e inklui labarik (inklui bebé) ne'ebé hela iha 
ne’e?  
 
Totál ne’e inklui ema sira seluk ne'ebé la'ós membru família, hanesan empregadu doméstiku, 
ema ne'ebé aluga kuartu ka kolega ne'ebé hela iha ne’e no han iha ne’e? 
GARANTE ATU INKLUI EMA HIRAK-NE'E IHA TOTÁL 

Totál númeru ema iha 
uma-kain 
[   ][   ] 

2 Xefe uma-kain mane ka feto? Mane  .......................... 1 
Feto  ....................... ….2 
Mane no feto hotu... .... 3 

3 FETO SIRA IHA UMA-KAIN REZIDÉNSIA IDADE ELEJIVEL 
Ohin loron ami hakarak ko’alia ho feto ida husi 
Ita-Boot nia uma-kain. Hodi ajuda ha’u hatene 
atu ko’alia ho sé loos, porfavór informa ha’u 
kona-ba naran primeiru husi labarik feto no feto 
hotu-hotu ne'ebé baibain hela iha Ita-Boot nia 
uma-kain (no han iha ne’e). 

Ema NIA NARAN 
baibain hela iha ne’e? 
KAZU ESPESIÁL, 
HAREE (A) IHA 

KRAIK. 

Ema NIA 
NARAN tinan 

hira? 
(TINAN, 

maizumenus) 

HAREE KRITÉRIU 
IHA KRAIK 

(A+B) 

Nu. Sin Lae Sin Lae 
1  1 2  1 2 
2  1 2  1 2 
3  1 2  1 2 
4  1 2  1 2 
5  1 2  1 2 
6  1 2  1 2 
7  1 2  1 2 
8  1 2  1 2 
9  1 2  1 2 

10  1 2  1 2 
(A) KAZU ESPESIÁL HODI KONSIDERA EMA IDA NU’UDAR MEMBRU UK:  
 Empregadu doméstiku se nia toba iha uma-kain ne’e kalan 5 ba leten iha semana ida nia laran no han hamutuk ho 

família.  
 Vizitante sira se sira toba iha uma-kain ne’e durante semana 4 ikus mai. 
(B) ELEJIVEL: FETO RUMA ENTRE TINAN 15 - 49 NE'EBÉ HELA IHA UMA-KAIN.  
LIU FETO IDA NE'EBÉ ELEJIVEL IHA UK NE’E: 
 Ho forma aleatória (acak) hili feto ida ne'ebé elejivel hodi tuir entrevista. Atu halo ida-ne’e, hakerek númeru liña ba 

feto sira ne'ebé elejivel iha surat-tahan pedasuk, no tau iha saku ida (ka hikar de’it iha Ita-Boot nia liman). Husu 
membru ida husi uma-kain atu hili númeru ida – ho nune’e hili ema ne'ebé sei tuir entrevista. 

 Tau sírkulu hale’u númeru liña ba feto ida ne'ebé hili ona. Husu atu ko’alia ho feto ne'ebé hili ona. Se nia laiha iha 
uma, konkorda atu marka loron hodi halo vizita tuirmai.  

 Kontinua atu halo kestionáriu uma-kain 
LAIHA FETO NE'EBÉ ELEJIVEL IHA UK:  
 Hatete: “Ha'u labele kontinua tanba ha'u só bele halo entrevista ho feto sira entre tinan 15 – 49. Obrigada ba Ita-Boot 

nia asisténsia.”  
 Remata 
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FORMULÁRIU KONSENTIMENTU (PERSETUJUAN) INDIVIDUÁL BA KESTIONÁRIU FETO NIAN 

Bondia, ha’u-nia naran _______________________. Ha’u serbisu iha The Asia Foundation. Ami halo levantamentu 
iha Timor-Leste hodi aprende kona-ba “Feto Sira-Nia Saúde no Esperiénsia Moris”.  

Ami konvida Ita-Boot atu sai voluntáriu hodi partisipa iha estudu peskiza ida ne'ebé hala’o iha distritu/munisípiu ida 
ne’e. Molok Ita-Boot atu konkorda hodi partisipa iha estudu ida-ne’e, Ita-Boot presiza komprende didi’ak lai saida 
mak ami sei husu Ita-Boot atu halo, no garante katak Ita-Boot simu duni buat hotu ne'ebé relasiona ho peskiza ne’e. 
Se Ita-Boot la komprende informasaun ka iha pergunta seluk ruma, porfavór husu de’it klarifikasaun.  

Ami halo peskiza ne’e ho objetivu atu aprende barak liu kona-ba feto sira-nia saúde no moris, ho nune’e bele utiliza 
informasaun hodi dezenvolve estratéjia hodi hadi’ak sira-nia moris.  

Laiha resposta ne'ebé loos ka la loos; ami hakarak hatene kona-ba Ita-Boot, Ita-Boot nia opiniaun no esperiénsia. Ami 
sei rai Ita-Boot nia resposta hotu-hotu iha tablet ida ne’e. Ha’u bele responde ba pergunta ruma ne'ebé Ita-Boot hato’o 
durante entrevista. Ami sei rai resposta sira ne'ebé Ita-Boot fó ba kestionáriu ne’e ho númeru identifikasaun ne'ebé 
úniku. Ida-ne’e signifika katak sei la liga Ita-Boot nia naran ho resposta sira ne'ebé Ita-Boot hato’o. Informasaun 
ne'ebé ami simu husi Ita-Boot sei tau hamutuk ho informasaun husi feto sira seluk hamutuk rihun rua (2000).  

Ha'u hakarak garante ba Ita-Boot katak ami sei mantein konfidensialidade maka’as ba Ita-Boot nia resposta hotu-hotu. 
Ha’u sei la rejista Ita-Boot nia naran no enderesu. Ita-Boot iha direitu atu hapara entrevista iha kualkér momentu, ka 
bele deside atu la responde ba pergunta ruma bainhira lakohi. Dalaruma susar atu diskute tópiku balu, maibé feto barak 
sente iha benefísiu bainhira hetan oportunidade atu ko’alia. 

Ita-Boot nia partisipasaun iha estudu ne’e totalmente voluntáriu, maibé Ita-Boot nia esperiénsia bele util tebes ba feto 
sira seluk iha Timor-Leste. 

Ita-Boot iha pergunta ruma? 

(Presiza maizumenus oras ida ho balu hodi kompleta entrevista ne’e.) Ita-Boot konkorda atu tuir entrevista? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

ENTREVISTADORA MAK TENKE PRIENXE 
 

HA'U KONFIRMA KATAK HA'U LEE SAI PROSEDIMENTU KONSENTIMENTU IHA LETEN BA 
PARTISIPANTE. 

ASINA HUSI: 

 

____________________________________________________________ 
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KESTIONÁRIU KONA-BA UMAKAIN 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS 

HUSU 
BA/SE 

100a Área enumerasaun ida ne’e mak área 
urbanu ka rurál?  

Urbanu ................................................... 1 
Rurál ...................................................... 2 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

100aa Kódigu Distritu HATAMA NÚMERU .................. [  ] [  ]  Feto hotu-
hotu 

100b Númeru área enumerasaun HATAMA NÚMERU .................. [  ] [  ]   Feto hotu-
hotu 

100c Númeru uma-kain HATAMA NÚMERU .................  [  ] [  ]  Feto hotu-
hotu 

100d Entrevistadór nia ID HATAMA NÚMERU .................. [  ] [  ]  Feto hotu-
hotu 

Se Ita-Boot permite, ha'u hakarak husu pergunta balu kona-ba Ita-Boot nia uma-kain. 
100e Ita-Boot ko’alia lian saida iha uma laran? Tetum ..................................................... 1 

Makasae ................................................. 2 
Mambae ................................................. 3 
Bunak .................................................... 4 
Kemak ................................................... 5 
Makaleru ................................................ 6 
Galolen .................................................. 7 
Baikenu .................................................. 8 
Fatuluku ................................................. 9 
Naueti .................................................. 10 
Tetun Terik .......................................... 11 
Bahasa Indonézia ................................. 12 
Seluk (Espesifika) ................................ 13 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

H1 Ita-Boot nia uma-kain iha ka lae: 
a). Eletrisidade 
Se SIN, iha eletrisidade dalaruma ka kuaze 
sempre/sempre? 

Sin (kuaze sempre/sempre) .................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
Dalaruma ............................................... 3 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

b). Rádiu 
c). Televizaun 
d). Jeleira 
e). Motor  

Sin.......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

H3 Ema ruma iha Ita-Boot nia uma-kain iha 
rai? 

Sin.......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

H4 Dala hira mak ema iha Ita-Boot nia uma 
laiha hahán tanba falta osan? 

Kada semana.......................................... 1 
Kada fulan maibé la'ós kada semana ..... 2 
Akontese, maibé la'ós kada fulan .......... 3 
Nunka .................................................... 4 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………..9 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

H6 Ita-Boot preokupadu ka lae kona-ba nivel 
krime iha Ita-Boot nia bairru (hanesan 
na’ok ka agresaun)? 
Bele dehan, Ita-Boot la preokupadu, 
preokupadu uitoan, ka preokupadu tebes? 

La preokupadu ....................................... 1 
Preokupadu uitoan ................................. 2 
Preokupadu tebes ................................... 3 
La hatene/haluha .................................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............. 9 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 
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SEKSAUN 1: RESPONDENTE NO NIA KOMUNIDADE 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS 

HUSU 
BA/SE 

Agora, ha’u hakarak husu pergunta balu kona-ba Ita-Boot nia komunidade. 
106 Ha’u hakarak husu pergunta balu kona-ba Ita-

Boot nia an rasik.  
Saida mak Ita-Boot nia data moris (loron, 
fulan no tinan ne'ebé Ita-Boot moris)? 

Loron ............................................. [  ][  ] 
Fulan .............................................. [  ][  ] 
Tinan ..................................... [  ][  ][  ][  ] 
La hatene/laiha resposta ...................... 99 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

107 Ita-Boot tinan hira ona (tinan kompletu)? 
(MAIZUMENUS) 

Idade (tinan)  ................................. [  ][  ] 
La hatene…………………………......99 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

109 Ita-Boot hatene lee no hakerek? Sin.......................................................... 1 
Lae  ........................................................ 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………..9 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

110 Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) tuir eskola? Sin ......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta 

 
 114 

Feto hotu-
hotu 

111 Ita-Boot kompleta nivel ka klase hira iha 
eskola? 

La kompleta eskola primária ................. 1 
Kompleta eskola primária ...................... 2 
La kompleta eskola sekundária .............. 3 
Kompleta eskola sekundária .................. 4 
La kompleta edukasaun iha 
universidade/ instituisaun ensinu 
superiór .................................................. 5 
Kompleta edukasaun iha 
universidade/instituisaun ensinu 
superiór .................................................. 6 
La kompleta edukasaun vokasionál ....... 7 
Kompleta edukasaun vokasionál ........... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………..9 

 110=1 

114 Dala hira mak Ita-Boot hasoru ka ko’alia ho 
membru husi Ita-Boot nia família orjinál 
(Maun, alin, feton, avo, aman no inan)? Bele 
dehan, pelumenus semana ida dala ida, fulan 
ida dala ida, tinan ida dala ida, ka nunka? 
 
INKLUI KO'ALIA LIUHOSI TELEMOVEL 
NO HO EMA 
 

Loroloron/pelumenus semana ida dala 
ida .......................................................... 1 
Pelumenus fulan ida dala ida  ................ 2 
Pelumenus tinan ida dala ida  ................ 3 
Nunka (kuaze nunka) ............................. 4 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............. 9 

 110=2 

115 Bainhira Ita-Boot presiza tulun ka iha 
problema, baibain Ita-Boot bele depende ba 
membru husi Ita-Boot nia família rasik atu fó 
apoiu? 

Sin.......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............. 9 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 
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SEKSAUN 1: RESPONDENTE NO NIA KOMUNIDADE 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS 

HUSU 
BA/SE 

119 Agora daudaun Ita-Boot kaben ka hela 
hamutuk ho mane ida? ‘Kaben’ bele refere ba 
kaben igreja, kaben lisan (adat), ka rejistu 
sivíl.  
 
KARIK LAE: Ita-Boot envolvidu iha relasaun 
ida ho mane maibé la hela hamutuk? 
 
SE PRESIZA, HUSU INFORMASAUN 
ADISIONÁL: Hanesan namoradu regulár ka 
noivu? 
 
SE PRESIZA, HUSU INFORMASAUN 
ADISIONÁL: Ita-Boot no Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu hela hamutuk? 

Agora daudaun kaben, hela hamutuk..... 1 
Agora daudaun kaben, la hela hamutuk  2 
Hela hamutuk ho mane ida, la kaben. .... 3 
Agora daudaun iha namoradu regulár 
(noivu ka sai hamutuk), la hela 
hamutuk ................................................. 4 
Agora daudaun la kaben ka laiha 
namoradu  .............................................. 5 
Agora daudaun iha namorada (iha 
relasaun ho feto ida)  ............................. 6 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………..9 

 
 123 
 
 123 

Feto hotu-
hotu 

120a Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) kaben tiha ona ka 
hela hamutuk ho namoradu? ‘Kaben’ bele 
refere ba kaben igreja, kaben lisan (adat), ka 
rejistu sivíl.  

Sin, kaben .............................................. 1 
Sin, hela ho mane ida, maibé 
Nunka kaben .......................................... 3 
Lae  ........................................................ 5 
Lakohi responde/kaiha resposta……….9 

 121 
 
 121 

119=3 ka 
119=4 ka 
119=5 ka 
119=6 

120b Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) envolve iha 
relasaun ho mane ida maibé la hela hamutuk 
(hanesan noivu ka sai hamutuk)? 

Sin ......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2  
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............. 9 

 
 S.2 
 S.2 

120a=5 no 
(119=5 ka 
119=6) 

121 Refere ba Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu ikus 
liu, Ita-Boot soe-malu ka fahe-malu, ka Ita-
Boot nia la’en/namoradu mate? 

Soe-malu  ............................................... 1 
Fahe-malu/seperadu ............................... 2 
Feto faluk/ la’en/namoradu mate ........... 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………..9 

 
 
 123 

119=3 ka 
119=4 ka 
119=5 ka 
119=6 no 
(120a=1 ka 
120a=3 ka 
120b=1) 

122 Ita-Boot mak hahú prosesu soe-malu/fahe-
malu, ka Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu mak 
hahú, ka imi na’in-rua deside di’ak liu atu 
fahe-malu? 

Respondente .......................................... 1 
La’en/namoradu ..................................... 2 
Na’in-rua hotu (respondente no nia 
la’en/namoradu) ..................................... 3 
Seluk:_____________ ........................... 6 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………..9 

 121=1 ka 
121=2 

123 Dala hira iha Ita-Boot nia moris kaben ona 
no/ka hela hamutuk ho mane ida? ‘Kaben’ 
bele refere ba kaben igreja, kaben lisan 
(adat), ka rejistu sivíl.  
 
(INKLUI LA’EN/NAMORADU AGORA 
DAUDAUN KARIK IMI HELA 
HAMUTUK) 

Dala hira kaben ona ka hela hamutuk[ ][] 
Nunka kaben ka hela hamutuk............. 00 

 
 S.2 

119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
119=3 ka 
120a=1 ka 
120a=3 

126 Uluk/agora Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu iha 
feen seluk enkuantu nia sei kaben (iha ona 
relasaun) hela ho Ita-Boot? 
[REFERE BA RELASAUN POLIGAMIA] 

Sin.......................................................... 1 
Lae  ........................................................ 2 
La hatene/haluha .................................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............. 9 

 
 129 
 129 

123≠0 
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SEKSAUN 1: RESPONDENTE NO NIA KOMUNIDADE 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS 

HUSU 
BA/SE 

127 Uluk/agora nia iha feen na’in hira (inklui Ita-
Boot rasik)? 

Feen na’in-ida ........................................ 1 
Feen na’in-rua ........................................ 2 
Feen na’in-tolu ...................................... 3 
Feen na’in-haat ba leten ......................... 4 
La hatene ............................................. 98 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ........... 99 

 129 
 
 
 
 

 

128a  Husi Ita-Boot nia la’en nia feen sira, Ita-Boot 
mak feen daruak, datoluk, dahaat ka leten? 

Feen daruak ........................................... 1 
Feen datoluk .......................................... 2 
Feen dahaat ka leten .............................. 3 
La hatene/haluha .................................. 98 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ........... 99 

 128a=2 

129 Ita-Boot halo serimónia kazamentu ruma hodi 
formaliza Ita-Boot nia uniaun? Se SIN, Ita-
Boot halo serimónia oinsá? 
 
MARKA RESPOSTA HOTU-HOTU 
NE'EBÉ APLIKAVEL 

La iha. ................................................... A 
Rejistu sivíl ........................................... B 
Kaben igreja  ........................................ C 
Kaben lisan (adat) ................................ D 
Seluk: ______________________ ....... X 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………..9 

 131 123>=1 no 
(119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
119=3 ka 
119=4 ka 
120a=1 ka 
120b=1) 

130 Sá tinan halo serimónia (dahuluk)? 
(IDA-NE’E REFERE BA RELASAUN 
AGORA/IKUS LIU) 

Tinan  .................................... [  ][  ][  ][  ] 
La hatene ......................................... 9998 

 129=B ka 
129=C ka 
129=D ka 
129=X 

131 Ita-Boot rasik mak hili la’en agora/resente liu 
hotu,ka ema seluk mak hili nia ba ita-Boot,ka 
nia rasik mak hili ita-Boot 
 
SE RESPONDENTE LA HILI NIA LA’EN, 
HUSU INFORMASAUN ADISIONÁL: 
Sé mak hili Ita-Boot nia la’en agora/resente 
liu hotu ba Ita-Boot? 

Respondente mak hili (ho nia la’en) ...... 1 
Família mak hili (respondente ka/no 
la’en nia família) ................................... 3 
Respondente no família hili hamutuk .... 7 
Seluk:____________________  ............ 6 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............. 9 

 133 
 

123>=1 no 
(119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
120a=1) 

133 Wainhira ita kaben, mane nia familia fo buat 
ruma/sasan ruma ba ita (feto) nia familia 
tanba ita kaben ho nia? (hanesan barlake, 
hafolin, bee manas ai tukan) 

Sin.......................................................... 1 
Lae  ........................................................ 3 
La hatene/haluha .................................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………..9 

 
 S.2 
 S.2 

123>=1 no 
(119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
120a=1) 

134 Barlake/hafolin ne’e fó hotu ona, ka seidauk 
fó hotu? 
 

Fó ona barlake/hafolin hotu ................... 1 
Fó balu ona ............................................ 2 
Seidauk fó barlake/hafolin ..................... 3 
La hatene/haluha .................................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………..9 

 133=1 
 

135 En jerál, Ita-Boot hanoin katak 
barlake/hafolin ne’e fó impaktu pozitivu ka 
negativu kona-ba oinsá Ita-Boot nia la’en no 
nia família trata Ita-Boot, ka laiha impaktu? 

Impaktu pozitivu .................................... 1 
Impaktu negativu ................................... 2 
Laiha impaktu ........................................ 3 
La hatene/haluha .................................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………..9 

 133=1 
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SEKSAUN 2: SAÚDE JERÁL 
(HUSU BA FETO HOTU-HOTU) 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA 
KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  KEDAS HUSU 

BA/SE 
201 Agora ha’u hakarak husu pergunta balu kona-ba 

Ita-Boot nia saúde no utilizasaun ba servisu 
saúde. 
Jeralmente, oinsá Ita-Boot nia saúde tomak, bele 
dehan exelente, di’ak, natoon, la di’ak ka aat? 

Exelente  ....................................... 1 
Di’ak ............................................. 2 
Natoon .......................................... 3 
La di’ak ........................................ 4 
Aat ................................................ 5 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta .... 9 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

Perguntas tuir mai refere ba difikuldade ruma Ita-Boot bele enfrenta bainhira Ita-Boot halo atividade ruma tanba PROBLEMA 
SAÚDE. 
T201a Susar ba Ita-Boot atu haree, mézmuke uza ókulu? 

Bele dehan, la susar, susar uitoan, susar tebes ka 
la haree ida  
 

Lae – la susar ................................ 1 
Sin – susar uitoan ......................... 2 
Sin – susar tebes ........................... 3 
La haree ida .................................. 4 
Lakohi responde/laiha 
resposta…………………………..9 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

T201b Susar ba Ita-Boot atu rona, mézmuke uza aparellu 
rona nian? 
Bele dehan, la susar, susar uitoan, susar tebes ka 
la rona ida  
 

Lae – la susar ................................ 1 
Sin – susar uitoan ......................... 2 
Sin – susar tebes ........................... 3 
La rona ida .................................... 4 
Lakohi responde/laiha 
resposta…………………………..9 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

T201c Susar ba Ita-Boot atu la’o ka sa’e eskada? 
Bele dehan, la susar, susar uitoan, susar tebes ka 
la bele ida  
 

Lae – la susar ................................ 1 
Sin – susar uitoan ......................... 2 
Sin – susar tebes ........................... 3 
La bele ida .................................... 4 
Lakohi responde/laiha 
resposta…………………………..9 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

T201d Susar ba Ita-Boot atu hanoin-hikas ka konsentra? 
Bele dehan, la susar, susar uitoan, susar tebes ka 
la bele ida  
 

Lae – la susar ................................ 1 
Sin – susar uitoan ......................... 2 
Sin – susar tebes ........................... 3 
La bele ida .................................... 4 
Lakohi responde/laiha 
resposta…………………………..9 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

T201e Susar ba Ita-Boot (atu atende ba Ita-Boot nia an 
rasik) hodi hariis isin-lolon tomak ka hatais 
roupa? 
Bele dehan, la susar, susar uitoan, susar tebes ka 
la bele ida  
 

Lae – la susar ................................ 1 
Sin – susar uitoan ......................... 2 
Sin – susar tebes ........................... 3 
La bele ida .................................... 4 
Lakohi responde/laiha 
resposta…………………………..9 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

T201f Bainhira ko’alia Ita-Boot nia lian baibain ka lian 
inan, susar atu komunika, nu’udar ezemplu atu 
hatene, ka halo ema seluk hatene Ita-Boot? 
Bele dehan, la susar, susar uitoan, susar tebes ka 
la bele ida  
 

Lae – la susar ................................ 1 
Sin – susar uitoan ......................... 2 
Sin – susar tebes ........................... 3 
La bele ida .................................... 4 
Lakohi responde/laiha 
resposta…………………………..9 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

204 Durante semana haat (4) ikus ne’e, Ita-Boot sente 
moras ka la konfortavel?  
Porfavór hili entre opsaun 5 tuir mai.  
Bele dehan, laiha, moras ka la konfortavel uitoan, 
natoon, moras ka la konfortavel tebes, ka moras 
ka la konfortavel aat tebetebes? 

Laiha moras ka sente di’ak hela ... 1 
Moras ka la konfortavel uitoan ..... 2 
Moras ka la konfortavel natoon .... 3 
Moras ka la konfortavel tebes ....... 4 
Moras ka la konfortavel aat 
tebetebes ....................................... 5 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta .... 9 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 
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SEKSAUN 2: SAÚDE JERÁL 
(HUSU BA FETO HOTU-HOTU) 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA 
KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  KEDAS HUSU 

BA/SE 
208 Durante semana haat (4) ikus ne’e, Ita-Boot 

konsulta ho doutór/a ka pesoál saúde profisionál 
ka tradisionál tanba Ita-Boot rasik moras? 

Sin ................................................ 1 
Lae ................................................ 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta….9 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

Ha'u hakarak husu pergunta balu ba Ita-Boot kona-ba Ita-Boot nia sentimentu durante semana ida ikus ne’e. Ha’u 
sei lee sai deklarasaun balu, no husu Ita-Boot atu fó-hatene ha’u dala hira mak Ita-Boot iha sentimentu partikulár. 
Iha opsaun haat: kuaze nunka ka nunka, dala ruma ka tempu uitoan de’it, tempu natoon, ka kuaze sempre ka 
tempu tomak. 

 

T209 ESKALA CES-D KUAZE 
NUNKA 

KA 
NUNKA 

DALARUM
A KA 

TEMPU 
UITOAN 

DE'IT 
(LORON 1-

2) 

TEMPU 
NATOO

N 
(LORON 

3-4) 

KUAZE 
SEMPRE KA 

TEMPU 
TOMAK 

(LORON 5-7) 

LAKOHI 
RESPOND
E/LAIHA 
RESPOST

A 

a Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot preokupa 
kona-ba buat ruma ne'ebé baibain Ita-Boot la 
preokupa 

1 2 3 4 
9 

e Durante semana ida ikus ne’e susar atu 
konsentra/fokus ba saida mak Ita-Boot halo 
daudaun  

1 2 3 4 
9 

f Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot sente laran 
todan 1 2 3 4 9 

g Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot sente 
katak buat hotu presiza esforsu boot husi Ita-Boot 
atu halo 

1 2 3 4 
9 

h Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot iha 
esperansa pozitiva kona-ba futuru  1 2 3 4 9 

j Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot sente ta’uk 1 2 3 4 9 

k Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot toba la 
hakmatek 1 2 3 4 9 

l Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot sente 
haksolok 1 2 3 4 9 

n Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot sente 
mesamesak 1 2 3 4 9 

t Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot laiha 
motivasaun  1 2 3 4 9 

210 Ita foin ko’alia kona-ba problema sira ne’ebé 
dalaruma halo Ita-Boot preokupada foin daudaun 
ne’e. Agora ha’u hakarak husu: Durante Ita-Boot 
nia moris, Ita-Boot hanoin atu oho an? 

Sin ................................................ 1 
Lae ................................................ 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta .... 9 

 
 216 

Feto hotu-
hotu 

211 Ita-Boot koko atu oho an? Sin ................................................ 1 
Lae ................................................ 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta .... 9 

 210=1 ka 
210=9 
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SEKSAUN 2: SAÚDE JERÁL 
(HUSU BA FETO HOTU-HOTU) 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA 
KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  KEDAS HUSU 

BA/SE 
216 Dala hira mak Ita-Boot hemu alkol (tua)? Bele 

dehan: 
1. Loroloron ka kuaze loroloron 
2. Dala ida ka rua semana ida 
3. Dala 1 – 3 fulan ida 
4. Dala ruma de’it, la to’o dala ida fulan 

ida 
5. Nunka/Ita-Boot para liu tiha ona tinan 

ida 

Loroloron ka kuaze loroloron  ...... 1 
Dala ida ka rua semana ida ........... 2 
Dala 1 – 3 fulan ida ...................... 3 
La to’o dala ida fulan ida .............. 4 
Nunka  .......................................... 5 
Lakohi responde/laiharesposta…..9 

 
 
 
 
 S.3 

Feto hotu-
hotu 

217 Durante semana haat (4) ikus ne’e, Ita-Boot hemu 
maizumenus bebida hira iha loron ida nia laran 
bainhira Ita-Boot hemu alkol (tua)? 

Baibain hemu bebida hira  .....[  ][  ] 
La hemu alkol durante semana 4 
ikus ne’e  .................................... 00 

 216≠5 

 

SEKSAUN 3: SAÚDE REPRODUTIVA 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA 
KODIFIKASAUN 

BÁ  
KEDAS 

HUSU 
BA/SE 

Agora ha’u hakarak husu Ita-Boot kona-ba oan sira ne'ebé Ita-Boot hahoris (tuur-ahi) durante Ita-Boot nia moris. 

301 Ita-Boot tuur-ahi ona ka? Ita-Boot hahoris oan 
hira ne’ebé moris hela bainhira sira moris-mai? 
(INKLUI HAHORIS OAN SIRA NE'EBÉ 
MATE LA KLEUR DEPOIZDE MORIS-MAI 
MAIBÉ LA INKLUI BEBÉ MORIS MATE) 

Númeru oan sira ne'ebé moris- 
mai ............................................ [ ][ ]  

Karik na’in-1 ba leten 
Laiha  ............................................ 00 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta….99 

 
 
 303 

Feto hotu-
hotu 

302 Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) isin-rua? Sin .................................................. 1 
Lae .................................................. 2 
Dalaruma/la hatene loloos  ............. 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta..….9 
 

 303 
 310 
 310 

301=0 

303 Ita-Boot iha oan na’in hira ne'ebé moris 
daudaun? 
HATAMA NÚMERU 

Oan:  ....................................... [  ][  ] 
Laiha  ............................................ 00 

 301>=1 

307 Entre Ita-Boot nia oan sira, na’in hira mak 
simu apoiu finanseiru husi sira-nia aman (sira)? 
Bele dehan, nein ida, balu ka sira hotu? 
 
KARIK OAN NA’IN IDA DE’IT NO 
RESPONDENTE HATETE ‘SIN,’ KÓDIGU 
‘3’ (‘HOTU’). 

Laiha ............................................... 1 
Balu ................................................ 2 
Hotu ................................................ 3 
N/A  ................................................ 7 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…...9 

  

308 Dala hira Ita-Boot isin-rua? Inklui bainhira Ita-
Boot isin-rua maibé la hahoris oan ne'ebé 
moris-mai ho vida, no karik agora Ita-Boot 
isin-rua, inklui ida-ne’e hotu.  
BUKA INFORMASAUN ADISIONÁL: Dala 
hira Ita-Boot ko’us oan-kaduak, oan-katoluk? 

a) Totál númeru. Isin-rua. ...... [  ][  ] 
b) Ko’us oan-kaduak  .................. [  ] 
c) Ko’us oan-katoluk ................... [  ] 

 301>=1 
ka 302=1 

309a Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) isin-rua no oan-
monu? 
 
Se SIN, dala hira mak Ita-Boot isin-rua no oan-
monu? 

HATAMA NÚMERU ............ [  ][  ]  
KARIK LAIHA, HATAMA ‘00’ 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta….99 

 301>=1 
ka 302=2 
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SEKSAUN 3: SAÚDE REPRODUTIVA 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA 
KODIFIKASAUN 

BÁ  
KEDAS 

HUSU 
BA/SE 

309b Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) isin-rua no bebé 
moris mate? 
 
Se SIN, dala hira mak Ita-Boot nia bebé moris 
mate? 

HATAMA NÚMERU ............ [  ][  ]  
KARIK LAIHA, HATAMA…. ‘00’ 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…99 

 301>=1 
ka 302=2 

309c Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) isin-rua no Ita-Boot 
halo abortu (interrupsaun ba gravidés)? 
 
Se SIN, dala hira mak Ita-Boot halo abortu? 

HATAMA NÚMERU ............ [  ][  ]  
KARIK LAIHA, HATAMA…. ‘00’ 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…99 

 301>=1 
ka 302=2 

310 Ita-Boot isin-rua agora daudaun? Sin .................................................. 1 
Lae .................................................. 2 
Dalaruma ........................................ 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…...9 

 Feto hotu-
hotu 

311 Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) uza buat ruma, ka 
koko halo buat ruma, hodi evita isin-rua lalais 
ka sedu? 

Sin .................................................. 1 
Lae  ................................................. 2 
N/A (nunka halo relasaun seksuál) . 7 
La hatene/haluha ............................. 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…...9 

 
 T314a 
 S.5 (se 
301=0 no 
302=2 no 
310=2) 

Feto hotu-
hotu 

312 Agora daudaun Ita-Boot halo buat ruma, ka uza 
métodu ruma, hodi evita isin-rua? 

Sin .................................................. 1 
Lae .................................................. 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ...... 9 

 
 T314a 

311=1 

313 Agora daudaun Ita-Boot uza métodu (prinsipál) 
saida de’it? 
 
KARIK UZA MÉTODU LIU IDA, MARKA 
DE’IT MÉTODU PRINSIPÁL  
 

Pílula ka pills ................................ 01 
Injeksaun ...................................... 02 
Implante ........................................ 03 
IUD (dispozitivu intra-uterinu) ..... 04 
Métodu kalendáriu/kolar (ai 
musan) .......................................... 06 
Tubektomi .................................... 07 
Kondom ........................................ 08 
Vasektomi ..................................... 09 
Senggama terputus (fakar esperma 
iha li’ur de’it)................................ 10 
Ai-moruk tradisionál .................... 11 
Métodu Billings ............................ 12 
Seluk: ............................................ 96 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta….99 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 T314a 
 T314a 
 
 T314a 

312=1 ka 
312=9 

T314a Iha Ita-Boot nia uma-kain, baibain sé mak foti 
desizaun finál kona-ba espasu ba oan? Bele 
dehan, Ita-Boot rasik, Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu, ka imi na’in-rua hanesan 
de’it? 
 

Ita-Boot rasik .................................. 1 
La’en/namoradu.............................. 2 
Imi na'in-rua hanesan de’it ............. 3 
Membru seluk husi Ita-Boot nia  
uma-kain ......................................... 4 
La aplikavel .................................... 5 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…...9 
 

 311≠7 

315 Uluk/agora Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun/resente liu hotu umavés (pernah) 
rejeita atu uza métodu ida ka koko hapara Ita-
Boot uza métodu ida hodi evita isin-rua? 

Sin .................................................. 1 
Lae  ................................................. 2 
N/A. (nunka iha la’en/namoradu) ... 7 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ...... 9 

 
 S.4 
 S.4 
 S.4 

311≠7 
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SEKSAUN 4: OAN SIRA 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS HUSU BA/SE 

CHK 
1 KARIK LAIHA BEBÉ NE'EBÉ MORIS MAI HO VIDA (Q301 =0), BÁ KEDAS SEKSAUN 5 301>0 ka 

302=1 
CHK 
2 

KARIK LORON MORIS BA OAN IKUS LIU (IHA Q401) LIU TIHA ONA TINAN LIMA BÁ KEDAS Q417, 
SELAE KONTINUA 407-417 SE 401_tinan>=2010 no 401_fulan>=6 KA 401_tinan>=2011 no 401_fulan>=1 

407 Ha’u hakarak husu Ita-Boot kona-ba dala 
ikus Ita-Boot isin-rua. Iha momentu Ita-
Boot isin-rua ho labarik ida-ne’e (NARAN), 
Ita-Boot hakarak isin-rua iha momentu ne’e 
duni, ka hakarak hein uitoan, ka Ita-Boot 
lakohi iha oan (tan), ka Ita-Boot laiha 
preokupasaun iha situasaun hirak-ne’e 
hotu? 

Ha’u hakarak isin-rua iha momentu 
ne’e duni ............................................. 1 
Ha'u hakarak hein uitoan ..................... 2 
Ha'u lakohi iha oan (adisionál)............ 3 
Ha'u la preokupada iha situasaun hirak-
ne’e hotu ............................................. 4 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 

  

409 Bainhira Ita-Boot isin-rua ho labarik ida-
ne’e (NARAN), Ita-Boot hasoru ema ruma 
hodi halo konsulta pré-natál? 
KARIK SIN: Ita-Boot hasoru sé? 
Hasoru ema seluk?  
 
MARKA RESPOSTA HOTU-HOTU 
NE'EBÉ APLIKAVEL 

La hasoru ema ida  ............................. A 
Doutór/a .............................................. B 
Obstetra/jinekolojista  ......................... C 
Enfermeiru/a/parteiru/a ...................... D 
Klínika saúde ..................................... G 
Daia (parteiru/a tradisionál) ................ F 
Seluk: ________________________. X 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 
 

  

411 Bainhira Ita-Boot isin-rua ho labarik ida-
ne’e (NARAN), Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu prefere oan-mane, oan-feto 
ka nia la preokupadu karik oan-mane ka oan 
feto? 

Oan-mane ............................................ 1 
Oan-feto .............................................. 2 
La preokupadu .................................... 3 
La hatene/haluha ................................. 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 

   

414 Ita-Boot hetan konsulta (pós-natal) iha 
kualkér momentu durante semana neen (6) 
nia laran depoizde tuur-ahi? 
 

Sin ....................................................... 1 
Lae ...................................................... 2 
Lae, oan seidauk to’o semana neen  .... 3 
La hatene/haluha ................................. 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 

  

417 Ita-Boot iha oan ho tinan 6 – 15 ne’ebé oras 
ne’e hela hamutuk ho ita nain Hira?   
 
 

Númeru   ...................................... [  ][  ] 
La iha ................................................ 00 

 
 T425 

301>=1 

420 Entre oan hirak-ne’e (ho tinan 6-15):  
a) Dala barak iha mehi aat? 
b) Dala barak mii kama? 
c) Entre oan hirak-ne’e, iha ka lae 

mak laran-ta’uk tebes ka la besik 
ho ema seluk? 

d) Entre oan sira, iha ka lae oan ruma 
mak agresivu ba Ita-Boot ka ba 
labarik sira seluk? 

Sin ....................................................... 1 
Lae ...................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……....9 

 419a>=1 ka 
419b>=1 

422 Entre oan sira (ho tinan 6-15), na'in hira 
mak sei eskola? 

HATAMA NÚMERU  ...................... [  ] 
KARIK LAIHA HATAMA  ............... 0       
BA KEDAS T425 
Lakohi Responde/laiha resposta..........9 

 
 
 T425 

419a>=1 ka 
419b>=1 
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SEKSAUN 4: OAN SIRA 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS HUSU BA/SE 

424 Entre oan sira, iha ka lae oan mak hapara 
eskola ba tempu balu ka la kontinua eskola? 
VERIFIKA KATAK SÓ INKLUI OAN 
SIRA HO OTAS TINAN 6-15. 

Sin ....................................................... 1 
Lae ...................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 
 

 422a>=1 ka  
422b>=1 

T425 Ita-Boot iha oan (rasik ka seluk) ho idade 
menus husi tinan 18 ne'ebé hela hamutuk ho 
Ita-Boot? 

Sin ....................................................... 1 
Lae ...................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta..……..9 

 
 S.5 

 

T426 Agora ami hakarak husu pergunta balu kona-
ba dala hira Ita-Boot halo atividade ruma ho 
labarik sira ne'ebé menus husi tinan 18 
ne'ebé hela iha Ita-Boot nia uma. Porfavór 
indika karik buat tuir mai akontese nunka, 
dalaruma, dala barak ka dala barak tebes: 

NUNKA DALA 
BALU 

DALA 
BARAK BEIBEIK 

LAKOHI 
RESPONDE/ 

LAIHA 
RESPOSTA 

a Dala hira mak Ita-Boot halimar ka halo 
atividade ho labarik sira? 1 2 3 4 9 

b Dala hira mak Ita-Boot ko’alia kona-ba 
kestaun pesoál ho labarik sira, hanesan sira-
nia relasaun, preokupasaun ka sentimentu? 

1 2 3 4 9 

c Dala hira mak Ita-Boot ajuda labarik sira 
hodi halo sira-nia traballu-de-kaza?  1 2 3 4 9 

d Dala hira mak Ita-Boot fó kastigu ba sira ho 
basa ka baku? 1 2 3 4 9 

e Dala hira mak Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu 
fó kastigu ba sira ho basa ka baku? 

Nunka .................................................. 1 
Dala balu ............................................. 2 
Dala barak ........................................... 3 
Beibeik ................................................ 4 
N/A, la iha la’en/namoradu ................. 5 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……....9 
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SEKSAUN 5: LA’EN/NAMORADU AGORA DAUDAUN KA RESENTE LIU HOTU 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS HUSU BA/SE 

CHK 
3 

NUNKA KABEN/ NUNKA HELA HAMUTUK HO MANE IDA (NUNKA IHA 
LA’EN/NAMORADU), (KARIK Q120a = 5 ka 120b=2 ka 120b=9) BÁ KEDAS S.6  

119=1 ka 2 ka 3 
ka 4, KA 
120a=1 ka 3, 
KA 120b=1 

501 Agora ha'u husu Ita-Boot ko’alia uitoan 
kona-ba Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun/resente liu hotu. Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu iha tinan hira (tinan 
kompletu)? 
 
BUKA INFORMASAUN ADISIONÁL: 
MAIZUMENUS KARIK 
LA’EN/NAMORADU RESENTE LIU 
HOTU MATE ONA: Se nia sei moris agora, 
nia tinan hira?  

Idade (tinan)  ................................ [  ][  ] 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…......99 
 

 119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
119=3 ka 
119=4, KA 
120a=1 ka 
120a=3, KA 
120b=1 

503 Nia bele lee no hakerek? Sin…………………………………….1 
Lae…………………………………... 2 
La hatene/haluhA…………………….8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 

 119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
119=3 ka 
119=4, KA 
120a=1 ka 
120a=3, KA 
120b=1 

504 Nia tuir eskola? Sin ....................................................... 1 
Lae ...................................................... 2 
La hatene/haluha ................................. 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 

 
 506 
 506 

119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
119=3 ka 
119=4, KA 
120a=1 ka 
120a=3, KA 
120b=1 

505 Porfavór indika nivel edukasaun ne'ebé nia 
kompleta? MARKA NIVEL AAS LIU 
HOTU. 
 
 
 
  

La kompleta eskola primária…………1 
Kompleta eskola primária……………2 
La kompleta eskola sekundária………3 
Kompleta eskola sekundária…………4 
La kompleta edukasaun iha 
universidade/instituisaun ensinu 
superior………………………………5 
Kompleta edukasaun iha 
universidade/instituisaun ensinu 
superior………………………………6 
La kompleta edukasaun vokasionál….7 
Kompleta edukasaun vokasionál…….8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta.……..9 

 504=1 

506 KARIK AGORA DAUDAUN HELA HO 
LA’EN/NAMORADU: Agora daudaun nia 
serbisu, buka serbisu ka laiha serbisu, 
reformadu (pensiun) ka estuda hela? 
 
KARIK AGORA DAUDAUN LA HELA HO 
LA’EN/NAMORADU: Bainhira imi-nia 
relasaun besik atu hotu ona, nia serbisu, buka 
serbisu, laiha serbisu, reformadu (pensiun), ka 
estuda hela? 

Serbisu  ............................................... 1 
Buka serbisu/laiha serbisu ................... 2 
Reformadu  ......................................... 3 
Estudante  ............................................ 4 
Defisiente/moras kleur ona ................. 5 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 

 
 
 
 509 

119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
119=3 ka 
119=4, KA 
120a=1 ka 
120a=3, KA 
120b=1 
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SEKSAUN 5: LA’EN/NAMORADU AGORA DAUDAUN KA RESENTE LIU HOTU 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS HUSU BA/SE 

508 Baibain/uluk nia halo serbisu oinsá? 
 
ESPESIFIKA TIPU SERBISU 
 
 

Profisionál: pozisaun sénior iha 
governu, doutór, enfermeiru, profesór 1 
Serbisu iha eskritóriu, sekretáriu, 
administrativu ..................................... 2 
Servisu sira- hamoos-na’in, seguransa, 
ema hein meza .................................... 3 
Komérsiu/ halo negósiu rasik .............. 4 
Serbisu manual .................................... 5 
Agrikultór/peskadór ............................ 6 
Forsa armada: polísia, ezérsitu nst ...... 7 
Kondutór/taksista ................................ 8 
Halo traballu seksu .............................. 9 
Nunka serbisu/estudante ................... 10 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..99 

 506=1 ka 
506=2 ka 
506=3 ka 
506=5 

509 Uluk/agora Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu 
hemu alkol (tua) dala hira?  
1. Loroloron ka kuaze loroloron  
2. Dala ida ka rua semana ida 
3. Dala 1 – 3 fulan ida 
4. Dala ruma de’it, la to’o dala ida fulan ida 
5. Nunka 

Loroloron ka kuaze loroloron  ............ 1 
Dala ida ka rua semana ida ................. 2 
Dala 1 – 3 fulan ida ............................. 3 
La to’o dala ida fulan ida .................... 4 
Nunka  ................................................. 5 
La hatene/haluha ................................. 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 

 
 
 
 
 512 

119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
119=3 ka 
119=4, KA 
120a=1 ka 
120a=3, KA 
120b=1 

510 Durante fulan 12 ikus ne’e (Durante fulan 12 
ikus liu iha relasaun ikus liu), dala hira Ita-
Boot haree (karik Ita-Boot haree duni) Ita-
Boot nia la’en/namoradu lanu? Bele dehan, 
kuaze loroloron, dala ida semana ida, dala 
ida fulan ida, la to’o dala ida fulan ida, ka 
nunka? 

Kuaze loroloron .................................. 1 
Dala ida semana ida ............................ 2 
Dala ida fulan ida ................................ 3 
La to’o dala ida fulan ida .................... 4 
Nunka  ................................................. 5 
La hatene/haluha ................................. 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 

 509=1 ka 
509=2 ka 
509=3 ka 
509=4 ka 
509=8 

511 Durante fulan 12 ikus ne’e (durante fulan 12 
ikus liu iha relasaun ikus liu), Ita-Boot hetan 
problema hanesan tuir mai, ne'ebé relasiona 
ho Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu hemu alkol 
(tua)? 
 
a) Problema osan: 
b) Problema família 
x)    Problema seluk ruma, porfavór 
espesifika. 

Sin ....................................................... 1 
Lae ...................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 

 509=1 ka 
509=2 ka 
509=3 ka 
509=4 ka 
509=8 

512 Uluk/agora Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu uza 
droga (eroína, ganja/marijuana, kulat fuik, ai-
funan korneta, ecstasy, kokaína, ho 
metanfetamina)? 
Bele dehan:  
1. Loroloron ka kuaze loroloron  
2. Dala ida ka rua semana ida 
3. Dala 1 – 3 fulan ida 
4. Dala ruma de’it, la to’o dala ida fulan 

ida 
5. Iha tempu pasadu, agora lae  
6. Nunka  
 

Loroloron ka kuaze loroloron  ............ 1 
Dala ida ka rua semana ida ................. 2 
Dala 1 – 3 fulan ida ............................. 3 
La to’o dala ida fulan ida .................... 4 
Iha tempu pasadu, agora lae ................ 5 
Nunka  ................................................. 6 
La hatene/haluha ................................. 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 
 

 119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
119=3 ka 
119=4, KA 
120a=1 ka 
120a=3, KA 
120b=1 
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SEKSAUN 5: LA’EN/NAMORADU AGORA DAUDAUN KA RESENTE LIU HOTU 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS HUSU BA/SE 

513 Dezde Ita-Boot koñese nia, nia envolvidu iha 
baku-malu ho mane seluk? 

Sin ....................................................... 1 
Lae ...................................................... 2 
La hatene/haluha ................................. 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 

 119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
119=3 ka 
119=4, KA 
120a=1 ka 
120a=3, KA 
120b=1 

515 Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun/resente liu hotu iha relasaun ho feto 
seluk enkuantu nia hamutuk hela ho Ita-
Boot? 
 
IDA NE’E LA INKLUI FEEN SIRA 
SELUK NE’EBÉ NIA IHA BAINHIRA NIA 
HAMUTUK HO RESPONDENT    

Sin ....................................................... 1 
Lae ...................................................... 2 
Karik nunee/Dalaruma  ....................... 3 
La hatene/haluha ................................. 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 

 
 1008 
 
 1008 

119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
119=3 ka 
119=4, KA 
120a=1 ka 
120a=3, KA 
120b=1 

516 Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun/resente liu hotu iha oan ho feto 
seluk enkuantu nia hamutuk hela ho Ita-
Boot? 

Sin …… ............................................. 1 
Lae……………………………………2 
Dalaruma ............................................. 3 
La hatene/haluha ................................. 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………9 

 515=1 ka 
515=3 

1008 Tuir Ita-Boot nia hanoin, Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu (ne'ebé resente liu hotu) nia 
inan hetan baku husi nia la’en/namoradu?  

Sin ....................................................... 1 
Lae  ..................................................... 2 
Inan-aman la hela hamutuk  ................ 3 
La hatene  ............................................ 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ........... 9 

 119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
119=3 ka 
119=4, KA 
120a=1 ka 
120a=3, KA 
120b=1 

1010 Tuir Ita-Boot nia hanoin, Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu rasik (ne'ebé resente liu 
hotu) hetan baku ka hetan baku beibeik husi 
ema ruma iha nia família, bainhira nia 
labarik? 

Sin ....................................................... 1 
Lae ...................................................... 2 
La hatene ............................................. 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ........... 9 

 119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
119=3 ka 
119=4, KA 
120a=1 ka 
120a=3, KA 
120b=1 
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SEKSAUN 6: ATITUDE SIRA NO ESPERIÉNSIA HUSI INFÁNSIA 
(HUSU BA FETO HOTU-HOTU) 

Iha komunidade ida-ne’e no fatin seluk, ema sira iha ideia la hanesan kona-ba família, no kona-ba mane no feto sira-nia 
hahalok ne'ebé apropriadu iha uma laran. Ha’u sei lee sai lista deklarasaun, no ha'u husu Ita-Boot atu fó-hatene ha'u karik 
Ita-Boot konkorda tebes, konkorda, la konkorda ka la konkorda tebes ho deklarasaun sira tuir mai: Laiha resposta ida mak 
sala ka loos. 
 
T601 ESKALA GEM KONKORDA 

TEBES KONKORDA LA 
KONKORDA 

LA 
KONKORDA 

TEBES 

LAKOHI 
RESPONDE/ 

LAIHA 
RESPOSTA 

a Feto ida nia papél importante liu mak 
atu tau matan ba nia uma no te’in ba nia 
família.  

1 2 3 4 9 

b Mane sira presiza seksu barak liu duké 
feto sira.  1 2 3 4 9 

c Dalaruma feto merese hetan baku.  1 2 3 4 9 
d Feto iha responsabilidade atu evita isin-

rua.  1 2 3 4 9 

e Feto tenke tolera violénsia hodi mantein 
família nia unidade. 1 2 3 4 

 
9 
 

f Ita-Boot-nia la’en sei hirus tebes karik 
Ita-Boot husu atu uza métodu 
planeamentu familiár. 

1 2 3 4 9 

g Karik ema ruma insulta mane ida, ita-
Boot hein katak mane ne’e sei defende 
nia reputasaun, no uza forsa karik 
presiza. 

1 2 3 4 
 

9 
 

h Atu sai mane loloos, tenkesér forte 1 2 3 4 9 
607 Tuir Ita-Boot nia hanoin, mane ida iha razaun di’ak atu baku nia feen 

bainhira: Sin Lae Lakohi 
responde  

a) Nia la kompleta serbisu iha uma laran ho nivel ne'ebé halo nia 
la’en kontente 1 2 9 

b) Nia la halo tuir nia la’en 1 2 9 
c) Nia lakohi halo relasaun seksuál ho nia la’en 1 2 9 
d) Nia la’en deskonfia katak feto ne'e iha relasaun ho mane seluk 1 2 9 
e) Nia la’en hatene katak feto ne’e iha relasaun ho mane seluk 1 2 9 

608 Tuir Ita-Boot nia hanoin,feto kaben-na’in bele rejeita atu halo 
relasaun ho nia la’en karik: 

Sin Lae Lakohi 
responde  

a) Feto ne’e lakohi 1 2 9 
b) Nia la’en lanu hela 1 2 9 
c) Feto ne’e moras hela 1 2 

 
9 
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SEKSAUN 6: ATITUDE SIRA NO ESPERIÉNSIA HUSI INFÁNSIA 
(HUSU BA FETO HOTU-HOTU) 

ESKALA TRAUMA INFÁNSIA NIAN 

KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA LETEN: 

Agora ha'u sei husu pergunta balu kona-ba tempu bainhira Ita-Boot sei ki’ik no foin-sa’e, liuliu husi momentu Ita-Boot 
moris-mai to’o tinan 18. Porfavór keta haluha katak ami sei mantein konfidensialidade maka’as ba buat hotu ne'ebé Ita-
Boot hatete, no informasaun ne’e sei ajuda tebes ami kompriende feto sira-nia moris, hanesan Ita-Boot nian. 

 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
 
Agora ha'u sei husu pergunta balu kona-ba tempu bainhira Ita-Boot sei ki’ik no foin-sa’e, liuliu husi momentu Ita-Boot 
moris-mai to’o agora. Porfavór keta haluha katak ami sei mantein konfidensialidade maka’as ba buat hotu ne'ebé Ita-Boot 
hatete, no informasaun ne’e sei ajuda tebes ami kompriende feto sira-nia moris, hanesan Ita-Boot nian. 
 
KONTINUA BA RESPONDENTE HOTU-HOTU 
 
Ha’u sei lee sai deklarasaun balu ba Ita-Boot, no ha'u hakarak hatene dala hira mak akontesimentu ne'ebé deskreve iha 
deklarasaun hirak-ne’e akontese ba Ita-Boot – nunka, dala balu, dala barak ka beibeik. 

N09  
NUNKA DALA 

BALU 
DALA 

BARAK BEIBEIK 

LAKOHI 
RESPONDE

/LAIHA 
RESPOSTA 

a KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA 
LETEN: 
Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot laiha hahán 
sufisiente 
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
Husi momentu Ita-Boot moris-mai to’o agora, Ita-
Boot laiha hahán sufisiente 

1 2 3 4 9 

b KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA 
LETEN: 
Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot hela iha uma-
kain oioin iha tempu oioin 
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
Husi momentu Ita-Boot moris-mai to’o agora, Ita-
Boot hela iha uma-kain oioin iha tempu oioin 

1 2 3 4 9 

c KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA 
LETEN: 
Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot haree ka rona 
Ita-Boot nia inan hetan baku husi nia la’en ka 
namoradu 
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
Husi momentu Ita-Boot moris-mai to’o agora, Ita-
Boot haree ka rona Ita-Boot nia inan hetan baku husi 
nia la’en ka namoradu 

1 2 3 4 9 
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SEKSAUN 6: ATITUDE SIRA NO ESPERIÉNSIA HUSI INFÁNSIA 
(HUSU BA FETO HOTU-HOTU) 

d KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA 
LETEN: 
Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 ema ruma husi Ita-Boot 
nia família fó-hatene Ita-Boot katak Ita-Boot baruk-
teen ka beik-teen ka fraku  
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
Husi momentu Ita-Boot moris-mai to’o agora, ema 
ruma husi Ita-Boot nia família fó-hatene Ita-Boot 
katak Ita-Boot baruk-teen ka beik-teen ka fraku 

1 2 3 4 9 

e KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA 
LETEN: 
Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 ema ida lamas Ita-Boot 
nia kidun ka órgaun jenitál ka obriga Ita-Boot lamas 
nia maski Ita-Boot lakohi  
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
Husi momentu Ita-Boot moris-mai to’o agora, ema 
ida lamas Ita-Boot nia kidun ka órgaun jenitál ka 
obriga Ita-Boot lamas nia maski Ita-Boot lakohi   

1 2 3 4 9 

f KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA 
LETEN: 
Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 ema ruma husi Ita-Boot 
nia família insulta ka hamoe Ita-Boot iha ema seluk 
nia oin  
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
Husi momentu Ita-Boot moris-mai to’o agora, ema 
ruma husi Ita-Boot nia família insulta ka hamoe Ita-
Boot iha ema seluk nia oin   

1 2 3 4 9 

g KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA 
LETEN: 
Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot hetan baku iha 
uma laran ho sintu ka ai ka xikote ka sasán seluk 
ruma ne'ebé toos 
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
Husi momentu Ita-Boot moris-mai to’o agora, Ita-
Boot hetan baku iha uma laran ho sintu ka ai ka 
xikote ka sasán seluk ruma ne'ebé toos 

1 2 3 4 9 

h KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA 
LETEN: 
Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot halo relasaun 
seksuál ho mane ida ne'ebé boot liu tinan lima resin 
duké Ita-Boot 
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
Husi momentu Ita-Boot moris-mai to’o agora, Ita-
Boot halo relasaun seksuál ho mane ida ne'ebé boot 
liu tinan lima resin duké Ita-Boot  

1 2 3 4 9 
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SEKSAUN 6: ATITUDE SIRA NO ESPERIÉNSIA HUSI INFÁNSIA 
(HUSU BA FETO HOTU-HOTU) 

i KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA 
LETEN: 
Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot nia inan ka 
aman, ka sira na’in-rua hotu, lanu demais ka drogadu 
demais ho nune’e sira labele tau matan ba Ita-Boot  
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
Husi momentu Ita-Boot moris-mai to’o agora, Ita-
Boot nia inan ka aman, ka sira na’in-rua hotu, lanu 
demais ka drogadu demais ho nune’e sira labele tau 
matan ba Ita-Boot   

1 2 3 4 9 

j KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA 
LETEN: 
Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot hetan baku 
maka’as tebes iha uma laran ne'ebé halo isin mean 
ka metan  
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
Husi momentu Ita-Boot moris-mai to’o agora, Ita-
Boot hetan baku maka’as tebes iha uma laran ne'ebé 
halo isin mean ka metan 

1 2 3 4 9 

k KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA LETEN: 
Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot pasa tempu balu iha 
li'ur husi uma no adultu sira hotu iha uma laran lahatene 
Ita-Boot iha ne'ebé  
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
Husi momentu Ita-Boot moris-mai to’o agora, Ita-Boot 
pasa tempu balu iha li'ur husi uma no adultu sira hotu iha 
uma laran lahatene Ita-Boot iha ne'ebé   

1 2 3 4 9 

l KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA 
LETEN: 
Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot halo relasaun 
seksuál ho ema ida tanba Ita-Boot hetan ameasa ka 
ta’uk ka tanba iha obrigasaun  
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
Husi momentu Ita-Boot moris-mai to’o agora, Ita-
Boot halo relasaun seksuál ho ema ida tanba Ita-Boot 
hetan ameasa ka ta’uk ka tanba iha obrigasaun  

1 2 3 4 9 

m KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA 
LETEN: 
Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot hetan baku ka 
kastigu fíziku iha eskola husi profesór ka xefe eskola 
nian 
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
Husi momentu Ita-Boot moris-mai to’o agora, Ita-
Boot hetan baku ka kastigu fíziku iha eskola husi 
profesór ka xefe eskola nian  

1 2 3 4 9 
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SEKSAUN 7: RESPONDENTE NO NIA LA’EN/NAMORADU 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS 

HUSU 
BA/SE 

CHK 
4 

KARIK NUNKA KABEN/NUNKA HELA HAMUTUK HO MANE IDA/NUNKA IHA 
LA’EN/NAMORADU (Q120a=5) BÁ KEDAS S.10 

119=1 ka 2 
ka 3 ka 
120a=1 ka 
3 

Bainhira ema na’in-rua kaben ka hela hamutuk, baibain sira iha momentu di’ak no momentu la di’ak. Agora ha'u sei husu 
pergunta balu ba Ita-Boot kona-ba Ita-Boot nia relasaun agora no uluk nian, no oinsá Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu trata Ita-
Boot (agora ka uluk). Se ema ruma mai, ha'u sei ko’alia kona-ba buat seluk. Dala ida tan ha'u hakarak garante katak ami sei 
mantein konfidensialidade ba Ita-Boot nia resposta sira, no Ita-Boot la presiza responde ba pergunta ruma bainhira lakohi. 
Ha'u bele kontinua? 
702 Iha Ita-Boot nia relasaun ho 

la’en/namoradu (agora daudaun ka resente 
liu hotu) imi na’in-rua istori malu dala 
hira? Imi istori malu kuaze nunka, 
dalaruma ka dala barak? 

Kuaze nunka .......................................... 1 
Dalaruma ............................................... 2 
Dala barak ............................................. 3 
La hatene/haluha ................................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............. 9 

 119=1 ka 2 
ka 3 ka 
120a=1 ka 
120a=3 

703 Agora ha'u sei husu Ita-Boot kona-ba situasaun balu ne'ebé feto barak enfrenta. Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu ka Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu seluk iha tempu pasadu, baibain halo buat ruma 
hanesan tuir mai?: 

119=1 ka 2 
ka 3 ka 
120a=1 ka 
120a=3 

703a Koko atu prevene Ita-Boot hasoru malu ho 
kolega sira 

Sin ......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………..9 

 
 703b 

 

703a 
_freq 

Ida-ne’e akontese durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? 

Sin ......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..….9 

 703a=1 

703b Koko atu limita kontaktu ho Ita-Boot nia 
família rasik 

Sin ......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……......9 

 
 703c 

 

703b 
_freq 

Ida-ne’e akontese durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? 

Sin ......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..…9 

 703b=1 

703c Ezije atu hatene Ita-Boot iha ne'ebé iha 
kada momentu 

Sin ......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……......9 

 
 703e 

 

703c 
_freq 

Ida-ne’e akontese durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? 

Sin ......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..…9 

 703c=1 

703e Hirus karik Ita-Boot ko’alia ho mane seluk  Sin ......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..…9 

 
 703f 

 

703e 
_freq 

Ida-ne’e akontese durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? 

Sin ......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..…9 

 703e=1 

703f Dala barak deskonfia katak Ita-Boot iha 
relasaun ho mane seluk 

Sin ......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………..9 

 
 703g 

 

703f 
_freq 

Ida-ne’e akontese durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? 

Sin ......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..…9 

 703f=1 

703g Hanoin katak Ita-Boot tenke husu nia 
autorizasaun molok buka kuidadu saúde ba 
Ita-Boot nia an rasik 

Sin ......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……......9 

 
CHK5 
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SEKSAUN 7: RESPONDENTE NO NIA LA’EN/NAMORADU 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS 

HUSU 
BA/SE 

703g 
_freq 

Ida-ne’e akontese durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? 

Sin ......................................................... 1 
Lae ......................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..…9 

 703g=1 

CHK5 BAINHIRA 703A)-G) HOTU-HOTU = 2 (LAE) BÁ KEDAS Q704N   
703k Sé mak halo asaun ne’ebé Ita-Boot foin 

temi? (TEMI ASAUN SIRA NE'EBÉ 
MENSIONA IHA 703a to’o g) 
Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun/resente liu hotu, la’en/namoradu 
uluk nian, ka sira na’in-rua hotu? 

La’en/namoradu agora daudaun/ resente 
liu hotu .................................................. 1 
La’en/namoradu uluk ............................ 2 
Sira na'in-rua hotu ................................. 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………..9 

 703a=1 ka 
703b=1 ka 
703c=1 ka 
703e=1 ka 
703f=1 ka 
703g=1 

 

SEKSAUN 7: RESPONDENTE NO NIA LA’EN/NAMORADU 
704N Ita-Boot nia 

la’en/namoradu ka 
la’en/namoradu uluk 
nian, halo buat ruma 
hanesan tuir mai? 
 
 

A)  
(Karik SIN 
kontinua ho B. 
Karik LAE bá 
kedas item tuir 
mai) 

B)  
Ida-ne’e 
akontese durante 
fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? 
(Karik SIN 
husu C no D. 
Karik LAE 
husu de’it D) 

C) 
Durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? Bele dehan ida-ne’e 
akontese dala ida de’it, 
dala balu ka dala barak?  
 

D) 
Ida-ne’e akontese molok 
fulan 12 ikus ne’e?  
Karik SIN: bele dehan ida-
ne’e akontese dala ida 
de’it, dala balu ka dala 
barak? 

Si
n 

La
e 

La
ko

hi
 

re
sp

on
de

 

Si
n 

La
e 

La
ko

hi
  

re
sp

on
de

 

D
al

a 
Id

a 

D
al

a 
B

al
u 

2-
3 

Li
u 

D
al

a 
3 

La
ko

hi
 

re
sp

on
de

 

La
 ih

a 

D
al

a 
Id

a 

D
al

a 
B

al
u 

D
al

a 
B

ar
ak

 

La
ko

hi
 

re
sp

on
de

  

a Nia dehan Ita-Boot 
labele serbisu, labele bá 
serbisu, halo komérsiu, 
manán osan ka partisipa 
iha projetu jere reseita?  

1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 

b Foti Ita-Boot nia 
rendimentu maski Ita-
Boot lakohi? 

1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 

c Lakohi fó osan ne'ebé 
Ita-Boot presiza ba 
despeza uma-kain 
mézmuke nia iha osan 
hodi sosa buat seluk 
(hanesan alkol/tua no 
sigarru)? 

1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 

CH
K 6 KARIK 704N a) – c) HOTU-HOTU = 2 (LAE) BÁ KEDAS Q704   
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SEKSAUN 7: RESPONDENTE NO NIA LA’EN/NAMORADU 
703
N k 

Sé mak halo asaun ne’ebé Ita-Boot foin 
temi? (TEMI ASAUN SIRA NE'EBÉ 
MENSIONA IHA 704N a to’o c) Ita-Boot 
nia la’en/namoradu agora daudaun/resente 
liu hotu, la’en/namoradu uluk nian, ka sira 
na’in-rua hotu? 

La’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun/resente liu hotu .................. 1 
La’en/namoradu uluk ....................... 2 
Sira na'in-rua hotu............................ 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…….9 

 704Na_a=1 ka 
704Nb_a=1 ka 
704Nc_a=1 

704 Pergunta sira tuir mai 
husu kona-ba situasaun 
ne'ebé feto barak 
enfrenta, no Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun, ka uluk nian, 
dalaruma halo asaun 
hanesan ne’e hasoru Ita-
Boot.  
 
Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun ka uluk nian 
umavés (pernah) halo… 

A)  
(Karik SIN 
kontinua ho B. 
Karik LAE bá 
kedas item tuir 
mai) 

B)  
Ida-ne’e akontese 
durante fulan 12 
ikus ne’e? 
(Karik SIN 
husu C no D. 
Karik LAE 
husu de’it D) 

C) 
Durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? Bele dehan ida-ne’e 
akontese dala ida de’it, 
dala balu ka dala barak?  

 

D) 
Ida-ne’e akontese molok 
fulan 12 ikus ne’e?  
Karik SIN: bele dehan ida-
ne’e akontese dala ida 
de’it, dala balu ka dala 
barak? 
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d Insulta ka halo Ita-Boot 
sente la di’ak kona-ba 
Ita-Boot nia an?  

1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 

e Hatún ka hamoe Ita-
Boot iha ema seluk nia 
oin? 

1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 

f Halo buat ruma ho 
intensaun atu hata’uk ka 
intimida Ita-Boot (n.e. 
hateke ba Ita-Boot, 
hakilar no harahun 
sasán)? 

1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 

g Uza ameasa verbál hodi 
halo Ita-Boot laran 
moras, ka ema ne'ebé 
importante ba Ita-Boot? 

1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 

CH
K 7 

KARIK 704 a) – d) HOTU-HOTU = 2 (LAE) BÁ KEDAS Q705 

704e Sé mak halo asaun ne’ebé Ita-Boot foin temi? 
(TEMI ASAUN SIRA NE'EBÉ MENSIONA 
IHA 704) Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun/resente liu hotu, la’en/namoradu uluk 
nian, ka sira na’in-rua hotu? 

La’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun/resente liu hotu............. 1 
La’en/namoradu uluk ................. 2 
Sira na'in-rua hotu ...................... 3 
La hatene/haluha ........................ 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta...9 

 704d_a=1 ka 
704e_a=1 ka 
704f_a=1 ka 
704g_a=1 
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SEKSAUN 7: RESPONDENTE NO NIA LA’EN/NAMORADU 
705 Nia ka la’en/namoradu seluk 

umavés (pernah) …. 
A)  
(Karik SIN 
kontinua ho B. 
Karik LAE bá 
kedas item tuir 
mai) 

B)  
Ida-ne’e 
akontese 
durante fulan 
12 ikus ne’e? 
(Karik SIN 
husu C no D. 
Karik LAE 
husu de’it D) 

C) 
Durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? Bele dehan ida-
ne’e akontese dala ida 
de’it, dala balu ka dala 
barak?  
 

D) 
Ida-ne’e akontese molok 
fulan 12 ikus ne’e?  
Karik SIN: bele dehan ida-
ne’e akontese dala ida 
de’it, dala balu ka dala 
barak? 
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a Basa Ita-Boot ka tuda/soe 
sasán ruma ne'ebé bele 
hakanek Ita-Boot? 

1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 

b Dudu ka dudu maka’as Ita-
Boot ka rasta Ita-Boot nia 
fuuk? 

1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 

c Baku Ita-Boot ho kumu-liman 
ka sasán seluk ne'ebé bele 
hakanek Ita-Boot? 

1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 

d Tebe, rasta ka baku Ita-Boot? 1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 
e Buti Ita-Boot nia kakorok ka 

sunu Ita-Boot ho intensaun? 1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 

f Ameasa atu uza, ka uza duni 
kilat, tudik ka arma seluk 
hasoru Ita-Boot? 

1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 
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SEKSAUN 7: RESPONDENTE NO NIA LA’EN/NAMORADU 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA 
KODIFIKASAUN 

BÁ  
KEDAS HUSU BA/SE 

CH
K 8 KARIK 705 a) – f) HOTU-HOTU = 2 (LAE) BÁ KEDAS Q706 

705g Sé mak halo asaun ne’ebé Ita-Boot foin temi? 
(TEMI ASAUN SIRA NE'EBÉ MENSIONA 
IHA 705) Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun/resente liu hotu, la’en/namoradu uluk 
nian, ka sira na’in-rua hotu? 

La’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun/resente liu hotu ............... 1 
La’en/namoradu uluk .................... 2 
Sira na'in-rua hotu ......................... 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…..9 
 

 

705a_a=1 ka 
705b_a=1 ka 
705c_a=1 ka 
705d_a=1 ka 
705e_a=1 ka 
705f_a=1 

706  A)  
(Karik 
SIN 
kontinua 
ho B. 
Karik 
LAE bá 
kedas 
item tuir 
mai) 

B)  
Ida-ne’e 
akontese 
durante fulan 
12 ikus ne’e? 
(Karik SIN 
husu C no D. 
Karik LAE 
husu de’it D) 

C) 
Durante fulan 12 
ikus ne’e? Bele 
dehan ida-ne’e 
akontese dala ida 
de’it, dala balu ka 
dala barak?  
 

D) 
Ida-ne’e akontese molok 
fulan 12 ikus ne’e?  
Karik SIN: bele dehan ida-
ne’e akontese dala ida 
de’it, dala balu ka dala 
barak? 
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a Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun ka uluk nian umavés 
(pernah) obriga Ita-Boot atu halo 
relasaun seksuál bainhira Ita-Boot 
lakohi, nu’udar ezemplu ameasa 
Ita-Boot ka riba tun Ita-Boot? 
 
KARIK PRESIZA: Ami define 
relasaun seksuál nu’udar 
penetrasaun (bainhira mane ida 
hatama nia penis/lasan ka parte 
seluk husi nia isin, ka objetu ida) 
iha vajina, ibun ka anus/kidung. 

1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 

b Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) halo 
relasaun seksuál ne'ebé tuir loloos 
Ita-Boot lakohi tanba de’it Ita-
Boot ta’uk katak Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu agora daudaun ka 
uluk nian sei halo buat ruma karik 
Ita-Boot rejeita nia? 

1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 
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SEKSAUN 7: RESPONDENTE NO NIA LA’EN/NAMORADU 
c Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu agora 

daudaun ka uluk umavés (pernah) 
obriga Ita-Boot halo asaun seksuál 
ruma ne'ebé Ita-Boot lakohi, ka 
Ita-Boot sente hanesan hatún ka 
hamoe Ita-Boot? 

1 2 9 1 2 9 1 2 3 9 0 1 2 3 9 

CHK9 IF 706 a) – c) ALL = 2 (NO) SKIP TO Q708a 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA 
KODIFIKASAUN 

BÁ  
KEDAS 

HUSU 
BA/SE 

706d Sé mak halo asaun ne’ebé Ita-Boot foin temi? 
(TEMI ASAUN SIRA NE'EBÉ MENSIONA 
IHA 706) Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun/resente liu hotu, la’en/namoradu 
uluk nian, ka sira na’in-rua hotu? 

La’en/namoradu agora 
daudaun/resente liu hotu ............... 1 
La’en/namoradu uluk .................... 2 
Sira na'in-rua hotu ......................... 3 
La hatene/haluha ........................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta.. ... 9 

 706a_a=1 ka 
706b_a=1 ka 
706c_a=1 

708a Ita-Boot ta’uk ba Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu 
agora daudaun/resente liu hotu? Bele dehan, 
nunka, dala balu, dala barak, kuaze 
sempre/sempre? 

Nunka ............................................ 1 
Dala balu ....................................... 2 
Dala barak ..................................... 3 
Kuaze sempre/sempre ................... 4 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…..9 

 119=1 ka 2 ka 
3 ka 120a=1 
ka 120a=3 

905 Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) basa, dudu, baku ka 
halo agresaun fízika Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu enkuantu nia la basa, dudu, 
baku ka halo agresaun fízika hasoru Ita-Boot? 
KARIK SIN: Dala hira? Bele dehan, dala ida, 
dala 2-5, ka liu dala 5? 

Nunka ............................................ 1 
Dala ida  ........................................ 2 
Dala 2-5  ....................................... 3 
Liu dala 5 ...................................... 4 
La hatene/haluha ........................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…..9 

  

CHK10 
KARIK NUNKA ISIN-RUA (Q308=0) NO AGORA DAUDAUN LA ISIN-RUA (Q310=2 ka 3)  BÁ KEDAS S.8 
709 Ita-Boot hatete katak Ita-Boot isin-rua iha 

tempu pasadu. Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu 
(sira) umavés (pernah) dudu, basa, baku, tebe 
ka baku Ita-Boot bainhira Ita-Boot isin-rua 
hela? 

Sin ................................................. 1 
Lae ................................................ 2 
La hatene/haluha ........................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…..9 

 
 S.8 
 S.8 

308a=1 ka 
310=1 

710 KARIK RESPONDENTE ISIN-RUA DALA 
IDA DE’IT,HATAMA “01”  
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE ISIN-RUA LIU 
DALA IDA: Seráke Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu nia hahalok hasoru Ita-Boot, 
ne’e akontese iha Ita-Boot nia isin-rua ida, ka 
liu isin-rua ida? Ida-ne’e akontese iha Ita-
Boot nia isin-rua hira, nia dudu, basa, baku, 
tebe ka baku Ita-Boot)? 

Númeru husi Ita-Boot nia isin rua 
iha-ne’ebé buat ne’e akontese ba 
Ita-Boot .................................. [  ][  ] 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…99 

 709=1 

710a Ida-ne’e akontese bainhira Ita-Boot isin-rua 
dala ikus? 
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE ISIN-RUA DALA 
IDA DE’IT, HATAMA ‘SIN’ 

Sin ................................................. 1 
Lae ................................................ 2 
La hatene/haluha ........................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…..9 

 709=1 

711 Umavés (pernah) nia baku ka tebe Ita-Boot 
nia kabun bainhira Ita-Boot isin-rua hela? 

Sin ................................................. 1 
Lae ................................................ 2 
La hatene/haluha ........................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…..9 

 709=1 
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SEKSAUN 7: RESPONDENTE NO NIA LA’EN/NAMORADU 
KARIK RESPONDENTE HATETE NIA HETAN VIOLÉNSIA IHA ISIN-RUA IDA, ENTAUN REFERE DE’IT BA ISIN-
RUA PARTIKULÁR IDA-NE’E. KARIK RESPONDENTE HATETE KATAK NIA HETAN VIOLÉNSIA IHA LIU ISIN-
RUA IDA, PERGUNTA SIRA TUIR MAI REFERE BA ISIN-RUA NE’EBÉ IKUS LIU/RESENTE LIU IHA NE'EBÉ NIA 
HATETE HETAN VIOLÉNSIA. 
714 Ema ne'ebé hanesan halo asaun hanesan ne’e 

molok Ita-Boot isin-rua? 
Sin ................................................. 1 
Lae ................................................ 2 
La hatene/haluha ........................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…..9 

 
 S.8 
 S.8 

709=1 

715 Kompara ho tempu molok Ita-Boot isin-rua, 
(REFERE BA RESPOSTA SIRA NE'EBÉ 
RESPONDENTE FÓ TIHA ONA) basa/baku 
ne’e menus, hanesan de’it, ka aat liu bainhira 
Ita-Boot isin-rua? Aat liu signifika barak liu 
ka todan liu. 

Menus ........................................... 1 
Hanesan de’it ................................ 2 
Aat liu ........................................... 3 
La hatene/haluha ........................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…..9 

 709=1 

 

 

 

 

SEKSAUN 8: KANEK SIRA 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA 
KODIFIKASAUN 

BÁ  
KEDAS HUSU BA/SE 

CHK 11 
FETO NE'EBÉ NUNKA HETAN VIOLÉNSIA FÍZIKA KA SEKSUÁL, 705a)-f no 706 a)-c) 
HOTU-HOTU = 2, BÁ KEDAS S10  

705a_a=1 ka 
705b_a=1 ka 
705c_a=1 ka 
705d_a=1 ka 
705e_a=1 ka 
705f_a=1 ka 
706a_a=1 ka 
706b_a=1ka  
706c_a=1 

Agora ha'u hakarak aprende barak liu kona-ba kanek sira ne'ebé Ita-Boot hetan husi asaun ruma ne'ebé komete husi Ita-Boot 
nia la’en/namoradu ne'ebé ita diskute tiha ona (DALARUMA TENKE REFERE BA ASAUN ESPESÍFIKA NE'EBÉ 
RESPONDENTE MENSIONA IHA SEKSAUN 7). Kanek signifika kualkér forma kanek fíziku, inklui kanek tanba ko’a, 
naksalak, kulit-motuk, ruin ka nehan tohar, ka buat ruma ne'ebé atu hanesan. 
801 Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) sofre kanek nu’udar 

rezultadu husi asaun sira (ida ka liu), ne'ebé 
Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu halo. Porfavór 
hanoin kona-ba asaun sira ne’ebé ita diskute 
tiha ona. 

Sin ................................................ 1 
Lae ............................................... 2 
La hatene/haluha .......................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…9 

 
 S.9 
 S.9 
 

 

802a Durante Ita-Boot nia vida, dala hira mak Ita-
Boot hetan kanek husi Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu (ida ka liu)? 
Bele dehan, dala ida, dala balu, ka dala barak? 

Dala ida ........................................ 1 
Dala balu (2-5)  ............................ 2 
Dala barak (liu dala 5)  ................ 3 
La hatene/haluha .......................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…9 

 801≠2 

802b Ida-ne’e akontese durante fulan 12 ikus ne’e? Sin ................................................ 1 
Lae ............................................... 2 
La hatene/haluha 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…9 

 801≠2 
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SEKSAUN 8: KANEK SIRA 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA 
KODIFIKASAUN 

BÁ  
KEDAS HUSU BA/SE 

803a Ita-Boot hetan kanek oinsá? Favór mensiona 
kanek ruma ne'ebé akontese nu’udar rezultadu 
husi asaun ne'ebé komete husi Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu (ida ka liu), mézmuke 
akontese kleur ona. 
 
MARKA HOTU-HOTU  
 
BUKA INFORMASAUN ADISIONÁL:  
Kanek seluk ruma? 

Kanek tanba ko’a, sona, tata ....... A 
Koi, kulit-koi, isin-metan ............ B 
Naksalak, dezlokasaun  ............... C 
Kulit-motuk ................................ D 
Kanek penetrasaun,  ko’a 
kle’an/profundu .......................... E 
Tilun-kuak rahun, kanek matan ... F 
Fratura, ruin tohar ....................... G 
Nehan tohar................................. H 
Kanek internu……………………I 
Seluk (espesifika): ...................... X 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…9 

 801≠2 

805a Iha Ita-Boot nia moris, umavés (pernah) Ita-
Boot nia la’en/namoradu (ida ka liu) halo Ita-
Boot kanek todan ne'ebé nesesita kuidadu 
saúde (mézmuke Ita-Boot la hetan kuidadu 
saúde)? 
KARIK SIN: Dala hira? KARIK LA 
HATENE LOLOOS: Maizumenus? 

Dala hira presiza kuidadu saúde ....  
   ............................................. [  ][  ] 
La presiza ................................... 00 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta..99 

 
 
 
 S.9 
 

801≠2 

806 Durante Ita-Boot nia moris, umavés (pernah) 
hetan kuidadu saúde ba kanek ida-ne’e (hirak-
ne’e)? Bele dehan, dalaruma ka sempre ka 
nunka? 
 

Sin, dalaruma ............................... 1 
Sin, sempre .................................. 2 
Lae, nunka ................................... 3 
La hatene/haluha .......................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…9 

 
 
 S.9 
 

805a>=1 

807 Durante Ita-Boot nia moris, umavés (pernah) 
tenke toba kalan ida iha ospitál nu’udar 
rezultadu husi kanek (sira)? 
KARIK SIN: Kalan hira? (MAIZUMENUS) 

Kalan hira ne'ebé toba iha    
ospitál ................................... [  ][  ] 
Karik laiha ................................. 00 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta..99 

 805a>=1 no 
806≠3 

808 Ita-Boot fó-hatene pesoál saúde kona-ba saida 
mak kauza loloos Ita-Boot nia kanek? 

Sin ................................................ 1 
Lae ............................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta….9 

 805a>=1 no 
806≠3 
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SEKSAUN 9: IMPAKTU NO TRATA HO SITUASAUN 

NU. PERGUNTA & 
KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  

KEDAS HUSU BA/SE 

HUSU BA FETO SIRA HOTU NE’EBEÉ IHA ESPERIENSIA VIOLENSIA SEKSUAL NO 
FIZIKU  

705a_a=1 ka 
705b_a=1 ka 
705c_a=1 ka 
705d_a=1 ka 
705e_a=1 ka 
705f_a=1 ka 
706a_a=1 ka 
706b_a=1ka  
706c_a=1  

RESPONDENTE NE'EBÉ HATETE KATAK NIA LA’EN/NAMORADU HALO VIOLÉNSIA SEKSUÁL KA 
FÍZIKA  HASORU NIA SEI REPONDE BA SEKSAUN IDA-NE’E. 
 
Agora ha'u hakarak husu pergunta balu kona-ba oinsá asaun ne'ebé komete husi Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu hamosu efeitu 
ba Ita-Boot. Asaun signifika… (REFERE BA ASAUN ESPESÍFIKA NE'EBÉ RESPONDENTE MENSIONA IHA 
SEKSAUN 7).  
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE HATETE KATAK NIA LA’EN/NAMORADU LIU IDA MAK KOMETE VIOLÉNSIA, 
TENKE HATETE TAN: Ha'u husu Ita-Boot atu responde ba pergunta hirak-ne’e relasiona ho la’en/namoradu resente liu 
hotu ne'ebé halo asaun hirak-ne’e hasoru Ita-Boot. 

901 Iha situasaun partikulár ne'ebé iha 
tendénsia atu hamosu ka provoka Ita-
Boot nia la’en/namoradu atu halo 
asaun refere?  
 
REFERE BA VIOLÉNSIA FÍZIKA 
NE'EBÉ MENSIONA TIHA ONA. 
 
BUKA INFORMASAUN 
ADISIONÁL: Iha situasaun seluk 
ruma? 
 
MARKA HOTU-HOTU NE'EBÉ 
MENSIONA 

Laiha razaun partikulár ..................... A 
Bainhira mane ne'e lanu .................... B 
Problema osan .................................. C 
Difikuldade iha nia serbisu-fatin ...... D 
Bainhira nia la serbisu ...................... E 
Laiha hahán iha uma .......................... F 
Problema ho mane nia família ka 

respondente nia família .................. G 
Nia isin-rua ....................................... H 
Nia laran-moras ba respondente .........I 
Respondente rejeita relasaun seksuál . J 
Respondente la halo tuir ................... K 
Nia hakarak fó lisaun ba respondente, 

eduka ka fó dixiplina ba nia ........... L 
Mane ne'e hakarak hatudu katak nia 

mak xefe  ...................................... M 
Seluk (espesifika):________ ............ X 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..9 

  

CHK 12 
KARIK FETO IDA HETAN DE’IT VIOLÉNSIA SEKSUÁL NO LAIHA VIOLÉNSIA FÍZIKA, 
BÁ KEDAS Q906 
 
KARIK Q705 a)-f) HOTU-HOTU = 2, no Q706a) ka b) ka c) = 1, BÁ KEDAS 906 

705a_a=1 ka 
705b_a=1 ka 
705c_a=1 ka 
705d_a=1 ka 
705e_a=1 ka 
705f_a=1 ka 

CHK 13  
KARIK RESPONDENTE LAIHA OAN NE'EBÉ SEI MORIS (KARIK Q301=0) BÁ KEDAS Q904 
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SEKSAUN 9: IMPAKTU NO TRATA HO SITUASAUN 

NU. PERGUNTA & 
KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  

KEDAS HUSU BA/SE 

902 Bainhira insidente sira ne’e akontese, 
Ita-Boot nia oan sira prezente ka rona 
mane ne’e baku Ita-Boot? 
KARIK SIN: Dala hira? Bele dehan, 
dala ida, dala balu, ka kuaze sempre? 

Nunka ............................................... 1 
Dala ida  ............................................ 2 
Dala balu (2-5)  ................................. 3 
Dala barak/kuaze sempre .................. 4 
La hatene……………………………8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ........9 

 301>=1 
 

904 Iha momentu mane ne'e baku Ita-Boot, 
seráke Ita-Boot halo rezisténsia fízika 
ka defende an? 
KARIK SIN: Dala hira? Bele dehan, 
dala ida, dala balu, ka kuaze sempre? 

Nunka ............................................... 1 
Dala ida  ............................................ 2 
Dala balu (2-5)  ................................. 3 
Dala barak/liu dala 5 ......................... 4 
La hatene .......................................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta.…….9 

 907  

904a Saida mak akontese bainhira Ita-Boot 
reziste violénsia iha momentu ne'ebá? 
Bele dehan, laiha efeitu, violénsia sai 
aat liu, violénsia sai menus liu, ka 
violénsia para, pelumenus iha 
momentu ne’e kedas.  

Laiha mudansa/laiha efeitu ............... 1 
Violénsia sai aat liu........................... 2 
Violénsia sai menus liu  .................... 3 
Violénsia para ................................... 4 
La hatene/haluha ............................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta..........9 

 904≠1 

907 Oinsá, karik iha, asaun ne'ebé komete 
husi Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu 
interrompe Ita-Boot nia serbisu ka 
atividade seluk ruma mak ita-Boot 
halo hodi apoiu familia? 
 
REFER TO SPECIFIC ACTS OF 
PHYSICAL AND/OR SEXUAL 
VIOLENCE SHE DESCRIBED 
EARLIER 
 
MARKA RESPOSTA HOTU-HOTU 
NE'EBÉ APLIKAVEL 

N/A (la halo serbisu hodi manán 
osan) .............................................. A 

La interrompe serbisu ....................... B 
La’en/namoradu interrompe serbisu . C 
Labele konsentra ............................... D 
Labele serbisu/lisensa moras ............ E 
Lakon konfiansa ba ha’u-nia 
kapasidade rasik ................................. F 
Seluk (espesifika): ______ ............... X 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..9 

  

908 Ita-Boot fó-hatene ba sé de’it kona-ba 
nia hahalok?  
 
MARKA HOTU-HOTU NE'EBÉ 
MENSIONA  
 
BUKA INFORMASAUN 
ADISIONÁL: Ema seluk? 

Nein ida ............................................ A 
Kolega sira ........................................ B 
Inan-aman  ........................................ C 
Maun-biin-alin .................................. D 
Tiu ka tia ........................................... E 
La’en/namoradu nia família  .............. F 
Oan sira ............................................. G 
Viziñu sira ........................................ H 
Polísia .................................................I 
Doutór/a/pesoál saúde  ....................... J 
Padre/lider relijiozu  ......................... K 
ONG/organizasaun ba feto sira ........ M 
Xefe suku ka xefe aldeia ................... N 
Lia-na’in ........................................... O 
Leigu/a igreja nian ............................. P 
Seluk (espesifika):_ _____ ............... X 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..9 
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SEKSAUN 9: IMPAKTU NO TRATA HO SITUASAUN 

NU. PERGUNTA & 
KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  

KEDAS HUSU BA/SE 

T910a Tanba Ita-Boot hetan pelumenus 
insidente ida ne'ebé deskreve iha leten, 
no refere ba DALA IKUS ida-ne’e 
akontese, oinsá Ita-Boot nia reasaun 
DAHULUK?  
 
LEE SAI OPSAUN SIRA NO 
MARKA IDA DE’IT 

Buka asisténsia husi polísia (PNTL) .. 1 
Buka asisténsia husi ospitál ka sentru 
saúde .................................................. 2 
Buka asisténsia husi organizasaun 
asisténsia jurídika .............................. 3 
Buka asisténsia husi tribunál ............. 4 
Buka asisténsia husi xefe suku .......... 5 
Buka asisténsia husi xefe aldeia ........ 6 
Buka asisténsia husi ONG lokál ........ 7 
Buka asisténsia husi lider kostumeiru 
(lia-na’in/katuas adat) ........................ 8 
Buka asisténsia husi membru seluk 
iha komunidade ................................. 9 
La halo buat ida/la buka tulun ......... 10 
Seluk: ............................................... 11 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…....99 

 
T910d 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
912 

 

CHK14 
KARIK BUKA ASISTÉNSIA HUSI PNTL (T910A = 1), BÁ KEDAS T910d 
KARIK LA BUKA TULUN KA SELUK (T910A= 10 ka 11), BÁ KEDAS CHK 18 
T910b 
 

Ita-Boot nia razaun prinsipál tanbasá 
la buka asisténsia uluk liu husi PNTL? 
 
LABELE LEE SAI OPSAUN SIRA, 
HILI IDA DE’IT 

PNTL dook liu ................................... 1 
Ha’u laiha meius hodi kontakta 
PNTL ................................................. 2 
Ha’u la fiar katak sira bele rezolve 
ha'u nia situasaun ............................... 3 
Sei halo situasaun aat liu ................... 4 
Ha'u la hatene oinsá hato’o keixa ba 
PNTL ................................................. 5 
Ha'u-nia família la permite ha’u atu 
kontakta PNTL ................................... 6 
Seluk (espesifika): ............................. 7 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta .......... 9 

 T910a≠1 no 
T910a≠10 no 
T910a≠11 

T910c Depoizde Ita-Boot nia reasaun 
dahuluk ba insidente ne’e, iha ka lae 
ema/entidade ruma ne'ebé refere krime 
ne’e ba ema/entidade ruma iha lista 
tuir mai? 
 
LEE SAI OPSAUN HOTU-HOTU 
BELE HILI OPSAUN LIU IDA 

PNTL ............................................... A 
Xefe suku ka xefe aldeia ................... B 
Katuas adat ka lia-na’in ................... C 
ONG lokál ....................................... D 
Organizasaun asisténsia jurídika ....... E 
Membru família ................................ F 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…….9 

T910d 
T910g 
T910g 
T910j 
T910j 
T910g 

 

CHK 15 
-KARIK REFERE INSIDENTE BA PNTL (T910c=1), BÁ KEDAS T910d 
-KARIK T910c= D KA E (ONG LOKÁL NO/KA ASISTÉNSIA JURÍDIKA) KA KARIK T910a=3 KA 7, BÁ 
KEDAS T910j 
-KARIK HILI RESPOSTA SELUK RUMA, BÁ KEDAS T910g 
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SEKSAUN 9: IMPAKTU NO TRATA HO SITUASAUN 

NU. PERGUNTA & 
KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  

KEDAS HUSU BA/SE 

T910d Kona-ba insidente ne'ebé resente liu 
hotu (ne'ebé mensiona iha leten) 
ne'ebé Ita-Boot hato’o ba polísia, 
oinsá bele deskreve maneira ne'ebé 
PNTL trata Ita-Boot bainhira Ita-Boot 
buka sira-nia tulun? 
 
LEE SAI OPSAUN SIRA NO 
MARKA OPSAUN IDA DE’IT 

Ho respeitu tomak ba ita-boot no Ita-
Boot nia família no hatudu konduta 
polísia ne'ebé profisionál ................... 1 
Ho respeitu mínimu no 
profisionalizmu mínimu .................... 2 
Ho maneira ne'ebé uza agresaun 
verbál, abuzu verbál ka intimidasaun . 3 
Ho maneira ne'ebé uza agresaun 
fízika, abuzu verbál ka intimidasaun . 4 
Seluk (espesifika): ............................. 7 
La hatene ........................................... 8 
Lakohi responde/Laiha resposta ........ 9 

  

T910e Saida mak PNTL halo depoizde Ita-
Boot buka sira-nia asisténsia? 
 
LEE SAI OPSAUN SIRA NO 
MARKA OPSAUN IDA DE’IT  

Laiha asaun ruma ............................... 1 
Rezolve disputa liuhosi polísia no 
mediasaun ho reprezentante 
komunidade ........................................ 2 
Polísia fó avizu ba akuzadu ............... 3 
Hato’o keixa formál maibé laiha asaun 
legál tuir mai ...................................... 4 
Polísia refere kazu ne’e ba lider 
komunidade ....................................... 5 
PNTL kaer akuzadu ........................... 6 
Seluk (espesifika) .............................. 7 
La hatene/haluha ................................ 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta .......... 9 
 

  

T910f Ita-Boot kontente ka lae ho rezultadu 
bainhira Ita-Boot husu asisténsia husi 
PNTL? 

Kontente ............................................ 1 
La sente kontente ka la kontente ........ 2 
La kontente ........................................ 3 
La hatene/haluha ................................ 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta .......... 9 

  

CHK16 
KARIK T910a LA HANESAN HO 5, 6, 8 ka 9 BÁ KEDAS T910j NO KARIK T910c LA HANESAN HO b KA c KA 
f BÁ KEDAS T910j 
T910g Oinsá Ita-Boot bele deskreve maneira 

ne'ebé komunidade trata Ita-Boot 
bainhira Ita-Boot buka sira-nia tulun 
hodi rezolve insidente ne’e? 
 
LEE SAI OPSAUN SIRA NO 
MARKA OPSAUN IDA DE’IT 

Ho respeitu tomak .............................. 1 
Ho respeitu mínimu ........................... 2 
Ho maneira ne'ebé uza agresaun 
verbál, abuzu verbál ka intimidasaun 3 
Ho maneira ne'ebé uza agresaun 
fízika, abuzu verbál ka intimidasaun . 4 
Seluk (espesifika): ........ ………….…7 
La hatene/haluha ................................ 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta .......... 9 
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SEKSAUN 9: IMPAKTU NO TRATA HO SITUASAUN 

NU. PERGUNTA & 
KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  

KEDAS HUSU BA/SE 

T910h Oinsá Ita-Boot nia kazu hetan 
tratamentu iha nivel komunitáriu? 
 
LEE SAI OPSAUN SIRA NO 
MARKA OPSAUN IDA DE’IT 

Laiha asaun ruma ............................... 1 
Disputa ne’e rezolve liuhosi 
mediasaun fasilita husi xefe suku ka 
xefe aldeia .......................................... 2 
Disputa ne’e rezolve liuhosi adat ka 
lia-na’in.............................................. 3 
Disputa ne'e rezolve liuhosi 
negosiasaun direta ho ema ne'ebé halo 
violénsia ............................................. 4 
Komunidade fó avizu ba akuzadu ...... 5 
Membru komunidade refere kazu ne’e 
ba PNTL ............................................ 6 
Seluk (espesifika): ............................. 7 
La hatene/haluha ................................ 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta .......... 9 

  

T910i Ita-Boot sente kontente ka lae ho oinsá 
Ita-Boot nia kazu hetan tratamentu iha 
nivel komunitáriu? 

Kontente ............................................ 1 
La sente kontente ka la kontente ........ 2 
La kontente ........................................ 3 
La hatene/haluha ................................ 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta .......... 9 

  

T910j Rezolusaun refere ba karik krime ne’e 
rezolve tiha ona ka karik identifika 
solusaun ida. Insidente ne’e rezolve 
ona? 

Sin ..................................................... 1 
Lae .................................................... 2 
La hatene .......................................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ......... 9 

 
CHK18 
CHK18 
CHK18 

 

T910k Sé mak envolvidu diretamente iha 
rezolusaun finál ba krime ne’e? 
 
LEE SAI OPSAUN SIRA 
BELE HILI OPSAUN LIU IDA 

PNTL ................................................ 1 
Xefe suku ka xefe aldeia ................... 2 
Katuas adat/Lia-na’in ....................... 3 
ONG lokál ........................................ 4 
Organizasaun asisténsia jurídika ....... 5 
Membru família ................................ 6 
Seluk (espesifika) ............................. 7 
La hatene .......................................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ......... 9 

  

CHK 17 
IF PNTL WAS NOT DIRECTLY INVOLVED (QT910K DOES NOT EQUAL 1), SKIP TO T910N 
T910l PNTL halo papél prinsipál saida de’it 

durante prosesu rezolusaun? 
 
LEE SAI OPSAUN SIRA 
Hili ida de’it 

Garante ambiente seguru durante 
rezolusaun ne'ebé komunidade dirije 
rasik ................................................... 1 
Envolvidu diretamente iha 
mediasaun/negosiasaun ..................... 2 
Foti desizaun finál kona-ba oinsá sei 
rezolve kazu ne’e ............................... 3 
Fó konfiansa ba rezolusaun ne'ebé 
komunidade dirije rasik ..................... 4 
Laiha asaun ruma ............................... 5 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..9 

  

T910m Ita-Boot kontente ka lae ho PNTL nia 
resposta? 
 
LEE SAI OPSAUN SIRA 
Hili ida de’it 

Kontente ............................................ 1 
La sente kontente ka la kontente ........ 2 
La kontente ........................................ 3 
La hatene ........................................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta .......... 9 
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SEKSAUN 9: IMPAKTU NO TRATA HO SITUASAUN 

NU. PERGUNTA & 
KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  

KEDAS HUSU BA/SE 

T910n Ita-Boot hetan retribuisaun ruma 
depoizde rezolve insidente ne'e? 
 
LABELE LEE SAI OPSAUN SIRA 

Sin ...................................................... 1 
Lae ..................................................... 2 
La hatene ........................................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta .......... 9 

  

CHK 18 
IF T910A = 10 KA 11, GO TO Q912 
IF T910A DOES NOT EQUAL 10 KA 11 GO TO Q911 
911 Tanbasá Ita-Boot buka tulun? 

 
 
MARKA RESPOSTA HOTU-HOTU 
NE'EBÉ MENSIONA NO BÁ 
KEDAS 914 

Kolega/família fó enkorajamentu  .... A 
La tahan ............................................ B 
Kanek todan ...................................... C 
Mane ne’e ameasa ka koko atu oho 
respondente ....................................... D 
Nia ameasa atu baku oan sira ............ E 
Haree katak oan sira sofre daudaun ... F 
Nia duni respondente husi uma ......... G 
Respondente ta’uk katak nia sei oho 
mane ne’e ......................................... H 
Ta’uk katak mane ne’e sei oho nia …I 
Seluk (espesifika): ___________...... X 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..9 

BA 
OPSAUN 
HOTU-
HOTU BÁ 
KEDAS 
914 

 

912 Tanbasá Ita-Boot la buka tulun husi 
ema ruma? 
 
MARKA HOTU-HOTU NE'EBÉ 
MENSIONA 

La hatene/laiha resposta .................... A 
Ta’uk ba ameasa/konsekuénsia/ 
Violénsia liután  ................................ B 
Violénsia normál/la todan ................. C 
Moe/moe boot/ta’uk katak ema seluk 
sei la fiar nia, ka ema sei tau sala ba 
nia ..................................................... D 
Fiar katak sei la hetan 
asisténsia/hatene katak feto seluk la 
hetan asisténsia ................................. E 
Ta’uk katak relasaun ho mane ne’e sei 
remata  ............................................... F 
Ta’uk sei lakon oan sira .................... G 
Sei hafo’er família nia naran  ............ H 
La hatene iha opsaun saida de’it…….I 
Seluk (espesifika): ___________...... X 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..9 

  

914 Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) sai, 
mézmuke ba kalan ida de'it, tanba nia 
hahalok? 
KARIK SIN: Dala hira? 
(MAIZUMENUS) 

Dala hira sai ................................ [  ][  ] 
Nunka .............................................. 00 
N/A (la hela hamutuk)  .................... 97 
La hatene/haluha .............................. 98 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…....99 

 
N01 
N01 

 

915 Ikus liu Ita-Boot bá ne'ebé? 
 
MARKA RESPOSTA IDA 

Respondente nia parente  ................. 01 
Mane nia parente ............................. 02 
Respondente nia kolega/viziñu sira . 03 
Estrada ............................................. 05 
Uma-mahon ..................................... 07 
Seluk (espesifika): ........................... 96 
La hatene/haluha .............................. 98 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..9 
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SEKSAUN 10: ESPERIÉNSIA SELUSELUK 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS 

HUSU 
BA/SE 

N01 

LEE SAI BA RESPONDENTE: 
Iha sira-nia moris, feto barak hetan esperiénsia ne'ebé sira lakohi, no hetan forma maus-tratus no violénsia husi 
ema oioin, inklui mane ka feto sira. Bele parente, ema seluk ne'ebé sira koñese, no/ka ema ne'ebé sira la koñese. 
Se Ita-Boot konkorda, ha'u hakarak husu Ita-Boot kona-ba situasaun balu ne'ebé ha'u foin deskreve. Ami sei 
mantein konfidensialidade ba buat hotu ne'ebé Ita-Boot hatete. Uluk nainain ha'u sei husu kona-ba saida mak 
akontese dezde Ita-Boot iha tinan 15 (dezde tinan 15 to’o agora). 
BA FETO SIRA NE'EBÉ UMAVÉS (PERNAH) KABEN KA IHA NAMORADU, HATETE: Pergunta hirak-
ne’e relasiona ba ema aleinde Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu (sira). 

N06a Dezde otas tinan 15 to’o agora, iha ita-
Boot nia moris tomak,iha ema ruma 
aleinde Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu 
ne'ebé umavés (pernah) obriga Ita-Boot 
halo relasaun seksuál bainhira Ita-Boot 
lakohi, nu’udar ezemplu ameasa Ita-Boot, 
riba tun Ita-Boot, ka tau Ita-Boot iha 
situasaun ne'ebé Ita-Boot labele hatete lae 
(labele reziste). Keta haluha hodi inklui 
ema ne'ebé Ita-Boot koñese no mós ema 
ne'ebé Ita-Boot la koñese. Iha momentu 
ne’e, la inklui tentativa atu obriga Ita-
Boot.  
 
KARIK PRESIZA: Ami define relasaun 
seksuál nu’udar penetrasaun (bainhira 
mane ida hatama nia penis/lasan ka parte 
seluk husi nia isin, ka objetu ida) iha 
vajina, ibun ka anus/kidung. 
 
NOTA KATAK PERGUNTA HIRAK-
NE'E RELASIONA HO VIOLASAUN 
SEKSUÁL NE'EBÉ AKONTESE DUNI 

Sin………………………………………1 
Lae……………………………………...2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta...............9 

 
TN03a 

 

TN06a Ida-ne'e akontese dala ida de’it, dala balu 
ka dala barak? 

Dala ida ................................................... 1 
Dala balu ................................................. 2 
Dala barak ............................................... 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………....9 

 TN06a=1 

N06b Ida-ne’e akontese durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? 

Sin………………………………………1 
Lae ........................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………....9 

 NO6b=1 
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SEKSAUN 10: ESPERIÉNSIA SELUSELUK 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS 

HUSU 
BA/SE 

TN03a Iha Ita-Boot nia moris tomak, karik mane 
ida ne’ebé  la'ós Itania la’en ka namoradu 
obriga ita atu halo relasaun seksaun  
bainhira Ita iha kondisaun lanu ka ita 
hemu aimoruk ruma ne’ebé halo ita toba 
la dukur nune’e ita laiha forsa atu defende 
an?   

Sin ........................................................... 1 
Lae ........................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…………9 

 
N04a 

 

TN03b Ida-ne'e akontese dala ida de’it, dala balu 
ka dala barak? 

Dala ida ................................................... 1 
Dala balu ................................................. 2 
Dala barak ............................................... 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………....9 

 TN03b=1 

TN03c Ida-ne’e akontese durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? 

Sin ........................................................... 1 
Lae ........................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..…..9 

 TN03b=1 

TN04a Iha Ita-Boot nia moris tomak, ema obriga 
ka konvense Ita-Boot halo relasaun 
seksuál maski Ita-Boot lakohi ho mane liu 
ida iha momentu hanesan? 

Sin ........................................................... 1 
Lae ........................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta……..…..9 

 
CHK1
9 

 

TN04b Ida-ne'e akontese dala ida de’it, dala balu 
ka dala barak? 

Dala ida ................................................... 1 
Dala balu ................................................. 2 
Dala barak ............................................... 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…………9 

 TN04a=1 

TN04c Ida-ne’e akontese durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? 

Sin ........................................................... 1 
Lae ........................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………....9 

 TN04a=1 

N08 Dala ida tan, ha'u husu Ita-Boot atu hanoin kona-ba kualkér ema, mane ka feto.  
BA FETO SIRA NE'EBÉ UMAVÉS (PERNAH) IHA LA’EN/NAMORADU, 
HATETE: seluk husi Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu.  
Aleinde buat ida ne'ebé Ita-Boot mensiona tiha ona, bele fó-hatene ha’u karik, dezde 
otas iha tinan 15 to’o agora, Ita-Boot hetan esperiénsia ruma hanesan tuir mai? Keta 
haluha hodi inklui ema ne'ebé Ita-Boot koñese no mós ema ne'ebé Ita-Boot la koñese. 

B. KARIK SIN: Ida-
ne’e akontese durante 
fulan 12 ikus ne’e? 

 

Si
n 

La
e 

La
ko

hi
 

re
sp

on
de

 

Si
n 

La
e 

La
ko

hi
 

re
sp

on
de

 
a Iha ema ruma ne'ebé koko atu obriga Ita-Boot halo aktu 

seksuál ne'ebé Ita-Boot lakohi, koko atu obriga Ita-Boot halo 
relasaun seksuál (ne'ebé la akontese) 

1 2 9 1 2 9 

b Lamas Ita-Boot ho maneira seksuál bainhira Ita-Boot lakohi. 
Nu’udar ezemplu, inklui lamas susun ka sasán lulik (kidun ka 
jenitál). 

1 2 9 1 2 9 

d Obriga Ita-Boot kaer nia sasán lulik (susun,kidun ka jenitál)  
maski Ita-Boot lakohi 1 2 9 1 2 9 

e Hatudu imajen ne'ebé seksualmente esplísitu ba Ita-Boot maski 
Ita-Boot lakohi 1 2 9 1 2 9 

g Aktu seksuál seluk ruma ne'ebé Ita-Boot lakohi: 1 2 9 1 2 9 
CHK 19 
KARIK EMA ALEINDE NIA LA’EN KA NAMORADU NUNKA OBRIGA RESPONDENTE ATU HALO 
RELASAUN SEKSUÁL (N02a, N03a & N04a = 2), BÁ KEDAS N08 
HUSU N07d-N07n SE TN06a=1 ka TN03a=1 ka TN04a=1 
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SEKSAUN 10: ESPERIÉNSIA SELUSELUK 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS 

HUSU 
BA/SE 

N07d Agora ha'u atu husu Ita-Boot kona-ba Ita-
Boot nia esperiénsia ne'ebé ema obriga 
Ita-Boot halo relasaun seksuál. Porfavór 
ko'alia kona-ba insidente ne’ebé resente 
liu hotu. 
 
Bainhira insidente ne'ebé resente liu 
akontese, iha ne'ebé ema obriga Ita-Boot 
halo relasaun seksuál? 

La to’o tinan ida liubá  ............................ 1 
Entre tinan ida to’o tinan lima liubá  ....... 2 
Liu tinan lima liubá  ................................ 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............... 9 

 TN06a=1 
ka 
TN03a=1 
ka 
TN04a=1 

TN06 Bele fó-hatene ha’u sé mak halo ida-ne’e 
(se akontese liu dala ida, insidente ne'ebé 
resente liu hotu)? 

Aman ka membru família ........................ 1 
Profesór ................................................... 2 
Labarik mane husi bairru (la to'o tinan 
18) ........................................................... 3 
Mane husi bairru...................................... 4 
Ema ne'ebé la koñese/ema deskoñesidu .. 5 
Família nia kolega ida ............................. 6 
Seluk ........................................................ 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………....9 

 TN06a=1 
ka 
TN03a=1 
ka 
TN04a=1 

N07e Depoizde ema obriga Ita-Boot halo 
relasaun seksuál, Ita-Boot iha 
preokupasaun prinsipál saida de’it? 

Ema ruma sei hatene ……….... ............... 1 
Sei akontese tan …………..... ................. 2 
HIV/AIDS (SIDA)…………… .............. 3 
Isin-rua …………………………....... ..... 4 
Infesaun/moras ne'ebé tranzmite 
seksualmente........... ................................ 5 
Seluk ………………………………… ... 6 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............... 9 

 TN06a=1 
ka 
TN03a=1 
ka 
TN04a=1 

N07f Ita-Boot informa polísia kona-ba 
insidente ne’e? 

Sin ........................................................... 1 
Lae ........................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............... 9 

 
N07i 
N07i 

TN06a=1 
ka 
TN03a=1 
ka 
TN04a=1 

N07g Oinsá polísia responde? Sira loke kazu...... ……….......... ............. 1 
Sira lakohi ajuda ha'u…................ .......... 2 
Seluk ………………………………… ... 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............... 9 

 N07f=1 

N07h Ema ne'ebé halo asaun ne’e hasoru Ita-
Boot hetan kaptura no kondenasaun ka 
lae? 

La kaptura nia .......................................... 1 
Kaptura maibé la kondena......... .............. 2 
Hetan kondenasaun ................................. 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............... 9 

 N07f=1 

N07i Ita-Boot hato’o keixa ba servisu saúde 
(doutór/a, enfermeiru/a, parteiru/a)? 

Sin ........................................................... 1 
Lae ........................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............... 9 

 
N07m 
N07m 

TN06a=1 
ka 
TN03a=1 
ka 
TN04a=1 

N07j Ita-Boot simu ai-moruk/tratamentu hodi 
prevene isin-rua?         

Sin ........................................................... 1 
Lae ........................................................... 2 
La hatene/laiha resposta .......................... 9 

 N07i=1 

N07k Ita-Boot simu ai-moruk/tratamentu hodi 
prevene tranzmisaun HIV?    

Sin ........................................................... 1 
Lae ........................................................... 2 
La hatene/laiha resposta .......................... 9 

 N07i=1 
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SEKSAUN 10: ESPERIÉNSIA SELUSELUK 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS 

HUSU 
BA/SE 

N07l Ema ruma ko’alia ho Ita-Boot kona-ba 
Ita-Boot nia sentimentu ba insidente ne'e? 

Sin ........................................................... 1 
Lae ........................................................... 2 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............... 9 

 N07i=1 

N07m Ita-Boot fó-hatene ema ruma iha Ita-Boot 
nia família kona-ba insidente ne’e? 
 
Ema seluk?  
 
MARKA RESPOSTA HOTU-HOTU 
NE'EBÉ APLIKAVEL 

Lae……………………. ......................... A 
Feto ida husi Ita-Boot nia família rasik .. B 
Mane ida husi Ita-Boot nia família rasik C 
Feto ida husi la’en nia família ................ D 
Mane ida husi la’en nia família .............. E 
Ita-Boot nia oan (sira) ............................ F 
Seluk (espesifika): __________ ............. X 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta…………9 

N08  

N07n Oinsá sira responde?  
Iha buat seluk? 
  
MARKA RESPOSTA HOTU-HOTU 
NE'EBÉ APLIKAVEL 

Sira tau sala mai ha'u .............................. A 
Fó apoiu mai ha'u ................................... B 
La iha interese ........................................ C 
Haruka ha'u nonook  ............................... D 
Haruka ha'u hato’o keixa ba polísia ....... E 
Seluk (espesifika):  ................................. X 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………....9 

 N07m≠A 

Obrigado ba ita-nia resposta sira.Hau hatene katak buat balun hosi ne’e difisil atu koalia kona-ba ne’e. ita besik atu remata 
ona entrevista.karik hau bele kontinua?  
 
1004a  

Ita-Boot iha tinan hira bainhira halo 
relasaun seksuál ba dala uluk? 
 
KARIK PRESIZA: Ami define relasaun 
seksuál nu’udar penetrasaun (bainhira 
mane ida hatama nia penis/lasan ka parte 
seluk husi nia isin, ka objetu ida) iha 
vajina, ka anus/kidung. 

Idade – tinan hira (maizumenus) ....... [ ][ ] 
Seidauk halo relasaun seksuál ............... 95 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............. 99 

 
1006 

 

1005 Oinsá Ita-Boot bele deskreve ba dala uluk 
Ita-Boot halo relasaun seksuál? Bele 
dehan katak Ita-Boot hakarak halo 
relasaun seksuál, lakohi halo relasaun 
seksuál maibé ida-ne’e akontese duni, ka 
ema obriga Ita-Boot halo relasaun 
seksuál? 

Ha'u hakarak halo relasaun seksuál  ........ 1 
Lakohi maibé halo relasaun seksuál  ....... 2 
Ema obriga ha'u halo relasaun seksuál  ... 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............... 9 

 1004a≠ 95 

1005c Dala uluk Ita-Boot halo relasaun seksuál, 
halo hamutuk Ita-Boot nia la’en (ne'ebé 
tuirfalimai imi na’in-rua 
kaben)/namoradu ne'ebé hela hamutuk ho 
Ita-Boot, ka ho ema seluk? 

La’en (ne'ebé tuirfalimai ami na'in-rua 
kaben)/namoradu… ................................. 1 
Ema seluk ne'ebé iha idade maizumenus 
hanesan  ................................................... 2 
Ema seluk ne'ebé iha tinan boot liu ......... 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta  .............. 9 

 1004a≠ 95 
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SEKSAUN 11: AUTONOMIA FINANSEIRA 

NU. PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN BÁ  
KEDAS 

HUSU 
BA/SE 

Agora ha'u hakarak husu pergunta balu ba Ita-Boot kona-ba Ita-Boot nia sasán no rendimentu. Ami presiza informasaun 
ne’e hodi kompriende feto sira-nia pozisaun finanseira ohin loron. 
1102 a) Ita-Boot rasik manán osan?  

KARIK SIN: Ita-Boot halo saida loloos 
hodi manán osan?  
HUSU HOTU-HOTU. ESPESIFIKA: 
b) Serbisu 
c) Fa’an sasán, halo komérsiu 
d) Halo serbisu tuir estasaun 
x) Atividade seluk ruma, espesifika  

Lae ........................................................ A 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta………..9 

 1108  

Sin Lae 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 

CHK 
21 

AGORA DAUDAUN KABEN/AGORA 
DAUDAUN HELA HO MANE IDA  
         (Opsaun K)       [   ]  
          SE 
119=1 ka 2 ka 3, HUSU 1103, 1104, 1108 

AGORA DAUDAUN LA KABEN KA 
HELA HAMUTUK HO MANE 
IDA/NAMORADU AGORA KA 
ULUK NIAN NE'EBÉ SAI 
HAMUTUK 
           (Opsaun L, M, N)       [   ]    
 
SE 119=4 ka 5 ka 6, HUSU 1108 

 
 
 
 
 
 1108 

 

CHK 
1102 

1. OPSAUN b) c) d) ka x) MARKA 
ONA         [   ] 
                   

2. OPSAUN a) MARKA ONA  [   ]  1105  

1103 Ita-Boot bele gasta osan ne'ebé Ita-Boot 
manán rasik, ka tenke fó osan hotu ka osan 
balu ba Ita-Boot nia la’en/namoradu? 

Uza osan rasik/bele deside rasik ............ 1 
Fó osan balu ba la’en/namoradu ............ 2 
Fó osan hotu ba la’en/namoradu ........... 3 
La hatene ............................................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............. 9 

 1102≠A no 
(119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
119=3) 

1104 Bele dehan katak osan ne'ebé Ita-Boot 
manán ba família boot liu duké 
kontribuisaun husi Ita-Boot nia 
la’en/namoradu, menus liu duké nia 
kontribuisaun, ka maizumenus hanesan ho 
nia kontribuisaun? 

Boot liu duké la’en/namoradu ............... 1 
Menus liu duké la’en/namoradu ............ 2 
Maizumenus hanesan ............................ 3 
La hatene ............................................... 8 
Lakohi responde/laiha resposta ............. 9 

 1102≠A no 
(119=1 ka 
119=2 ka 
119=3) 
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SEKSAUN 12: ENTREVISTA REMATA 
1201 Agora ha'u hakarak fó tablet ba Ita-Boot. Iha ne'ebé Ita-Boot bele haree imajen rua. Iha parte leten bele haree 

imajen ida ne'ebé hatudu oin triste, no iha parte kraik bele haree imajen ida ne'ebé hatudu oin kontente.  
 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 18 KA LETEN: 
 
Sein konsidera saida mak Ita-Boot fó-hatene ha’u durante ne’e, ha'u husu Ita-Boot atu hanehan/tau marka ida iha 
oin triste nia sorin karik ema ruma umavés (pernah) lamas Ita-Boot ho maneira seksuál, ka obriga Ita-Boot halo 
aktu seksuál ruma ne'ebé Ita-Boot lakohi, molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18. 
 

 
KARIK RESPONDENTE IHA TINAN 15-17: 
Sein konsidera saida mak Ita-Boot fó-hatene ha’u durante ne’e, ha'u husu Ita-Boot atu hanehan/tau marka ida iha 
oin triste nia sorin karik ema ruma umavés (pernah) lamas Ita-Boot ho maneira seksuál, ka obriga Ita-Boot halo 
aktu seksuál ruma ne'ebé Ita-Boot lakohi. 
 
KONTINUA BA RESPONDENTE HOTU-HOTU 
Porfavór hanehan/tau marka iha oin kontente nia sorin karik ida-ne’e nunka akontese ba Ita-Boot. Tau ita-nia 
liman fuan  no book neineik ékran tablet nian no ékran sei muda. Ne’e garante katak hau mós lahatene ita-Boot 
nia resposta.  

1202 Agora entrevista ne’e remata. Ita-Boot iha komentáriu ruma, ka iha buat seluk ne'ebé Ita-Boot hakarak 
aumenta?___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________  

1203 Ha'u husu Ita-Boot atu ko’alia kona-ba buat barak ne'ebé difisil. Bainhira 
ko’alia kona-ba asuntu hirak-ne’e, Ita-Boot sente oinsá? 

Di’ak/di’ak liu ....................... 1 
Aat/aat liu .............................. 2 
Hanesan/ laiha diferensa ........ 3 
Lakohi responde/laiha 
resposta……………………..9 

1204 Ikus liu, Ita-Boot konkorda katak ami bele kontakta fali Ita-Boot karik ami 
presiza husu pergunta balu tan hodi hetan klarifikasaun?  
 
NASAUN IDA-IDAK SEI ESPESIFIKA PERÍODU TEMPU DEPENDE BA 
BAINHIRA SIRA PLANEIA ATU HALO VIZITA SIRA HODI KONTROLA 
KUALIDADE 

Sin ......................................... 1 
Lae ......................................... 2 
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SEKSAUN 12: ENTREVISTA REMATA 
 
REMATA IHA SENÁRIU DAHULUK – KARIK RESPONDENTE DIVULGA PROBLEMA/VIOLÉNSIA 
 
Ha'u hakarak hato’o obrigada barak tanba Ita-Boot ajuda ami. Ha'u apresia Ita-Boot nia tempu. Ha'u hatene katak dalaruma 
difisil ba Ita-Boot atu responde ba pergunta sira, maibé ami só bele hatene kona-ba feto sira-nia saúde no esperiénsia kona-
ba violénsia bainhira ami rona diretamente husi feto sira rasik. 
  
Bazeia ba saida mak Ita-Boot fó-hatene ami, ha'u hatene katak Ita-Boot hasoru situasaun difisil iha Ita-Boot nia moris. Nein 
ema ida iha direitu atu trata ema seluk ho maneira hanesan ne'e. Maibé, bazeia ba saida mak Ita-Boot fó-hatene ha’u, ha'u 
bele haree katak Ita-Boot forte, no pasa ona sirkunstánsia balu ne'ebé difisil.  
 
Tuir mai ha'u fó lista organizasaun sira ne'ebé fó apoiu, konsellu legál no servisu akonsellamentu ba feto sira iha 
distritu/munisípiu ida ne’e. Porfavór kontakta sira karik Ita-Boot hakarak ko’alia kona-ba Ita-Boot nia situasaun ho ema seluk. 
Sira fornese servisu ne'ebé gratuitu, no sira sei mantein konfidensialidade ba saida mak Ita-Boot ko’alia. Bainhira Ita-Boot 
prontu, bele bá ona, bele agora kedas ka bele hein uitoan.  
  
REMATA IHA SENÁRIU DARUAK – KARIK RESPONDENTE LA DIVULGA PROBLEMA/VIOLÉNSIA 
 
Ha'u hakarak hato’o obrigada barak tanba Ita-Boot ajuda ami. Ha'u apresia Ita-Boot nia tempu. Ha'u hatene katak dalaruma 
difisil ba Ita-Boot atu responde ba pergunta sira, maibé ami só bele hatene kona-ba feto sira-nia saúde no esperiénsia moris 
bainhira ami rona diretamente husi feto sira rasik. 
 
Karik Ita-Boot rona katak feto seluk presiza tulun, tuir mai ha'u fó lista organizasaun sira ne'ebé fó apoiu, konsellu legál no 
servisu akonsellamentu ba feto sira iha distritu/munisípiu ida ne’e. Porfavór kontakta sira karik Ita-Boot ka Ita-Boot nia 
kolega ka parente presiza tulun. Sira fornese servisu ne'ebé gratuitu, no sira sei mantein konfidensialidade ba saida mak ema 
ruma hatete ba sira. 
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Annex F:      
men’S      
QUeSTionnAire
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Survey on Men’s Health and Life Experiences 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Survey on men’s health and life experiences 
Male survey 

Post-conflict questionnaire 
 

Timor-Leste 
March 2016 

 
____________________________________________________________________ 
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Survey on Men’s Health and Life Experiences 
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Survey on Men’s Health and Life Experiences 
 

IDENTIFICATION – PRINTED COPIES TO BE COMPLETED BY HAND, NOT ON TABLETS 

 
DISTRICT CODE ...................................................................................................................................  
URBAN / RURÁL .................................................................................................................................  
ENUMERATION AREA NUMBER .........................................................................................................  
HOUSEHOLD NUMBER .......................................................................................................................  
 

 
[   ][   ] 
[   ][   ] 
[   ][   ] 
[   ][   ] 

INTERVIEWER VISITS 
 1 2 3 FINAL VISIT 
 
 
 
DATE 
 
INTERVIEWER’S NAME 
 
RESULT*** 

 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 
______________ 

 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 

 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 
______________ 
 

DAY  [  ] [  ] 
MONTH  [  ] [  ] 
YEAR  [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] 
 
INTERVIEWER [  ] [  ] 
 
RESULT  [  ] [  ] 

QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURE CONDUCTED (1 = yes, 2 = no) [  ] TOTAL NUMBER OF 
VISITS  [  ] 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
COMPLETED? 
 
[  ] 1. Not completed       

*** RESULT CODE  
 

Refused (specify):________________________ .................... 1 
Dwelling vacant or address not a dwelling ............................. 2 
Dwelling destroyed ................................................................. 3 
Dwelling not found, not accessible ......................................... 4 
Entire HH absent for extended period .................................... 5 
No HH member at home at time of visit ................................. 6 
HH respondent postponed interview ..................................... 7 
Entire HH speaking only incomprehensible language............. 8 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 Need to return  
 Need to return 

Selected man refused (specify): 
___________________________________________ ........... 9 
No eligible man in household ............................................... 10 
Selected man not at home .................................................... 11 
Selected man postponed interview ...................................... 12 
Selected man incapacitated .................................................. 13 

 
 
 
 Need to return 
 Need to return 
 

[  ] 2. Male questionnaire 
partially completed        

Does not want to continue (specify) : 
__________________________________________ ........... 14 
Rest of interview postponed to next visit ............................. 15 

 
 
 Need to return 

[  ] 3. Male questionnaire 
completed                      

  
 .............................................................................................. 16 

 

 
ADMINISTRATION FORM 
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IF MORE THAN ONE HH IN SELECTED DWELLING: FILL OUT SEPERATE HH SELECTION FORM FOR EACH ONE 

HOUSEHOLD SELECTION FORM 

Hello, my name is _____________________ .  I am visiting your household on behalf of The Asia Foundation.  We are 
conducting a survey in Timor-Leste to learn about men’s life experiences. 
1 Please can you tell me how many people live here, and share food? 

PROBE: Does this include children (including infants) living here?  
Does it include any other people who may not be members of your family, such as 
domestic servants, lodgers or friends who live here and share food? 
MAKE SURE THESE PEOPLE ARE INCLUDED IN THE TOTAL   

Total number of 
people in household 
[   ][   ] 

2 Is the head of the household male or female? Male  ......................... 1 
Female .................. ….2 
Shared ...................... 3 

3 MALE HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS RESIDENCE AGE ELIGIBLE 
Today we would like to talk to one man from 
your household. To enable me to identify 
whom I should talk to, would you please give 
me the first names of all boys or men who 
usually live in your household (and share 
food). 

Does NAME usually 
live here? SPECIAL 

CASES: SEE (A) 
BELOW. 

How old is 
NAME? 

(YEARS, more 
or less) 

SEE CRITERIA BELOW 
(A +B) 

Line 
no. 

Yes No Yes No 

1  1 2  1 2 
2  1 2  1 2 
3  1 2  1 2 
4  1 2  1 2 
5  1 2  1 2 
6  1 2  1 2 
7  1 2  1 2 
8  1 2  1 2 
9  1 2  1 2 

10  1 2  1 2 
 

(A) SPECIAL CASES TO BE CONSIDERED MEMBER OF HOUSEHOLD:  

 Domestic servants if they sleep 5 nights a week or more in the household.  
 Visitors if they have slept in the household for the past 4 weeks. 

 

(B) ELIGIBLE: ANY MAN BETWEEN 18 AND 49 YEARS LIVING IN HOUSEHOLD.   

 

MORE THAN ONE ELIGIBLE MAN IN HH: 

 Randomly select one eligible man for interview.  To do this, write the line numbers of eligible men on pieces of paper, 
and put in a bag. Ask a household member to pick out a number – so selecting the person to be interviewed. 

 Put circle around line number of man selected. Ask if you can talk with the selected man. If he is not at home, agree 
on date for return visit.  

 Continue with household questionnaire 
 

NO ELIGIBLE MAN IN HH:   

 Say: “I cannot continue because I can only interview men 18–49 years old.  Thank you for your assistance.” 
 Finish here. 
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Survey on Men’s Health and Life Experiences 
 

 
PARTICIPANT’S INFORMATION LEAFLET  
(Each participant must receive, read or have it read to him before the interview) 
 
Survey on Men’s Health and Life Experiences  
 
Introduction 
Good day. My name is _________________. I am working with the Asia Foundation on a project to better understand 
men’s health and relationships. 
 
You are invited to volunteer to participate in a research study that is conducted in this district/municipality. Before 
you agree to participate in this study you need to fully understand what is asked of you and to be sure you are 
completely happy with what is involved. If you do not understand the information or have any other questions, feel 
free to ask.  
 
Purpose of this interview 
The purpose of this study is to collect information so we can understand men’s health, families and relationships. 
We want to understand more about the lives of men in Timor-Leste: how men think, how they have grown up, how 
healthy they are, their intimate relationships and how they relate to their families and children.  

Many people are concerned that men have many health problems and some have very difficult lives. Our aim in 
doing this research is to learn more about men’s health and lives so that the information can be used to develop 
ways of making them better. In order to really understand men we have to speak to a large number of men living in 
all different circumstances, including those who are healthy and those who are sick, those who have easier lives and 
those who have great difficulties.  Because every man is different, we are choosing men to interview for the research 
using chance – rather like throwing a dice. We do not know anything about the lives of the men we are asking for 
interview before we start to talk to them. You have been invited to participate because your household was one of 
24 houses randomly picked (by chance) from all the houses in this area.  

We very much hope you will help us in our work as it is only by understanding all men that we can begin to develop 
ways of making the lives better for those who need help. We ask to have an interview with you; in this interview we 
will ask some information about you, things that have happened in your life that may affect your health and about 
your relationships. The interview will take approximately an hour and a half.  
 
What procedures are involved? 
You are being asked to complete a questionnaire. There are no right or wrong answers; we want to know about you, 
your opinions or experiences. All your answers will be saved in the tablet. This tablet will not record your name. The 
interviewer will ask you the questions and record your answers on the tablet. He will be able to answer any questions 
you have during the interview. We will save the responses that you give to the questionnaire using a unique 
identification number. This means that your name will not be linked to the answers that you give. Information that 
is collected from you will be put together with information from 1000 other men.  
 
Are there any risks or discomforts from participating in this study? 
We will conduct the interview in a private and safe place for both you and the researcher. The only potential risk 
from participating in this study is that you may feel uncomfortable answering some of the questions that may deal 
with some sensitive issues.  The questions ask about your home, your family, your childhood, your ideas about 
relations between men and women, aspects of your health, your relationships with women and your views on laws 
and policies in your country.  
 
Possible benefits of this study  
There are no direct benefits that you may get from participating in this study. However the information collected 
from this study may be helpful in improving the health and lives of women and men in Timor-Leste.  Your answers 
will help us make sure that the views and experiences of men like you are taken into account in designing future 
health and community programs. 
 
What are your rights as a participant? 
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You can refuse to participate or stop at any time without giving 
any reason. Some of the questions are very personal. Please remember that you are free to skip over any question 
you do not want to answer and you are free to stop answering questions at any time.  
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Confidentiality 
All the information that you give in this study will be kept strictly confidential. The consent forms will be securely 
stored and access will be limited to the research team and study sponsors. The consent forms cannot be linked to 
the answers you give to the questionnaire. The results of the study will be presented in a respectful manner and no 
information which could enable anyone to identify you personally will be reported.  If you would like to be kept 
informed of the progress of our project, we will be happy to share any reports or publication we produce with you. 
 
Costs 
There is no cost to you for participating in this study.  
 
Has this study received ethical approval? 
Yes, the Timor-Leste National Institute of Health Department of Health Studies and Human Research Ethics 
Committee has granted written approval for this study. You may contact them using the following details should you 
have any concerns or queries:  
 
[CONTACT DETAILS FOR THE ETHICS COMMITTEE] 
 
 
Information and contact person 
If you have any questions about the research you may contact the Research Coordinator, Sr. Justino S. Amaral, on 
7857 2278, or to The Asia Foundation directly on 331 3457.  
 
   

Survey on Men’s Health and Life Experiences 
 

 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM  
 
I hereby confirm that the person seeking my informed consent to participate in this study has given me information 
to my satisfaction. He explained to me the purpose, procedures involved, risk and benefits and my rights as a 
participant in the study. I have received the information leaflet for the study and have had enough time to read it 
on my own or had it read to me and have asked any questions to have. I feel that my questions regarding 
participation in the study have been answered to my satisfaction. I have been told that the information I give to the 
study will together with other information gathered from other people, be anonymously processed into a research 
report and scientific publications. 
 
I am aware that it is my right to withdraw my consent in this study without any consequences for me.  I hereby, 
freely and voluntary give my consent to participate in the study. 
 
Participant’s name……………………………………………………..(Please type) 
 
 
Researcher’s name………………………………………………….(Please type) 
 
 
Researcher’s signature………………………..Date……………………………… 
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TABLET USE STARTS FROM HERE 
TABLETS AUTOMATICALLY RECORD START AND FINISH TIMES 

 

 
SECTION 1 SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND EMPLOYMENT 

 
QUESTIONS & FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP 

 TO 
QUESTIO
NASKED 
IF: 

100a Is this enumeration area urban or rural? 1. Urban 
2. Rural 

 

100aa District number ENTER NUMBER (TWO DIGITS)  ................ [  ] [  ] 
 

 

100b Enumeration area number ENTER NUMBER (TWO DIGITS)  ................ [  ] [  ] 
 

 

100c Household number ENTER NUMBER (TWO DIGITS)  ................ [  ] [  ] 
 

 

100d Interviewer ID ENTER NUMBER (TWO DIGITS)  ................ [  ] [  ] 
 

 

100e Which language do you speak at home?  TETUM  ............................................................ 1 
MAKASAE......................................................... 2 
MAMBAE  ........................................................ 3 
BUNAK  ............................................................ 4 
KEMAK  ............................................................ 5 
MAKALERO  ..................................................... 6 
GALOLEN  ........................................................ 7 
BAIQUENO  ...................................................... 8 
FATALUKU  ....................................................... 9 
NAUETI  ......................................................... 10 
TETUM TERIK  ................................................ 11 
INDONESIAN  ................................................. 12 
OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)  .............................. 13 
 

 

101  How old are you? AGE (YEARS)  ............................................. [  ] [  ] 
DON’T KNOW  ................................................ 99 
 

 

102 What is the highest level or grade you have completed at 
school?  
 
 

NO SCHOOLING  .............................................. 1 
PRIMARY SCHOOL INCOMPLETE  ..................... 2 
PRIMARY SCHOOL COMPLETE  ........................ 3 
SECONDARY SCHOOL INCOMPLETE  ................ 4 
SECONDARY SCHOOL COMPLETE  ................... 5 
UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE EDUCATION  
INCOMPLETE 
  ........................................................................ 6 
UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE EDUCATION 
 COMPLETE   .................................................... 7 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION INCOMPLETE  ........ 8 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMPLETE  ............ 9 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................. 99 
 

 

103  Are you currently married or living with a woman or do you 
have a girlfriend? 

CURRENTLY MARRIED TO A WOMEN  ............. 1 
LIVING WITH WOMEN, NOT MARRIED  ........... 2 
GIRLFRIEND NOT LIVING TOGETHER  .............. 3 
NO RELATIONSHIP  .......................................... 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
  

108 
 
 

104  Have you ever been married? YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

107     
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105  Have you ever lived with a woman?  YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

113 
  

106 Have you ever had a girlfriend? YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

113 
113 
  

107 Are you currently divorced, widowed or separated? DIVORCED ........................................................ 1 
WIDOWED  ...................................................... 2 
SEPARATED  ..................................................... 3 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

108 How old were you the first time you got married? AGE (YEARS)  ............................................. [  ] [  ] 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................. 99 
 

 

109 Which of the following best describes how you came to 
marry your current or most recent wife?  
We chose each other; marriage was arranged; she got 
pregnant so we had to get married 

WE CHOSE EACY OTHER .................................. 1 
MARRIAGE WAS ARRANGED  .......................... 2 
SHE GOY PREGNANT SO WE HAD TO GET 
MARRIED  ........................................................ 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

  

110 Do / did you have more than one wife at the same time?  If 
yes, how many?  

 

 

ONLY ONE ........................................................ 1 
2 WIVES  .......................................................... 2 
3 WIVES  .......................................................... 3 
4 WIVES  .......................................................... 4 
MORE THAN 4 WIVES  ..................................... 5 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

111 Did your marriage involve barlake payment?  
 
 

YES BARLAKE ................................................... 1 
NO BARLAKE  ................................................... 3 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

  
 113 

112 Has all the barlake been paid for, or does some part still 
remain to be paid? 
 

ALL PAID .......................................................... 1 
PARTIALLY PAID  .............................................. 2 
NONE PAID  ..................................................... 3 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

  

113 Who provides the main source of income in your home?  
 
 

SELF  ................................................................ 1 
PARTNER  ......................................................... 2 
BOTH EQUALLY  ............................................... 3 
PARENTS  ......................................................... 4 
OTHER SENIOR HOUSEHOLD MEMBER  .......... 5 
OTHER  ............................................................. 6 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
  

  

114 Have you worked or earned money in the last 12 months? YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

  
116 

115 How much do you raise per month? 
 
 
 
 

LESS THAN US 30 ............................................. 1 
US 31-100  ....................................................... 2 
US 101-500  ..................................................... 3 
US 501-1000  ................................................... 4 
US 1001-3000  ................................................. 5 
US 3000 OR MORE  .......................................... 6 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

  

116 What kind of work do/did you normally do? 
 
 

PROFESSIONAL: SENIOR 
GOVERNMENT,DR,NURSE,TEACHER  ............... 1 
OFFICEWORK,SECRETARY,CLERICAL  ............... 2 
WAITER  ........................................................... 3 
TRADING/OWN BUSINESS  .............................. 4 

 
ALL 
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MANUAL LABOUR  ........................................... 5 
FARMER/FISHING  ........................................... 6 
ARMED FORCES:POLICE,ARMY ETC  ................ 7 
DRIVER/TAXI DRIVER  ...................................... 8 
SEX WORKER  ................................................... 9 
NEVER WORKED/STUDENT  ........................... 10 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................. 99 
 

 
 
 
 
 202 

117 Do you usually work throughout the year, seasonally, once 
in a while or you’ve never worked? 

THROUGH THE YEAR  ....................................... 1 
SEASONALLY  ................................................... 2 
ONCE IH A WHILE  ........................................... 3 
NEVER WORKED  ............................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
  

  
 
 
202 

118 Now, I’d like to read a series of statements about your 
current work situation. Please tell me if you strongly agree, 
agree, disagree or strongly disagree with these phrases:  
 

a) My work or employment situation is mostly stable 
b) I am frequently stressed or depressed because of 

not having enough work 
c) I am frequently stressed or depressed because of 

not having enough income 
 

ST
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E 
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E 
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ST
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/
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1 
 

1 
 

1 

 
2 
 

2 
 

2 

 
3 
 

3 
 

3 
 

 
4 
 

4 
 

4 

 
9 
 

9 
 

9 

CK1 CONTINUE TO 119 ONLY IF UNEMPLOYED (114 = 2 OR 117 = 3), OTHERWISE SKIP TO  201  
ASKED IF 116 ≠ 10 and (114=2 or 117=3) 

 

119 Now, I’d like to read a series of statements about not 
having work. Please tell me if you strongly agree, agree, 
disagree or strongly disagree with these phrases:  
 

a) You sometimes feel ashamed to face your family 
because you are out of work.  

b) You spend most of your time out of work or 
looking for work 

c) You have considered leaving your family because 
you were out of work. 

d) You sometimes drink or stay away from home 
when you can’t find work 
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SECTION 2   CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES 
 
These next questions are about your childhood and your family. These questions will ask you about your life when you were 
growing up and the relationship you had with your parents or the people who cared for you.  
202 When you were growing up, would you say that your 

biological father was never at home, rarely at home or 
often at home? 

NEVER AT HOME  ............................................ 1 
RARELY AT HOME  ........................................... 2 
OFTEN AT HOME  ............................................ 3 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 
 

203 Apart from your biological father, were there other 
important male figures in your life when you were growing 
up? 

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
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SECTION 3   ATTITUDES ABOUT RELATIONS BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN 
 

You are doing very well, thank you. I will now ask you about your views on life and particularly on relations between men 
and women in society. There are no right or wrong answers – we are just interested in what you think. Please tell me 
whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree with the following statements: 
301 

GEM SCALE 
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a A woman’s most important role is to take care of her 
home and cook for her family.  1 2 3 4 9 

b Men need sex more than women do.  1 2 3 4 9 
c There are times when a woman deserves to be beaten.   1 2 3 4 9 
d It is a woman’s responsibility to avoid getting pregnant.  1 2 3 4 9 
e A woman should tolerate violence in order to keep her 

family together. 1 2 3 4 9 

f You would be outraged if your wife asked you to use a 
method of contraception. 1 2 3 4 9 

g If someone insults you, you will defend your reputation, 
with force if you have to. 1 2 3 4 

 
9 
 

h To be a man you need to be tough.  1 2 3 4 9 
 
303b You think that a woman should obey her husband 1 2 3 4 9 
       
307b You think that a woman cannot refuse to have sex with 

her husband. 1 2 3 4 9 

       
309b You think that when a woman is raped, she is usually to 

blame for putting herself in that situation 
1 2 3 4 9 

310b You think that if a woman doesn’t physically fight back, 
it’s not rape 

1 2 3 4 9 

310c You think that a sex worker cannot claim that she was 
raped, because that is part of her job. 

1 2 3 4 9 

312 In your opinion, does a man have a good reason to hit his 
wife if: 

YES NO REFUSED/NO 
ANSWER  

 

 a) She does not complete her household work to his 
satisfaction 1 2 9 

 b) She disobeys him 1 2 9 
 c) She refuses to have sexual relations with him 1 2 9 
 e) He suspects that she is unfaithful 1 2 9 
 f) He finds out that she has been unfaithful 1 2 9 
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SECTION 4 INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS 
 

CK1
A 

 IF EVER MARRIED OR LIVED WITH A WOMAN, (103=1 OR 2) OR 104=1 OR 105=1, SKIP TO 402 

401 Have you ever had sexual intercourse with a woman 
(including your girlfriend or any other woman)?  

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

  
CK2 

CK 
2A 

IF NEVER PARTNERED (104=2 & 105=2 & 106=2) SKIP TO S.5 
  

 You are progressing very well, thank you.  Now we have some questions about your relationship with your current or most 
recent wife/partner.  If you have had more than one partner/wife, please report only about the current/most recent one. 
403 How old is your current/ most recent 

wife/partner/girlfriend? 
AGE (YEARS)  ............................................. [  ] [  ] 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................. 99 
 

 

404 Do/did you and she both have the same level of education 
or do you have more schooling or does she have more 
schooling? 

SAME  .............................................................. 1 
I AM MORE EDUCATED  ................................... 2 
SHE IS MORE EDUCATED  ................................ 3 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

405 Do/did you and she both earn the same amount of money 
or does/did she earn more money or you earn more 
money? 

SAME  .............................................................. 1 
I EARN MORE  .................................................. 2 
SHE EARNS MORE  ........................................... 3 
N/A DON’T EARN MONEY  ............................... 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
  

 

CK2
B 

IF ONLY EVER HAD, OR CURRENTLY HAS, GIRLFRIEND BUT NOT LIVING TOGETHER (103=3 and 106=1 ), SKIP TO 411   

406 
 

Who in your household usually has the final say regarding 
the health of women in the family? Would you say yourself, 
your partner or both equally? 

YOURSELF  ....................................................... 1 
WIFE/PARTNER  ............................................... 2 
BOTH EQUALLY  ............................................... 3 
OTHER MEMBER OF HOUSEHOLD  .................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

407 Who in your household usually has the final say about 
decisions involving your children (their schooling, their 
activities)? Would you say yourself, your partner or both 
equally? 

YOURSELF  ....................................................... 1 
WIFE/PARTNER  ............................................... 2 
BOTH EQUALLY  ............................................... 3 
OTHER MEMBER OF HOUSEHOLD  .................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

408 Who has the final say about decisions involving how your 
family spends money on food and clothing? Would you say 
yourself, your partner or both equally? 

YOURSELF  ....................................................... 1 
WIFE/PARTNER  ............................................... 2 
BOTH EQUALLY  ............................................... 3 
OTHER MEMBER OF HOUSEHOLD  .................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

409 Who has the final say about decisions involving how your 
family spends money on large investments such as buying 
a car, a house or a household appliance? 

YOURSELF  ....................................................... 1 
WIFE/PARTNER  ............................................... 2 
BOTH EQUALLY  ............................................... 3 
OTHER MEMBER OF HOUSEHOLD  .................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

411 In your relationship with your (current or most recent) wife 
/ partner, how often would you say that you quarrelled?  
Would you say rarely, sometimes or often? 

RARELY  ............................................................ 1 
SOMETIMES  .................................................... 2 
OFTEN  ............................................................. 3 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

I will read some  statements about your relationship with your current or most recent wife or partner, please tell me for 
each if you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree: 
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412 RELATIONSHIP CONTROL SCALE 
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a When you want sex you expect your partner to agree  1 2 3 4 9 

b If your partner asked you to use a condom, you would get 
angry. 

1 2 3 4 9 

c You won’t let your partner wear certain things (clothes, 
jewellery or makeup to make her look attractive). 

1 2 3 4 9 

d You have more to say than she does about important 
decisions that affect both of you. 

1 2 3 4 9 

e You tell your partner who she can spend time with. 1 2 3 4 9 

f When your partner wears things to make her look 
beautiful you think she may be trying to attract other men 

1 2 3 4 9 

g You want to know where your partner is all of the time. 1 2 3 4 9 

h You like to let her know she isn’t the only partner you 
could have. 

1 2 3 4 9 

There are now a few more questions about your relationships with women. Some men find these questions hard to talk 
about, others find it easy. Remember that everything you share here will only be used for research purposes and will be kept 
strictly secret.  We have not written down your name anywhere and what you say in this interview cannot be linked to you 
in any way, but it WILL help us a lot in understanding the lives of men in Timor-Leste. We are interested now in your 
relationship with your current wife or girlfriend or ANY other previous wife or girlfriend. 
413 Have you ever insulted a partner or deliberately made her 

feel bad about herself? If yes, did this happen once, a few 
times or many times? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
ONCE  .............................................................. 2 
FEW  ................................................................ 3 
MANY .............................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 
 

414 Have you ever belittled or humiliated a partner in front of 
other people? If yes, did this happen once, a few times or 
many times? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
ONCE  .............................................................. 2 
FEW  ................................................................ 3 
MANY .............................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

415 Have you ever done things to scare or intimidate a partner 
on purpose for example by the way you looked at her, by 
yelling and smashing things? If yes, did this happen once, a 
few times or many times? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
ONCE  .............................................................. 2 
FEW  ................................................................ 3 
MANY .............................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

416 Have you ever threatened to hurt a partner? If yes, did this 
happen once, a few times or many times? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
ONCE  .............................................................. 2 
FEW  ................................................................ 3 
MANY .............................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

417 Have you ever hurt people your partner cares about as a 
way of hurting her, or damaged things of importance to her? 
If yes, did this happen once, a few times or many times? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
ONCE  .............................................................. 2 
FEW  ................................................................ 3 
MANY .............................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

CK 
3 

IF HAS NEVER EMOTIONALLY ABUSED PARTNER (413, 414, 415, 416 & 417=1) SKIP TO 419 
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418 Have you done any of these things in the past 12 months?  YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

413≠1 or 
414≠1  or 
415≠1  or 
416≠1  or 
417 ≠1   

419 Have you ever prohibited a partner from getting a job, going 
to work, trading or earning money?  If yes, did this happen 
once, a few times or many times? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
ONCE  .............................................................. 2 
FEW  ................................................................ 3 
MANY .............................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

420 Have you ever taken a partner’s earnings against her will?  If 
yes, did this happen once, a few times or many times? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
ONCE  .............................................................. 2 
FEW  ................................................................ 3 
MANY .............................................................. 4 
NA-PARTNER DOESN’T EARN INCOME  ........... 5 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

421 Have you ever thrown a partner out of the house?  If yes, 
did this happen once, a few times or many times? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
ONCE  .............................................................. 2 
FEW  ................................................................ 3 
MANY .............................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

422 Have you ever kept money from your earnings for alcohol, 
tobacco or other things for yourself when you knew your 
partner was finding it hard to afford the household 
expenses? If yes, did this happen once, a few times or many 
times? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
ONCE  .............................................................. 2 
FEW  ................................................................ 3 
MANY .............................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

CK4  IF HAS NEVER ECONOMICALLY ABUSED PARTNER (419, 421 & 422=1) AND (420=1 or 5), SKIP TO 424 

423 Have you done any of these things in the past 12 months?  YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

419≠1 or 
(420≠1 
and 
420≠5) or 
421≠1 or 
422≠1 

424 Have you ever slapped a partner or thrown something at her 
that could hurt her? Did this happen once, a few times or 
many times? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
ONCE  .............................................................. 2 
FEW  ................................................................ 3 
MANY .............................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

425 Have you ever pushed or shoved a partner? Did this happen 
once, a few times or many times? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
ONCE  .............................................................. 2 
FEW  ................................................................ 3 
MANY .............................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 
 

426 Have you ever hit a partner with a fist or with something 
else that could hurt her? Did this happen once, a few times 
or many times? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
ONCE  .............................................................. 2 
FEW  ................................................................ 3 
MANY .............................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 
 

427 Have you ever kicked, dragged, beaten, choked or burned a 
partner?  Did this happen once, a few times or many times? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
ONCE  .............................................................. 2 
FEW  ................................................................ 3 
MANY .............................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
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428 Have you ever threatened to use or actually used a gun, 
machete, knife or other weapon against a partner? Did this 
happen once, a few times or many times? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
ONCE  .............................................................. 2 
FEW  ................................................................ 3 
MANY .............................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 
 

CK 
5 

IF HAS NEVER PHYSICALLY ABUSED PARTNER (424, 425, 426, 427 & 428=1) SKIP TO S5 
 

429 Have you done any of these things in the past 12 months?  YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

424≠1 or 
425≠1 or 
426≠1 or 
427≠1 or 
428≠1 
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SECTION 5  FATHERHOOD 

 
CK 6 IF HAS NEVER HAD SEX WITH A WOMAN (401 = 2), SKIP TO 511 
We know some of those were difficult questions to answer. Thank you for doing so, your answers are really important. The 
next questions are about you and the children you may have fathered or adopted, or children who may live with you even if 
they are not legally or biologically yours.  
501 How many biological children do you have? NUMBER OF CHILDREN  .................................. 1 

NONE  ............................................................ 00 
 

  
511 

502-510 ASKED IF 501>=1 

502 How old is your youngest biological child? AGE (YEARS)  ............................................. [  ] [  ] 
IF LESS THAN 1 YEAR ENTER  ......................... 00 
 

 

503 How old is your eldest biological child? AGE (YEARS)  ............................................. [  ] [  ] 
IF LESS THAN 1 YEAR ENTER  ......................... 00 
IF ONLY ONE CHILD,ENTER SAME AGE AS 
PREVIOUS QUESTION 
  

 

504 Do you have any biological children under 18 who do not 
live with you? 

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 
505a 

505 How often do you give money for their upkeep? EVERY MONTH  ................................................ 1 
MORE THAN 3 TIMES A YEAR  ......................... 2 
1-2 TIMES A YEAR  ........................................... 3 
LESS THAN ONCE A YEAR  ................................ 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
  

504=1 

505
a 

I would like to ask you about your partner’s last pregnancy. 
At the time she became pregnant, did you want the 
pregnancy then, did you want to wait until later, did you 
want no (more) children, or did you not mind either way? 

WANTED IT THEN  ........................................... 1 
WANTED TO WAIT UNTIL LATER  ..................... 2 
DIDN’T WANT ANY (MORE) CHILDREN  ........... 3 
DID NOT MIND EITHER WAY  ........................... 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
  

 

506 Were you present at the birth of your last child?  YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

    

510 Did you accompany the mother(s) of your child (ren) to any 
prenatal visits during the last or the present pregnancy? 

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
N/A SHE DIDN’T HAVE PRENATA CARE  ........... 3 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
  

 

511 Do you have any children (biological or otherwise) under 
age 18 living with you? 

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 
601 

512 if 511=1 
512 We’d like now to ask some questions about how often you 

do certain things with the children under 18 years old who 
live in your home. Please say if you do the following never, 
sometimes, often or very often: 

NEVER SOMETIMES OFTEN VERY 
OFTEN 

REAFUSED/ 
NO ANSWER 

a How often do you play or do activities with the children? 1 2 3 4 9 
b How often do you talk about personal matters with the 

children, such as their relationships, worries or feelings? 1 2 3  9 
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c How often do you help any of the children with their 
homework?  1 2 3 4 9 

d How often do you punish your children by smacking or 
beating them 1 2 3 4 9 

e How often does your partner punish your children by 
smacking or beating them? 

NEVER  ............................................................. 1 
SOMETIMES  .................................................... 2 
OFTEN  ............................................................. 3 
VERY OFTEN  .................................................... 4 
N/A,NO PARTNER  ........................................... 5 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
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SECTION 6 HEALTH AND WELL BEING 

 
CHILDHOOD TRAUMA SCALE 

Now I will ask you some questions about your childhood and teenage years, specifically from the time you were born until 
you were 18 years old. Please remember that everything you say is strictly confidential and will help us a lot in 
understanding the lives of men like you. 
 
I will read some statements to you, and would like to know how often each of the things described in the statements has 
happened to you – would you say never, sometimes, often or very often. 
601  NEVER 

 
SOMETIMES 

 
OFTEN VERY 

OFTEN 
REAFUSED

/NO 
ANSWER 

a Before you reached 18 you did not have enough to eat 1 2 3 4 9 
b Before you reached 18 you lived in different households at 

different times 
1 2 3 4 9 

c Before you reached 18 you saw or heard your mother 
being beaten by her husband or boyfriend 

1 2 3 4 9 

d Before you reached 18 you were told you were lazy or 
stupid or weak by someone in your family 

1 2 3 4 9 

e Before your reached 18 someone touched your buttocks or 
genitals or made you touch them when you did not want 
to 

1 2 3 4 9 

f Before you reached 18 you were insulted or humiliated by 
someone in your family in front of other people 

1 2 3 4 9 

g Before you reached 18 you were beaten at home with a 
belt or stick or whip or something else which was hard 

1 2 3 4 9 

h Before you reached 18 you had sex with a woman who was 
more than 5 years older than you 

1 2 3 4 9 

i Before you reached 18 one or both of your parents were 
too drunk or drugged to take care of you 

1 2 3 4 9 

j Before you reached 18 you were beaten so hard at home 
that it left a mark or bruise  

1 2 3 4 9 

k Before you reached 18 you spent time outside the home 
and none of the adults at home knew where you were 

1 2 3 4 9 

l Before you reached 18 you had sex with someone because 
you were threatened or frightened or forced 

1 2 3 4 9 

m Before you reached 18 you were beaten or physically 
punished at school by a teacher or headmaster 

1 2 3 4 9 

602 Were you yourself bullied, teased or harassed in school or 
in the neighbourhood in which you grew up? Would you say 
never, sometimes, often or very often? 

1 2 3 4 9 

603 Did you bully, tease or harass others? 1 2 3 4 9 
The next set of questions are about your current health. 
604 In general, would you describe your overall health as 

excellent, good, fair, poor or very poor? 
EXCELLENT  ...................................................... 1 
GOOD .............................................................. 2 
FAIR  ................................................................ 3 
POOR  .............................................................. 4 
VERY POOR  ..................................................... 5 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

605 When was the last time you sought out health services at a 
clinic or hospital for yourself, including a traditional 
healer? 

IN LAST 4 WEEKS ............................................. 1 
IN LAST 3 MONTHS  ......................................... 2 
WITHIN LAST YEAR  ......................................... 3 
BETWEEN 1-2 YEARS AGO  .............................. 4 
BETWEEN 3-5 YEARS AGO  .............................. 5 
MORE THAN 5 YEARS OR NEVER  .................... 6 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
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 The next questions ask about difficulties you may have doing certain activities because of a HEALTH PROBLEM. 
T201
a 

Do you have difficulty seeing, even if wearing glasses?  
 

NO-NO DIFFICULTY .......................................... 1 
YES-SOME DIFFICULTY  .................................... 2 
YES-A LOT OF DIFFICULTY  ............................... 3 
CANNOT DO AT ALL  ........................................ 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

T201
b 

Do you have difficulty hearing, even if using a hearing aid?  
 

NO-NO DIFFICULTY .......................................... 1 
YES-SOME DIFFICULTY  .................................... 2 
YES-A LOT OF DIFFICULTY  ............................... 3 
CANNOT DO AT ALL  ........................................ 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

T201
c 

Do you have difficulty walking or climbing steps?  
 

NO-NO DIFFICULTY .......................................... 1 
YES-SOME DIFFICULTY  .................................... 2 
YES-A LOT OF DIFFICULTY  ............................... 3 
CANNOT DO AT ALL  ........................................ 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

T201
d 

Do you have difficulty remembering or concentrating?  
 

NO-NO DIFFICULTY .......................................... 1 
YES-SOME DIFFICULTY  .................................... 2 
YES-A LOT OF DIFFICULTY  ............................... 3 
CANNOT DO AT ALL  ........................................ 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

T201
e 

Do you have difficulty (with self-care such as) washing all 
over or dressing?  
 

NO-NO DIFFICULTY .......................................... 1 
YES-SOME DIFFICULTY  .................................... 2 
YES-A LOT OF DIFFICULTY  ............................... 3 
CANNOT DO AT ALL  ........................................ 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

T201
f 

Using your usual (customary) language, do you have 
difficulty communicating, for example understanding or 
being understood?  
 

NO-NO DIFFICULTY .......................................... 1 
YES-SOME DIFFICULTY  .................................... 2 
YES-A LOT OF DIFFICULTY  ............................... 3 
CANNOT DO AT ALL  ........................................ 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

 

I would like to ask you some questions about how you have been feeling in the past week. I am going to read out some 
statements and ask you to tell me how many days you have had particular feelings or ideas or whether you have not had them 
at all. There are four options: rarely or never, some or a little of the time, a moderate amount of time, or most or all of the 
time.  
606  

CES-D SCALE 
RARELY 

OR 
NONE 

OF THE 
TIME 

SOME OR A 
LITTLE OF 
THE TIME 

 (1-2 DAYS) 

MODERATE 
AMOUNT 
OF TIME  

(3-4 DAYS) 

MOST OR 
ALL OF THE 

TIME  
(5-7 DAYS) 

REAFUSED/
NO 

ANSWER  

a During the past week I was bothered by things that usually 
don’t bother me 

1 2 3 4 9 

e During the past week I had trouble keeping my mind on 
what you were doing 

1 2 3 4 9 

f During the past week I felt depressed 1 2 3 4 9 
g During the past week I felt that everything I did was an 

effort 
1 2 3 4 9 

h During the past week I felt hopeful about the future 1 2 3 4 9 

j During the past week I felt fearful 1 2 3 4 9 
k During the past week my sleep was restless 1 2 3 4 9 
l During the past week I was happy 1 2 3 4 9 
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n During the past week I felt lonely 1 2 3 4 9 

t During the past week I could not get ‘going’ 1 2 3 4 9 

607 Thank you for answering those questions. I now want you 
to think about your whole life experience. Have you ever 
thought about ending your life? 

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 
611a 

608 Have you ever tried to take your life? YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

607=1 

609 In the past four weeks, has the thought of ending your life 
been in your mind? 

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

608=1 

ALL MEN 

611 Now I’m going read some statements, and would like to 
know how well they describe you. The options are: doesn’t 
describe you at all, doesn’t describe you well, either way, 
describes you quite well, describes you very well. READ 
OPTIONS 

ST
RO

NG
LY

 
AG

RE
E 

AG
RE

E 

DI
SA

GR
EE

 

ST
RO

NG
LY

 
DI

SA
GR

EE
 

 

RE
AF

US
ED

/ 
NO

 A
NS

W
ER

 

a You often have tender, concerned feelings for people less 
fortunate than yourself. 

1 2 3 4 9 

b When you see someone being taken advantage of, you feel 
protective towards them. 

1 2 3 4 9 

c You are often touched by things that you see happen 1 2 3 4 9 
d You would describe yourself as a pretty soft-hearted 

person 
1 2 3 4 9 

 

 
SECTION 7  POLICIES 

 
This section will ask you about your knowledge of some laws and policies. 
703
a 

Is it possible to get a divorce in your country? YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
DON’T KNOW .................................................. 3 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

    

705 According to the law, is a husband who forces his wife to 
have sex against her will committing a criminal act (that is, 
the husband can be fined or put in jail)? 

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
DON’T KNOW .................................................. 3 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 

706 Are there any laws in your country about violence against 
women?   
 

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
DON’T KNOW .................................................. 3 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
710 
710 

707 if 706=1 
707 With regards to these laws about violence against women, 

do you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree 
with the following statements: 
 ST

RO
NG

LY
 

AG
RE

E 

AG
RE

E 

NO
 

OP
IN

IO
N 

 

DI
SA

GR
EE

 

ST
RO

NG
LY

 
DI

SA
GR

EE
 

 

RE
AF

US
ED

/
NO

 
AN

SW
ER

 

a They make it too easy for a woman to bring a violence 
charge against a man 

1 2 3 4 5 9 

b They are too harsh 1 2 3 4 5 9 
c They are not harsh enough 1 2 3 4 5 9 
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d They do not provide enough protection for the victim of 
violence 

1 2 3 4 5 9 

710  Have you ever heard of any campaigns or activities in your 
community or workplace that talk about preventing 
violence against women? 

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 

711 Have you ever seen an advertisement or public service 
announcement on television about violence against 
women?  

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 

712  Have you ever participated in an activity (group session, 
rally, etc.) in your community or workplace on violence 
against women? 

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
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SECTION 8 FINAL QUESTIONS (SELF ADMINISTERED) 

 
800a What is your favourite colour? BLUE ................................................................. 1 

RED  .................................................................. 2 
GREEN  .............................................................. 3 
YELLOW  ........................................................... 4 
ORANGE ........................................................... 5 
PURPLE  ............................................................ 6 
BLACK  .............................................................. 7 
PINK  ................................................................. 8 
WHITE  .............................................................. 9 
BROWN  .......................................................... 10 
GREY  .............................................................. 11 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................. 12 

 

800a 
 
 
 
  

What is your favourite colour? BLUE ................................................................. 1 
RED  .................................................................. 2 
GREEN  .............................................................. 3 
YELLOW  ........................................................... 4 
ORANGE ........................................................... 5 
PURPLE  ............................................................ 6 
BLACK  .............................................................. 7 
PINK  ................................................................. 8 
WHITE  .............................................................. 9 
BROWN  .......................................................... 10 
GREY  .............................................................. 11 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................. 12 

 

These next questions ask about things you may have done over the course of your whole life from your childhood up to the 
present day. The questions ask you how often you have done a range of different things. You might find these more difficult 
to answer but we really hope you feel free to answer them openly. The research is very important in trying to understand 
the lives of men in Timor-Leste.  
 
You will fill in the rest of the questionnaire yourself using this tablet with an audio track that reads the questions and response 
options to you. I am available to help you if you have any difficulties in completing the questionnaire or if there is anything 
you do not understand.  
 
I will not look at how you answer the questions unless you ask me to, and will not look at the survey once it is complete so 
nobody will ever know that it is you who told us particular things. We have organised it this way to protect your privacy 
because we want you to feel free in answering the questions. 
  
800b You answered this before but can you confirm, have you 

ever had sexual intercourse with a woman? 
YES  ................................................................... 1 
NO  ................................................................... 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 
 812 

CK7 IF NEVER HAD SEX WITH A WOMAN (800b = 2),  SKIP TO 812 
801 How would you describe your sexual relationship with 

your main partner? 
VERY SATISFYING  ............................................. 1 
SATISFYING  ...................................................... 2 
UNSATISFYING  ................................................. 3 
VERY UNSATISFYING  ........................................ 4 
NA-NO MAIN PARTNER  ................................... 5 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 
 
Asked if 
800b=1 
 

803 The last time you had sex, who was it with? WIFE/MAIN PARTNER  ...................................... 1 
OTHER PARTNER  .............................................. 2 
SOMEONE I WENT WITH ONCE  ....................... 3 
FRIEND  ............................................................. 4 
EX PARTNER  ..................................................... 5 
SEX WORKER OR SOMEONE I PAID TO HAVE  
SEX  ................................................................... 6 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 
  

Asked if 
800b=1 
 

804 How often have you used condoms when having sex in 
the past year?  

NEVER  .............................................................. 1 
OCCASIONALLY  ................................................ 2 
MOSTLY  ........................................................... 3 
ALWAYS  ........................................................... 4 

 
Asked if 
800b=1 
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REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9  

805 Including wife/partner/girlfriend and any other people, 
how many people have you had sex with in the last year?  

NONE  ............................................................... 1 
1 PERSON  ......................................................... 2 
2 OR 3 PEOPLE  ................................................. 3 
4-5 PEOPLE  ...................................................... 4 
6-10 PEOPLE  .................................................... 5 
11-20 PEOPLE  .................................................. 6 
MORE THAN 20 PEOPLE  .................................. 7 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 
Asked if 
800b=1 
 

806 How many different people have you had sex with in your 
WHOLE LIFE? Please include all people, including your 
wife/partner, casual partners and sex workers.  

1 PERSON  ......................................................... 1 
2 OR 3 PEOPLE  ................................................. 2 
4-5 PEOPLE  ...................................................... 3 
6-10 PEOPLE  .................................................... 4 
11-20 PEOPLE  .................................................. 5 
21-50 PEOPLE  .................................................. 6 
MORE THAN 50 PEOPLE  .................................. 7 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

Asked if 
800b=1 
 

809 Have you ever been told by a health worker that you had 
a sexually transmitted disease? 

YES  ................................................................... 1 
NO  ................................................................... 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

Asked if 
800b=1 
 

810 When did you last have an HIV test? WITHIN LAST 12 MONTHS ................................ 1 
1-5 YEARS AGO  ................................................ 2 
MORE THAN 5 YEARS AGO  .............................. 3 
NEVER TESTED  ................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9  

Asked if 
800b=1 
 

Men often give presents to their wife or girlfriends or give money to a woman they have had sex with.  
Sometimes this is a present and sometimes we know that these women stay in a relationship with us or agree to 
have sex with us because they know we will be giving money or a gift.  

 

811 Please think about any women or girl you had sex with, 
including just once. Do you think any of them may have 
become involved with you because they expected you to 
do, or because you did do any of the following: 

a) Provided her with drugs, beer, food, cosmetics, 
clothes, a cell phone, transportation or anything 
else she couldn’t afford by herself 

b) Provided her with somewhere to stay 
c) Gave items or did something for her children or 

family 
d) Gave her cash or money to pay her bills or school 

fees 

 
YES 

 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 

1 
1 

 
1 

 
NO 

 
 
 
 

2 
 
 
 

2 
2 
 

2 

 
REFUSED/NO 

ANSWER 
 
 
 

9 
 
 
 

9 
9 
 

9 

Asked if 
800b=1 

 

812 Have you ever had sex with a prostitute or sex worker?  
 
 

YES,WITH A FEMALE SEX WORKER  .................. 1 
YES,WITH A MALE SEX WORKER  ...................... 2 
YES,WITH A TRANSVESTITE SEX WORKER  ........ 3 
NO  ................................................................... 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

815 
 
 
 
 

There are now a few more questions about things you may have done with women who are your current or previous 
partners, wives or girlfriends. These next questions are asking about the whole of your life, including when you were a boy. 
Please feel free in answering these questions, we really want to learn more about things men do. Remember that what you 
answer here cannot be linked to you in any way. 
815  NEVER ONCE FEW MANY REFUSED/N

O ANSWER 

a Have you ever forced your current or previous wife or girlfriend to 
have sex (sexual intercourse) with you when she did not want to? 

1 2 3 4 9 

b Have you ever had sex with your current or previous wife or 
girlfriend when you knew she didn’t want it but you believed 
she should agree because she was your wife/partner? 

1 2 3 4 9 

c Have you ever forced your current or previous wife or girlfriend 
to watch pornography when she didn’t want to? 

1 2 3 4 9 
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d Have you ever forced your current or previous wife or girlfriend 
to do something else sexual, other than sexual intercourse that 
she did not want to do? 

1 2 3 4 9 

CK 8 IF HAS NEVER FORCED A WIFE OR GIRLFRIEND TO HAVE SEX WITHOUT CONSENT (815a&b =1) SKIP TO 815f 

e Have you done any of these things in the past 12 months? YES  ................................................................... 1 
NO  ................................................................... 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

These next questions are about things you may have done with women who were not your wife or girlfriend. The questions 
are asking about the whole of your life, including when you were a boy. 
  NEVER ONCE MORE THAN 

ONCE 
REFUSED/NO 

ANSWER 

f Have you ever forced a woman who was not your wife or 
girlfriend at the time to have sex (sexual intercourse) with 
you? 

1 2 3 9 

g Have you ever had sex with a woman or girl when she 
was too drunk or drugged to say whether she wanted it 
or not? 

1 2 3 9 

h Have you and other men ever had sex with a woman at 
the same time when she didn’t agree to sex or you forced 
her? 

1 2 3 9 

i Have you and other men ever had sex with a woman at 
the same time when she was too drunk or drugged to 
stop you? 

1 2 3 9 

CK 9 IF HAS NEVER FORCED A WOMAN OR GIRL WHO WAS NOT HIS WIFE OR GIRLFRIEND TO HAVE SEX WITHOUT 
CONSENT (815f-i=1) SKIP TO CK 10 (819a) 

816 Have you done any of these things (forced a woman or girl 
into sex) in the past 12 months? 

YES  ................................................................... 1 
NO  ................................................................... 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

CK 
10 

IF HAS NEVER FORCED ANY WOMAN OR GIRL TO HAVE SEX WITHOUT CONSENT (815a-b=1 &815f-i=1) SKIP TO 
819a 

817 Thinking now about your whole life, how many different 
women or girls have you forced into sex or had sex with 
when they did not agree? 

1 WOMEN ........................................................ 1 
2-3 WOMEN  .................................................... 2 
4-5 WOMEN  .................................................... 3 
6-10 WOMEN  .................................................. 4 
MORE THAN 10 WOMEN  ................................ 5 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

818 How old were you the first time you forced a woman or 
girl to have sex or had sex with her when she did not 
agree? 
 

UNDER 15 YEARS OLD ...................................... 1 
15-19 YEARS OLD  ............................................. 2 
20-29 YEARS OLD  ............................................. 3 
30-39 YEARS OLD  ............................................. 4 
40 YEARS AND OVER  ....................................... 5 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

819  NEVER ONCE MORE THAN 
ONCE 

REFUSED/ 
NO ANSWER 

a Have you ever done anything sexual with a boy or man 
when he didn’t agree or you forced him? 

1 2 3 9 

b Have you ever done anything sexual with a boy or man 
when you put your penis in his mouth or anus when he 
didn’t agree or you forced him? 

1 2 3 9 

c Have you and other men ever had sex with a man at the 
same time when he didn’t agree to sex or you forced 
him? 

1 2 3 9 

CK 
11 

IF HAS NEVER FORCED A BOY OR MAN TO HAVE SEX WITHOUT CONSENT (819a- c=1) SKIP TO CK 12 

820 Have you done any of these things (forced a man or boy into 
sex) in the past 12 months 

YES  ................................................................... 1 
NO  ................................................................... 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9  

 

821 Thinking now about your whole life, how many different 
men or boys have you forced into sexual activity? 

1 MAN  ............................................................. 1 
2-3 MAN  .......................................................... 2 
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4-5 MAN  .......................................................... 3 
6-10 MAN  ........................................................ 4 
MORE THAN 10 MAN  ...................................... 5 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

822 How old were you the first time you forced a man or boy 
to do something sexual? 
 

UNDER 15 YEARS OLD ...................................... 1 
15-19 YEARS OLD  ............................................. 2 
20-29 YEARS OLD  ............................................. 3 
30-39 YEARS OLD  ............................................. 4 
40 YEARS AND OVER  ....................................... 5 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

CK 
12 

IF HAS NEVER FORCED ANYONE TO HAVE SEX WITHOUT CONSENT (815a & 815f-i & 819a-c = 1) SKIP TO 825 

823 We would like you to think about the last time you forced a woman or man to have sex against his or her will. We 
would like to learn about the reasons why you did it. Please tell us for each of the following statements whether you 
strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree that this was an explanation. 

  STRONGLY 
AGREE 

AGREE DISAGREE STR
ON
GLY 
DIS
AG
REE 

REFUSED/
NO 

ANSWER 

a You were angry with her/him 1 2 3 4 9 
b You wanted to punish her/him 1 2 3 4 9 
c You wanted her/him sexually 1 2 3 4 9 
d You were bored 1 2 3 4 9 

e You wanted to have sex 1 2 3 4 9 
f You wanted to show you  could do it  1 2 3 4 9 
g You wanted to have fun 1 2 3 4 9 
h You had been drinking/ was drunk 1 2 3 4 9 
824 Which of the following consequences did you experience 

after forcing a woman or man to have sex when they did 
not agree? 

YES NO REFUSED/N
O ANSWER  

 

a Worried a lot that you would be found out 1 2 9 
b Felt guilty 1 2 9 
c Punishment from your family/friends 1 2 9 
d Threats or violence from someone supporting her/him 1 2 9 
e Violence from someone getting revenge for her/him 1 2 9 
f Police came to see/talk to you but you were not charged 

or arrested Questioned by police 
1 2 9 

g Was arrested  but did not go to jail Went to court 1 2 9 

h Went to jail 1 2 9 
i Had to pay compensation to the victim’s family 1 2 9 
j Had to apologise to the victim   9 
k Was obliged to marry the victim 1 2 9 
l Had to sit with elders in the community and talk about what you did 1 2 9 
m No consequences 1 2 9 
825 How often have you been involved in a fight with a knife, 

machete, gun or other weapon? 
NEVER  .............................................................. 1 
ONCE  ............................................................... 2 
2-3 TIMES  ........................................................ 3 
MORE THAN 3 TIMES  ....................................... 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

826 How often have you participated in a gang? NEVER  .............................................................. 1 
ONCE  ............................................................... 2 
2-3 TIMES  ........................................................ 3 
MORE THAN 3 TIMES  ....................................... 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

827 Do you own a weapon?  YES  ................................................................... 1 
NO  ................................................................... 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 
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828 Have you ever been arrested for any reason? YES  ................................................................... 1 
NO  ................................................................... 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 
 

831 How often do you drink alcohol?  
 

EVERY DAY OR NEARLY EVERY DAY .................. 1 
ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK  ................................. 2 
1-3 TIMES IN A MONTH  ................................... 3 
LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH  ............................ 4 
NEVER  .............................................................. 5 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 
 
 
836 

832 How many drinks containing alcohol do you have on a 
typical day when you are drinking? 

1 OR 2 ............................................................... 1 
3 OR 4  .............................................................. 2 
5 OR 6  .............................................................. 3 
7 OR 9  .............................................................. 4 
10 OR MORE  .................................................... 5 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

833 How often do you have six or more drinks on one 
occasion? 

NEVER  .............................................................. 1 
LESS THAN MONTHLY  ...................................... 2 
MONTHLY  ........................................................ 3 
WEEKLY  ............................................................ 4 
DAILY OR ALMOST DAILY  ................................. 5 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

834 In the past year have you ever failed to do what was 
normally expected from you because of drinking? 

NEVER  .............................................................. 1 
ONCE OR MORE THAN OFTEN  ......................... 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

835 In the past year have you ever had a feeling of guilt or 
remorse after drinking? 

NEVER  .............................................................. 1 
ONCE OR MORE THAN OFTEN  ......................... 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

836 How many times have you used drugs in the last 12 
months?  

EVERY DAY OR NEARLY EVERY DAY .................. 1 
WEEKLY  ............................................................ 2 
ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK  ................................. 3 
LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH  ............................ 4 
NEVER  .............................................................. 5 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

837 In the past 12 months, have you experienced any of the 
following forms of violence outside the home? 

YES NO REFUSED/ 
NO 

ANSWER 

 

a Been punched or hit 1 2 9 
b Been threatened with a knife or other weapon (excluding 

firearms) 
1 2 9 

c Been threatened with a gun  1 2 9 

These next questions ask you about your sexual experiences with other men. 
838 Are you sexually attracted to men, women or both men 

and women?  
MEN  ................................................................. 1 
WOMEN  ........................................................... 2 
BOTH  ............................................................... 3 
NOT SURE  ........................................................ 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

839 Do you have a boyfriend or male lover who you have a 
sexual relationship with? 

YES  ................................................................... 1 
NO  ................................................................... 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

840 Have you ever had sex or done something sexual with a 
boy or man? 
By sex we mean: 
Anal sex: where a man sticks his penis in another man’s 
anus/bottom 
Oral sex is when a man sticks his penis in another man’s 
mouth. 
Masturbation is when one or both men play with each 
other’s sex organs 
Thigh sex, when a man has sex by putting his penis 
between another man’s closed thighs 

YES  ................................................................... 1 
NO  ................................................................... 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 
  

 
843 

841 Which of the following acts have you done with a man 
because you wanted to? 

YES 
 

NO 
 

REFUSED/  
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a) Masturbation 
b) Oral sex 
c) Thigh sex 
d) Anal sex 

1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 

NO 
ANSWER 

9 
9 
9 
9 

842 How old were you the first time you had sex with a boy or 
man? 

UNDER 15 YEARS OLD ...................................... 1 
15-19 YEARS OLD  ............................................. 2 
20-29 YEARS OLD  ............................................. 3 
30-39 YEARS OLD  ............................................. 4 
40 YEARS AND OVER  ........................................ 5 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

843 Did a man ever persuade or force you to have sex or do 
something sexual when you did not want to? 

YES  ................................................................... 1 
NO  ................................................................... 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 
845 

844 How many times has this happened? ONCE  ............................................................... 1 
2-3 TIMES  ........................................................ 2 
MORE THAN 3 TIMES  ....................................... 3 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

845 Have you ever been called by names or faced derogatory 
remarks because you were thought to be effeminate or 
‘sissy’ (USE LOCALLY SPECIFIC LANGUAGE)?  

ONCE  ............................................................... 1 
2-3 TIMES  ........................................................ 2 
MORE THAN 3 TIMES  ....................................... 3 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 

 

846 Have you ever been subjected to threats of violence or 
actual violence because you were thought to be 
effeminate, gay, attracted to men and/or have sex with 
men?    

NEVER ............................................................... 1 
ONCE  ............................................................... 2 
2-3 TIMES  ........................................................ 3 
MORE THAN 3 TIMES  ....................................... 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  .................................... 9 
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The following are questions about violence that you may have witnessed or been involved with during the conflict. Timor 
Leste has undergone a number of periods of conflict, and these questions refer to the conflicts, and these questions refer to 
the conflicts during 1975-1999 or 2006-2008? Please answer each question for both the 1975-1999 conflict and then for the 
2006-2008 conflict. 
 
I know these are very difficult questions and I want to remind you again that everything you say will be confidential. We want 
to understand what people experienced in the conflict and what impact it has today on their lives: 
870  During the conflict years did you: 1975-1999 and 2006-2008  
a Witness beating? YES,DURING THE YEARS 1975-1999  ................ 1 

YES,DURING THE YEARS 2006-2008  ................ 2 
YES,DURING BOTH 1975-1999 AND  
2006-2008 ....................................................... 3 
NO  .................................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

b Witness killing? YES,DURING THE YEARS 1975-1999  ................ 1 
YES,DURING THE YEARS 2006-2008  ................ 2 
YES,DURING BOTH 1975-1999 AND  
2006-2008 ....................................................... 3 
NO  .................................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

c Witness serious injury? YES,DURING THE YEARS 1975-1999  ................ 1 
YES,DURING THE YEARS 2006-2008  ................ 2 
YES,DURING BOTH 1975-1999 AND  
2006-2008 ....................................................... 3 
NO  .................................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

d Witness rape or sexual violation of women or men? YES,DURING THE YEARS 1975-1999  ................ 1 
YES,DURING THE YEARS 2006-2008  ................ 2 
YES,DURING BOTH 1975-1999 AND  
2006-2008 ....................................................... 3 
NO  .................................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

f Were you beaten by the military, resistance forces or 
militia? 

YES,DURING THE YEARS 1975-1999  ................ 1 
YES,DURING THE YEARS 2006-2008  ................ 2 
YES,DURING BOTH 1975-1999 AND  
2006-2008 ....................................................... 3 
NO  .................................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

h Were you forced to have sex, raped or otherwise sexually 
violated? 

YES,DURING THE YEARS 1975-1999  ................ 1 
YES,DURING THE YEARS 2006-2008  ................ 2 
YES,DURING BOTH 1975-1999 AND  
2006-2008 ....................................................... 3 
NO  .................................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

i Were you forced to have sex with a family member or 
friend? 

YES,DURING THE YEARS 1975-1999  ................ 1 
YES,DURING THE YEARS 2006-2008  ................ 2 
YES,DURING BOTH 1975-1999 AND  
2006-2008 ....................................................... 3 
NO  .................................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

j Were you detained or imprisoned?  YES,DURING THE YEARS 1975-1999  ................ 1 
YES,DURING THE YEARS 2006-2008  ................ 2 
YES,DURING BOTH 1975-1999 AND  
2006-2008 ....................................................... 3 
NO  .................................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

k Were you beaten or tortured? 
 

YES,DURING THE YEARS 1975-1999  ................ 1 
YES,DURING THE YEARS 2006-2008  ................ 2 
YES,DURING BOTH 1975-1999 AND  
2006-2008 ....................................................... 3 
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NO  .................................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

871   
b Did you beat women or participate in beating women?    YES,DURING THE YEARS 1975-1999  ................ 1 

YES,DURING THE YEARS 2006-2008  ................ 2 
YES,DURING BOTH 1975-1999 AND  
2006-2008 ....................................................... 3 
NO  .................................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

c Did you rape, sexually assault, or participate in rape or 
sexual assault of a woman? 

YES,DURING THE YEARS 1975-1999  ................ 1 
YES,DURING THE YEARS 2006-2008  ................ 2 
YES,DURING BOTH 1975-1999 AND  
2006-2008 ....................................................... 3 
NO  .................................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

d Did you force, or participate in forcing, a woman into 
marriage? 

YES,DURING THE YEARS 1975-1999  ................ 1 
YES,DURING THE YEARS 2006-2008  ................ 2 
YES,DURING BOTH 1975-1999 AND  
2006-2008 ....................................................... 3 
NO  .................................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

e Did you kill a man or a woman?  
 

YES,DURING THE YEARS 1975-1999  ................ 1 
YES,DURING THE YEARS 2006-2008  ................ 2 
YES,DURING BOTH 1975-1999 AND  
2006-2008 ....................................................... 3 
NO  .................................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

f Were you directly involved in the conflict actions? YES,DURING THE YEARS 1975-1999  ................ 1 
YES,DURING THE YEARS 2006-2008  ................ 2 
YES,DURING BOTH 1975-1999 AND  
2006-2008 ....................................................... 3 
NO  .................................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

873 Have you done or experienced any of these things since 
the end of the conflict?   

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

877 Which of the following have you experienced as a result of your exposure to conflict or other conflict-related trauma: 
a Having to return to school when much older than school 

age?      
YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

b Unable to complete education?    YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

c Unable to keep employment?    YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

a Having to return to school when much older than school 
age?      

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

d Continuing lack of peace in my village or area YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

e Continuing strife in your family? YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

f Drinking or using drugs to forget the trauma of conflict?       YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

g Difficulty having a good relationship with a woman? YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

h Difficulty controlling your aggression? YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
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i Difficulty in normal social relations in the community?    YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

j Unable to trust anyone?                                                            YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

k Were you disabled as a result of the conflict? YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  .................................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 
 

   
 

PTSD 
 

The following are symptoms that people sometimes have after experiencing hurtful or terrifying events in their lives.  Please 
read each one carefully and decide how much the symptoms bothered you in the past week. 
  (0) 

Not at 
all 

(1) 
A little 

(2) 
Quite a 

bit 

(3) 
Extremely 

Refused/
No 

Answer 
878a           Recurrent thoughts or memories of the most hurtful or 

terrifying events 
0 1 2 3 9 

b Feeling as though the event is happening again 0 1 2 3 9 
c Recurrent nightmares 0 1 2 3 9 
d Feeling detached or withdrawn from people 0 1 2 3 9 
e Unable to feel emotions 0 1 2 3 9 
f Feeling jumpy, easily startled 0 1 2 3 9 
g Difficulty concentrating 0 1 2 3 9 
h Trouble sleeping 0 1 2 3 9 
i Feeling on guard 0 1 2 3 9 
j Feeling irritable or having outbursts of anger 0 1 2 3 9 
k Avoiding activities that remind you of the traumatic or 

hurtful event 
0 1 2 3 9 

l Inability to remember parts of the most traumatic or 
hurtful events 

0 1 2 3 9 

m Less interest in daily activities 0 1 2 3 9 
n Feeling as if you don't have a future 0 1 2 3 9 
o Avoiding thoughts or feelings associated with the 

traumatic or hurtful experience 
0 1 2 3 9 

INDICATORS OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS  - LOCALLY SPECIFIC QUESTIONS AND CODING 
847 These are the last few questions 

 
Does your household have: 
a) Electricity 
b) A radio 
c) A television 
d) A refrigerator 
e) A motorcycle? 

 
 
 
a) ELECTRICITY  
b) RADIO  
c) TELEVISION  
d) REFRIGERATOR 
e) MOTORCYCLE  

 
YES 

 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

 
NO 

 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

 
REFUSED/ 

NO ANSWER 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 

849 How often would you say that people in your home go 
without food because of lack of money?  

EVERY WEEK .................................................... 1 
EVERY MONTH BUT NOT EVERY WEEK  ........... 2 
IT HAPPENS BUT NOT EVERY MONTH  ............ 3 
NEVER  ............................................................. 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 

850 If you needed money quickly and $100 was needed for an 
emergency, such as a funeral, how easy would you say it 
would be to find the money? 
 

VERY DIFFICULT ............................................... 1 
SOMEWHAT DIFFICULT  ................................... 2 
RELATIVELY EASY  ............................................ 3 
VERY EASY  ....................................................... 4 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 

851 Do people in your household own any land? YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  ................................................................... 2 
REFUSED  ......................................................... 9 
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852 Are you concerned about the levels of crime in your 
neighbourhood (like robberies or assaults)?   

Would you say that you are not at all concerned, a little 
concerned, or very concerned? 

NOT CONCERNED  ........................................... 1 
A LITTLE CONCERNED  ..................................... 2 
VERY CONCERNED  .......................................... 3 
DON’T KNOW/DON’T REMEMBER  .................. 8 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 

    

1201 I would now like to give you the tablet. Here you will see 
two pictures. On the top is a picture is of a sad face, and 
on the bottom is a happy face.   

No matter what you have already told me, I would like 
you to tap/put a mark on the circle next to the sad face if 
someone has ever touched you sexually, or made you do 
something sexual that you didn’t want to, before you 
were 18 years old. 

Please tap/put a mark on the circle next to the happy face 
if this has never happened to you. If this has happened to 
you, please tap/put a mark on the circle next to the sad 
face. Then swipe your finger across the screen 
(DEMONSTRATE THE ACTION) and the screen will change. 
This will ensure that I do not know your answer.  
 

SAD  ................................................................. 1 
HAPPY  ............................................................. 2 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 
 

 
 

854 We have now come to the end of the survey. I have asked 
you some easy and some difficult questions.  How has 
talking about these things made you feel? 

GOOD  .............................................................. 1 
BAD  ................................................................. 2 
NEITHER GOOD NOR BAD  ............................... 3 
REFUSED/NO ANSWER  ................................... 9 

 

 NOW PLEASE HAND BACK THE TABLET TO THE INTERVIEWER. THANK YOU.  
 

 

1202 We have now finished the interview. Do you have any comments, or is there anything else you would 
like to add?   
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 NOW PLEASE HAND BACK THE PDA TO THE INTERVIEWER.THANK YOU   

1204 Finally, do you agree that we may contact you again in the 
next day or so if we need to ask a few more questions for 
clarification?  

IF RESPONDENT INDICATES NO, PLEASE RECORD THIS 
ANSWER IN NOTEBOOK AND REPORT TO SUPERVISOR 
FOLLOWING INTERVIEW 

YES  .................................................................. 1 
NO  ................................................................... 2 
 
  

 
 

  
 
 
Interviewer: We appreciate the time you have spent answering these questions. Your response and those of 
approximately 1000 other men will give us an understanding of men’s roles in society today, information that could 
be useful in making the Timor-Leste a healthier and better place.  
It is important to emphasize that the laws in your country make it a crime to use physical violence against women, 
or to have sex with someone under age 18, and to force a woman to have sex with you. 
If there are any of these issues discussed that you would like more information, such as where to go for health 
services in your community, we have prepared a list of such services 

1. HAND RESPONDENT THE BROCHURE WITH LIST OF RELEVANT SERVICES IN THE COMMUNITY 
2. ASK RESPONDENT IF THEY HAVE ANY COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS 
3. THANK THEM FOR THEIR TIME 
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IDENTIFIKASAUN – KÓPIA IMPRESA SIRA TENKE PRIENXE MANUALMENTE, LA'ÓS UZA TABLET 

 
KÓDIGU DISTRITU  
URBANU / RURÁL ...................................................................................... 
NÚMERU ÁREA ENUMERASAUN................................................................ 
NÚMERU UMA-KAIN........................................................................... 

____ 
[   ][   ] 
[   ][   ] 
[   ][   ] 

ENTREVISTADÓR NIA VIZITA SIRA  
 1 2 3 VIZITA FINÁL 
DATA 
 
 
ENTREVISTADÓR NIA 
NARAN  
REZULTADU*** 
 

___________ 
 
 
___________ 
 
___________ 
 

___________ 
 
 
___________ 
 
___________ 

___________ 
 
 
___________ 
 
___________ 

LORON [  ][  ] 
FULAN [  ][  ] 
TINAN [  ][  ][  ][  ] 

ENTREVISTADÓR [  ][  ] 
REZULTADU     [  ][  ] 
 

HALO PROSEDIMENTU KONTROLU KUALIDADE (1 = sin, 2 = lae)  [   ] TOTÁL NÚMERU  
VIZITA  [   ] 

KESTIONÁRIU SIRA 
KOMPLETA ONA? 
 
[ ] 1. Laiha mak kompletu  

 

 

*** KÓDIGU REZULTADU  
 
Rejeita (espesifika): __________________ 1 

Uma mamuk ka laiha uma iha  
enderesu ne’e  ...........................................  2 
Uma rahun ka kondisaun aat .....................  3 
La hetan uma, laiha asesu  ........................  4 
Uma-kain (UK) tomak sai hela ba períodu 
naruk  .........................................................  5 
Laiha membru UK iha uma momentu halo 
vizita ..........................................................  6 
Respondente UK adia entrevista  ..............  7 
UK tomak ko’alia de’it lian ne'ebé ema la 
kompriende  ..............................................  8 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tenke filafali 
Tenke filafali 

 

Mane ne'ebé hili ona lakohi partisipa 
(espesifika)_______________________. ... 9 
Laiha mane ida iha UK ne'ebé elejivel ...... 10 
Mane ne'ebé hili ona laiha iha uma ......... 11 
Mane ne'ebé hili ona adia entrevista ....... 12 
Mane ne'ebé hili ona iha impedimentu ... 13 

 
 
 
Tenke filafali 
Tenke filafali 

[ ] 2. Kestionáriu ba mane 
kompleta parsialmente  
 

Lakohi kontinua (espesifika) :__________ 14 

Restu entrevista adia to’o vizita tuir mai .. 15 

 
 
Tenke filafali 

[ ] 3. Kestionáriu ba mane 
kompleta ona  

 
 ............................................................... 16 
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FORMULÁRIU SELESAUN UMA-KAIN– KÓPIA IMPRESA SIRA TENKE PRIENXE MANUALMENTE, LA'ÓS UZA TABLET 

 
 Bondia, ha’u-nia naran _____________________ . Ha’u mai iha ne’e hodi The Asia Foundation nia naran. Ami halo 

levantamentu iha Timor-Leste hodi aprende kona-ba mane sira-nia esperiénsia moris.  
1. Porfavór fó-hatene ha’u ema na’in-hira mak hela iha ne’e, no han iha ne’e? 

BUKA INFORMASAUN ADISIONÁL: Totál ne’e inklui labarik (inklui bebé) ne'ebé hela 
iha ne’e?  
Totál ne’e inklui ema sira seluk ne'ebé la'ós membru família, hanesan empregadu 
doméstiku, ema ne'ebé aluga kuartu ka kolega ne'ebé hela iha ne’e no han iha 
ne’e? 
GARANTE ATU INKLUI EMA HIRAK-NE'E IHA TOTÁL  

 
TOTÁL NÚMERU  
EMA IHA UMA-KAIN 
   [  ][  ] 
 

2. Xefe uma-kain mane ka feto? MANE  ...............................1 
FETO  .................................2 
MANE NO FETO HOTU  ......3 

 MANE SIRA IHA UMA-KAIN  REZIDÉNSIA IDADE ELEJIVEL 
3. 

 
 
 

NÚM.L
IÑA  
 

Ohin loron ami hakarak ko’alia ho mane ida husi Ita-Boot nia uma-
kain. Hodi ajuda ha’u hatene atu ko’alia ho sé loos, porfavór 
informa ha’u kona-ba naran primeiru husi labarik mane no mane 
hotu-hotu ne'ebé baibain hela iha Ita-Boot nia uma-kain (no han 
iha ne’e).  

Ema NIA NARAN 
baibain hela iha 

ne’e? KAZU 
ESPESIÁL: HAREE 

(A) IHA KRAIK. 

Ema NIA 
NARAN 
tinan 
hira? 

(TINAN, 
maizume

nus) 

HAREE 
KRITÉRIU 
IHA KRAIK 

(A +B) 
 

SIN LAE SIN  LAE  

1  1 2  1 2 
2  1 2  1 2 
3  1 2  1 2 
4  1 2  1 2 
5  1 2  1 2 
6  1 2  1 2 
7  1 2  1 2 
8  1 2  1 2 
9  1 2  1 2 

10  1 2  1 2 
(A) KAZU ESPESIÁL HODI KONSIDERA EMA IDA NU’UDAR MEMBRU UK:  

 EMPREGADU DOMÉSTIKU SE NIA TOBA IHA UMA-KAIN NE’E KALAN 5 BA LETEN IHA SEMANA IDA NIA LARAN NO HAN 
HAMUTUK HO FAMÍLIA.  

 VIZITANTE SIRA SE SIRA TOBA IHA UMA-KAIN NE’E DURANTE SEMANA 4 IKUS NE’E. 
(B) ELEJIVEL: MANE RUMA ENTRE TINAN 18 - 49 NE'EBÉ HELA IHA UMA-KAIN.   

LIU MANE IDA NE'EBÉ ELEJIVEL IHA UK NE’E: 

 HO FORMA ALEATÓRIA (ACAK) HILI MANE IDA NE'EBÉ ELEJIVEL HODI TUIR ENTREVISTA. ATU HALO IDA-NE’E, HAKEREK 
NÚMERU LIÑA BA MANE SIRA NE'EBÉ ELEJIVEL IHA SURAT-TAHAN PEDASUK, NO TAU IHA SAKU IDA (KA HIKAR DE’IT IHA 
ITA-BOOT NIA LIMAN). HUSU MEMBRU IDA HUSI UMA-KAIN ATU HILI NÚMERU IDA – HO NUNE’E HILI EMA NE'EBÉ SEI 
TUIR ENTREVISTA. 

 TAU SÍRKULU HALE’U NÚMERU LIÑA BA MANE IDA NE'EBÉ HILI ONA. HUSU ATU KO’ALIA HO MANE NE'EBÉ HILI ONA. SE 
NIA LAIHA IHA UMA, KONKORDA ATU MARKA LORON HODI HALO VIZITA TUIRMAI.  

 HAHÚ KESTIONÁRIU BA MANE SIRA 
 

LAIHA MANE NE'EBÉ ELEJIVEL IHA UK:  

 HATETE “ha'u labele kontinua tanba ha'u só bele halo entrevista ho mane sira entre tinan 18 – 49 – Obrigadu ba Ita-
Boot nia asisténsia.”  

 REMATA. 
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INFORMASAUN BA PARTISIPANTE  
(Molok hahú entrevista, kada partisipante tenke simu no lee rasik handout ne'e, ka entrevistadór tenke lee sai handout 
ne'e ba partisipante) 
 

Levantamentu kona-ba mane sira-nia saúde no 
esperiénsia moris  

 
 
Títulu “ [ESTUDU NIA NARAN LOKÁL] ” 
 
Introdusaun 
Bondia. Ha’u-nia naran _____________________. Ha'u serbisu ho The Asia Foundation kona-ba projetu ida hodi hatene 
di’ak liu mane sira-nia saúde no relasaun sira. 
 
Ami konvida Ita-Boot atu sai voluntáriu hodi partisipa iha estudu peskiza ida ne'ebé hala’o iha [DISTRITU XXXX]. Molok 
Ita-Boot atu konkorda hodi partisipa iha estudu ida-ne’e, Ita-Boot presiza komprende didi’ak lai saida mak ami sei husu 
Ita-Boot atu halo, no garante katak Ita-Boot simu duni buat hotu ne'ebé relasiona ho peskiza ne’e. Se Ita-Boot la 
komprende informasaun ka iha pergunta seluk ruma, porfavór husu de’it klarifikasaun.  
 
Objetivu entrevista 
Estudu ne’e iha objetivu atu halibur informasaun hodi nune’e ami bele komprende mane sira-nia saúde, família no 
relasaun sira. Ami hakarak komprende barak liu kona-ba mane sira-nia moris iha Timor-Leste: oinsá mane sira hanoin, 
sira-nia dezenvolvimentu dezde labarik, sira-nia nivel saúde, sira-nia relasaun intima no oinsá sira iha relasaun ho sira-nia 
família no labarik sira.  

Ema barak iha preokupasaun katak mane sira sofre problema saúde barak no mane balu iha moris ne'ebé difisil tebes. 
Ami halo peskiza ne’e ho objetivu atu aprende barak liu kona-ba mane sira-nia saúde no moris, ho nune’e bele utiliza 
informasaun hodi dezenvolve estratéjia hodi hadi’ak sira-nia moris. Hodi komprende loloos mane sira, ami tenke ko’alia 
ho mane barak tebes ne'ebé hela iha situasaun ka kondisaun oioin, inklui mane sira ne'ebé iha saúde di’ak no mane sira 
ne'ebé moras, sira ne'ebé iha moris fasil no sira ne'ebé iha difikuldade boot. Tanba mane ida-idak diferente, ami hili mane 
sira atu partisipa iha entrevista ba peskiza ne’e ho forma aleatória (acak). Ami la hatene buat ida kona-ba mane sira-nia 
moris ne'ebé ami husu atu partisipa iha entrevista molok ami ko’alia ho sira. Ami konvida Ita-Boot atu partisipa tanba Ita-
Boot nia uma-kain inklui iha grupu uma hamutuk 24 ne'ebé ami hili ho forma aleatória (acak) husi uma hotu-hotu iha 
área ida-ne’e.  

Ami hein tebes katak Ita-Boot sei ajuda ami halo peskiza ne’e, tanba bainhira ami bele hatene barak liu kona-ba mane 
hotu-hotu mak ami bele dezenvolve estratéjia hodi hadi’ak ema sira-nia moris ne'ebé presiza ajuda. Ami husu atu halo 
entrevista ho Ita-Boot; iha entrevista ne'e ami sei husu informasaun ruma kona-ba Ita-Boot, akontesimentu ruma iha Ita-
Boot nia moris ne'ebé dalaruma afeta Ita-Boot nia saúde no kona-ba Ita-Boot nia relasaun sira. Entrevista ne’e presiza 
maizumenus oras ida.  
 
Prosedimentu sira ne’ebé uza iha entrevista ne’e? 
Ami husu Ita-Boot atu prienxe kestionáriu ida. Laiha resposta ne'ebé loos ka la loos; ami hakarak hatene kona-ba Ita-
Boot, Ita-Boot nia opiniaun no esperiénsia. Ami sei rai Ita-Boot nia resposta hotu-hotu iha komputadór. Komputadór ne’e 
sei la rejista Ita-Boot nia naran. Entrevistadór sei husu pergunta ba Ita-Boot no rejista Ita-Boot nia resposta iha 
komputadór ki’ik ne’e. Entrevistadór bele responde ba pergunta ruma ne'ebé Ita-Boot hato’o durante entrevista. Ami sei 
rai resposta sira ne'ebé Ita-Boot fó ba kestionáriu ne’e ho númeru identifikasaun ne'ebé úniku. Ida-ne’e signifika katak 
sei la liga Ita-Boot nia naran ho resposta sira ne'ebé Ita-Boot hato’o. Informasaun ne'ebé ami simu husi Ita-Boot sei tau 
hamutuk ho informasaun husi mane sira seluk hamutuk rihun ida (1000).  
 
Iha risku ka buat ruma ne’ebé halo Ita-Boot sente la hakmatek bainhira partisipa iha estudu ne'e? 
Ami sei halo entrevista iha fatin ne'ebé taka ba públiku no seguru ba Ita-Boot no peskizadór. Iha de’it risku potensiál ida 
mak ema ne'ebé partisipa iha estudu ne’e bele sente la hakmatek atu responde pergunta balu ne'ebé dalaruma relasiona 
ho kestaun balu ne'ebé sensivel. Pergunta sira relasiona ho Ita-Boot nia uma, Ita-Boot nia família, Ita-Boot nia infánsia 
(tempu sei ki’ik), Ita-Boot nia ideia kona-ba relasaun entre mane no feto sira, aspetu balu husi Ita-Boot nia saúde, Ita-
Boot nia relasaun ho feto sira no Ita-Boot nia opiniaun kona-ba lei no polítika sira iha Ita-Boot nia nasaun.  
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Benefísiu ne'ebé bele hetan husi estudu ne’e  
Ita-Boot labele hetan benefísiu diretu bainhira partisipa iha estudu ne’e. Maibé, informasaun ne'ebé ami halibur liuhosi 
estudu ne’e bele util hodi hadi’ak feto no mane sira-nia saúde no moris iha Timor-Leste. Ita-Boot nia resposta sira sei 
ajuda ami garante katak opiniaun no esperiénsia husi mane sira hanesan Ita-Boot sei hetan konsiderasaun bainhira 
dezeña programa saúde no komunidade nian iha futuru. 
 
Sá direitu mak Ita-Boot iha nu’udar partisipante? 
Ita-Boot nia partisipasaun iha estudu ne’e totalmente voluntáriu. Ita-Boot bele rejeita atu partisipa ka para iha kualkér 
momentu sein fó razaun ruma. Pergunta balu foka ba kestaun privada tebes. Porfavór keta haluha katak Ita-Boot bele 
deside atu la responde ba pergunta ruma bainhira lakohi, no bele deside katak lakohi kontinua iha kualkér momentu.  
 
Konfidensialidade 
Ami sei mantein konfidensialidade ba informasaun hotu-hotu ne'ebé Ita-Boot hato’o iha estudu ne'e. Formuláriu 
konsentimentu (persetujuan) sei rai ho seguru no asesu sei limitadu de'it ba ekipa peskiza no parte sira ne’ebé envolve 
iha estudu ne'e. Labele liga formuláriu konsentimentu (persetujuan) ho resposta sira ne'ebé Ita-Boot fó ba kestionáriu. 
Rezultadu husi estudu ne’e sei aprezenta ho respeitu no ami sei la relata informasaun ruma ne'ebé bele permite ema ida 
atu identifika Ita-Boot nia an rasik. Sé Ita-Boot hakarak simu informasaun kona-ba progresu iha ami-nia projetu, ami 
prontu atu fahe relatóriu ka publikasaun ruma ba Ita-Boot. 
 
Kustu  
Laiha kustu ba Ita-Boot atu partisipa iha estudu ne'e.  
 
Estudu ne’e simu ona aprovasaun étika? 
Sin, Komisaun Étika [XXX] fó ona aprovasaun eskrita ba estudu ne’e. Ita-Boot bele kontakta sira bazeia ba informasaun 
tuir mai hodi hato’o preokupasaun ka pergunta ruma:  
 
[INFORMASAUN KONTAKTU KONA-BA KOMISAUN ÉTIKA] 
 
 
Informasaun no pesoál kontaktu 
Se Ita-Boot iha pergunta ruma kona-ba peskiza ne’e, bele kontaktu liuhosi númeru telemovel hanesan Sr. Justino S. 
Amaral  nu’udar Koordenadór Peskiza 7857 2278 ka kontaktu direita liña-telefone Fundasaun Ázia nian liuhosi 331 3457. 
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FORMULÁRIU KONSENTIMENTU (PERSETUJUAN) NE’EBÉ INFORMADU  
 
Ho ida-ne’e, ha’u konfirma katak ema ne'ebé husu ha’u-nia konsentimentu (persetujuan) informadu hodi partisipa iha 
estudu ne’e hato’o ona informasaun sufisiente mai ha’u. Nia esplika mai ha’u kona-ba objetivu, prosedimentu, risku no 
benefísiu no ha'u-nia direitu nu’udar partisipante iha estudu ne’e. Ha’u simu informasaun ba estudu ne’e (handout) no 
iha tempu sufisiente hodi lee rasik handout ne’e, ka entrevistadór lee sai handout ne’e mai ha'u, no husu karik ha’u iha 
pergunta ruma. Ha’u hanoin katak ha'u hetan ona resposta satisfatória ba ha'u-nia pergunta kona-ba ha'u-nia 
partisipasaun iha estudu ne’e. Ema ne’e fó-hatene ha’u katak informasaun ne'ebé ha’u hato’o iha estudu ne’e sei tau 
hamutuk ho informasaun ne'ebé halibur husi ema seluseluk, no sei prosesa sein haree ha’u-nia identidade, hodi prepara 
relatóriu peskiza no publikasaun sientífika. 
 
Ha’u hatene katak ha'u iha direitu atu kansela ha'u-nia konsentimentu (persetujuan) atu partisipa iha estudu ne’e sein 
hamosu konsekuénsia ruma mai ha’u. Ho ida-ne’e, ho liberdade no voluntáriu, ha'u fó ha'u-nia konsentimentu 
(persetujuan) atu partisipa iha estudu ne’e. 
 
Partisipante nia naran………………………………………….……..(Porfavór hakerek) 
 
 
Peskizadór nia naran………………………………………………….(Porfavór hakerek) 
 
 
Peskizadór nia asinatura…………………………….…………….…..Data…………………… 
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UZU TABLET HAHÚ HUSI NE’E 
TABLET HO AUTOMÁTIKU REJISTA TEMPU HAHÚ NO REMATA  

 

 
SEKSAUN 1 KARAKTERÍSTIKA SÓSIU-DEMOGRÁFIKU NO EMPREGU 

 
PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN  BÁ 

KEDAS 
100a Área enumerasaun ida ne’e mak área urbanu ka rurál?  1. Urbanu 

2. Rurál 
 

100a Kodigu distritu HATAMA NUMERU  ............................... [ ] [ ]  

100b Númeru área enumerasaun HATAMA NUMERU ................................ [ ] [ ]  

100c Númeru uma-kain HATAMA NUMERU  ............................... [ ] [ ] 
 

 

100d Entrevistadór nia ID HATAMA NUMERU  ............................... [ ] [ ]  

 Se Ita-Boot permite, ha'u hakarak husu pergunta balu kona-ba Ita-Boot nia uma-kain. 
 

 

100e Ita-Boot ko’alia lian saida iha uma laran?  TETUM  ........................................................ 1 
MAKASAE  .................................................... 2 
MAMBAE  .................................................... 3 
BUNAK  ........................................................ 4 
KEMAK  ........................................................ 5 
MAKALERU .................................................. 6 
GALOLEN  ..................................................... 7 
BAIKENU  ..................................................... 8 
FATALUKU  ................................................... 9 
NAUETI  ...................................................... 10 
TETUM TERIK  ............................................ 11 
BAHASA INDONEZIA  ................................. 12 
SELUK (ESPESIFIKA)  ................................... 13 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ....... 99 

 

101  Ita-Boot iha tinan hira? IDADE (TINAN) ....................................... [ ] [ ]  
102 Ita-Boot kompleta nivel ka klase hira iha eskola?  

 
 

LA ESKOLA ................................................... 1 
LA KOMPLETA ESKOLA PRIMÁRIA  ............... 2 
KOMPLETA ESKOLA PRIMÁRIA .................... 3 
LA KOMPLETA ESKOLA SEKUNDÁRIA  .......... 4 
KOMPLETA ESKOLA SEKUNDARIA  ............... 5 
LA KOMPLETA EDUKASAUN 
UNIVERSITARIA/INSTITUSAUN ENSINU  
SUPERIOR  .................................................... 6 
KOMPLETA EDUKASAUN 
UNIVERSITARIA/INSTITUSAUN ENSINU  
SUPERIÓR  .................................................... 7 
LA KOMPLETA EDUKASAUN VOKASIONÁL  .. 8 
KOMPLETA EDUKASAUN VOKASIONÁL  ....... 9 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ....... 99 

 

103  Agora daudaun Ita-Boot kaben ka hela hamutuk ho feto 
ida, ka Ita-Boot iha namorada? 

AGORA DAUDAUN KABEN HO FETO IDA  .... 1 
HELA HAMUTUK HO FETO IDA,LA KABEN  ... 2 
IHA NAMORADA,LA HELA HAMUTUK  ......... 3 
LAIHA  .......................................................... 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

108 
 
 

104  Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) kaben tiha ona? SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

107 
 

105  Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) hela hamutuk ho feto ida?  SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

113 
 

106  Ita-Boot umavés (pernah) iha namorada? SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 

113 
113 
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LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

107  Agora daudaun Ita-Boot soe-malu, mane-faluk ka fahe-
malu? 

SOE MALU  ................................................... 1 
MANE FALUK  .............................................. 2 
FAHE MALU  ................................................. 3 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

108 Ita-Boot iha tinan hira bainhira kaben ba dala uluk? IDADE (TINAN)  ...................................... [ ] [ ] 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOST  ........... 9 

 

109 Porfavór hili resposta ida ne'ebé deskreve didi’ak oinsá 
Ita-Boot kaben ho feen agora daudaun, ka feen ne'ebé 
resente liu hotu?  
Ami hili malu; kazamentu organizadu (jodohkan); nia isin-
rua, tanba ne'e ami tenke kaben 

AMI HILI MALU  ........................................... 1 
KAZAMENTU ORGANIZADU (JODOHKAN)  .. 2 
NIA ISIN RUA, TANBA NE’E AMI  
TENKE KABEN .............................................  4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

110 Agora, ka uluk, Ita-Boot iha feen liu ida iha momentu 
hanesan? Karik sin, feen na’in-hira? (ida-ne’e signifika 
feen hotu-hotu, liuhosi lisan ka igreja) 

 

SÓ IDA DE’IT  ................................................ 1 
FEEN NA’IN-2  .............................................. 2 
FEEN NA’IN-3  .............................................. 3 
FEEN NA’IN-4  .............................................. 4 
FE’EN LIU NA’IN-4  ....................................... 5 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 
 
 

111 Wainhira ita kaben, ita (mane) nia familia fo buat 
ruma/sasan ruma ba ita nia fen nia familia tamba ita 
kaben ho nia? (hanesan barlake, hafolin, bee manas ai 
tukan) 

SIN,BARLAKE (HAFOLIN) .............................. 1 
LAE, LAIHA BARLAKE (HAFOLIN) .................  3 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 
 113 

112 Barlake ne’e fó ona, ka seidauk fó? 
 

FÓ ONA BARLAKE HOTU .............................. 1 
FÓ BALU ONA .............................................. 2 
SEIDAUK FÓ BARLAKE .................................  3 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

113 Sé mak manán rendimentu prinsipál iha Ita-Boot nia uma?  
 
 

 HA’U RASIK ................................................. 1 
FEEN/NAMORADA ......................................  2 
AMI NA'IN RUA MANÁN MONTANTE  
HANESAN  .................................................... 3 
INAN-AMAN ................................................  4 
SELUK  .......................................................... 6 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

114 Ita-Boot serbisu ka manán osan durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA 9 

 
116 

115 Ita-Boot manán osan hira kada fulan? 
 
 
 
 

MENUS HUSI US 30  ..................................... 1 
US 31-100  ................................................... 2 
US 101 – 500 ...............................................  3 
US 501 –1000 ..............................................  4 
US 1001 – 3 000  .......................................... 5 
US 3 000 BA LETEN  ..................................... 6 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

116 Agora/uluk Ita-Boot halo serbisu oinsá? 
 
 

 PROFISIONÁL: POZISAUN SÉNIOR IHA  
GOVERNU, DOUTÓR, ENFERMEIRU,  
PROFESÓR  ................................................... 1 
SERBISU IHA ESKRITÓRIU, SEKRETÁRIU, 
ADMINISTRATIVU .......................................  2 
SERVISU SIRA- HAMOOS NA’IN,  
SEGURANSA,EMA HEIN MEZA ....................  3 
KOMÉRSIU/ HALO NEGÓSIU RASIK  ............. 4 
SERBISU MANUÁL .......................................  5 
AGRIKULTÓR/PESKADÓR ............................  6 
FORSA ARMADA: POLÍSIA, EZÉRSITU NST  ... 7 
KONDUTORA/TAKSISTA ..............................  8 
HALO TRABALLU SEKSU ..............................  9 
NUNKA SERBISU/ESTUDANTE  ................... 10 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .......  99 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
202 

117 Baibain Ita-Boot serbisu durante tinan tomak, tuir 
estasaun ka tempu, dalaruma de’it ka nunka serbisu? 

 DURANTE TINAN TOMAK ...........................  1 
TUIR ESTASAUN KA TEMPU  ........................ 2 
DALARUMA DE’IT  ........................................ 3 
NUNKA SERBISU  .......................................... 4 

 
 
 
202 
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LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

118 Agora, ha'u hakarak lee sai deklarasaun balu kona-ba Ita-
Boot nia situasaun serbisu agora daudaun. Porfavór fó-
hatene ha’u karik Ita-Boot konkorda tebes, konkorda, la 
konkorda, ka, la konkorda tebes ho fraze tuir mai:  

a) Ita-Boot nia situasaun serbisu ka empregu 
baibain estavel 

b) Dala barak Ita-Boot laran-susar ka laran-todan 
tanba laiha serbisu sufisiente 

c) Dala barak Ita-Boot laran-susar ka laran-todan 
tanba laiha rendimentu sufisiente 

d)  
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CK1 SÓ BELE KONTINUA BA 119 KARIK LA SERBISU (114 = 2 ka 117 = 3), SELAE BÁ KEDAS 202  

119 Agora, ha'u hakarak lee sai deklarasaun balu kona-ba Ita-
Boot nia situasaun ne'ebé la serbisu. Porfavór fó-hatene 
ha’u karik Ita-Boot konkorda tebes, konkorda, la 
konkorda, ka, la konkorda tebes ho fraze tuir mai:  
 
 
 
 

a) Dalaruma Ita-Boot sente moe atu hasoru Ita-
Boot nia família tanba Ita-Boot la serbisu.  

b) Ita-Boot gasta tempu barak liu buka serbisu, ka 
barak liu la serbisu  

c) Ita-Boot konsidera atu sai husi Ita-Boot nia 
família tanba Ita-Boot la serbisu. 

d) Dalaruma Ita-Boot hemu alkol (tua) ka hela iha 
li’ur husi uma bainhira Ita-Boot la bele hetan 
serbisu  
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SEKSAUN 2 ESPERIÉNSIA IHA INFÁNSIA 
 
Pergunta tuir mai relasiona ho tempu bainhira Ita-Boot sei ki’ik no Ita-Boot nia família. Pergunta hirak-ne’e sei husu Ita-Boot 
kona-ba Ita-Boot nia moris bainhira sei ki’ik no Ita-Boot nia relasaun ho inan-aman ka ema sira ne'ebé tau matan ba Ita-Boot.  
202 Bainhira Ita-Boot sei ki’ik, bele dehan katak Ita-Boot nia 

aman rasik nunka iha uma, kuaze nunka iha uma ka dala 
barak iha uma? 

NUNKA IHA UMA ......................................... 1 
KUAZE NUNKA IHA UMA  ............................. 2 
DALA BARAK IHA UMA  ................................ 3 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 
 

203 Aleinde Ita-Boot nia aman rasik, iha ka lae mane seluk 
ne'ebé importante iha Ita-Boot nia moris bainhira Ita-Boot 
sei ki’ik? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

 
 
 

 
SEKSAUN 3  ATITUDE SIRA KONA-BA RELASAUN ENTRE MANE NO FETO  

 
Obrigadu ba Ita-Boot nia partisipasaun, ne’ebé la'o ho didi'ak. Agora ha’u sei husu Ita-Boot nia opiniaun kona-ba moris, no 
liuliu kona-ba relasaun entre mane no feto iha sosiedade. Laiha resposta ne'ebé loos ka la loos – ami hakarak hatene de’it 
Ita-Boot nia opiniaun. Porfavór fó-hatene ha’u karik Ita-Boot konkorda tebes, konkorda, la konkorda, ka, la konkorda tebes 
ho deklarasaun hirak tuir mai: 
301  
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a Feto ida nia papél importante liu mak atu tau matan ba 
nia uma no te’in ba nia família.  

1 2 3 4 9 

b Mane sira presiza relasaun seksuál barak liu duké feto 
sira.  

1 2 3 4 9 

c Dalaruma feto merese hetan baku.  
1 2 3 4 9 

d Feto iha responsabilidade atu evita isin-rua.  1 2 3 4 9 
 

e Feto tenke tolera violénsia hodi mantein família nia 
unidade. 

1 2 3 4 
 

9 
9 

f Ita-Boot sei hirus tebes karik Ita-Boot nia feen husu Ita-
Boot atu uza kondom. 

1 2 3 4 9 

g Karik ema ida insulta Ita-Boot, Ita-Boot sei defende Ita-
Boot nia reputasaun no karik presiza, Ita-Boot sei uza 
forsa. 

1 2 3 
 

4 
 

 
9 
 

h Atu sai mane loloos, tenkesér forte. 1 2 3 4 9 
 

 IDEIA SIRA KONA-BA RELASAUN JÉNERU  
Agora ha’u hakarak husu Ita-Boot nia opiniaun relasiona ho deklarasaun balu hodi haree Ita-Boot nia hanoin kona-ba 
relasaun entre mane no feto sira. Porfavór fó-hatene ha’u karik Ita-Boot konkorda tebes, konkorda, la konkorda, ka, la 
konkorda tebes ho deklarasaun hirak tuir mai:  
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303b Ita-Boot hanoin katak feto tenke halo-tuir nia la’en 1 2 3 4 9 
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307b Ita-Boot hanoin katak feto ida labele rejeita atu halo 
relasaun seksuál ho nia la’en. 1 2 3 4 9 

309b Ita-Boot hanoin katak bainhira feto ida hetan violasaun 
seksuál, baibain feto ne'e mak sala tanba nia la evita 
situasaun ne'e  

1 2 3 4 9 

310b Ita-Boot hanoin katak bainhira feto ida la reziste (la fo 
reazen) fizikamente, maka ida-ne’e la'ós violasaun seksuál 

1 2 3 4 9 

310c Ita-Boot hanoin katak ema ne'ebé halo traballu seksu 
labele reklama katak sira ne’e hetan violasaun seksuál, 
tanba ida-ne’e parte husi nia serbisu. 

1 2 3 4 9 

312 Tuir ita-Boot nia hanoin,mane ida iha razaun di’ak atu 
baku nia feen bainhira:  

a. Nia la kompleta serbisu iha uma laran ne’ebe 
halo nia la’en kontente 

b. Nia la halo tuir nia la’en  
c. Nia lakohi halo relasaun seksuál ho nia la’en  
d. Nia la’en deskonfia katak feto ne’e iha relasaun 

ho mane seluk 
e. Nia la’en hatene katak feto ne’e iha relasaun ho 

mane seluk  
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1 
1 
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1 
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SEKSAUN 4 RELASAUN ÍNTIMA 

 
CK1
A 

 KARIK KABEN ONA KA HELA HAMUTUK HO FETO IDA, (103=1 KA 2) KA 104=1 KA 105=1, BÁ KEDAS 402 

401 Ita-Boot halo ona relasaun seksuál ho feto ida (inklui Ita-
Boot nia feen ka namorada ka feto seluk ruma)?  

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 
CK2 

CK 
2A 

SE NUNKA IHA FEEN/NAMORADA (104=2 & 105=2 & 106=2) BÁ KEDAS SECTION 5 
 

 Obrigadu ba Ita-Boot nia partisipasaun, ne’ebé la'o ho didi'ak. Agora ami iha pergunta balu kona-ba Ita-Boot nia relasaun ho 
feen/namorada agora daudaun ka resente liu hotu. Se Ita-Boot iha namorada/feen liu ida, porfavór responde de’it kona-ba 
namorada/feen ida ne'ebé agora daudaun/resente liu hotu. 
403 Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada agora daudaun/resente liu 

hotu, iha tinan hira? 
IDADE (TINAN) ....................................... [ ] [ ] 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ....... 99 

 

404 Agora/uluk Ita-Boot no nia iha nivel edukasaun ne'ebé 
hanesan, ka Ita-Boot iha nivel edukasaun aas liu, ka nia 
iha nivel edukasaun aas liu? 

HANESAN ..................................................... 1 
HA’U IHA NIVEL EDUKASAUN AAS LIU  ........ 2 
NIA IHA NIVEL EDUKASAUN AAS LIU  .......... 3 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

405 Agora/uluk Ita-Boot no nia manán (hetan rendimentu) 
osan ne'ebé hanesan, ka agora/uluk nia manán osan 
boot liu, ka Ita-Boot manan osan boot liu? 

HANESAN ..................................................... 1 
HA’U MANÁN OSAN BOOT LIU  ................... 2 
NIA MANÁN OSAN BOOT LIU  ...................... 3 
RUA NEE HOTU LA HETAN OSAN  ................ 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

CK2
B 

SE RESPONDENTE ULUK, KA AGORA, IHA NAMORADA DE'IT, MAIBÉ LA HELA HAMUTUK (103=3 ka 106=1), BÁ 
KEDAS 411 

406 
 

Iha Ita-Boot nia uma-kain baibain sé mak foti desizaun 
finál kona-ba feto sira-nia saúde iha família laran? Ita-
Boot rasik, Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada, ka imi na’in-rua 
hanesan de’it? 

ITA-BOOT RASIK ........................................... 1 
FEEN/NAMORADA  ...................................... 2 
IMI NA’IN RUA HANESAN DEIT .................... 3 
MEMBRU SELUK HUSI ITA-BOOT NIA  
UMA-KAIN ................................................... 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

407 Iha Ita-Boot nia uma-kain, baibain sé mak foti desizaun 
finál kona-ba Ita-Boot nia oan sira (sira-nia eskola, 
atividade)? Ita-Boot rasik, Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada, 
ka imi na’in rua hanesan de’it? 

ITA-BOOT RASIK ........................................... 1 
FEEN/NAMORADA  ...................................... 2 
IMI NA’IN RUA HANESAN DEIT .................... 3 
MEMBRU SELUK HUSI ITA-BOOT NIA  
UMA-KAIN ................................................... 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 
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408 Sé mak foti desizaun finál kona-ba oinsá Ita-Boot nia 
família gasta osan ba ai-han no roupa? Ita-Boot rasik, Ita-
Boot nia feen/namorada, ka imi na’in rua hanesan de’it? 

ITA-BOOT RASIK ........................................... 1 
FEEN/NAMORADA  ...................................... 2 
IMI NA’IN RUA HANESAN DEIT .................... 3 
MEMBRU SELUK HUSI ITA-BOOT NIA  
UMA-KAIN ................................................... 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

409 Sé mak foti desizaun finál kona-ba oinsá Ita-Boot nia 
família gasta osan ba investimentu boot hanesan sosa 
karreta, uma, ka sasán uma laran ne’ebé karun? 

ITA-BOOT RASIK ........................................... 1 
FEEN/NAMORADA  ...................................... 2 
IMI NA’IN RUA HANESAN DEIT .................... 3 
MEMBRU SELUK HUSI ITA-BOOT NIA  
UMA-KAIN ................................................... 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

411 Iha Ita-Boot nia relasaun ho feen/namorada (agora 
daudaun ka resente liu hotu) imi na’in-rua istori malu 
dala hira? Imi istori malu kuaze nunka, dala balu ka 
beibeik? 

KUAZE NUNKA ............................................. 1 
DALA BALU..................................................  2 
BEIBEIK .......................................................  3 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

Ha’u sei lee sai deklarasaun ruma kona-ba Ita-Boot nia relasaun ho feen/namorada agora daudaun ka resente liu 
hotu, porfavór fó-hatene ha’u karik Ita-Boot konkorda tebes, konkorda, la konkorda, ka la konkorda tebes: 

 

412  
 

 
ESKALA KONTROLU RELASAUN 
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a Bainhira Ita-Boot hakarak halo relasaun seksuál, Ita-Boot 
hein katak Ita-Boot-nia feen/namorada tenki hakarak  

1 2 3 4 9  

b Se Ita-Boot-nia feen/namorada husu Ita-Boot atu uza 
métodu planeamentu familiar, Ita-Boot sei hirus.  

1 2 3 4 9  

c Ita-Boot la husik Ita-Boot-nia feen/namorada hatais 
roupa, uza korrente ka uza kozmétiku hodi nia haree 
di’ak/bonita. 

1 2 3 4 

 

9 

 

 

 
d Ita-Boot iha podér boot liu kona-ba desizaun importante 

sira ne'ebé afeta Ita-Boot sira. 
1 2 3 4 9  

e Ita-Boot fó-hatene Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada kona-ba 
sé de’it mak nia bele vizita/hasoru malu. 

1 2 3 4 9  

f Bainhira Ita-Boot-nia feen/namorada hatais roupa/sasán 
hodi hatudu katak nia bonita, Ita-Boot hanoin katak 
dalaruma nia hakarak dada atensaun husi mane seluk 

1 2 3 4 9  

g Ita-Boot hakarak hatene Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada iha 
ne'ebé kualker momentu. 

1 2 3 4 9  

h Ita-Boot gosta fó-hatene nia katak la’ós nia mesak de’it 
mak bele sai Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada. 

1 2 3 4 9  

Agora ami sei husu pergunta balu tan kona-ba Ita-Boot nia relasaun ho feto sira. Mane balu sente susar atu ko’alia kona-ba 
pergunta hirak-ne’e, no mane balu sente fasil de’it. Keta haluha katak saida de’it mak Ita-Boot ko’alia iha ne’e, só bele uza ba 
objetivu peskiza, no ami sei mantein konfidensialidade maka’as. Ami la hakerek Ita-Boot nia naran, no saida de’it mak Ita-Boot 
ko’alia iha entrevista ne’e, atu oinsá mós labele ligadu ho Ita-Boot, maibé informasaun ne’e SEI ajuda tebes ami hodi 
komprende mane sira-nia moris iha TIMOR-LESTE. Ami hakarak hatene kona-ba Ita-Boot nia relasaun ho feen ka namorada 
agora daudaun, ka KUALKÉR feen ka namorada uluk nian. 
413 Dalaruma Ita-Boot insulta Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada, 

ka ho intensaun halo nia sente la di’ak kona-ba nia an? 
Karik sin, ida-ne'e akontese dala ida de’it, dala 2-3, ka liu 
dala 3? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA DE’IT ...........................................  2 
DALA 2-3  ..................................................... 3 
LIU DALA 3... ................................................ 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 
 

414 Dalaruma Ita-Boot hatún ka hamoe Ita-Boot nia 
feen/namorada iha ema seluk nia oin? Karik sin, ida-ne'e 
akontese dala ida de’it, dala 2-3, ka liu dala 3? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA DE’IT ...........................................  2 
DALA 2-3  ..................................................... 3 
LIU DALA 3. .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 
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415 Dalaruma Ita-Boot halo buat ruma hodi hata’uk ka 
intimida Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada ho intensaun, 
nu’udar ezemplu hateke ba nia, hakilar ka harahun 
sasán? Karik sin, ida-ne'e akontese dala ida de’it, dala 2-
3, ka liu dala 3? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA DE’IT ...........................................  2 
DALA 2-3  ..................................................... 3 
LIU DALA 3. .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

416 Dalaruma Ita-Boot ameasa atu hakanek Ita-Boot nia 
feen/namorada? Karik sin, ida-ne'e akontese dala ida 
de’it, dala 2-3, ka liu dala 3? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA DE’IT ...........................................  2 
DALA 2-3  ..................................................... 3 
LIU DALA 3. .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

417 Dalaruma Ita-Boot hakanek ema ne'ebé importante ba 
Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada, nu’udar dalan atu hakanek 
Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada, ka harahun sasán ne'ebé 
importante ba nia? Karik sin, ida-ne'e akontese dala ida 
de’it, dala 2-3, ka liu dala 3? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA DE’IT ...........................................  2 
DALA 2-3  ..................................................... 3 
LIU DALA 3. .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

CK 3 KARIK RESPONDENTE NUNKA HALO ABUZU EMOSIONÁL BA NIA FEEN/NAMORADA (413, 414, 415, 416 & 417=1) BÁ 
KEDAS 419 

418 Ita-Boot halo asaun ruma ne'ebé temi iha leten durante 
fulan 12 ikus ne’e?  

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  ............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ........ 9 

413≠1 ka 
414≠1  ka 
415≠1  ka 
416≠1  ka 
417 ≠1   

419 Ita-Boot bandu Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada atu hetan 
serbisu, bá serbisu, halo komérsiu ka manán osan? Karik 
sin, ida-ne'e akontese dala ida de’it, dala 2-3, ka liu dala 
3? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA DE’IT ...........................................  2 
DALA 2-3  ..................................................... 3 
LIU DALA 3. .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

420 Ita-Boot foti osan ne'ebé Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada 
manán ona, maski nia lakohi? Karik sin, ida-ne'e akontese 
dala ida de’it, dala 2-3, ka liu dala 3? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA DE’IT ...........................................  2 
DALA 2-3  ..................................................... 3 
LIU DALA 3. .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

421 Ita-Boot duni Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada husi uma? Karik 
sin, ida-ne'e akontese dala ida de’it, dala 2-3, ka liu dala 
3? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA DE’IT ...........................................  2 
DALA 2-3  ..................................................... 3 
LIU DALA 3. .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

422 Ita-Boot rai osan balu husi Ita-Boot nia rendimentu ba 
alkol (tua), tabaku ka sasán seluk ruma ba Ita-Boot rasik, 
maski Ita-Boot hatene katak Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada 
hasoru difikuldade hodi selu despeza uma-kain nian? 
Karik sin, ida-ne'e akontese dala ida de’it, dala 2-3, ka liu 
dala 3? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA DE’IT ...........................................  2 
DALA 2-3  ..................................................... 3 
LIU DALA 3. .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

CK4  KARIK RESPONDENTE NUNKA HALO ABUZU EKONOMIKU BA NIA FEEN/NAMORADA (419, 421 & 422=1) no (420=1 ka 
5), BÁ KEDAS 424 

423 Ita-Boot halo asaun ruma ne'ebé temi iha leten durante 
fulan 12 ikus ne’e?  

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

424 Ita-Boot basa Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada ka tuda/soe 
sasán ruma ne'ebé bele hakanek nia? Karik sin, ida-ne'e 
akontese dala ida de’it, dala 2-3, ka liu dala 3? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA DE’IT ...........................................  2 
DALA 2-3  ..................................................... 3 
LIU DALA 3. .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

419≠1 ka 
(420≠1 no 
420≠5) ka 
421≠1 ka 
422≠1 

425 Ita-Boot dudu ka dudu maka’as Ita-Boot nia 
feen/namorada? Karik sin, ida-ne'e akontese dala ida 
de’it, dala 2-3, ka liu dala 3? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA DE’IT ...........................................  2 
DALA 2-3  ..................................................... 3 
LIU DALA 3. .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 
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426 Ita-Boot baku Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada ho liman ka 
sasán seluk ne'ebé bele hakanek nia? Karik sin, ida-ne'e 
akontese dala ida de’it, dala 2-3, ka liu dala 3? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA DE’IT ...........................................  2 
DALA 2-3  ..................................................... 3 
LIU DALA 3. .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 
 

427 Ita-Boot tebe, rasta, baku, buti kakorok ka sunu Ita-Boot 
nia feen/namorada? Karik sin, ida-ne'e akontese dala ida 
de’it, dala 2-3, ka liu dala 3? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA DE’IT ...........................................  2 
DALA 2-3  ..................................................... 3 
LIU DALA 3. .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 
 

428 Ita-Boot ameasa atu uza, ka uza duni, kilat, katana, tudik 
ka arma seluk hasoru Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada? Karik 
sin, ida-ne'e akontese dala ida de’it, dala 2-3, ka liu dala 
3? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA DE’IT ...........................................  2 
DALA 2-3  ..................................................... 3 
LIU DALA 3. .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 
 

CK 5 KARIK RESPONDENTE NUNKA HALO ABUZU FÍZIKU BA NIA FEEN/NAMORADA (424, 425, 426, 427 & 428=1) BÁ 
KEDAS S5 

 
429 Ita-Boot halo asaun ruma ne'ebé temi iha leten durante 

fulan 12 ikus ne’e?  
SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

424≠1 ka 
425≠1 ka 
426≠1 ka 
427≠1 ka 
428≠1 
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SEKSAUN 5 PATERNIDADE 

 
CK 6 KARIK RESPONDENTE NUNKA HALO RELASAUN SEKSUÁL HO FETO IDA (401 = 2), BÁ KEDAS 601 
Ami hatene katak susar atu responde ba pergunta balu husi lista iha leten. Obrigadu ba Ita-Boot nia asisténsia, Ita-Boot nia 
resposta sira importante tebes. Pergunta sira tuir mai relasiona ho Ita-Boot no Ita-Boot nia oan rasik, ka labarik sira ne'ebé Ita-
Boot adota (foti no hakiak) ona, ka labarik sira ne'ebé hela hamutuk ho Ita-Boot, mézmuke sira la'ós Ita-Boot nia oan rasik ka 
oan legál. 
501 Ita-Boot iha oan rasik na’in-hira?  

NÚMERU LABARIK ...............................[   ][   ] 
LAIHA  ........................................................ 00 
 

 
511 

502 Ita-Boot nia oan rasik ho tinan ki’ik liu iha tinan hira? IDADE (TINAN) .....................................[   ][   ] 
KARIK MENUS HUSI TINAN 1 HAKEREK...  ‘00’ 
 

 

503 Ita-Boot nia oan rasik ho tinan boot liu iha tinan hira? IDADE (TINAN) .....................................[   ][   ] 
KARIK MENUS HUSI TINAN 1 HAKEREK...  ‘00’ 
SE IHA OAN IDA DE’IT, HAKEREK IDADE NE’EBÉ 
HANESAN HO PERGUNTA ANTERIÓR  

 

504 Ita-Boot iha oan rasik ho idade menus husi tinan 18 
ne’ebé la hela hamutuk ho Ita-Boot? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA   ........ 9 

 
506 

505 Dala hira Ita-Boot fó osan ba sira-nia alimentasaun? KADA FULAN ................................................ 1 
LIU DALA 3 TINAN IDA ...............................   2 
DALA 1-2 TINAN IDA  ................................... 3 
LA TO’O DALA 1 TINAN IDA .......................   4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

504=1 

505a Ha’u hakarak husu Ita-Boot kona-ba dala ikus Ita-Boot nia 
feen/namorada isin-rua. Karik, iha momentu nia isin-rua, 
Ita-Boot hakarak nia isin-rua iha momentu ne’e duni, ka 
hakarak hein uitoan, ka Ita-Boot lakohi iha oan (tan), ka 
Ita-Boot la preokupa ba situasaun hirak-ne’e hotu? 

HA’U HAKARAK IHA MOMENTU NE’E 
 DUNI ........................................................... 1 
HA’U HAKARAK HEIN UITOAN  .................... 2 
HA'U LAKOHI IHA OAN (ADISIONÁL)  ..........  3 
HA'U LA PREOKUPADU IHA SITUASAUN  
HIRA-NE’E HOTU  ......................................... 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

506 Ita-Boot iha oin (marka prezensa) bainhira Ita-Boot nia oan 
ikus moris mai?  

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

510 Ita-Boot akompaña inan (sira) husi Ita-Boot nia oan ba 
konsulta pré-natal durante nia isin-rua dala ikus, ka isin-rua 
agora nian?f 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
N/A NIA LA HALO KONSULTA PRÉ-NATAL ...  3 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

511 Ita-Boot iha oan (rasik ka seluk) ho idade menus husi tinan 
18 ne'ebé hela hamutuk ho Ita-Boot? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 
601 

512 karik  511=1 

512 Agora ami hakarak husu pergunta balu kona-ba dala hira 
mak Ita-Boot halo atividade ruma ho labarik sira ne'ebé 
menus husi tinan 18 ne'ebé hela iha Ita-Boot nia uma. 
Porfavór indika karik buat tuir mai ne’e akontese: nunka, 
dala balu, dala barak ka beibeik: 
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a Dala hira mak Ita-Boot halimar ka halo atividade ho 
labarik sira? 1 2 3 4 9  

b Dala hira mak Ita-Boot ko’alia kona-ba kestaun pesoál ho 
labarik sira, hanesan sira-nia relasaun, preokupasaun ka 
sentimentu? 

1 2 3 4 9  

c Dala hira mak Ita-Boot ajuda labarik sira halo sira-nia 
traballu-de-kaza (husi eskola)?  1 2 3 4 9  

d Dala hira mak Ita-Boot fó kastigu ba sira ho basa ka baku?  1 2 3 4 9  
e Dala hira mak Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada fó kastigu ba 

sira ho basa ka baku? 
NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA BALU  .................................................. 2 
DALA BARAK ...............................................  3 
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BEIBEIK   ....................................................... 4 
N/A, LAIHA FEEN/NAMORADA ...................  5 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 
 

SEKSAUN 6 SAÚDE NO BEIN-ESTÁR  
 

ESKALA TRAUMA INFÁNSIA NIAN 
Agora ha'u sei husu pergunta balu kona-ba tempu bainhira Ita-Boot sei ki’ik no foin-sa’e, liuliu husi momentu Ita-Boot moris-
mai to’o tinan 18. Porfavór keta haluha katak ami sei mantein konfidensialidade maka’as ba buat hotu ne'ebé Ita-Boot 
hatete, no informasaun ne’e sei ajuda tebes ami komprende mane sira-nia moris, hanesan Ita-Boot nian. 
 
Ha’u sei lee sai deklarasaun balu ba Ita-Boot, no ha'u hakarak hatene dala hira mak akontesimentu ne'ebé deskreve iha 
deklarasaun hirak-ne’e akontese ba Ita-Boot – nunka, dala balu, dala barak ka beibeik. 
601  
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a Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot laiha hahán sufisiente  1 2 3 4 9  
b Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot hela iha uma-kain 

oioin iha tempu oioin  
1 2 3 4 9  

c Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot haree ka rona Ita-Boot 
nia inan hetan baku husi nia la’en ka namoradu 

1 2 3 4 9  

d Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 ema ruma husi Ita-Boot nia 
família fó-hatene Ita-Boot katak Ita-Boot baruk-teen ka 
beik-teen ka fraku  

1 2 3 4 9  

e Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 ema ida lamas Ita-Boot nia 
kidun ka órgaun jenitál ka obriga Ita-Boot lamas nia maski 
Ita-Boot lakohi  

1 2 3 4 9  

f Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 ema ruma husi Ita-Boot nia 
família insulta ka hamoe Ita-Boot iha ema seluk nia oin  

1 2 3 4 9  

g Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot hetan baku iha uma 
laran ho sintu ka ai ka xikote ka sasán seluk ruma ne'ebé 
toos 

1 2 3 4 9  

h Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot halo relasaun seksuál 
ho feto ida ne'ebé boot liu tinan lima resin husi Ita-Boot 

1 2 3 4 9  

i Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot nia inan ka aman, ka 
sira na’in-rua hotu, lanu demais ka drogadu demais ho 
nune’e sira labele tau matan ba Ita-Boot 

1 2 3 4 9  

j Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot hetan baku maka’as 
tebes iha uma laran ne'ebé halo isin mean ka metan  

1 2 3 4 9  

k Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot  pasa tempu balu iha 
li’ur husi uma no adultu sira hotu iha uma laran lahatene 
Ita-Boot iha ne'ebé  

1 2 3 4 9  

l Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot halo relasaun seksuál 
ho ema ida tanba Ita-Boot hetan ameasa ka ta’uk ka tanba 
iha obrigasaun  

1 2 3 4 9  

m Molok Ita-Boot iha tinan 18 Ita-Boot hetan baku ka kastigu 
fíziku iha eskola husi profesór ka xefe eskola nian. 

1 2 3 4 9  

602 Karik Ita-Boot hetan intimidasaun, goza ka asédiu 
(pelecahan) iha eskola ka iha bairru bainhira Ita-Boot sei 
ki’ik/joven? Bele dehan nunka, dala balu, dala barak ka 
beibeik? 

1 2 3 4 9  

603 Ita-Boot halo intimidasaun, goza ka asédiu (pelecahan) ba 
ema seluk? 

1 2 3 4 9  

Pergunta sira tuir mai relasiona ho Ita-Boot nia saúde agora daudaun. 
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604 Jeralmente, oinsá Ita-Boot nia saúde tomak, bele dehan 
exelente, di’ak, natoon, la di’ak ka aat? 

EXELENTE ..................................................... 1 
DI’AK  ........................................................... 2 
NATOON  ..................................................... 3 
LA DI’AK ......................................................  4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

605 Horibainhira dala ikus Ita-Boot buka servisu saúde iha 
klínika ka ospitál ba Ita-Boot rasik, inklui matan-dook ka 
ema ne’ebé halo ai-moruk tradisionál? 

IHA SEMANA 4 IKUS NE’E  ........................... 1 
IHA FULAN 3 IKUS NE’E  ............................... 2 
IHA TINAN IDA IKUS NE’E  ............................ 3 
ENTRE TINAN 1-2 LIUBÁ   ............................. 4 
ENTRE TINAN 3-5 LIUBÁ .............................. 5 
LA HALO IHA TINAN LIMA IKUS NE’E KA  
NUNKA  ........................................................ 6 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9  

 

Perguntas tuir mai refere ba difikuldade ruma Ita-Boot bele enfrenta bainhira Ita-Boot halo atividade ruma tanba PROBLEMA 
SAÚDE. 
T201
a 

Susar ba Ita-Boot atu haree, mézmuke uza ókulu? LAE – LA SUSAR ............................................ 1 
SIN – SUSAR UITOAN ..................................  2 
SIN – SUSAR TEBES  ..................................... 3 
LA HAREE IDA............................................... 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

T201
b 

Susar ba Ita-Boot atu rona, mézmuke uza aparellu rona 
nian? 

LAE – LA SUSAR ............................................ 1 
SIN – SUSAR UITOAN ..................................  2 
SIN – SUSAR TEBES  ..................................... 3 
LA RONA IDA ................................................ 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

T201
c 

Susar ba Ita-Boot atu la’o ka sa’e eskada? LAE – LA SUSAR ............................................ 1 
SIN – SUSAR UITOAN ..................................  2 
SIN – SUSAR TEBES  ..................................... 3 
LABELE IDA .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

T201
d 

Susar ba Ita-Boot atu hanoin-hikas ka konsentra? LAE – LA SUSAR ............................................ 1 
SIN – SUSAR UITOAN ..................................  2 
SIN – SUSAR TEBES  ..................................... 3 
LABELE IDA .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

T201
e 

Susar ba Ita-Boot (atu atende ba Ita-Boot nia an rasik) 
hodi hariis isin-lolon tomak ka hatais roupa?  

LAE – LA SUSAR ............................................ 1 
SIN – SUSAR UITOAN ..................................  2 
SIN – SUSAR TEBES  ..................................... 3 
LABELE IDA .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

T201
f 

Bainhira ko’alia Ita-Boot nia lian baibain (kostumeira), 
susar atu komunika, nu’udar ezemplu atu hatene, ka halo 
ema seluk hatene Ita-Boot? 

LAE – LA SUSAR ............................................ 1 
SIN – SUSAR UITOAN ..................................  2 
SIN – SUSAR TEBES  ..................................... 3 
LABELE IDA .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

Ha'u hakarak husu pergunta balu ba Ita-Boot kona-ba Ita-Boot nia sentimentu durante semana ida ikus ne’e. Ha'u sei lee sai 
deklarasaun balu no husu Ita-Boot fó-hatene ha’u durante loron hira Ita-Boot iha sentimentu ka ideia partikulár ka karik Ita-
Boot laiha sentimentu/ideia hanesan ne’e. Iha opsaun haat: kuaze nunka ka nunka, dala ruma ka tempu uitoan de’it, tempu 
natoon, ka kuaze sempre ka tempu tomak.  
606  
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a Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot preokupa kona-ba 
buat ruma ne'ebé baibain Ita-Boot la preokupa 

1 2 3 4 9  

e Durante semana ida ikus ne’e susar atu konsentra/fokus 
ba saida mak Ita-Boot halo daudaun  

1 2 3 4 9  

f Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot sente laran todan 1 2 3 4 9  
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g Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot sente katak buat 
hotu ne'ebé Ita-Boot halo presiza esforsu boot 

1 2 3 4 9  

h Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot iha esperansa 
pozitiva kona-ba futuru  

1 2 3 4 9  

j Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot sente ta’uk 1 2 3 4 9  
k Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot toba la hakmatek 1 2 3 4 9  
l Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot sente haksolok 1 2 3 4 9  
n Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot sente mesamesak 1 2 3 4 9  

t Durante semana ida ikus ne’e Ita-Boot laiha motivasaun  1 2 3 4 9  

607 Obrigadu ba Ita-Boot nia resposta sira. Agora ha’u 
hakarak Ita-Boot hanoin kona-ba Ita-Boot nia esperiénsia 
dezde moris to'o agora. Ita-Boot hanoin atu oho an? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 
611a 

608 Ita-Boot koko atu oho an? SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

607=1 

609 Durante semana haat ikus ne’e, Ita-Boot hanoin atu oho 
an? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

608=1 

611 Agora, ha’u sei lee sai deklarasaun balu no ha'u hakarak 
hatene oinsá deklarasaun sira hanesan ne’e duni ba Ita-
Boot kalae. Opsaun sira hanesan tuir mai: la deskreve Ita-
Boot, ladún deskreve Ita-Boot, natoon de’it, deskreve Ita-
Boot ho di’ak, deskreve Ita-Boot ho di’ak tebes. LEE SAI 
OPSAUN SIRA 
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a Dala barak Ita-Boot iha sentimentu ne'ebé nakonu ho 
domin, no preokupadu ba ema sira iha situasaun susar liu 
kompara ho Ita-Boot. 1 2 3 4 9 

b Bainhira Ita-Boot haree ema ida aproveita ema seluk, Ita-
Boot hakarak fó protesaun ba ema ne’e (vítima). 1 2 3 4 9 

c Dala barak Ita-Boot sente emosionadu tanba 
akontesimentu ne'ebé Ita-Boot haree  1 2 3 4 9 

d Ita-Boot sei deskreve an nu’udar ema ne'ebé laran-
mamar ka laran-maus. 1 2 3 4 9 
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SEKSAUN 7 POLÍTIKA SIRA 

 
Iha seksaun ida-ne’e ami sei husu pergunta kona-ba Ita-Boot nia koñesimentu kona-ba lei no polítika balu. 
703a Iha Ita-Boot nia nasaun, bele soe-malu? SIN  .............................................................. 1 

LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LA HATENE  .................................................. 3 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

705 Tuir lei, bainhira mane ida obriga nia feen halo relasaun 
seksuál maski nia lakohi, mane ne’e halo krime ka lae 
(bele hatún multa ba mane ne’e ka hatama nia ba 
komarka)? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LA HATENE  .................................................. 3 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

706 Iha lei ruma iha Ita-Boot nia nasaun kona-ba violénsia 
kontra feto?  
 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LA HATENE  .................................................. 3 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 
710 
710 

707 Relasiona ho lei sira kona-ba violénsia kontra feto, Ita-
Boot konkorda tebes, konkorda, la konkorda ka la 
konkorda tebes ho deklarasaun sira tuir mai: 
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a Polítika sira ne’e fasilita liu feto atu hato’o akuzasaun 
katak mane halo violénsia  

1 2 3 4 5 9 

b Polítika sira ne’e fó kastigu todan liu 1 2 3 4 5 9 

c Polítika sira ne’e fó kastigu kmaan liu 1 2 3 4 5 9 
d Polítika sira ne’e la fó protesaun sufisiente ba vítima 

violénsia 
1 2 3 4 5 9 

710 Ita-Boot dala ruma rona kona-ba kampaña ka atividade 
ruma iha Ita-Boot nia komunidade ka serbisu-fatin ne'ebé 
ko’alia kona-ba prevensaun violénsia kontra feto? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

711 Ita-Boot haree anúnsiu ka avizu servisu públiku iha 
televizaun kona-ba violénsia kontra feto?  

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

712 Ita-Boot partisipa iha atividade ruma (sesaun grupu, 
reuniaun/komísiu, nst) iha Ita-Boot nia komunidade ka 
serbisu-fatin kona-ba violénsia kontra feto? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 
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SEKSAUN 8 PERGUNTA FINÁL (RESPONDENTE SEI HALO RASIK)  

 
PERGUNTA & KATEGORIZASAUN KATEGORIA BA KODIFIKASAUN  BÁ 

KEDAS 
 
800a Saida mak ita-nia kór favoritu? AZÚL  ........................................................... 1 

MEAN  ............................................................. 2 
KÓR-MATAK/VERDE ......................................  3 
KINUR .............................................................  4 
KÓR-SABRAKA................................................  5 
KÓR ROXU  ...................................................... 6 
METAN  ........................................................... 7 
KORDEROZA  ................................................... 8 
MUTIN............................................................  9 
KÓR-KAFÉ  ..................................................... 10 
KÓR-SINZA  ................................................... 11 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ........ 12 

 

800a Saida mak ita-nia kór favoritu? AZÚL  ........................................................... 1 
MEAN  ............................................................. 2 
KÓR-MATAK/VERDE ......................................  3 
KINUR .............................................................  4 
KÓR-SABRAKA................................................  5 
KÓR ROXU  ...................................................... 6 
METAN  ........................................................... 7 
KORDEROZA  ................................................... 8 
MUTIN............................................................  9 
KÓR-KAFÉ  ..................................................... 10 
KÓR-SINZA …................................................. 11 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA ........  12 

 

 
Pergunta sira tuir mai sei husu Ita-Boot kona-ba saida mak Ita-Boot dalaruma halo durante vida tomak, dezde labarik to’o 
agora. Pergunta sira husu Ita-Boot halo atividade oioin dala hira. Dalaruma sei difisil ba Ita-Boot atu responde ba pergunta 
hirak-ne’e, maibé ami hein katak Ita-Boot sente konfortavel atu responde ho maneira nakloke. Peskiza ne’e importante 
tebes nu’udar esforsu ida hodi komprende mane sira-nia moris iha Timor-Leste.  
 
Ita-Boot rasik sei prienxe pergunta sira tuir mai iha kestionáriu ne’e iha komputadór ki’ik ne'ebé kaer iha liman, ho gravasaun 
audio ne’ebé lee sai pergunta sira no resposta sira ne'ebé disponivel. Ha’u prontu atu fó tulun karik Ita-Boot iha difikuldade 
ruma hodi prienxe kestionáriu ne’e ka karik iha buat ruma ne'ebé Ita-Boot la komprende.  
 
Ha’u sei la haree oinsá Ita-Boot responde ba pergunta sira, exetu Ita-Boot husu ha'u atu halo nune’e, no ha’u sei la haree 
levantamentu depoizde kompletu ona, ho nune'e laiha ema ida ne'ebé sei hatene katak Ita-Boot hato'o informasaun partikulár 
ba ami. Ami organiza kestionáriu ne’e hodi proteje Ita-Boot nia privasidade tanba ami hakarak Ita-Boot sente konfortavel atu 
responde ba pergunta sira. 
 
800b Ita-Boot responde ona ba pergunta ida ne’e maibé bele 

konfirma se karik Ita-Boot halo ona relasaun seksuál ho feto 
ida ka lae/seidauk? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  ............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA ........  9 

 

CK 7 KARIK RESPONDENTE NUNKA HALO RELASAUN SEKSUÁL HO FETO IDA (800a = 2), BÁ KEDAS 812 
801 Oinsá Ita-Boot bele deskreve Ita-Boot nia relasaun seksuál 

ho Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada prinsipál? 
SATISFATÓRIU TEBES .................................. 1 
SATISFATÓRIU  ............................................ 2 
LA SATISFATÓRIU  ....................................... 3 
LA SATISFATÓRIU TEBES  ............................. 4 
N/A – LAIHA FEEN/NAMORADA PRINSIPÁL .5 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA ........  9 

 
Husu 
karik 
800b=1 
 
 
 

803 Ikus liu Ita-Boot halo relasaun seksuál ho sé? FEEN/NAMORADA PRINSIPÁL ..................... 1 
FEEN/NAMORADA SELUK  ........................... 2 
EMA NE'EBÉ HA'U HALO RELASAUN  
SEKSUÁLHO NIA DALA IDA DE’IT  ................ 3 
KOLEGA  ...................................................... 4 

Husu 
karik 
800b=1 
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EIS-FEEN/NAMORADA  ................................ 5 
EMA NE'EBÉ HALO TRABALLU SEKSU KA 
 EMA NE'EBÉ HA'U SELU HODI HALO  
RELASAUN SEKSUÁL  ................................... 6 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ........ 9 

804 Dala hira mak Ita-Boot uza kondom bainhira halo relasaun 
seksuál durante tinan ida ikus ne’e?  

NUNKA ........................................................ 1 
DALARUMA  ................................................ 2 
BARAK LIU  .................................................. 3 
SEMPRE ......................................................  4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA ........  9 

Husu 
karik 
800b=1 
 

805 Inklui feen, namorada no mós ema sira seluk, Ita-Boot 
halo relasaun seksuál ho ema na’in-hira durante tinan ida 
ikus ne’e?  

EMA NA’IN-1 ............................................... 1 
EMA NA’IN-2 KA 3  ...................................... 2 
EMA NA’IN-4-10  ......................................... 3 
EMA NA’IN-11-20 .......................................  4 
EMA NA’IN-20 RESIN  .................................. 5 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ........ 9 

Husu 
karik 
800b=1 
 

806 Ita-Boot halo relasaun seksuál ho ema na’in-hira ne'ebé 
diferente durante Ita-Boot nia VIDA TOMAK? Porfavór 
inklui ema hotu-hotu, inklui Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada, 
namorada la regulár no ema ne'ebé traballu seksu.  

EMA NA’IN-1 ............................................... 1 
EMA NA’IN-2 KA 3  ...................................... 2 
EMA NA’IN-4-10  ......................................... 3 
EMA NA’IN-11-20 .......................................  4 
EMA NA’IN-21-50  ....................................... 5 
EMA NA’IN-50 RESIN  .................................. 6 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA ........  9  

Husu 
karik 
800b=1 
 

809 Pesoál saúde fó-hatene Ita-Boot katak Ita-Boot hetan 
moras ida ne'ebé tranzmite seksualmente? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  ............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA ........  9 

Husu 
karik 
800b=1 
 

810 Bainhira mak ikus liu Ita-Boot halo teste HIV? IHA FULAN 12 NIA LARAN ........................... 1 
TINAN 1-5 LIUBÁ ........................................  2 
LIU TINAN 5 LIUBÁ  ..................................... 3 
NUNKA HALO TESTE ...................................  4  
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ........ 9 

Husu 
karik 
800b=1 
 

Mane sira dala barak fó prezente ba sira-nia feen ka namorada ka fó osan ba feto ida ne'ebé sira halo relasaun 
seksuál hamutuk. Dalaruma mane sira fó prezente ida no ita hatene katak dalaruma feto sira kontinua iha relasaun 
ho ita ka konkorda atu halo relasaun seksuál ho ita tanba sira hatene katak ita sei fó osan ka prezente.  

 

811 Porfavór hanoin kona-ba feto ka labarik feto ne'ebé halo 
relasaun seksuál ho Ita-Boot, inklui sira ne'ebé halo dala 
ida de’it. Husi feto sira ne’e, iha ema ida ne'ebé hamutuk 
ho Ita-Boot tanba nia hanoin katak Ita-Boot sei halo, ka 
Ita-Boot halo duni, buat ruma husi lista tuir mai: 

a) Fó nia droga, serveja, hahán, kozmétiku, roupa, 
telemovel, transporte ka buat seluk ne'ebé nia 
rasik labele sosa 

b) Fó hela-fatin ida ba nia 
c) Fó sasán ka halo buat ruma ba nia oan sira ka 

família 
d) Fó osan hodi selu nia konta ka kustu eskola  

 
SIN 

 
 
 
 

 
1 
 
 

1 
1 
 

1 

 
LAE 

 
 

 
 
 

2 
 
 

2 
2 
 

2 
 

LAKOHI 
RESPONDE/ 
LAIHA RESPOSTA 

 
 
 
 

9 
 
 

9 
9 
 

9 

Husu 
karik 
800b=1 

 

812 Ita-Boot halo relasaun seksuál ho prostituta ka ema 
ne'ebé halo traballu seksu?  
 
 

SIN,HO FETO NE’EBÉ HALO TRABALLU 
SEKSU .........................................................  1 
SIN,HO MANE NE’EBE HALO TRABALLU  
SEKSU  ......................................................... 2 
SIN,HO EMA TRANSJENERU NE’EBÉ  
HALO TRABALLU SEKSU(MANE HATAIS  
ROPA FETO) ................................................  3 
LAE  ............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ........ 9 

 
815 

Pergunta sira tuir mai relasiona ho atividade ne'ebé dalaruma Ita-Boot halo ho feto sira ne'ebé sai Ita-Boot nia namorada/feen 
agora daudaun ka uluk. Pergunta sira tuir mai husu kona-ba Ita-Boot nia vida tomak, inklui bainhira Ita-Boot sei ki’ik. Porfavór 
responde ba pergunta hirak-ne'e ho maneira nakloke, ami hakarak hatene barak liu kona-ba mane sira-nia hahalok. Keta 
haluha katak saida de’it mak Ita-Boot hatete iha ne’e, atu oinsá mós labele ligadu ho Ita-Boot. 
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815  
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a Ita-Boot obriga Ita-Boot nia feen ka namorada atu halo 
relasaun seksuál ho Ita-Boot maski nia lakohi? 1 2 3 4 9 

b Ita-Boot halo relasaun seksuál ho Ita-Boot nia feen ka 
namorada agora daudaun ka uluk nian bainhira Ita-Boot 
hatene katak nia lakohi maibé Ita-Boot hanoin katak nia 
tenke konkorda tanba nia Ita-Boot nia feen/namorada? 

1 2 3 4 9 

c Ita-Boot obriga Ita-Boot nia feen ka namorada agora 
daudaun ka uluk nian atu haree pornografia bainhira nia 
lakohi? 

1 2 3 4 9 

d Ita-Boot obriga Ita-Boot nia feen ka namorada agora 
daudaun ka uluk nian hodi halo asaun seksuál seluk ruma, 
aleinde relasaun seksuál, ne'ebé nia lakohi halo? 

1 2 3 4 9 

CK 8 KARIK RESPONDENTE NUNKA OBRIGA FEEN KA NAMORADA ATU HALO RELASAUN SEKSUÁL SEIN 
KONSENTIMENTU (815a&b =1) BÁ KEDAS 815f 

e Ita-Boot halo asaun ruma husi lista refere durante fulan 12 
ikus ne’e? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  ............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ........ 9 

 

Pergunta sira tuir mai relasiona ho asaun balu ne’ebé Ita-Boot dalaruma halo ho feto sira ne'ebé la'ós Ita-Boot nia feen ka 
namorada. Pergunta sira tuir mai husu kona-ba Ita-Boot nia vida tomak, inklui bainhira Ita-Boot sei ki’ik oan. 
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f Ita-Boot obriga feto ida ne'ebé la'ós Ita-Boot nia feen ka 
namorada iha momentu ne'ebá atu halo relasaun seksuál ho 
Ita-Boot? 

1 2 3 9  

g Ita-Boot halo relasaun seksuál ho feto ka labarik feto ida 
ne'ebé nia lanu demais ka drogadu demais atu hatete nia 
hakarak ka lakohi? 

1 2 3 9  

h Ita-Boot no mane seluk halo relasaun seksuál ho feto ida 
iha momentu hanesan bainhira nia la hatán atu halo 
relasaun seksuál, ka Ita-Boot obriga nia? 

1 2 3 9  

i Ita-Boot no mane seluk halo relasaun seksuál ho feto ida 
iha momentu hanesan bainhira feto ne’e lanu demais ka 
drogadu demais hodi hapara Ita-Boot? 

1 2 3 9  

CK 9 KARIK RESPONDENTE NUNKA OBRIGA FETO KA LABARIK FETO IDA NE'EBÉ LA'ÓS NIA FEEN KA NAMORADA ATU 
HALO RELASAUN SEKSUÁL SEIN KONSENTIMENTU (815f-i=1) BÁ KEDAS CK 10 (819a) 

816 Ita-Boot halo asaun ruma husi lista refere (obriga feto ka 
labarik feto atu halo relasaun seksuál) durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  ............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA ........  9 

 

CK 
10 

KARIK RESPONDENTE NUNKA OBRIGA FETO KA LABARIK FETO IDA ATU HALO RELASAUN SEKSUÁL SEIN 
KONSENTIMENTU (815a-b=1 &815f-i=1) BÁ KEDAS 819a  

817 Relasiona ho Ita-Boot nia vida tomak, iha feto ka labarik 
feto hamutuk hira ne'ebé Ita-Boot obriga atu halo 
relasaun seksuál, ka Ita-Boot halo relasaun seksuál ho sira 
bainhira sira la hatán? 

FETO NA’IN-1  ............................................. 1 
FETO NA’IN- 2 – 3 .......................................  2 
FETO NA’IN- 4 – 5  ......................................  3 
FETO NA’IN- 6 – 10  ....................................  4 
LIU FETO NA’IN-10  ....................................  5 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA ........  9 

 

818 Ita-Boot tinan hira bainhira ba dala uluk obriga feto ka 
labarik feto ida atu halo relasaun seksuál, ka Ita-Boot halo 
relasaun seksuál bainhira nia la hatán? 
 

MENUS HUSI TINAN 15 ............................... 1 
TINAN 15 -19  .............................................. 2 
TINAN 20-29  ............................................... 3 
TINAN 30-39   .............................................. 4 
TINAN 40 BA LETEN  .................................... 5 
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LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ........ 9 

819  
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a Ita-Boot halo asaun seksuál ruma ho labarik mane ka 
mane ida bainhira nia la hatán, ka Ita-Boot obriga nia? 

1 2 3 9 

b Ita-Boot halo asaun seksuál ruma ho labarik mane ka 
mane ida, iha ne'ebé Ita-Boot hatama Ita-Boot nia 
penis/sasan lulik iha nia ibun ka anus/kidung bainhira nia 
la hatán ka Ita-Boot obriga nia? 

1 2 3 9 

c Ita-Boot no mane seluk halo relasaun seksuál ho mane ida 
iha momentu hanesan bainhira nia la hatán atu halo 
relasaun seksuál ka Ita-Boot obriga nia? 

1 2 3 9 

CK 
11 

KARIK RESPONDENTE NUNKA OBRIGA LABARIK MANE KA MANE ATU HALO RELASAUN SEKSUÁL SEIN 
KONSENTIMENTU (819a- c=1) BÁ KEDAS CK 12  

820 Ita-Boot halo asaun ruma husi lista refere (obriga mane ka 
labarik mane atu halo relasaun seksuál) durante fulan 12 ikus 
ne’e? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  ............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ........ 9 

 

821 Relasiona ho Ita-Boot nia vida tomak, iha mane ka labarik 
mane hamutuk hira ne'ebé Ita-Boot obriga atu halo atividade 
seksuál? 

MANE NA’IN-1  ............................................ 1 
MANE NA’IN- 2 – 3 .....................................  2 
MANE NA’IN- 4 – 5  ..................................... 3 
MANE NA’IN- 6 –10  .................................... 4 
LIU MANE NA’IN-10 .................................... 5 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA ........  9 

 

822 Ita-Boot tinan hira bainhira ba dala uluk obriga mane ka 
labarik mane ida atu halo atividade seksuál? 
 

MENUS HUSI TINAN 15 ............................... 1 
TINAN 15 -19  .............................................. 2 
TINAN 20-29  ............................................... 3 
TINAN 30-39   .............................................. 4 
TINAN 40 BA LETEN  .................................... 5 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ........ 9 

 

CK 
12 

KARIK RESPONDENTE NUNKA OBRIGA EMA RUMA ATU HALO RELASAUN SEKSUÁL SEIN KONSENTIMENTU (815a & 
815f-i & 819a-c = 1) BÁ KEDAS 825 

823 Ami hakarak Ita-Boot hanoin kona-ba dala ikus Ita-Boot obriga feto ka mane ida atu halo relasaun seksuál maski nia 
lakohi. Ami hakarak hatene razaun sira ba Ita-Boot nia hahalok. Relasiona ho deklarasaun sira tuir mai, porfavór fó-
hatene ami karik Ita-Boot konkorda tebes, konkorda, la konkorda ka la konkorda tebes katak deklarasaun ne’e 
esplika Ita-Boot nia hahalok. 
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a Ita-Boot hirus nia 1 2 3 4 9  
b Ita-Boot hakarak fó kastigu ba nia 1 2 3 4 9  
c Ita-Boot iha atrasaun seksuál (terangsang) ba nia 1 2 3 4 9  
d Ita-Boot baruk hela 1 2 3 4 9  
e Ita-Boot hakarak halo relasaun seksuál  1 2 3 4 9  
f Ita-Boot hakarak hatudu katak Ita-Boot bele halo ida-ne'e  1 2 3 4 9  
g Ita-Boot hakarak diverte an/halo kontenti an (ka 

menghibur diri) 
1 2 3 4 9  

h Ita-Boot hemu ona tua/lanu 1 2 3 4 9  
824 Ita-Boot hetan konsekuénsia saida de’it husi lista tuir mai bainhira 

obriga feto ka mane ida atu halo relasaun bainhira nia la hatán? 
SIN LAE LAKOHI 

RESPONDE/ 
LAIHA 

RESPOSTA 

 

a Preokupa tebes katak ema seluk sei hatene 1 2 9 
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b Sente sala 1 2 9 
c Kastigu husi Ita-Boot nia família/kolega sira 1 2 9 
d Ameasa husi ema ruma ne'ebé apoia nia 1 2 9 
e Violénsia husi ema ida ne'ebé halo vingansa hodi nia naran  1 2 9 
f Polísia kaer Ita-Boot maibé la lori Ita-Boot ba tribunál 1 2 9 
g Polísia kaer Ita-Boot no lori Ita-Boot ba tribunál 1 2 9 
h Polísia kaer Ita-Boot, julga Ita-Boot iha tribunál no Ita-Boot tama 

komarka 
1 2 9 

i Tenke selu kompensasaun ba vítima nia família 1 2 9 
j Tenke husu deskulpa ba vítima 1 2 9 
k Iha obrigasaun atu kaben ho vítima 1 2 9 
l Laiha konsekuénsia  1 2 9 
m Tenke tuur hamutuk ho lia-na’in iha komunidade no ko’alia kona-ba 

saida mak Ita-Boot halo ona 
1 2 9 

825 Dala hira mak Ita-Boot envolve iha baku-malu no uza 
tudik, katana, kilat ka arma seluk? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA  ..................................................... 2 
DALA 2-3 .....................................................  3 
LIU DALA 3  .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

826 Dala hira mak Ita-Boot partisipa iha gang?  NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
DALA IDA  ..................................................... 2 
DALA 2-3 .....................................................  3 
LIU DALA 3  .................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

827 Ita-Boot iha kro’at ka kilat?  SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

828 Polísia kaer Ita-Boot tanba razaun ruma? SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 
  

831 Dala hira mak Ita-Boot hemu alkol (tua)?  
 

LOROLORON KA KUAZE LOROLORON  ......... 1 
DALA IDA KA RUA SEMANA IDA  .................. 2 
DALA 1-3 FULAN IDA  ................................... 3 
LA TO’O DALA IDA FULAN IDA  .................... 4 
NUNKA  ........................................................ 5 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 
 
 

 
836 

832 Baibain, bainhira Ita-Boot hemu alkol (tua), Ita-Boot hemu 
bebida hira iha loron ida?  

1 KA 2 ........................................................... 1 
3 KA 4  .......................................................... 2 
5 KA 6  .......................................................... 3 
7 KA 9  .......................................................... 4 
10 BA LETEN  ................................................ 5 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

833 Dala hira Ita-Boot hemu bebida alkol (tua) 6 ba leten iha 
tempu ida de’it? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
LA TO’O DALA IDA FULAN IDA ....................  2 
DALA IDA FULAN IDA  .................................. 3 
DALA IDA SEMANA IDA  ............................... 4 
LOROLORON KA KUAZE LOROLORON  ......... 5 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

834 Durante tinan ida ikus ne’e, Ita-Boot falla atu realiza Ita-
Boot nia responsabilidade regulár tanba hemu alkol (tua)? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
LA TO’O DALA IDA FULAN IDA ....................  2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

835 Durante tinan ida ikus ne’e, Ita-Boot sente sala ka 
arrepende depoizde hemu alkol (tua)? 

NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
LA TO’O DALA IDA FULAN IDA ....................  2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ........  9 

 

836 Durante fulan 12 ikus ne’e, Ita-Boot uza droga dala hira?  NUNKA ......................................................... 1 
LA TO’O DALA IDA FULAN IDA ....................  2 
DALA IDA FULAN IDA  .................................. 3 
DALA IDA SEMANA IDA  ............................... 4 
LOROLORON KA KUAZE LOROLORON  ......... 5 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 
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837 Durante fulan 12 ikus ne’e, Ita-Boot hetan forma violénsia 
tuir mai iha uma nia li’ur? 

SIN LAE LAKOHI 
RESPONDE/ 

LAIHA RESPOSTA 

 

a Ema baku ka tuku Ita-Boot 1 2 9 
b Ema ameasa Ita-Boot ho tudik ka arma seluk (la inklui 

kilat) 
1 2 9 

c Ema ameasa Ita-Boot ho kilat  1 2 9 

Pergunta sira tuir mai husu Ita-Boot kona-ba esperiénsia seksuál ho mane seluk. 
838 Ita-Boot iha atrasaun seksuál ba mane, feto, ka mane/feto 

hotu?  
MANE ........................................................... 1 
FETO  ............................................................ 2 
MANE/FETO HOTU  ..................................... 3 
LADÚN HATENE ..........................................  4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

839 Ita-Boot iha namoradu mane ne'ebé Ita-Boot halo 
relasaun seksuál ho nia? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

840 Ita-Boot halo relasaun seksuál ka halo atividade seksuál 
ruma ho labarik mane ka mane ida? 
Relasaun seksuál signifika: 
Seksu iha anus/kidung: bainhira mane ida hatama nia 
penis/lasan iha mane seluk nia anus/kidung 
Seksu orál: bainhira mane ida hatama nia penis/lasan iha 
mane seluk nia ibun. 
Masturbasaun: bainhira mane ida doko mane seluk nia 
órgaun seksuál, ka mane na’in-rua hotu mak doko malu. 
Seksu iha kelen, bainhira mane ida halo seksu tanba 
hatama nia penis/lasan entre mane seluk nia kelen rua nia 
leet ne'ebé taka metin  

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 
843 

841 Entre lista tuir mai, Ita-Boot halo atividade ne'ebé de’it ho 
mane ida tanba Ita-Boot hakarak? 
 

a) Masturbasaun 
b) Seksu orál 
c) Seksu iha kelen 
d) Seksu iha anus/kidung 

SIN 
 
 
 

1 
1 
1 
1 

LAE 
 
 
 

2 
2 
2 
2 

LAKOHI 
RESPONDE/ 

LAIHA RESPOSTA 
 
 

9 
9 
9 
9 

 

842 Ita-Boot tinan hira bainhira halo relasaun seksuál ba dala 
uluk ho labarik mane ka mane ida? 

MENUS HUSI TINAN 15 ................................ 1 
TINAN 15 -19 ............................................... 2 
TINAN 20-29  ............................................... 3 
TINAN 30-39  ............................................... 4 
TINAN 40 BA LETEN  .................................... 5 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

843 Mane ida konvense ka obriga Ita-Boot halo relasaun 
seksuál ka halo atividade seksuál ruma bainhira Ita-Boot 
lakohi? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 
845 

844 Dala hira mak ida-ne’e akontese? DALA IDA ..................................................... 1 
DALA 2-3 .....................................................  2 
LIU DALA 3  .................................................. 3 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

845 Ema seluk uza liafuan la di'ak ka halo komentáriu ne'ebé 
hatún Ita-Boot tanba hanoin katak Ita-Boot buifeto ka 
‘mane-feto’?  

DALA IDA ..................................................... 1 
DALA 2-3 .....................................................  2 
LIU DALA 3  .................................................. 3 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

846 Ita-Boot hetan ameasa violénsia ka hetan duni violénsia 
tanba ema hanoin katak Ita-Boot buifeto, omoseksuál, 
gosta mane no/ka halo relasaun seksuál ho mane?   

DALA IDA ..................................................... 1 
DALA 2-3 .....................................................  2 
LIU DALA 3  .................................................. 3 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 
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Pergunta sira tuir mai relasiona ho violénsia ne'ebé dalaruma Ita-Boot haree ka envolvidu durante konflitu. Timor-Leste hetan 
períodu konflitu oioin, no pergunta sira tuir mai refere ba konflitu sira entre 1975-1999 ka 2006-8. Porfavór responde ba kada 
pergunta ba durante konflitu 1975-1999 no tuirfalimai ba durante konflitu 2006-2008.  
 
Ha'u hatene katak pergunta sira tuir mai difisil tebes, no ha’u hakarak fó-hanoin ba Ita-Boot dala ida tan katak buat hotu 
ne'ebé Ita-Boot hatete sei konfidensiál. Ami hakarak atu hatene de’it ema nia esperiénsia durante konflitu nia laran no seráke 
ida-ne’e hamosu impaktu ruma ba sira-nia moris ohin loron: 
 
870 Durante tinan sira konflitu nian, Ita-Boot: 1975-1999 & 2006-2008  
a Haree ema hetan baku? SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 

SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

b Haree ema hetan oho? SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 
SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

c Haree ema hetan kanek todan? SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 
SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

d Haree feto ka mane hetan violasaun seksuál? SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 
SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

f Ita-Boot hetan baku husi militár, forsa rezisténsia 
ka milísia? 
 

SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 
SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

g Ita-Boot hetan kanek todan? SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 
SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

h Ema obriga Ita-Boot hodi halo relasaun seksuál, ka 
Ita-Boot hetan violasaun seksuál ka asaltu 
seksuál? 

SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 
SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

i Ema obriga Ita-Boot hodi halo relasaun seksuál ho 
membru família ka kolega? 

SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 
SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

j Ita-Boot hetan dadur ka prizaun?  SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 
SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

k Ita-Boot hetan baku ka tortura? 
 

SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 
SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 
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871    
b Ita-Boot baku feto ka partisipa iha asaun baku 

feto?   
SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 
SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

c Ita-Boot halo, ka partisipa iha, violasaun seksuál, 
agresaun seksuál, hasoru feto ida? 

SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 
SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

d Ita-Boot obriga, ka partisipa iha asaun hodi obriga, 
feto ida atu halo kazamentu? 

SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 
SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

e Ita-Boot oho mane ka feto ida?  
 

SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 
SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

f Ita-Boot envolve diretamente iha asaun konflitu? SIN,DURANTE TINAN 1975-1999 ................. 1 
SIN,DURANTE 2006-2008 ............................ 2 
SIN,DURANTE 1975-1999 NO 
MÓS DURANTE 2006-2008  ......................... 3 
LAE  .............................................................. 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

873 Ita-Boot halo asaun ruma husi lista refere 
depoizde konflitu remata?  

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

877 Entre lista tuir mai, identifika saida mak Ita-Boot hetan tanba haree/envolve iha konflitu ka trauma seluk ne'ebé relasiona 
ho konflitu: 
a Tenke filafali ba eskola ho idade boot liu duké 

idade eskola?    
SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

b Labele kompleta edukasaun?   SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

c Labele mantein serbisu regulár?   SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

d Iha Ita-Boot nia suku ka área laiha dame nafatin?   SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

e Iha problema nafatin iha Ita-Boot nia família? SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

f Hemu ka uza droga hodi haluha trauma konflitu?    SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

g Susar atu kria relasaun di’ak ho feto ida? SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

h Susar atu kontrola Ita-Boot nia agresaun? SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

i Susar atu kria relasaun sosiál ne'ebé normál iha 
komunidade?   

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

 

j Labele fiar ba ema ida?                               SIN  .............................................................. 1  
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PTSD 
 

Dalaruma ema balu hetan sintoma tuir mai depoizde sira hetan eventu ruma iha sira-nia moris ne'ebé prejudisiál ka hata’uk 
tebes. Porfavór lee fraze ida-idak ho kuidadu no deside oinsá sintoma sira sai preokupasaun ba Ita-Boot durante semana ida 
ikus ne’e. 
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878a      Hanoin ka memória ne'ebé repete beibeik kona-ba 
eventu sira ne'ebé prejudisiál ka hata'uk liu hotu 

0 1 2 3 9  

b Sente hanesan eventu ne’e akontese tan 0 1 2 3 9  
c Mehi aat ne'ebé akontese beibeik 0 1 2 3 9  

d Sente ketaketak ka la besik ho ema seluk  0 1 2 3 9  
e Labele sente emosaun 0 1 2 3 9  
f La hakmatek, fasil atu sente hakfodak  0 1 2 3 9  
g Susar atu konsentra 0 1 2 3 9  
h Susar atu toba 0 1 2 3 9  
i Sente matan-moris hela de’it 0 1 2 3 9  
j Sente nervozudór ka derrepente hirus 0 1 2 3 9  
k Evita atividade sira ne'ebé fó-hanoin ba Ita-Boot 

kona-ba eventu ne'ebé traumátiku ka prejudisiál  
0 1 2 3 9  

l Laiha kapasidade atu hanoin-hikas parte balu husi 
eventu sira ne'ebé traumátiku ka prejudisiál liu hotu  

0 1 2 3 9  

m Ladún iha interese ba atividade loroloron 0 1 2 3 9  
n Sente hanesan Ita-Boot laiha futuru 0 1 2 3 9  
o Evita hanoin ka sentimentu ne'ebé ligadu ho 

esperiénsia ne'ebé traumátiku ka prejudisiál 
0 1 2 3 9  

INDIKADÓR SIRA KONA-BA POZISAUN SÓSIU-EKONÓMIKA – PERGUNTA NE'EBÉ ESPESÍFIKU BA KONTESTU LOKÁL 
HO KODIFIKASAUN ESPESÍFIKA  

 

847 Pergunta hirak-ne’e mak ikus liu 
Ita-Boot nia uma-kain iha ka lae: 
 
 
a) Eletrisidade 
b) Rádiu 
c) Televizaun 
d) Jeleira 
e) Motor 

 
 
 
 
 
a) ELETRISIDADE  
b) RÁDIU  
c) TELEVIZAUN  
d) JELEIRA 
e) MOTOR 

 
 

SIN 
 
 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

 
 

LAE  
 
 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

 
LAKOHI 

RESPONDE/ 
LAIHA 

RESPOSTA  
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 

 
  

849 Dala hira mak ema iha Ita-Boot nia uma laiha hahán 
tanba falta osan?  

KADA SEMANA ............................................ 1 
KADA FULAN MAIBÉ LA’ÓS KADA SEMANA  2 
AKONTESE, MAIBÉ LA’ÓS KADA FULAN  ...... 3 
NUNKA  ........................................................ 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA.........  9 

 

LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA .........  9 

k Ita-Boot hetan defisiénsia nu’udar rezultadu husi 
konflitu? 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

l    
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850 Se Ita-Boot presiza osan ho lailais, no presiza $100 
ba emerjénsia, hanesan hakoi mate, fasil ka lae atu 
hetan osan ne’e? 
 

SUSAR TEBES ............................................... 1 
SUSAR UITOAN ...........................................  2 
RELATIVAMENTU FASÍL ..............................  3 
FASÍL TEBES  ................................................ 4 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA.........  9 

 

851 Ema ruma iha Ita-Boot nia uma-kain iha rai? SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA.........  9 

 

852 Ita-Boot preokupadu ka lae kona-ba nivel krime iha 
Ita-Boot nia bairru (hanesan na’ok ka agresaun)?  

Bele dehan, Ita-Boot la preokupadu, preokupadu 
uitoan, ka preokupadu tebes? 

LA PREOKUPADU  ........................................ 1 
PREOKUPADU UITOAN ...............................  2 
PREOKUPADU TEBES  .................................. 3 
LA HATENE/HALUHA  ................................... 8 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA.........  9 

 

1201 Iha ne’ebe ita-Boot bele haree imajen rua.iha parte 
leten bele haree imajen ida ne’ebe hatudu oin triste, 
no iha parte kraik bele haree imajen ida 
ne’ebéhatudu oin kontente. 
Sein konsidera saida mak ita-Boot fo-hatene ha’u 
durante ne’e,ha’u husu ita-Boot atu hanehan/tau 
marka ida iha oin triste nia sorin karik ema ruma 
umaves (pernah) lamas ita-Boot ho maneira seksuál, 
ka obriga ita-Boot halo aktu seksuál ruma ne’ebé ita-
Boot lakohi,molok ita Boot iha tinan 18 
Porfavor hanehan/ tau marka iha oin kontente nia 
sorin karik ida ne’e nunka akontese ba ita-Boot.Tau 
ita-nia lima fuan no book neineik ekrán tablet nian 
no ekrán sei muda.ne’e garante katak hau mós 
lahatene ita nia resposta.  

TRISTE .......................................................... 1 
KONTENTE, NUNKA AKONTESE BA 
ITA-BOOT  .................................................... 2 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA.........  9 

 

854 Agora levantamentu ne’e hotu ona. Ha’u husu 
pergunta balu ne'ebé fasil no balu ne'ebé susar ba 
Ita-Boot. Bainhira ko’alia kona-ba asuntu hirak-ne’e, 
Ita-Boot sente oinsá? 

DI’AK ............................................................ 1 
LA DI’AK  ...................................................... 2 
LA'ÓS DI’AK KA LA DI’AK .............................  3 
LAKOHI RESPONDE/LAIHA RESPOSTA  ......... 9 

 

1202 Agora entrevista ne’e remata.Ita-Boot iha komentáriu ruma, ka iha buat seluk ne’ebé ita-Boot hakarak 
aumenta?  
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 PORFAVÓR ENTREGA TABLET BA ENTREVISTADÓR. OBRIGADU.  
 

 

1204 Ikus liu,ita-Boot konkorda katak ami bele kontakta 
fali ita-Boot karik ami presiza husu perguntas balu 
tan hodi hetan klarifikasaun? 
 
SEKARIK RESPONDENTE HATAN LAKOHI,FAVOR 
HAKEREK NINIA RESPOSTA IHA ITA NIA KADERNO 
NO FO HATENE BA SUPERVIZOR WAINHIR 
ENTREVISTA REMATA. 
 

SIN  .............................................................. 1 
LAE  .............................................................. 2 
  

 
 
 
 
Entrevistadór: Ami apresia tempu ne'ebé Ita-Boot fó ona hodi responde ba pergunta hirak-ne’e. Ita-Boot nia resposta 
no resposta husi maizumenus mane seluk hamutuk na’in-1000 sei hasa’e ami-nia komprensaun kona-ba mane sira-nia 
papél iha sosiedade ohin loron, informasaun ne'ebé bele util hodi halo Timor-Leste saudável no di’ak liu.  
Importante atu subliña katak lei sira ne'ebé vigora iha Ita-Boot nia nasaun konsidera nu’udar krime ida bainhira ema 
halo violénsia fízika kontra feto, ka halo relasaun seksuál ho ema ida menus husi tinan 18, no obriga feto atu halo 
relasaun seksuál. 
 

31 
 

Karik Ita-Boot hakarak hetan informasaun liután kona-ba kestaun ruma ne'ebé mensiona iha levantamentu ne’e, 
porezemplu atu buka servisu saúde iha Ita-Boot nia komunidade, ami prepara lista servisu sira 

1. FÓ HANDOUT BA RESPONDENTE HO LISTA SERVISU RELEVANTE IHA KOMUNIDADE 
2. HUSU RESPONDENTE KARIK NIA IHA KOMENTÁRIU KA PERGUNTA RUMA 
3. HATO’O OBRIGADU BA NIA PARTISIPASAUN 
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